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THE PALACE OF KNOSSOS. 

Provisional Report of the Excavations for t!te Year 1901. 

BY ARTHUR J. EVANS . • 

~ I.-T HE CAMPAIGN OF I90I. 

T HE work of excavation on the Palace site at Knossos was re-opened 
on F ebruary 27, 190 1, and continued till June IJ. Various supplementary 
operations conn~cted with the shoring up and underpinning of the walls of 
large halls brought to light on the south-east of the site, the completion 
of the roofing-in of the Throne Room, and similar works of conservation 
entailed the continued employment of a large number of workmen till the 
beginning of Ju ly. Throughout the excavations I again secured the valuable 
services of Dr. Duncan Mackenzie as my assistant in directing the works, 
and of Mr. D. T. Fyfe, formerly architect of the British School, in prepar
ing architectural plans and drawings. 

The building itself, as will be seen from the present Summary Report, 
took an even vaster development than it was possible to foresee, and as, for 
the purpose of delimitation, it was necessary besides to make a thorough 
exploration of the surround ing zone on its western, northern and eastern 
borders the work necessitated the employment of a large number of men. 
Throughout a great part of the season as many as two hundred workmen 
were constantly employed. 

Besides the opening out of new quarters of the Palace, a good deal of 
attention was directed towards the more exhaustive exploration of certain 
parts of the building already partially excavated in 1900, and at the same 
time towards the solution of some of the problems suggested by the work 
already executed. Considerable labour was devoted to the thorough 
examination of the south-west angle of the building, the continuation of 
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2 THE BRITISH S c HOOL AT ATI-IENS. [1900-1901 

the Corridor of the Procession and its relation to the Southern Terrace and 

Propylaeum. North of the Propylaeum, again , the walls of a series of 
chambers were tested and re-examined with a view to defining the outline 
of the upper halls or "Megara" that once undoubtedly rose above them. 
A series of the "Kaselles" beneath the floors of the Magazines were opened 
and their contents thoroughly sifted. A large number of additional shafts 
were also sunk both within and without the walls of the Palace in order 

further to explore the underlying eolithic settlement,! 
Of the works of conservation undertaken the most important was the 

enclosing and roofing-in of the Throne Room-a work rendered urgent by 
the effect which exposure to the weather was already beginning to produce 
both on the throne itself and the seats a nd parapet. In order to support 
the roof it was necessary to place some kind of pillars in the position 
formerly occupied by the Mycenaean columns, the burnt remains of which 
were found fixed in the sockets of the stone bench opposite the throne. 
This necessity and the desire to avoid the introduction of any incongruous 
elements amid such surroundings deterrr{ined me to reproduce the form of 
the original Mycenaean columns. An exact model both for the shape and 
colouring was happily at hand in the small fresco of the temple fa~ade, 
and the work was successfully executed under Mr. Fyfe's superintendence. 

In order to protect the roo_m from wanton damage we were further 
reluctantly obliged to place a substantial iron railing and door across the 
entrance. For this, unfortunately, no Knossian model was forthcoming, and 
the best that could be done was to get a native smith of Candia to make a 
scroll-work rail ing of wrought iron of the kind that it is usual here to place 

before Mahometan shrines, the spiral designs of which at least are 
curiously in harmony with Mycenaean patterns. About the middle of the 
opening in order to give support to this barrier a stone pillar was set up in 

a socket of the pavement where a wooden one had once stood. 

§ 2.-TilE WESTERN COURT, PORTICO, A D ENTRANCE. 

One of the leading features of the excavation was the great increase of 
area gained by the Western Court. The whole line of the West Wall of 

1 A short report of the results of the exploration of this N eolithic Settlement was made by me 
to the Anthropological Section of the British Association (G lasgow Meeting, September 1901). An 
abstract of this is printed in the Annual Report of the Association, ami in llfan, December 1901 
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THE PALACE OF KNOS OS. 3 

the Palace was now brought to light to a point nearly twice as far to the 
north of the W est Portico as the portion excavated in 1900. As before, 
this wall formed for the most part the backing of a series of Magazines, six 

of them longer than any yet uncovered. At this point the course of the 
West VI all is again marked by one of the shallow recesses already noted in 
the earlier excavated part, which also recur in the outer wall of the Palace 
at Phaestos. After passing these Magazines, where the outer wall attains its 

greatest projection west, it again took a rec tangular turn back and reached 

FIG. I.-ANGLE OF \ VEST \ VALL, S!!OWING OCKETS OF WOODEN STRUTS. 

the extreme north-west angle of the building in a line with its starting 

point outside the vVes t Portico. 
Behind the Long Magazines the method followed in the construction 

of this Western Wall was very perceptible and revealed that curious 

economy of material so characteristic of the builders of the Palace. The 
great gypsum labs visible both in the outer and inner face of this wall 
were not in fact continuous. The actual thickness of these did not exceed 

50 centimetres, and between them there was a space of about a metre filled 
] ' ., , -
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with clay and rubbl e. At the same time, to g ive compactness to the whole, 

wooden struts were set between them, the sockets of which were to be seen 
on the inner sides of the great slabs (see Fig. 1). 

The extreme north rn end of the West 'Nail could only be traced by 
means of the foundations, hereabouts about a metre and a half deep and 
consisting of a d ry walling of smaller limestone blocks resting on a plinth. 

Lines of I::tgazines. 

lnner Ang le 
of Wa ll : mostly 

Foundations. 

Buuress 0 1 Line of 
Massive W est Wall. 
Blocks. 

\Vest E ntrance 
and Port ico Causeway. \Vest Court and Altar-Ba!ie. 

Early Building outside the Walls. 

F IG. 2.-VJEW LOOK I NG S OUTH TOWARDS T ilE FIRST NO RTI!-VVE TAN GLE OF PALACE. 

The angles of this, as may be seen from Plate 11. and Fig. 2 , were very 
finely preserved. Proceeding southwards the depth of these foundations 
g radually decreased wi th th~ rise of the ground. 

Against the north-west angle of the wall, outside the Long Magazines, 
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had been set an oblong structure of large limestone blocks which had the 
appearance of very primitiYe build (see Fig. 2). It is probable, however, 
from its position against the corner of the wall, that this massive plat
form was really a later structure carried out with the object of supporting 
the foundations of the building at this angle, where, as is shown from the 
remains of frescoes, a stone frieze and other architectural fragments, there 

was evidently an important superstructure. 
Separated from this massive buttress by about a metre's space were the 

foundations and lower part of the walls of an elongated rectangular building 
divided into three main compartments, the south end of which forms a limit 
to the vVestern Court on this side. The upper floors here were of Mycenaean 
date, but in the lower part of the chambers were found abundant fragments 
of pottery of the pure Kamcl.res Period, including specimens of the fine 
embossed "egg-shell" ware which represents the highest ceramic product 
of pre-Mycenaean Crete, and was evidently copied from prototypes of 

repousse metal-work. 
The relics of the best Kamares Period are conspicuous by their absence 

in the chambers of the Palace itself, and the preservation of this building in 
such immediate proximity to the wall and actually abutting on the great 
West Court may possibly indicate that it served some rel igious purpose. It 

is noteworthy in this connexion that a double axe was painted on one of the 
fragmen ts, the bottom of a vase, recalling a similar symbol on a vase found 
in a house to the west of this spot.1 The double axe in a specially votive 
form reappears as on the Mycenaean pottery of the "Palace style."~ 

[n the Western Court, opposite the south end of this building and 6'6o 

metres distant from the shallow recess already described in the wall behind 
the Long Magazines, was unearthed a second altar-base of limestone blocks 
r '90 m. X I '72 in dimensions,3 closely resembling that already noted nearer 

the West Port ico. Starting from the centre of the western wing of 
this Portico and running somewhat diagonally north-westwards so as to 
a\·oid the great angle of the West Wall is a curious narrow causeway more 
carefully paved than the rest of the Court and slightly raised above its 
level. Its appearance at first sight suggests the base of an earlier wall, but 
that it is in fact a causeway is now placed beyond a doubt by the remark
able parallel discovered at Phaestos. There, running in the same diagonal 

1 D. G. Ifogarth, B. S .. -lnnual, 1900, pp. 79, 8o: J. /I. S. 1900, p. 87. 
2 See below p. 53· 3 Somewhat defectiYe on north-we l side. 
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fashi on across the Court that lies outs ide the western wall of the Palace·, is 

a :precisely sim ilar causeway leading to a step-way that ascends the 

tiers of seats that command the northern end of the Court. Thus at Phaestos 
we see a si milar causeway, lead ing presumably from a gate of the Palace, 
serving as an avenue of approach to what seems to have been a prehistoric 
theatre-arranged like a grand stan -overlooking a very ancient altar. 
Whether any structure analogous to this archaic theatre existed at Knossos 
it is impossible now to say, but the parallelism of altars and causeways is 

very suggestive. 
There can at least be little doubt that this ·wes tern Court outside the 

Palace Walls must have formed the great gathering-place, or Agora, for the 
citizens of Mycenaean Knossos. From north to south it extends some 
so metres, but on the western side no definite line of delimitation exists, 
and it seems to h ave an almost unlimited extension. The rough paving 
may possibly have been originally covered with a kind of cement, as was 
certainly the case wi th the area beneath the Portico. ·where a test pit was 
dug into it, at a point about 30 metres west of the first-discovered altar
base, it was found immediately to overlay a stratum containing first 

Mycenaean and then Kam<hes sherds. earer the \Vest \Vall , however, 
Kamares sherds were found immediately below the pavemen t and went 
down about 2 metres to the eolith ic stratum. This seems to indicate 
that the Agora had been many centuries in use, during which its level had 
gradually riser., the stone pavement, however, for the most part dating 
from the earliest period of the building.t This Court has a distinct Western 
slope. 

\ i\Thether or not the Agora was overlooked originally by raised seats 
like the Western Court at Phaestos, the long plinth at the base of the 
West Wall, a! o paralleled at Phaestos, must at all times have afforded an 
admirable sitting place for a large number of persons, and indeed was 
frequently used for this purpose by my Cretan workmen. It does not 
require a great stretch of imagination to see the Elders of a Mycenaean 
Assembly seated in the same place, whi le the King himself sate at the gate 
on the Seat of J udgment in the stately Portico beyond. 

I t will be remembered that this Portico gave access to a double entrance, 
one doorway lead ing d irectly to the Corridor of the Procession, while the 
other opened on a separate chamber. A re-investigation of the founda-

1 In some places, however, the Kanuires deposit began immediately beneath the pavement. 
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tions has made it clear that the side chamber, which communicated with 
the Corridor by means of a small lateral doorway, was of somewhat larger 
dimensions than had been at first made out. This chamber was surely 
something more than a mere "Porter's Lodge." It is at least a probable 
conjecture that this room with its stately portal facing the great 
vVestern Court was on such occasions specially reserved for the royal use. 

The Portico itself must have been an imposing structure. The column
base in the centre of its opening has a diameter of I ·z 5 metres, and taking 
as a guide the proportions of the pillars depicted in the " T emple " fresco, 
the wooden column which rose above it and supported the architrave 
would have attained a height of 5 metres or over sixteen feet . The archi
trave must also have been supported by substantial piers on either side. 
On the east side indeed the solid gypsum block which formed the base of 
this is visible with a dowel hole for an upright wooden beam. The pave 
ment within the Portico, as will be seen from the plan (P I. I.), is divided 
into square and oblong spaces, formerly coated with red-coloured cemen t, 
by lines of slab pathway, one branch of which finds its continuation in the 
causeway already described, and in another similar gangway which starts 
from the latter at right angles in a westerly direction. T wo other branches 
of the pathways within the Portico lead through the middle of the door
ways, one of these prolonging itself in the central line of slabs that run 

along the Corridor of the Procession. 

§ 3.-THE CORRIDOR OF THE PROCESSION TRACED TO THE S.W. 
CORNER AND PROLO GED, FROM I ' DlCATIONS, ALO G THE 

SOUTHERN T ERRACE. 

The rapid fall ,af the ground beyond the south-western angle of the 

Palace had ental e the almost complete denudation of the upper part of the 
neighbouring structure. It was, therefore, the more necessary to make a 
very careful exploration of the remains of foundations hereabouts, as a 
guide for reconstructing the upper lines. Happily, by very reason of the 
slope of the ground, the builders had here laid the foundations of exception
ally massive blocks, and the line of a thick outer wall forming the continu
ation of the west wall of the Corridor of the Procession was clearly 
indicated. West of these foundations were others of a less important 
character which evidently had belonged to private hou ses built here close 
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up against the Palace wall, while a little beyond was the better preserved 
house with gypsum pillars excavated by Mr. H ogarth in 19001 

In my previous Report the conject ral view had been already advanced 
that the Corridor of the Procession, after continuing to the south-west 
corner of the Palace above the lmver part of the Southern Terrace, "took a 
turn at right angles, and following the top of the Terrace wall afforded 
access to the Southern Propylaeum." A valuable corroboration and am
plification of this view is now afforded, not only by the existence of 

foundations clearly marking the prolongation of the stately entrance 
Corridor to the south-west angle of the Southern Terrace, but by other 
circumstances. Below the point where the Corridor must have abutted on 
the Terrace occurred a fresco fragme t consisting of the foot and the 
corner of the robe of a male fi g ure similar to those of the "Procession " 
found on the walls of the Corridor nearer the Western Entrance. Near the 

same spot were also found pieces of the characteristic blue slate slabs that 
form the border of the Corridor pavement, and many other examples of 
the same occurred at various spots above the floor level of the Southern 
Terrace-a striking indication of the continuation of the Corridor along its 
upper floor. A supporting wall , which seems originally to have run with 
small interruption along the middle of the basement of the Southern 
Terrace, was apparently built with the special object of supplying a base to 

an upper wall or colonnade which woul be the continuation of the outer 
wall of the Corridor. It is probable that the outer face of the Corridor 
above this supporting wall formed a long colonnade opening on a flat 
terrace representing the roof of the outer division of the basement. 

Opposite the centre of this Colonnade was the broad opening that gave 
access to the Southern Propylaeum, a.nd thus to upper 1Wegara beyond, 
the existence of which can now be ascertained with sufficient certainty. 
That a similar system of wall decoration was common to all this avenue of 
approach from the Western Entrance is indicated by the finding of the 
Cup-Bearer fresco, a fi gure analogous to those of the Corridor of the Pro
cession, at the bac k of the Southern Propylaeum in a position which 
showed that it had fall n backwards from its inner wall. 

There can be little doubt that the Corridor and Colonnade continued east 
past the approach to the Propylaeum, and affordeJ a direct access to the 
Central Court and perhaps to the important Megara beyond it. Similar 

1 B.S. Annual, 1900, I r. 79. 
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remains of blue slate paving, found above the floor levels below, marked 
a part at least of this continuation. 

§ 4·-T!-IE SOUTH T ERRACE BASEMENT AND ADJOI liNG R OOMS AND 

GALLERIES. 

Reason has been given above for supposing that the upper part of the 
South T errace consisted of a long Gallery or Verandah which formed in 
fact the continuation of the Corridor of the Procession and opened south, 
perhaps by a wooden colonnade, on a flat stretch of roof. Below all this 
were basement rooms and galleries, a part of which had been explored at 

the beginning of the season of 19 00. The outer limit below is formed by a 
long line of fine gypsum blocks resting on a slightly projecting plinth of 
limestone slabs, which the renewed exploration of this front made it possi

ble to follow in the direction of the south-west corner of the Palace. The 
fact th at this wall showed very little traces of foundations strongly corro
borates the view already expressed that, above, it merely supported an outer 
line of terrace roof. 

Between this and the innermost supporting wall of the Terrace were, as 
already noted, remains of a central construction parallel to the inner and 

outer lines, apparently intended to support the colonnade of the verandah 
above. The main terrace wall, within this, though a good deal recon
structed in places, showed near its base layers of fine limestone blocks, 
the prevailing doubl axe symbol on which marked them as belonging to 
the earliest period of the building. This wall had at later times been 
buttres ed up in several places by masses of very poor rubble masonry; 
as howe,·er the superincumbent structures which this had once helped to 

support no longer existed it was possible to remove this later work and 
expose the original surface of the inner terrace wall. 

A lready when the excavations were first begun there were visible 
in the face of this wall two narrow openings leading to small inner 
galleries. The remm·al of the later rubble coating now brought into view 
three more such galle rie , one on the extreme east and two to the west 
of those already visible. It was clear that the two more westerly of these, 
one of which ran immediately under the Corridor of the Cupbearer, 
had gi,·en access to inner basement rooms which had apparently served 

as cellar . In contiguity to the most \resterly of these there were now 
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opened out two small chambers of this class with which it had prob

ably had communication. The floor level of these chambers, though some
what over two metres below the upper Palace level at this spot, was at least 
a metre higher than that of the basement area of the South Terrace proper, 
and we must therefore suppose that there were originally steps up from the 
subterranean passage. 

In the innermost of these chambers was found a group of plain clay 
vases, one of which was of exceptional interest from the fact that it bore 
on its boulders an inscription which had been incised while the clay was 
sti ll wet. The inscription, the first found here on a vase, is written in the 
ord inary linear script of the Palace-a slight variation being noteworthy 
in the third letter, here reversed and written like an S. In Figure 3 it wi ll be 
found compared with typical forms as ,een on tablets of Mycenaean date. 

The vase itself on which this graffito inscription appeared was of a tall 

CCRAFFITO INSCRIPTION 
ON VASE, 

NORMAL LINEAR CHARACTERS 
ON KNOSSII\~ TABLETS OF Tt1E 

MYCfN,O,fAN PERIOD. 

elongated form, except for its two 
handles recalling the shape of a Chinese 
jar. With it was found another simi
lar vase (Fig. 4) and several other 
vessels. They were all of the same 

rough light-coloured clay and un
coloured, except that one two-handled 

jar was broadly streaked with a kind 
of triple spray of brown. At the 

bottom of a barrel-shaped vessel with 
tripod base, a type of which there were 

FIG. J.-LINEAR CHARACTERS ON VASE tWO Or three examples, WaS found a 
A:'\D CLAY T ABLETS CO~IPARED. grey deposit With fishes' vertebrae, 

showing that it had been used to store 
food. In this connexion it may be mentioned that an intaglio found 
on the site of Knossos shows a fisherman holding in either hand a 
fish and a polyp. In Crete, at least, fish formed a regular part of the 
Mycenaean dietary. 

The types of the "rustic" vases fo und in this chamber derive great 
interest from the fact that they one and all represent a degenerate 
"Kam;hes '' tradition, although, as the character of the inscription shows, 
belonging to a good Mycenaean period. In this respect the Amphoras with 
double spout and mouth of oval section, the barrel-shaped vases with a 
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tripod base, and a two-handled spouted bowl, are very characteristic. The 

cups exhibit transi tional form s between the higher, often brilliantly 
painted, Kamares type and the somewhat shallow receptacles of plain clay 
of which such vast heaps are found in the votive deposits of Mycenaean 
date in the Dictaean Cave and elsewhere. It will be een that large 
deposits of vessels of the same transitional class were found in the 
chambers and magazines of the east slope, and this "rustic" fabric may 
with g reat probability be regarded as the work of slaves and hanclicrafts

men of the old indigenous stock who lived within the Palace walls under 

Vase with 
R ough Painti ng. Type of Inscribed Vase. 

t 

FIG. 4.-'· ]{U ST IC " V ASES SllOIV I :-IG J' \~lARES T RADIT ION, FRO)! llASE)!ENT ROOM OF 

SOUTH T ERRACE. 

the Mycenaean lords. The appearance of a linear inscription on a pot of 

this class suggests many interesting questions. It must at least be taken 

as a proof of a considerable diffusion of the art of writing. 
The comparatively early Mycenaean elate of the contents of this store

room is shown not only by the Kamares tradition in the form s of the 
vases but by certain structural phenomena. The vases lay in a layer 

of burnt wood pointing to the effect of a fire in this part of the 
Palace, and a little above the floor level on which they lay were the 

foundations of rubble walls belonging to the latest period of occupation. 
It is also to be observed that the gallery by wh ich this chamber had been 
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originally reached from the basement of the South Terrace had had its 

mouth blocked at this same period by a rubble supporting wall. 

Very different from this are the contents of the basement rooms and 
passages of the Southern Terrace itse lf. There the rubble walls inserted 
at a late period to buttress up the main south wall, together with certain 
contemporary chambers of the same poor construction as these buttress 
walls and partly built on to them, serve to bring out a very definite line in 
the archaeological stratification of the site. Along the foot of these later 
walls and in the small chambers, of which four were brought to light in the 
western half of the basement, were found a series of Mycenaean vases of 
a decidedly more recent type than th se of the fin e Palace style. In a 

room to the left of the entrance of the basement passage which runs 
immediately under the Corridor of the Cup-bearer sixteen Mycenaean 

va es were found in a more or less perfect condition, just as they were 
left at the latest moment of the ccupation of this part of the site. 
The larger of these were placed on stone slabs, the smaller on pebbles. 
Other similar vases were found in the chamber adjoining this on the 
west. Among the classes represented, besides plain bowls and some 
rather coarse jars with fl owing streak decoration, were the usual two

handled pedestalled cups of the champagne-glass form, sing le-handled jugs 

with waved and spiral pattern, and several "stirrup vases" (Bi.igelkannen) 
of high oval form and somewhat heavy fabric, with octopus designs, and 
large single-handled mugs with incurving sides of a type very charac
teristic of the tombs of Ialysos.1 It may be remembered that among 
the vases of similar ceramic style fou nd in the passage of the same base

ment, a little farther east, was a three-handled pyxis, in form and 
ornament almost identical with one from the same Rhodian cemetery.2 

More than this, the character of the decoration on the vases from these 
basement chambers, and others of simila character found elsewhere on the 
site, closely corresponds with that of the Mycenaean vase fragments from 

Tell-el-Amarna, among which, however, the octopus design seems to be 
wanting. 

The trend of this evidence is to take us to the Fourteenth century B.C. 

for these latest ceramic prod ucts of the site. There was no trace 
1 

Furtwiingler und Loschke, .1./ykenische Vascn, PI. ix. (56, xxxv. ). Two examples of similar 
types from Ialy~os arc in the Ashmolean Museum. Another Yase of th is form from Nauplia is 
given, op. cit. PI. xxi. 150. 

2 
.R. S . Annual, 1900, p. 8. Furtw. u. Liischke, op. cil. PI. ix. (55, xxxii). 
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In the later chambers and passages of the Southern Terrace basement 
of any example of the finer Palace style. It will be seen, too, that 
the room of the Stirrup Vases (Bi.igelkannen ), to the north of the 
building where similar ceramic types occurred, is now shown to overlay 
an earlier Mycenaean floor-level. Their sporad ic occurrence indeed and 
proved posteriority make it more and more probable that at the time 
when these vessels were in use only a fraction of the site was still inhabited, 
and that the larger part of the Palace, together with the monuments of its 
most flourishing a rti stic period, was already in ruins. 

On removing the later wall which blocked the entrance of the sub
terranean gallery that ran beneath that in which the Cup-Bearer fresco 
lay, an interesting find was made on the old floor level below. This was a 

aematite wei ht, with a flattened surface below, of the somewhat spindle
shaped form shown in Fig. 5· Its interest lies in the fact that it cor

responds both in form and material with 
a class of early weights found both in 
Palestine and Egypt. A n example from 
Samaria in the Ashmolean Museum and 
dating from the seventh or eighth cen
tury B.C., bears a Semitic inscription 
showing that it was a quarter n~f,1 a 
k ind of weight which recurs elsewhere 
in Palestine, but the name of which does 
not seem to be capable of a H ebrew 

derivation. It weighs 2'540 grammes 
(39·2 grains), so that the unit of which 
it is a quarter would have scaled 10·16 

PROFI LE VIEW ... 

SfC.T ION . 

UNDE~ SIDE . 

FJG. 5. - HADIATITE W EIGHT . 

g rammes (c. 157 g rains), an amount which bears no obvious relation either 
.to the Babylon ian or the Egyptian standards. A haematite weight, how
ever, of the same type from Egypt weighing 46·6 grammes (about 704 
grains), fits well with the Egyptian series and may be regarded as the 

equivalent of half an "Uten" of the lighter class, or fi ve "Kats." The 
Knossian example on the other hand, which is 12·6 g rammes ( 195 grains), 

1 For the earlier readings of this weight, see Palestine E xploration Fund Qua1·lerly Statement, 
1894, pp. 22o-23 r and 284- 287. Dr. i\1. Lidzbar ki, whose reading is adopted in the text, has now 
clearly demonstrated that the hitherto doubtfu l inscription on one side of the weight is simply a 
blundered and subsequently erased Vf rsion of what appears on the other side (Ep hem. fiir Semitische 
Ep igraphik, I. pp. 13, 14). 
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does not seem to belong to any of the above systems, though it a lmost 

exactly corresponds with the weight of the Aeginetan silver staters.1 

§ 5·-THE SOUTHERN WI 'G, AND ITS PAINTED RELIEFS. 

To the ea t of the Southern Terrace basement three shallow steps 
appear leading up to what in some respects is a continuation of the same 
system, but which is here described as the Southern W ing of the Palace. 
This southern wing forms the end on t is side of the great Central Court, 
formerly described as the East Court, and it is natural to suppose that it 
had some direct means of access from its southern as from its northern side. 
These steps are in fact in line with two short ba em<::nt galleries or 
elongated chambers, with an intervening block, which suggest the further 
course of an upper passage-way leading to the Court. The Corridor that 
apparently ran along the Southern Terrace, and which fo rmed, as we have 

seen, the continuation of the entrance Corridor from the west, would have 
naturally opened into this passage leading from the Southern Step-way. 
A direct corroboration of this view is indeed supplied by the fac t that above 
the floor level of the basement space, over which the joint course of these 

two passages would have run, were found numerous fragments of blue slate 
slabs like those along the borders of the " Corridor of the Procession." 

That there was thus direct commu ication both fro m the vVestern and 
Southern Entrances with this Central Court can hard ly be doubted when 
the leading part played by this Court in the Palace economy is fully realised. 
The result of the most recent exploration has been to show conclusively that 
t his great paved area was the real focus of the inner Palace life, just as the 
\Vest Cou rt represents the meeting point between Palace and City. It 
will be seen from the succeeding sections that the principal halls of the build
ing lay on the eastern side of this Central Court. It may be further assumed 
indeed that a prolongation of the continued southern and western entrance 
ways ran along its south border and gave covered communication wi th the 
important JV!egara of the eastern quarter. The chambers actually un-

1 Their full weight is given as I94 grains by Head (Hist. Num. p. 332). The value of the 
comparison is of course diminished by the great inte rval of time between the date when the weight 
was used and the first issue of Aeginetan staters. Another simi lar haematite weight found in 
Egypt, weighing 3 grammes (46·3 grains) may, however, be regarded as a fou rth of the same un it 
as that represented by the Knossian example. Three leaden disks were found in the Palace which 
also appear to be weights. They weigh respectively 8 ·45 grammes (c. rJrfgrains), 22'05 grammes 
(c. 340 grains) and 42 7 grammes (c. 6!)o grains). 
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covered in the Southern Wing are merely basements, some of them of 
rough construction, but the longest of these, running from west to east 
along the borders of the Court, certainly suggests the former existence of a 

gallery above. 
The architectural importance of the buildings that once overlooked the 

Central Court on the south side is indicated by decorated remains found in 
the western basement space on this side. Above the floor level of this room 
near its east wall, from about a metre b~low the surface, were uncovered a 
series of fragments of bas-reliefs in gesso duro representing male subjects. 
Like the bull-reliefs found in 1900, these plaster fragments were coloured. 
The first important piece brought to light showed the back and ear of a male 
head wearing a crown, the upper part of which consisted of a row of sloping 

Jlnu:s-de-lJ;s with a taller upright one in the centre. Of the others all had a 
p~vard slant except the hindmost, which was sloped in the other direction. 

The colours of the diadem itself and its offshoots were evidently intended 

to represent inlaid metal-work. The jleur-de-lys ornament recurred in the 
shape of a collar formed of links of this shape round the neck of a male 
torso found near the relief of the crown. The ornament itself is typically 
Mycenaean, and its derivation from the pure lily type with the stamens 
attached may be traced on the gold-plated inlaid dagger 1 from the Fifth 

Akropolis Grave. 
Of the natural lily as a Mycenaean hair ornament we have an example 

in the coiffure of the Goddess and her attendant handmaidens on the great 
signet from Mycenae, who wear this flower in the front of their hair. A 

natural wreath of this kind no doubt served as the prototype of the crown 
before us. But was the personage who wears it in this case royal or 
divine? The processional frescoes, with their apparently tribute-bearing 

youths, and the analogy that they present to contemporary Egyptian 
monuments in which the representatives of various races bear tribute to 

Thothmes III., suggest that in these reliefs, which may well be a more 
elaborate continuation of the same class of subject as those of the Corridor 
of the Procession, we have also to do with human personages. Among the 
frescoes in high relief found in a chamber on the eastern slope is an arm 
holding a pointed cup like that borne by the Cup-bearer of the fresco,

2 
a 

fact which strongly supports this view. These analogies afford a real 
presumption that in this crowned head we see before us a Mycenaean King. 

1 Perrot et Chipiez, Histoin de l ' A 1·t, vi. PI. xix. 2 See below, p. 89, Fig 29. 
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I t is probable that a part of a relief of a blue mantle with curving folds, 

crossed by fine wavy incised lines, which was found near it, belonged to 
the same figure. 

The male torso with the lily collar (F ig. 6) belongs to another figure. 
It is executed in the same low relief: and in spite of certain conventional 
peculiarities, such as the narrow waist and over-elongated thumb, shows 
an extraordinarily advanced style of modelling. The pectoral, deltoid 
and biceps muscles and others of the fore-arm are very accurately rendered. 
In addition to other minor fragments the thigh and the greater part of the 
leg of another figure were also found near the torso. The buttock is but 
slightly prominent, but great stress is again laid on the muscular 
development, recalling the Kampos statuette on a larger scale. The 
reliefs are all life-size, and the skin was originally coloured a reddish 
brown like that of the men in the frescoes, though this has much faded. 
In the case of the male torso (Fig. 6) the lilies of the collar seem to have 
been attached in separate pieces coloured to represent metal work. This 
applied decoration has, however, become detached leaving the urface below 
printed, as it were, in its orig inal ruddy h ue against the faded urface of the 
rest of the torso. The attitude and clenched hand may suggest a boxer. 

§ 6.-ROO 'lS OF THE C LAY SEALS AND "PRIEST FRE CO." 

Among the basement spaces behind the southern steps already noted 
was a small room containing a large number of broken impressions of clay 
seals_ As these occurred at various levels it is probable that they were 
originally derived from a room above this basement. No inscribed tablets 
were found with these, so that they do not seem to have been used here, as 
in other cases, for sealing up chests containing such clay documents. 
The numbers of these seal impressions, on the other hand, and the frequent 
repetition of certain types seem to show that correspondence on non
perishable material, such as the palm-leaves said to have been used in Crete 
as writing material, was here both se led and opened. Nodules of clay 
were found with the impressions wh ich had evidently been prepared to 
supply the material for the sealings, and some small bits with partial im
pressions of intaglios were probably due to the preliminary and tentative 
use of the signets to test the consistency of the clay. A certain number of 
impressions belonging to the same deposit, for they repeated several of the 
same subjects, occurred in two neighbouring chambers to be described as 
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fiG. 6.-COLOURED BAS-RELIEF IN Gesso duro REPRESENTING MALE TORSO WITH F/eur-de-Lis COLLAR. 
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the room of the" Priest Fresco" and " The Lapidary's Workshop." In order 

to collect these more or less fragmentary seals, prolonged and careful work 

with the sieves was necessary. 
The most frequent types fo und were animals, bulls or oxen, wild 

goats, rams or mouffions. A design exhibiting a couchant ox, looking 
back at a tree, recurred on eleven fairly preserved examples. Some of these 
seal impressions, as for instance one showing a dog with his head turned 
back looking upwards and with a collar round his neck, another with fish 
and polyp, another with a lion leaping on a lioness, and a fragment showing 
a man looking at the head of a magnificent bull, represent the highest level 
of Mycenaean glyptic art. To these must be added the half of an impres

FIG. 7a.-CLAY SEAL- IM

PRESSION WITH M INO· 

TAUR (:!). 

sion of an extraordinary large lentoid gem, upon 
which are seen waterfowl together with wavy lines 
indicating water, and a naturalistically drawn reed. 

Some very curious examples show a flounced 
female figure of small dimensions holding what 
appears to be a string with the other end attached 
to a swallow, to which another swallow flies. 
Among religious subjects may be noted a My
cenaean Daemon holding an ewer and an impres
sion, evidently from a gold signet of the usual type, 
showing a Goddess and votary. Two fragments 
exhibit what appears to be a man clad in a kind 
of cuirass, with h is body bent towards a monster 
seated on a cross-legged seat, with the legs of a 
man, but the head, fore-legs and the upper part of 
the body, including the tail, of an animal resembling 
a calf (Fig. 7a). This approach to a Minotaur 

derives additional significance from the fact that several gems have been 
discovered in Crete-two from the site of Knossos-with the legs of a man 
and the head and fore-legs of a bull (Fig. 7b, c). The type of the Minotaur 
already existed in Mycenaean Crete, where it was one of a series of similar 
monstrous forms, such as the man-stag, the man-goat, the man-lion, and 

the eagle-woman.1 

1 Gems with these types are known to me from v,uious parts of Crete. Much new light has 
been thrown on these monstrous forms by i\fr. Hogarth's discovery of 1\Iycenaean seal impressions 
a t Zakro (see below). 
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Besides the actual seal impressions from this deposit there came to 
light 1 a clay object of a somewhat different class which strongly suggests 
a more seamy side of the high civilisation here represented. This was a 
clay matrix formed by making a stamp from the impression of an actual 
seal, and which could thus be itself used as a s·ignet for making counterfeit 
impressions of the same kind. The original of this was evidently a large 
gold signet-ring of a kind resembling, both in its form and the character of 
its subject, that found in the Akropolis Treasure of Mycenae. That this, 
like the other, was a royal signet is highly probable, and what adds to the 
interest of the matrix is that several clay impressions taken from the 
original ring were subsequently found in association with a very important 
deposit of inscribed clay tablets in the East-West Corridor on the eastern 
slope. These various examples allow of the complete reproduction 
of the design, which displays a Goddess seated in an attitude closely 
recalling the Goddess on the ring from Mycenae, while a female votary 
holds out a two-handled cup to her, immediately above which· is an orb 
evidently representing the sun. Behind this female figure is another-half 
turned away-apparently performing an orgiastic dance. The group is 
placed on a kind of terrace amidst rock-scenery. It would seem that the 
clay matrix was actually used for forging the royal signature. 

FIG. 7b AND 7c.-GE~IS FRO~! K NOSSOS SHOWING MINOTAUR (1). 

In the room where this matrix we ' found, east of that of the seal 
impressions, were two floor levels. Beneath the uppermost of these, frag
ments of painted stucco came to light, including a fresco fragment of great 

1 The clay matrix was found in the '' Room of the Priest Fresco." 

c 2 
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in terest. It howed the heads and upper part ·of the body of two small 
male figures, each of whom was clad in a kind of white stole, with a broad 
band running down from the shoulder. In front of them was the upper 
part of a Mycenaean column, with a very prom inent torus t o its capital. 
The column was coloured yellow, perhaps intended to represent gild ing. 

The stoles of the two figures, very different from . the orriTnary 
Mycenaean garb, convey to the modern mind a sacerdotal association . 
They may be compared with the long robes worn by a certain class of 
male figures seen on Mycenaean signets, of which several examples have 
been found in Crete, including an impre si on of one found in the Palace itself.l 
On the latter, as in some other examples 2-one from Knossos itself-the 
figure carries a single edged axe of the Egyptianising and also "H ittite" 
type found in the V apheio Tomb.s O n another Knossian gem 4 he holds a 
bird, apparently a duck-having possibly a votive sign ificance. On one of the 
fi nest of the Vapheio gems he is seen 1 ad ing a griffin. The association here 
seem to be distinctly ceremonial and rel igious, and on the fresco fragment 
this element 5 is certainly suggested by the column in front of the fi gures. 

§ 7.-THE LAPIDARY'S WORKSHOP. 

In a n adjoining basement room to the south of the room of the " Priest 
Fresco" were a variety of objects showing that it had been used as a work
shop or workman's store. T hese relics also partly extended over the neigh
bouring basement spaces. Here were fo und a number of peg-like objects, 
mostly with a groove round the top, of marble, bone and steatite, jasper 
and steatite studs, shell beads, low, cylindrical stone objects which had the 
appearance of draughtsmen, and bone pieces, apparently also connected 
with a game. Many of the objects were in an unfinished state, and the 
materials for making others were present in a more or less rough or purely 
natural state, as, for instance, a fl at oblong piece of jasper chipped round 
at the edges, and crystals resembling beryl. 

In the more southerly of these two workrooms was found a small 
pitlws fill ed with small burnt beans. T hese were at once recogn ised by 
the workmen as 1wKui MtCTtpu.oT t Ka-l~gyptian beans-a d warf kind at 

1 Beneath the doorway of the Room of the Stone Drum (described below p. 32). 
2 In the Canclia fuseum. 3 'Ecp. ' Apx. 1889, PI. viii. r. 
• In my own collection, acquired in 1894. 5 ' Ecp. 'Apx. r889, 1'1. x. 32. 
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present imported into Crete from Alexandria, and of . which there is an 
abundant supply in the Candia market. Remains of another pqt were also 
found with carbonised seeds of a smaller kind. The northern part of the 
other workroom had also been used as a store for grain. It was covered 
at a depth of z·6o m. from the surface with large quantities of a car

bonised cereal, apparently wheat, extending in a thin stratum. The wheat 
had probably been heaped on the floor of this room, as there was no trace 

here of a special recipient. 

~ 8.-RESTORED PLAN OF A WESTER UPPER MEGAROr, AND OF 

THE l-IALL OF THE JEWEL FRESCO. 

That the Southern Propylaeum, standing as it evidently does in direct 
connexion with the noble entrance Corridor from the west, should have 

formed the avenue of approach to some important Mega?'on, is on the face 

of it extremely probable. Unfortunately, last year's excavations showed 
that the area immediately beyond it had been much denuded, and its 
relation to the quarter of the building to the north of this remained 
obscure. From the exposure of a good deal of the primitive clay deposit of 
the Neolithic settlement in the intervening space, the name of " Central 
Clay Area" was provisionally applied to this plot in last year's Report. 

But subsequent observations have led me to modify this conclusion. 
On the eastern margin of the area there are visible in position slabs of 
good paving, which seem to indicate that the whole of the area immediately 
bordering on the Propylaeum had originally been paved . That the slabs 

should have been removed over the greater part of the space in question 
agrees with what is now seen to have occurred on a larger scale in the 
great Central Court, ready-made paving slabs affording an obvious 
temptation to later owners of the soil. It has, therefore, been thought 
better to substitute for the area the name of "Court of the Altar" from 

what appears to be an altar-base visible in its eastern bay. 
Dr. Dorpfeld, on visiting the remains of the Palace, was much impressed 

with the view that the Southern Propylaeum must have formed the direct 
avenue of approach to important halls to the north, and suggested that part 
of the denudation visible in the "Court of the Altar" was due to the 
removal of a ramp or step-way leading to a first-floor storey beyond. Of 
the two alternatives the former existence of a broad flight of steps is much 
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more in accordance with the p ractice of the "Minoan " archi tects of Crete, 

as is now conspicuously shown by the noble flights of the Phaestos Palace. 
It is also highly probable that the same agencies that were instrumental in 
removing so many of the paving slabs may account for the d isappearance 
of a flight of stone steps. 

It was already pointed out in my former Report that the flight of steps 
with a central column base running upwards from the Central Court, in 
juxtaposition with the downward steps of the Throne Room A ntechamber, 
must have led to an upper hall or Megaron. Of the existence of a long 
upper hall at this point new evidence was, in fact, brought to light by this 
season's excavations. The fu rther question now arose: \;Vas not this again 
in connexion with a second upper Megaron to the south of it,-a Megaron 

in turn communicating with the Court o f the Altar and the Southern P ro
pylaeum by means of the broad flight of steps which ex I!.J!jJotltesz" existed 
on that side? 

Of the existence of an upper storey in this part of the Palace there has 
never been any doubt. A t various points along the upper part of the 
basement walls were blocks and slabs belonging to the lower course of the 
upper walls or the pavement of its chambers. This year, a fter a heavy 
shower of rain, I noticed a fla t block in this posi tion with the impress, 
clearly brought out in black by the moisture, of two round columns side by 
side, about 45 centimetres in diameter, that had rested on it, the black 
colour being probably due to the burning of the wood of which the columns 
were composed. 

That a col umnar hall had existed on this upper level was made probable 
by two other circumstances. The two square pillars marked with the 
double axes would find their most natural structural function in the support 
of corresponding columns on the upper storey,! while a pier halfway 

1 The funct ion of supporting does not necessari ly conflict with the view that pillars of the 
double axces were of a consecrated nature. It coincides in fact with an aspect of the ancient cult 
treated of in my monograph on Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, § 17, " The Pillar of the House." 
The criticism made by Mr. W. II. D. Rouse (J.H.S. n i. p. 273), that there are other igns 
besides the double axce, and that therefore undue stress should not be laid on this, is answered 
by the exceptional position which the double a.xe holds among the Palace signs, of which the 
most recent excavations afford fresh corroboration-witness the Megaron of the Double Axes-(see 
p. r 12 below), by the occurrence of the double axe in its votive form as a vase ornament of the 
"Palace Style" (see p. 53 below), and by the fact t at several of the most constantly recurring 
among these signs, such as the star, the trident, the branch, the cross, and the sistrum (?), are also 
traditionally associated with variou divini ties. It is probable that some of these signs grouped together 
on the hieroglyphic seals represent invocations of a religious kind. The recurrence of the Double 
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between them seems to ha,·e been devi·ed for the support of a third column 

or pillar above. More than this, two column bases were actual ly foun d 
above the floor level of the adjo ining room named from them, which in all 
probability had once been in s£tu above these neighbouring supports. 

Taken in con nexion with the lin es of the surrounding basement walls. 
a nd the blocks of upper walling still visible on them, th is triple line o f 

columns g ives the key to a very probable restoration of the plan of an 
upper Megaron opening on the hypothetical steps to the south as shown in 
Fig. 8. Its front almost centres on the opening of the Propylaeum beyond. 

It will be seen that my restored plan does not correspond with that of 
the type of Megaron with which we are familiar a t Tiryns and Mycenae, 
with its quadruple g roup of col umns clustering round the hearth. But it 
e xactly answers to the " Minoan" halls of Crete as seen in the Palace of 
Phaestos, and represented at Knosso itself in the halls now excavated on 

the eastern lope. The method of construction answers to a more southern 
type, in which the hearth no longer forms the fixed centre of the [egaron , 

warmth being probably supplied when nece sary by some movable brazier 
like the modern Greek Bepp.aa'Tpa. A cent ral roof-opening, which could also 
serve as an outlet for smoke, being th s unnecessary, it was found more 
conven ient to have the opening, which was st ill necessary for light, a t the 
further end of the hall. Th is broad we ll for light was probably provided 
above with a kind of lantern or clear-storey as a partial shelter from rain . ~ 

A comparison of the restored plan n F ig. 8 with the great Megaron 
a t Phaestos shows how nearly the outline of the Knossian hall, as 
suggested by the piers for the columns and the basement wall- lines, 
corresponds with the other. 

A further parallelism with the Phaestian plan is supplied by the fact 
that along its right-hand \\·all, en tering from the front, are some smaller 

rooms or Ba"Aap.ot in communication with it. These rooms are apparently 
three in number, namely, a central chamber over the Room of the Column 

Bases, with a small annexe to the north, and another fair-sized chamber 
over the Room of the Chariot Tablets. T he access to this suite of 

Axe and other similar signs at Phaestos does not weigh aga inst this Yiew. The " IIou es of the 
Double Axe" were probably many, and the name oi Labyrinth may itse lf have recurred,-in fact, 
Gortyna as well as Knos os claimed one. The Yarions cults associated with the .\Iinoan domin ion 
at Knos os wou ld be largely com mon to the other princely centres throughout the island. I haYe 
purposely reserved a fu ller discus ion of the sign on the l' nos ian blocks till the evidence is 
complete. 
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8aA.af.LO~ from the upper Megaron seems to have been by means of a door 
opening on the central of these chambers. The remains of the upper floor, 
with the jambs of a double doorway leading from this central tltalamos to 
the room to the north of it, were still preserved z"n sz"tu. Owing to this it 
has been named on the plan'' Thalamos of the Stone Jambs." 

The most uncertain detail is the bi-columnar arrangement shown on the 
slab already described. This slab stands exactly on the middle line of the 
Megaron, and it seems safest to suppose that there was here a double door
way in its back wall, each of the two columns of its central division 
answer ing to another on the other side of the respective doorways. The 
doorways thus indicated open on what from the basement wall-lines seems 
to have been a cross-corridor running from the portico of the elongated 
Hall beyond to another passage forming an upper gallery of the Long 
Gallery of the Magazines. In this abutment of the back of the Megaron 

on two galleries running at right angles to one another, we find again a 
certain correspondence with the arrangement of the great Megaron at 

Phaestos. 
The Corridor on which the upper Megaron of Knossos opened at its 

inner end was bounded on its northern side by the long Hall already 
mentioned. The width of this hall is clearly marked by that of the steps 
at its eastern end leading down to the Central Court, and its northern 
boundary thus rests on the south wall of the Throne Room and the 
rooms in connexion with it. long the centre of the oblong space 
thus defined, in a line with the column base on the steps, is another 

basement wall which afforded the necessary support for piers and columns 

running along the middle of the long upper chamber. More than this, 
on the top of this wall several blocks and slabs of the upper structure 

are still preserved z"n sz"tu, which seem to represent the remains of a raised 
stylobate with a paved passage-way across it. To the borders of this 
some remains of the original gypsum paving slabs of the body of the hall 
also clung, clearly showing the original floor-level. In the basement 
chamber immediately behind the impluvium of the Throne Room, some 
fine black slabs were also found in a half fallen position. This is the finest 

paving that has come to light anywhere in the Palace. 
The inner line of the portico, which must have had a double opening, is 

indicated by a cross line of basement wall, and the western termination of 
the stylobate by another. At this point no doubt began a light opening of 
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the k ind already refe rred to in the case of the upper Megaron. A nalogy and 

the elongated shape of the covered part of the chamber make it reasonable 
to assume that the stylobate supported three wooden columns. It is to be 
observed that the paved opening noticed in this as probably a passage-way 
centres with the eastern of the two back entrances of the upper Megaron 

and a line of doors and openi ngs beyond . This circu mstance makes it 
p robable that the doorway by which this hall comm unicated with the 
Corridor run ning along its southern border would have opened opposite 
this, and thus have centred with the Megaron door in the opposite wall of 
the Corridor. 

O f the brilliant and beauti ful decorative designs that once adorned 
the wall s of this upper hall some traces came to light in the shape of 

nume rous pain ted stucco fragments found above the floor level of a base

ment magazi ne situ ated beneath its central part, to be described below as the 
Magazine of the Vase T ablets. Among the fresco des igns pain ted on the fl at 
were pieces apparently belonging to a border, includ ing a not infrequent 
wave and wavelet pattern, and a very beautiful design of an olive or myrtle 
spray with dark brown and reddish fol iage. A nother fragment is still 
more remarkable. I t represents the thumb and forefin gers of a man, 
beautifully modelled in high relief, and of the conventional redd ish colour 
with a white nail, hold ing the corner of a blue robe and the end of a 
beaded chain, which from its yellow hue is evidently intended to be of gold. 
U nli ke the fin gers, these are painted on a fl at surface. The jewels consist 
of round beads with pendants in the shape of little negroes' heads, of the 
same yellow hue but with curly hair outl ined in black, a nd with large rings 

linked in each other a nd coloured red hanging from their ea rs. The gold 
ornament appears to be a ttached to the corner of the blue robe. A dark 

object in connex ion with it may poss ibly represent a lock of human hair, 
and the coloured fragment seems to be part of a life-sized relief of a man 
fastening a robe by means of the gold agrafe about the shoulders of a 
personage of distinction . T he hand and jewels present a striking analogy 
to a fresco fragment found near the nor th portico, showing the ve ry graceful 
fin gers of a woman holding the end of a necklace of dark, round beads. 
In the present case the golden material of the necklace, coupled with the 
negroes' heads, seems to point to ubia-the Egyptian "Eldorado "-as 
the source of the precious metal. 

T his interesti ng fragment suggests that the walls of the long Hall 
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from which it was undoubtedly derived , and to which the name of the 
Hall of the Jewel Fresco may be conveniently given, was once adorned 
with a series of figures like those of the western Corridor, but in this 

case, as in the South Gallery described above, executed in fin e relief. 

§ 9.-SUPPLEME TARY OBSERVATIONS IN THE REGIO ABOUT THE 

R OOMS OF THE COLUMN BASES AND OF TH E PILLARS. 

This season's work brought with it certain modifications and additions 

to the plan of the part of the building of which the " Room of the Column 
Bases" form s the central point. This Room stands to this part of the 
Palace in much the same relation as the antechamber of the Throne
Room to the adjoining area. It serves as a kind of forehall to the rooms 
behind and beside it, and the analogy is strengthened by the fact that 

here too the access to the Central Court was by means of a short 
fli ght of steps, and that on the north wall of the room was a stone bench of 

the same kind as those flanking the Antechamber of the Throne Room. 
The "Room of the Great Pithos," to which that of the "Column 

Bases" gave access on the north, was found to open on a second well-paved 

store chamber 1 in the centre of which were two sunken cists, resembling 
the "Kaselles" of the Magazines but without a second recipient below. 
The white-faced stucco on the south wall of this room showed stripes of 
red below and above, forming a kind of dado and cornice band similar to 
that of the Magazines and Long Corridor. This basement chamber may be 

called for distinction the " Room of the Two Cists." 
On the west side of the " Room of the Column Bases," two interest

ing developments took place. What had seemed to be a blind alley open

ing on the south-west corner of the hall proved to be in reality con
tinuous and to supply a thoroughfare to the Long Gallery by the passage 
called in the preceding Report the Corridor of the House Tablets which is 
in fact a section of the same gangway. This circumstance refutes the view 2 

that communication between this part of the Palace and the Long Gallery 

was at any time interrupted. 
It further turned out that the doorway leading from the Hall of the 

Column Bases to the East Pillar Room was flanked by a second. The 

1 The floor level here was 2 · ro m. below the surface. At 1 '30 m. down was a deposit of 

burnt wood. 
2 Suggested in my previous Report, p. 26. 
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double entrance adds to the importance of this inner room and certainly 

enhances the probability that the p illars so significantly marked by the 
double axe had sacred associations. 
additional facts a re to be noted. 

In this connexion moreover two 
On either side of the East P illar 

is an oblong receptacle, too shallow to have been a store p lace like the 
" Kaselles" but well adapted for offerings or libations. On the other hand 

the floor round the West Pillar showed a regular border a nd central square 
like that of the Throne Room and ind icating that in this case as in the 
other it had been adorned with varied colou ring. 

§ IO.-RECESS OFF C E NTRAL COURT WITH SEAL-L\IPRES~IONS 
SHOWING LION-G UARDED GODDES AND HER SHRINE. 

On the front line of the Central Court between the "Room of the 
Column Bases" a nd the steps of the '' Hall of the Jewel Fresco " is a 
curious oblong recess with a side niche having a cement floor a t its south 
end. Its depth is too shallow for it to have been an ordinary room. O n 
the other hand the finely cut limestone blocks by which it is flanked and 

partly faced, as well as its conspicuous position in the great Court, indicate 
that there was here an im portant structure. 

The upper surface had been only partly excavated at this point 
d uring the campaign of 1900 owing to the need of leaving a pa sage way 
for barrows. On removing the superincumbent earth early in the present 
season, a floor level came to light about 70 centimetres below the surface 
covered with a deposit of burn t wood. In this layer, by means of careful 
~ . 

si t ini, was fou nd a series of fragments of seal impressions.1 A t fi rst 
sight they appeared to represent more than one sphragistic type, but a careful 
examination revealed the fact that though the fragments belonged to a 

series of clay seal ings·, they had all been impressed by the same signet. 
A lthough these various impressions existed only in a fragmentary state it 
was thus possible to complete one by another, and by means of the over
lapping pieces to recover the original design in its en tirety. 

The seal type thus restored in all its details (Fig. 9),2 presen ts a 
1 

Two or three sca ttered fragments belonging to the ame deposit were also found within a 
radius of a few feet ; one in the chamber immediately to the west, another on the top of a wa ll on 
the north side. 

2 
The figure i from M:. Gillieron's careful drawing of the overlapping fragment as arranged 

according to a key sketch of my own. 
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religious subject of great interest. The design, as 1s usual with such 

relig ious compositions, had evidently been e ij~a ed P.n the besil of a gold 
signet ring of the same kind as that t'~'Unt!e'i- ef~d by the clay matrix 

described above. 
The central figure of this design is a female Goddess in the usual 

Mycenaean garb, standing on her sacred rock or mountain peak, which 
represents, in fact, her aniconic shape, and upon which her two lion guardians 
and supporters rest their fore-feet on either side. In her hand she seems 
to hold out a ~ind of weapon, and in front of her stands a male votary 
in the act of adoration. Behind her is her shrine with sacred columns, in 

FIG. 9.-fMPRE ION OF SIGNET-RING, SHOWING LION-GUARDED GODDESS AND HRINE (f). 

front of which, and again on the entablat~re above, the "horns of conse

cration " are clearly visible. 
To myself this discovery was of special interest, inasmuch as it 

completes and amplifies the evidence I had collected of a series of 
Mycenaean seal-types referring to a Goddess,-the prototype of the later 
Kybele and Rhea,-with lion guardians, sometimes standing herself 
between them, sometimes represented by her aniconic image in the shape 
of a column or base.l A seal impression found in a chamber in the 
eastern quarter of the Palace shows the simple type of the Goddes 
between two lions. In the present case we see her,-and it must be 

1 Mycenaean Troe and Pillar Cult 22 . 
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remembered that, in Crete too, there was an " Idaean Mother,"-standing 

on her sacred peak . The " horns of consecration," on the other hand, 
placed before the columns on the shrine behind her and again on its 
entablature show that the columns here represent the artificial pillar 
forms of the cult object as opposed to the holy mountain itself on which 
the Goddess stands. 

We have here, in fact , examples of both the handmade and the 
natural objects of the d ivine possession. E ither the pillar or the sacred 
peak itself could be equally worshipped. 

The shrine itself has a special importance from the parallel it presents 
to that shown on the small fresco found in the Palace in rgoc. In this 
case, indeed, we have naturally to take into account that artistic " short
hand" which characterises the gem engraver's craft. The shrine here is 
reduced to an entablature with columnar supports, and the lateral wings 
are omitted. But the basement storey below and the twin columns with 
the sacral horns in front of them are features of correspondence which 
show that we have to do with essen tially the same type. It is probable 
that if the roof o f the shrine on the fresco had been completed we 
should have seen additional "horns of consecration" resting upon it as 
in the case of the shrine on the signet. This feature, in fact, recurs on the 
wall -top of a fragmentary fresco apparently depicting another sanctuary. 

These correspondences, and the further proofs of the cult of a similar 
Goddess supplied by other seal impressions found in the building, establish 
a real presumption that the shrine on the wall-painting was in part at least 
dedicated to the cult of the same Mycenaean divinity. It is, indeed, by no 
means improbable that the deposit of seal impressions relating to this cult 
in this small chamber at a prominent point of the front of the great Central 
Court may give a clue to the actual site of the miniature temple depicted 
on the fresco. It is clear indeed from the basement blocks visible below it, 
and the crowds in the open space in front of it, that the original of that 
shrine was reared on the side of a Court. 

In this connexion it is interesting to recall that the tradition of a very 
old cult of Rhea survived at Knossos to qu ite late times. Diodoros 
records that in h is day, there were still v isible on Knossian soil (once, as he 
tells us, inhabited by Titans), the site and foundations of the House of 
Rhea and a very ancient Cypress Grove.1 

1 Diod. Sic. lib. v. c. 66. 
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Owing to the necessity of keeping open passage-ways above, a zone 
immediately to the north and west of the Room of the Throne and its 
annexes had been left almost completely undisturbed during the first 
season's work. T he excavation of this area has now b rought to light a 
series of small rooms in communication with one another and presenting 

certain common features. 
T he first of this suite of small chambers is the room already opened in 

1900, approached by a doorway leading fro~ the Corridor of the Stone Basin 
and to which the name of " R oom of the cttp o1rd " was given from what 

appeared to be a small cl oset in its western wall. T his cupboard, however, 

turned out on closer examination to be a blocked doorway leading to 

the rooms beyond. It will be remembered that the limestone slab of a 
seat was found on the floor of th is room, hollowed out to the form of the 
body, like the throne, but which from its ampler d imensions I had already 
been inclined to regard as a woman's seat.1 This conclusion has, as will 
be seen, found a striking corroboration from the discovery in another com
partment of the same suite of rooms of a seat of similar proportions fixed 
on the floor, and therefore belonging to a person of the female sex, the 
Mycenaean women, as disting uished from the men, being often depicted in 
a more or less squatting att itude.2 It may be useful , therefore, as the name 
of " the Cupboard" no longer applies, to dist inguish this small chamber 

as the " R oom of the L ady's Seat." 
The charred woodwork of the blocked doorway between this and 

the room immed iately to the west was well preserved and had con
tributed to g ive its shallow recess the aspect of a cupboard. Under the 
rubble partition with which it was blocked were found some fragmentary 
remains of linear tablets which showed that the blocking had taken place 
at some period after the time when these clay documents had come into 
u e. The small room thus entered had along its northern wall a low 

stone bench 

1 B . S. Annual, rgoo, pp. 38, 42 . 

2 Compare, for instance, many of the miniature frescoes of the Palace, and the representations 
of Goddesses on the signets. The Iinotanr·like monster, on the other hand, seen on the seal 
impression already described, is seated on a kind of throne. The "Chariot tablets" of Knosso 
often show a high seat ih the car, recalling the throne in out line. 
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On the threshold of the doorway leading from this " Room of the Stone 

Bench" to that adjo ining it to the vest was found the clay impression 
with the axe-holding, priest-like figur described above.1 This room pre
sented a most enigmatic feature. About r·so metres from its west wall 
and I metre from that to the south stood the drum of a column ·69 centi
metres in height and the same in diameter . It rested, without a base, on 
the cement floor and its summit was at a depth of a metre from the surface. 
The eastern half of its flat top surface was cut out into two shallow 
quadrants, as seen in Fig. ro, the base of these running almost exactly 

towards the magnetic north. Against the west wall of the room near the 

I 
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column drum was a thin gypsum slab of semicircular form, standing about 
th e same height as the top of the pillar with its base cemented into the 
wall plaster. 

It is evident that the purpose of the column drum and the semicircular 
slab was in some way connected. They m ust both have been made use of 

by a person in a standing position. The two quadrants of the column 
d rum and the exact correspondence between its height and diameter, 
might well suggest some kind of instrument. It must, however, be borne 
in mind that the quarter in which this curious object made its appearance 
was certainly one set apart for women. The anal0gy of another room of this 
series to be described below, containing a table and sideboard of cul inary 

1 See p. 20. 
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aspect certain ly suggests that here too the object in view was of a domestic 
kind. 

The "Room of the Stone Drum" opens on its western side upon an 
elongated chamber or small gallery divided into three compartments by 
projecting buttresses. These buttresses end in good limestone pillars, the 

upper stone of the second of which is cut down from a larger block, 

bearing the window sign characteristic of the first period of the building. 
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FIG. !I.-VIEW OF ROOM SHOWING PLASTER TABLE AND DAIS AND WOMAN'S SEAT. 

This tripartite chamber leads to another small room of considerable 

interest, which forms the termination of the suite with which we are dealing. 
Against the wall of this chamber, opposite the door (as if for better light), 
is another low limestone seat of the same form and approximate dimen
sions as the woman's seat, noted above in the first room of the series. In 
this case, however, it is a fixture firmly cemented into the white plaster 

that forms the flooring of the room. This seat is raised only ·13 centi-

D 
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metres above the floor, its width is ·55 centimetres and its depth ·46. 

These fig ures become very significant when set beside those of the throne, 

the seat of which is 58 centimetres high, 45 wide and 32 deep. As already 
observed, the difference in capacity is natura lly accounted for by that of 
the physical development of the two sexes, whi le the discrepancy in height 
is owing to the methods of sitting in vogue respectively among the 
Mycenaean men and women. 

In front and on a level wi th the seat wa a low table rounded at one end 
a nd square at the other, the surface of vhich was formed of a thick coating 
of plaster (F ig. I r). Like the seat, its table was embedded in the cement of 
the flooring. At the end nearest the seat was a bowl-like hollow, the other 
part being occupied by a shallow elongated depression rounded at one end. 
T here can be no doubt that this low table was des igned for some kind of 
manual work performed by the female occupant of the stone seat. The 
fact that the surface of the table was formed of plaster excludes the possi
bility that any kind of grinding or poundi ng was performed here. The 
material employed must have been plastic or partly liquid, and it is natural 
to suppose that the receptacles were used for some preparation of a culinary 

nature. 
A long the inner wall of the room ran a k ind of dais rising in a double 

step, the surface of which was covered with the same fi ne hard vvhite plaster 
as the table. It is possible that the lower step served as a kind of bench 
like that along the wall of the second room of the present suite, while the 
upper may have been used as a shelf or side-board. The centre of 
this shelf was hollowed into a bowl-like receptacle like that of the 
table. Remains of the same fine white plaster covered the walls of this 
small chamber. The room itself, to which the name of the" Room of the 
Plaster Table" may be given, seems to have served as a kind of small 

kitchen. 
The distinctive seats fo und in the fi rst and the last of this continuous 

suite of small rooms, put it beyond reasonable doubt that we have here to 
do with a section of the Women's Quarter of the Palace. These rooms are 

entirely separated from those of the Throne Room system proper, or the 
Megaron of the Jewel Fresco which overlooked it. They form one long 
"apartment," the single entrance to which is supplied by the door opening 
on to the " Room of the Lady's Seat" from the "Corridor of the Stone 
Basin." But this passage com municates on the other side with the g roup 
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of chambers, some of them now ill-defined, to one of which belongs the 
miniature fresco with its remarkable illustrations of Mycenaean Court ladies. 
It is possible that the \Nomen's Q uarter extended on this northern side 
of the Corridor and included an important Megaron. 

A natural question arises as to the lighting of the suite of women's 
rooms above described. The evidence of various avocations performed in 

these rooms certainly tends to show that their occupants were not left in 
darkness. Light may have been obtained for the fi rst two rooms of the 

suite either by means of a kind of clear-storey above the level of the roof 
of the Throne Room, which does not seem to have had any other chamber 
above it, or from the Corridor of the Stone Basin, which may have been 
partly open. But the question of the lighting of the other chambers of the 
series involves greater difficulties, since the adjoining rooms at the back of 

the Throne Room seem to have had an upper storey. It is possible that 

the passage way of the tripartite chamber between the Room of the Stone 
Drum and that of the Plaster Table was left open. 

§ 12.-TI-IE WALLED P ITS: SUGGESTED PALACE DUNGEONS. 

The mud-built North Wall of " the Room of the Stirrup-Vases" 
(" Bi.igelkannen ") excavated last year having collapsed, a good opportunity 
offered of exploring the layers underneath. A few centimetres below the 

floor level with which this wall was connected a nother Mycenaean pave
ment came to light a nd some inscribed tablets resting upon it. This 
proof that the Room of the" Stirrup-Vases" belongs to a late Mycenaean 
period is interesting in connexion with the painted vases found in position 

in it. The "Stirrup-Vases" themselves with their rather coarse octo
pus des igns belong to the same somewhat decadent ceramic class as 
the vases found in the chambers and galleries of the South Terrace base
ment. T hey are far inferior to the products of the fine "Palace Style." 

Immediately below this second floor level and about so centimetres 
below that of the Room of the "Stirrup-Vases" two parallel lines of wall 

with an interval of r ·6o metres between them made their appearance, which 
continued east under the neighbouring Room of the Flower Gatherer,1 

1 The floor of this room was a lso found in a partly destroyed condition. Here too a re two 
floo r levels; (r) a good white cement floor 1 metre below the surface, (2) another cement floor 
40 centimetres below the fi rst with a large slab embedded in it. 

D 2 
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where they were connected by a cross-wall running north and south. 

There thus revealed itself a narrow elongated chamber extending 7 metres 

from the line of the west wall of the "Stirrup-Vase" R oom. The walls 
of this chamber were of small, rather rough ly faced limestone blocks much 
resembling those of the foundations along the West and orth ·wall, but 

descending 7 metres-(24k fee t)-a far g reater depth than any foundation s 
here discovered. The virgin so il here at last reached consisted of th red 
potter's earth elsewhere found at abou t the same depth beneath the 

eolithic clay deposit. Several pieces of N eolithic pottery were found in 
this deep chamber, but they must have reached their position through some 
later filling in. The walls themselves belong to the same Early Palace 
period as the foun dations already referred to and at various levels in the 
pit, but especially at the bottom, were found fragments of fine stucco, its 
surface painted a warm terracotta colour and backed with a clayey straw

bound plaster. 
Immediately east of the long pit on the further side of the R oom of 

the Flower Gatherer was found another of similar depth and construction, 
but of much smaller dimensions, 4·25 etres in length by about I"20 metres 

in breadth. 
With what obj ect were these wall ed pits constructed? Going down 

nearly twenty-fi ve feet through the solid clay, they were not mere founda
tions; neither were they cisterns. As store places for corn they do not seem 
to be well adapted. In finding a motive for such structures we have in the 
first place to remember the character of the building in which they were 

contained. T he rubble walls of the Palace made them bad for custody. 

Where precious objects would have been placed in the secure cells of later 
buildings, we find them, as is seen by the " Kaselles," deposited in recep

tacles stowed far away beneath the pavement of the Magazines. The 
walled pits, indeed, belong to a different category from these stone chests, 
but it seems conceivable that they were also destined for custody of another 
kind. In the royal residence some place was necessary for the safe-keeping 

of captives and hostages, and such by the conditions of the structure could 
not be found above ground. It does not seem unreasonable to recognise in 
these deep-sunk walled chambers the dungeons of the Palace-the longer 

chamber holding several prisoners, the smaller perhaps for solitary con

finement. In these deep pits with their slippery cemented sides above, the 
captives would be as secure as those" beneath the leads" of Venice. The 
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groans of these Minoan dungeons may well have found an echo in the tale 
of Theseus. 

§ 13.-CONTINUED EXPLORATIO OF THE WEST MAGAZI ES. 

During the preceding season's work eight Magazines had been opened 
Qn the west side of the Long Gallery; the rest of this series, ten in number, 
making a total of eighteen, were excavated during the present campaign. 

Already in last year's Report attention was called to the numerous 
traces of an upper storey visible above the top of the walls and door-jambs 
of these Magazines.1 In this respect 1 os. 9 and IO are of special 
interest as exhibiting well-preserved remains of the actual flooring above 

the Magazines. A section near the mouth of the Tinth Magazine showed, 

about 30 centimetres from the surface of the ground, a burnt clay band 
with the core of a cylindrical crossbeam impressed in it. This former roof
line started at the sides from a height of about r ·9o metres, but sagged 
down ·lightly towards the centre. Above it was a brownish layer, and 
above that again traces of a white pavement of gypsum cement, which in 
its better pre erved fragments showed small pebbles embedded into its 
fine upper surface. About I 5 centimetres again above this was visible in 
places a red layer of clay plaster representing a second and later floor

level. 
A section across the mouth of the Tenth Magazine showed-at the same 

height as that of No. 9-a clay layer burnt like the other to brick-like 
-consistency from contact with the original roof-beams. Embedded in this 

burnt clay were visible, as in oth r similar positions, sherds of rough 
pottery. About 20 centimetres above the lower level of this burnt clay 
layer, and apparently forming one whole with it, was a pavement of clay 
cement with pebbles stuck in its upper surface. This part wa carefully 
excavated from above, the result being to uncover patches of the same 
pavement in situ at a height of 2·5 metres from the floor-level of the 

Magazine below. 
Above the stone jamb that separates the Eighth and Ninth Magazines, 

at a height of r·4o metres from the floor-level', is the usual lacuna 
backed by gypsum cement and originally partly filled by the wooden 

1 B. S. Annual, 1900, p. 20. 
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beams which formed the lin tels of the low doorways of the Magazine . 

This cement layer is 45 centimetres in thickness, and above it again 
as in other cases, is a large limestone block forming the ba e of the 
upper storey wall. This block has the eight-rayed star sign engraved 
upon it, which also regularly recurs on the lower jambs of the Magazines 
from the Sixth onwards. 

We have here an important piece f evidence that the original structure 
of the upper storey in this part belongs to the same early date as the 
lower, though the existence of more than one pavement on the upper 
floor-level implies subsequent internal changes. 

This structural stratification leads to another interesting conclusion. 
In these and the neighbouring Magazines, at various levels, were found 

fragments of Mycenaean painted vases, and s imilar fragments, many of 
them actually belonging to the same vessels as the others, were also found 
just outside the adjoining Western Wall of the building, a bove the level of 
the Court. It follows that all these remains of vases, whether found 
insideoroutsidethe Western \Vall, m ust have been derived from the upper 

chambers which we know to have here existed above the Magazines. The 
pieces found inside the Magazines, many of them far a bove the lower floor
level, had worked down to their present position owing to the breaking in 
of the upper floor. 

To these remarkable ceramic rel ics there will be occasion to return.1 

They are typical examples of what I have elsewhere described as the 
"Palace Style" and belong to the most brilliant period of Mycenaean A rt. 
They also show the style that was in vogue when this part of the Palace 
was destroyed. 

These fragments may be safely regarded a having been derived 
from vases existing on the latest of tl1e upper floo r-levels, a t the moment 

of the destruction. It follows that t e earlier of the upper floor-levels, 
as seen in the Ninth Magazine, belongs to a period a nterior to the great 
days of Mycenae. This conclusion a ltogether corresponds with the 
indication supplied by the limestone block exhibiting the ste llar sign, 
which, as already pointed out, belongs to the earliest elements of the 
existing building as illustrated by the s tone jambs of the Magazines below. 
It will be seen from the contents of some of the Kaselles and from other 
evidence that this early architectural el ment corresponded with a ceramic 

1 See below p. 47, and cf. B . S. Annual, rgoo, p. 25. 
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style of a transitional character forming an off-shoot of the Kamares class, 
and to which the name of " Mycenaean" is certainly not appropriate. 

In order to preserve the valuable stratigraphical evidence supplied by 
the Ninth Magazine, a section of earth was left unexcavated near its 
entrance, forming a strip about 3 metres in extent. At the entrance itself 
in front of this section, six well-preserved pitlzo£ were brought into view, 

one of them overturned. Behind the unexcavated block of earth, in the 
back part of the Magazine, stood fifteen more pithoi, twelve of them whole. 
This Magazine, like the Seventh, was divided into two parts by a pro
jecting buttress 2· 14 metres broad and 2 metres high. It consisted of 
well -squared gyp urn blocks and stood out a metre from the sc;mth wall, 
leaving a gangway between the two halves of the Magazine of about 
1'25 metres. A small deposit of clay tablets was found above the floor
level at the west end of this Magazine,! interesting as exhibiting a pictorial 

sign apparently representing a granary. A chalcedony lentoid gem was 
also found here, showing a man grappling with a bull, on the back of '<vhich 

springs a dog with bristling mane. 
The Tenth Magazine was comparatively narrow. At the entrance it 

was I'85 metres wide but, 2·30 metres in, the north wall thickened, reducing 
the width to I ·6o metres. The pithoi here had been a good deal broken 
and the" Kaselles" d isturbed, probably by later treasure-seekers. Near 
the mouth of the Magazine, however, stood an exceptionally fine store-jar 
of somewhat elegant contour, with a slender base. In its system of 
decoration it somewhat recalled the large pithos from the room adjoining 
that of the Column Bases. At intervals between the base and summit it 

had three tiers of perforated handles, separated by triple horizontal bands. 
The next three Magazines (Nos. I I, I2 and 13) are especially long

nearly 19 metres, or 5 metres more than the preceding series-the 
architect having availed himself of the additional space gained by the 
great angle of the Western Wall of the building. On the other hand they 
are narrow, their average width not exceeding about I ·6o metres. 

The Eleventh Magazine 2 proved to be very rich in pithoi which, to 

the number of twenty-two-seventeen more or less perfectly preserved,

were arranged along its orthern Wall. The place of the" Kaselles" had 
1 One of them had fall en in to lhe second pith os from that end. 
2 The south wall of this Magazine was badly preserved, the painted stucco being visible only 

at its east end . At 2 metre from the entrance the south wall thickens, and the Magazine narrows 

to a width of about r ·40 metres. 
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been modified in consequence of this and instead of being as before in 

the middle of the gallery they were here ranged nearer the south wall. 
Placed thus they were accessible without disturbing the store-jars. It will 
be seen that this is a very different arrangement from that of Magazine No. 8, 
where it was only after removing the huge store-jars that the chests below 
the pavement could be opened. At the west end of the Eleventh Magazine, 
owing to the falling away of the g rou d the tops of the pithoi were on ly 
a few centimetres beneath the surface of the earth, or actually showed 
above it, but they were nevertheless for the most part intact. 

A small deposit of inscribed tablets, most of them in a somewhat 
fragmentary condition, was fo und in the Eleventh Magazine from about 
·So centi metres to a metre from the surface of the g round near the six th 
pithos from its entrance, into which s me of the pieces had fall en. ear 

these were the charred remain s of a wooden box a nd, in a vertical 

position near the south wall, a gypsu slab, perhaps belonging to a cist 
of that material, in which the box had been enclosed. Here were a lso 
found two seal impressions fro m large lentoid gems showing two variations 
of the type of a bull seized by lions, and a smaller seal ing with a Cretan 
ibex in a contorted posture. From the height-about a metre-at which 
this deposit occurred above the fl oor-le el and from the discovery in the 
adjoining Twelfth Magazine 1 of one or two isolated tablets which from 
their character seem to belong to the same series, it is probable that the 
chest containing the tablets had originally rested on the floor above. The 
half of an interesting seal impression exhibiting a facing head found over 
the wall of the Tenth Magazine had also probably helped to secure the 
same batch of clay documents. 

The Twelfth Magazine contained t\ enty store-jars of which twelve were 
intact. They were ranged along the north wall , except one which blocked 
the gangway about the middle of the Magazine. The " K asel les " were 
as in the last case set near the southern wall. They had been carefully 
lined with cement, perhaps to enable them to conta in liquids. 

The doorway of the Thirteenth Magazi ne had been narrowed by 
means of gypsum slabs set on end one over the other. The pithoi, o f 
which thirteen were distinguishable along the North Wall, had with the 
exception of four been red uced to a very fragmen tary condition. There 

1 
The tablets, two perfect, one in two pieces, lay about So centimetres west of its entrance and 

I ·4o to 1 ·7o metres l>elow the surface of the ground. 
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was here a long row of nine Kaselles-two at the west end out of line 
with the others and nearer the south wall. In this Magazine was found a 
glazed terracotta roundel with volute quatrefoil. About 5 metres from 
the entrance and a metre below the surface there also came to light a few 
pictographic seals-apparently forming part of a small deposit indepen
dent of those found at the back of the stairca e of the Long Gallery. 

The succeeding Magazines, from the Fourteenth to the Seventeenth 
inclusive, form a group by themselves distinguished from the others by the 
fact that they communicate with the Long Gallery by a single entrance. 
This single entrance, which leads first to the Seventeenth Magazine, 
abuts on the narrow passage which forms the continuation of the Long 
Gallery beyond the point where it is partly blocked by the stone staircase. 
This comparative isolation, moreover, was in the latest days of the Palace 
made complete by a small cross-wall of rubble masonry which blocked the 

narrower continuation of the Long Gallery just before the entrance to the 
Seventeenth Magazine. That this cross-wall was a later construction is 
shown by the uninterrupted continuance of the pavement slabs beneath it 
which mark the prolonged course of the Long Gallery. 

The existence of a revea on the further side of the north entrance 
pillar of the Thirteenth Magazine makes it probable that the Fourteenth 
was also originally planned to have a direct entrance from the Long 
Gallery. According to the existing arrangement, however, it was necessary 
to enter by the Seventeenth Magazine, to pass thence by a door opening 
to the left into the Sixteenth, to skirt round the Fifteenth Magazine and 
thus eventually to reach the Thirteenth Magazine by a door at its back. 

The floor of the Fourteenth Magazine was of rough paving, perhaps 
originally covered with cement. No pithoi seem to have been stored here, 
and the objects that came to light in this chamber were doubtless derived 
from an important structure of the upper storey. Chief among these were 
several fragments of a fine limestone frieze with reliefs and other archi
tectural fragments to be described below. There were also found con
siderable remains of burnt wooden beams 1 which probably belonged to 
the same superstructure. Some fragmentary tablets found here were 
merely stray pieces from an important deposit found in Magazine o. Is. 

The Fifteenth Magazine, shorter than the last, was also entered from 

1 These charred remains lay at depths varying from I ·zo metres.below the surface at the east end 
of the Magazine to I metre at the west. 
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the Sixteenth by a door near its west end, the carbonised remains of its 

wooden door-posts being well preserved. The floor here consisted of 
isolated and irregular paving stones vhich had acted as a support for a 
cement pavement. L ike the other Magazines of this group it was devoid 
of store-jars. 

1 ear the west end of this chamber was found a remarkable relic cut 
out of the porphyry-like limestone much used here for sculptured objects 

( F ig. 12). It was evidently a large weight and had a boring near its 
apex for suspension. Upon both its sub-triangular faces it showed 
an octopus in relie f, and their tentacles were also coiled over its square
cu t sides. A smaller perforated object of gypsum , presenting the same 
general ou tline but without a ny ornament, was found in Magazine I 3,1 

but from the carelessness of its fabric this may have simply belonged to 
the class of loom-weights. 

1 In too decayed a condition to afford a sufficient index of its original weight. 
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The present carefully finished and elaborately decorated example, which 

1s 42 centimetres in height 1 and weighs 29 kilograms 2 has every 

appearance of having been a standard weight. The device of the octopus 
for the ornamental reliefs may well have been dictated by the desire to 
secure a design which would cover the whole surface and thus protect 

the weight from fraudulent chipping or grinding away. In this way it 

would have answered the same purpose as the official stamp of a coin 
or the milling of its edges. It is to be observed that the weight shows a 

close approximation to the Babylonian mina system. Weights of 30 light 

minas or half talents are known, scaling approximately I 5,000 grammes.
3 

The correspond ing heavy 30 mina weight would be 30,000 grammes-a 
talent according to the alternative calculation. It will be seen that the 

Knossian weight of 29,000 grammes represents a very slight reduction on 

this Baby Ionian standard. The influence . of foreign weights-so far at 

least as form is concerned-has been already illustrated among the Palace 

finds by the small haematite weight of a type common to Palestine and 

Egypt.4 In the present case, indeed, the form has nothing in common 
with the cluck or lion weights of Babylonia, though the standard seems to 

correspond with the light talent or with half the heavy talent. 
The Fifteenth Magazine was also noteworthy for a very important 

deposit of inscribed clay tablets of the linear class. These were found from 
about ·so centimetres beneath the surface a little to the left of the entrance. 

Parts of many were wanting owing to the mass of the deposit lying too near 

the surface earth, but it• nevertheless contained some of the longest inscrip

tions yet discovered . Among these is one of fourteen lines in which the 

woman-sign is constantly repeated. Like others of this series on which 

this sign occurs it possibly refers to female slaves. With this hoard of 

tablets was found a seal impression showing a bull attacked by two dogs 

countermarked and countersigned in the linear script, another exception
ally large impression with two bulls and another with part of the "Lions' 
Gate" scheme. It is possible that this deposit had been originally placed 

in a room of the upper storey and had fallen through into the Magazine. 
In this Magazine and the adjoining space at its back between its en cl 

1 It is 27 centimetres wide and 13 thick at bottom and 8 centimetres wide at top. The boring 

is s-6 centimetres in diameter. 
2 As nearly as could be determined by local weights and measures. 
3 Brandis, Miinz. 11-fass. u. Gcwic!ttsweseu, etc.: H ead, Historia l'lumorum, pp. xxx. xxxi. 
4 See above. 
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wall and the West Wall of the building were found further parts of the stone 

frieze and other architectural fragments. This back space, which a ffords 

passage to the entrance of the Fourteenth Magazine, is itself a continuation 
of the Sixteenth. Except for a stone cist aga inst the South Wall the Six
teenth Magazine offered little of interest, and the Seventeenth was only 
remarkable from the fact that a line of "Kaselles " that had formerly 
extended along its floor had been entirely dug up at some time by treasure
hunters leaving a long square trough. 

The relation of the Eighteenth Magazine to the adjoi ning group is not 
clear, as there is no visible entrance to it. In this Magazine was found a 

three-sided clay seal with linear inscriptions and an obsidian arrow-head of 
a type resembling those from the Shaft Graves at Mycenae. In this con-

FIG. 13.-STEATITE RELIEF OF 

ARCHER. 

nexion may be mentioned the discovery, 
by a large rubbish heap on the north-east 
corner of the site, of a small steati te relief 
of an archer against a background of con
ventional rocks (Fig. 13). He is bearded, 
unlike the other male fi gures found here, 
and wears a kind of bathing drawers some
what different from the typical Mycenaean 
costume as seen at Kno sos but identical 

with that of the lion-hunters on the dagger
blade from the Fourth Akropolis tomb. 
His att itude greatly resembles that of the 
naked bowmen on the silver vase fragment 

from the same grave, and his bow, like theirs, is of the European and 
African type. It is probable that this was part of a battle scene. 

The ground here sinks so that the walls are greatly denuded towards the 
extreme north-west angle of the Palace, which makes it diffi.cult to ascertain 
the exact interior arrangement at this poin t. It is certain, however, 
that the chambers here do no t form part of the regul ar system of the 
western Magazines. 

§ 14.-FURTIIER EXPLORATION OF TilE "K.A ELLE " BENEATH THE 

FLOORS OF THE MAGAZINES. 

One of the most interesting problems left by the first year's excavation 
was the purpose of the stone cists beneath the floors of the Magazines to 
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which the native name of" Kaselles" (KaCT€A.A.a£'>) has been here applied. 
It has been already noted that in the Magazines 9-14, opened during the 
present season, fresh lines of the e were exposed. In some cases the upper 
slabs had been already taken away, and in no instance were they so completely 
masked by the pavement as in the Eighth Magazine, it being possible to 
raise the top slab without first removing, as was there necessary,1 the whole 
breadth of the pavement. In Magazines I I, 12 and 13, indeed, the Kaselles 
had been purposely placed in such a position that they could be opened 
or made use of without displacing the pithoi. From the entire absence of 
any sign of grain or other solid stores in the store-jars, the contents of which 
were all carefully examined, it is almost certain that they contained liquid 
stores. It is pos ible therefore that the upper receptacles of the cists in 
front of them were used as small vats into which oil or wine may have 
been poured from these clay butts. The liquid thus disposed of would 
then have been much more accessible for transference into smaller vessels, 
than when it lay within the high walls of the pithoi. 

The entire absence of the upper lids of the Kaselles may in some cases 
be explained by the presumption that they had been always left open for 
this purpose or provided only with movable wooden lids. 

Even in those cases, however, where the upper receptacle was found 
uncovered, the removal of its bottom slab, which formed at the same time 
the lid of the lower cist, was a work of great difficulty. Indeed the 
continued exploration of the "Kaselles" involved so much careful mason's 
work and so much necessary removal of the structure around and above 
that it was not found possible during the last season to open more than a 
few typical examples. 

Fresh Kaselles were opened in Magazines 4, 5 and 6. In the Fifth 
Magazine the Kasella No. 5 from the west end of the chamber, the upper 
receptacle of which was found open, was further investigated. The floor of 
this upper receptacle was formed by a closely compacted and cemented 
slab which could only be lifted after its side walls had been partially 
removed. The lower cist was then found to be filled with earth and rubbl~ 
of the character of builders' sweepings, amongst which, however, was found 
a largish piece of crumpled ~foil. 

In Magazine 6, another cist, the fifth from the west end, and, like the 
former, open above, was also further explored. It was of the same con-

1 B. S. Annual, 1900, p. 24. 
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struction as the other, the floor of the upper receptacle being solidly fixed 

and cemented into the surrounding masonry. On its removal the lower 
cist was found full of earth and fragments of a pithos, but here too a piece 

( 
of gold foil came to light. In the lower cist of the first Kasella of the 
Seventh Magazine a piece of gold foil ,was also found amidst the earth and 
rubble. r ' (;- . . . 

These repeated d iscoveries of gold foil in the carefully closed lower 

cists, is a phenomenon of great significance. The gol_E foil ould hardly 
have been found in such a position unless it had been tli~ 1Wv1 gs of much 
more important treasure in precious metals. In other words we have here 
direct corroboration of the view already expressed in my last year's Report 
that these almost inaccessible lower repositories, the concealment of 
which must have been absolute when the upper cist was filled with oi l or 
other liquid stores, were devised for the reception of treasure. These in 

fact are the safes of the Minoan Palace. But the bullion had been withdrawn 

-perhaps in all cases the framework of the Kaselles re-cemented-at a 
date anterior to the destruction of the building. 

Of the considerable treasures in precious metals that originally existed 
here we have, indeed, other direct evidence. On a series of frescoes
some to be described below-tributaries or attendants are seen carrying 
vases, the yellow and blue colouring of which is significant of gold and 
silver. Not to speak of those enumerating ingots, many of the clay 

documents- for the most part inventories and accounts-relate to vessels 
the forms of which clearly indicate that they were made of precious metals. 
In addition to examples found last year a small deposit of tablets refer

ring to metal vases wa found during this season's work in a Magazine 
opening on the east side of the Long Gallery. 

The second Kasella from the west end of Magazine 4 afforded some 
additional evidence of special interest in its chronological bearing. T he 

lower of the two cists, which were of the same construction as those already 
described,1 was found to be filled with rubble masonry and plaster probably, 
li ke that found in a lesser abundance in the preceding cists, the result of 
the destructive work due to the former opening of the cist at the t ime 
when what treasure it may have contained was for some reason withdrawn . 

1 The slab forming the bottom of the upper receptacle and the lid of the lower was placed at a 
depth of 40 centimetres below the original upper lid. The narrow bases of the upright ide slabs of 
the upper cist overlapped the edge of the bottom slab which could not, therefore, be removed till 
they had been taken out. This is the regular arrangement. 

• 
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Among these debris was a fragment of a block with the double-axe sign 
cut on it, and the remains of three clay vessels of a late Kamares type 
(Fig. 14). Two of these were plain pyriform vessels with oval mouth and 
two handles, one of which, tinted of a purplish brown colour with faint 

traces of white horizontal bands, it was possible to put together. T wo 
other fragments belonged to another round-necked jar with spirals and 
flouri shes in white on the same ground colour. These ceramic remains 

FIG. 14.-PAINTED PoTTERY OF LATK KAMARES CLASS FROM "KASELLA. " 

conclusively show that at the time when this lower receptacle was finally 
closed, the old Cretan type of painted pottery known from the cave where 
it was first discovered on the southern steep of Mount Id a, as the Kamares 
style-was still in vogue. The discovery of the fragmentary block with 

the double-axe mark further shows what was already becoming evident 

from a variety of indications-that the fine gypsum masonry with this and 
other kindred signs which mark the earliest Palace structure belong at 

least to the close of this Pre-Mycenaean Period. 
The vases in this Kasella correspond in style with the painted jar con-
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taining smaller vessels, found beneath the later floor level of the Third 

Magazine, a fact which confirms the view already expressed in my first 
Report,1 that the jar in question was p laced there a fter the construction of 
the Magazine and upon its original floo r-level. A similar find was made 
during the p resent season, under the later floor-level of the First Magazine,2 

of a wide-mouthed Kamares jar, broken a t the rim, containing smaller 
vessels, among them some cups of exquisitely thin fabric. 

An interesting feature of the upper receptacles of the Kaselles of the 
Fourth Magazine, is that their inner walls, together with the bordering slabs 
of the pavement and parts of the adjoining walls of the Magazine, are much 
blackened, evidently from the burning of some specially inflammable sub
stance that had been contained in these receptacles. It is reasonable to 
suppose that this was oil. 

§ I 5.-THE LONG GALLERY A D T HE MAGAZINES ON ITS 

EASTER SIDE. 

Further investigations in the Long Gallery and the adjoining area 
brought out several new data. I ts tortuous Southern Entrance seems to 
have been guarded by a triple group of massive structures in a line with 
the western doors of the building. T he access to its entrance passage is 
through a double gangway separated by a solid block of masonry forming 
an elongated oblong, and flanked by two other rectangular blocks which 
seem to form the bases of lateral towers. The whole must originally have 
formed an imposing Pylon. 

The total length of the Long Gallery is about 6o metres or 200 feet. 
In its later as its earlier course it narrows to about half its diameter. 
The question arose whether the staircase at its north end and the elongated 
chamber behind it, where the hoard of P ictographic tablets was discovered, 
represented parts of the original scheme, or whether possibly the pavement 
of the Gallery was continued under these, in which case they would 
evidently be later constructions. A careful examination, however, proved 
that the original pavement narrowed at this point, and that the edges of 
the slabs corresponded to the outer boundaries of this structure. There is 
no reason therefore to suppose that the chamber containing this exceptional 
deposit of tablets and sealings was a later addition. 

1 B. S. Annual, 1900, p. 21 . 2 r ·65 metres from its west end. 
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An interesting indication that this Long Gallery was 111 the main at 
least lit by artificial light, was supplied by some limestone objects of which 
two examples were here found. These are in the form of stepped pyramids 
with a socket bored in their summit, and the Cretan workmen at once 
recognised in them "torch-holders." It appears that a similar method of 
fixing torches is still known in the island, and the explanation seems to be 
quite satisfactory. 

The more recent investigations have done much to illustrate the 
eastern connexions of the Long Gallery. At the south-east it gave access 
through a low doorway, of which the carbonized posts and wooden lintel 
were found almost perfectly preserved, to what must be regarded as a group 
of slightly recessed store-rooms, consisting of bays divided by piers engraved 
with a cruciform sign-answering to the cross patee of heraldry. 

It has been already noted that the passage to which, from the pictorial 

designs exhibited by them, the name of the "Gallery of the House-tablets" 
was provisionally given 1 affords direct access, by means of another passage 
that opens on to it, to the Room of the Column Bases and through it to the 
Central Court. The supposed isolation on this side does not exist. 

At intervals along the Eastern Wall of the Long Gallery, beyond the 
point where this passage debauches on it, were visible several stone jambs 
or the remains of such, answering to those at the entrances of the Maga
zines on the western side, and with similar signs cut on them. It was clear 
that these had originally given access to rooms or Magaz ines on the eastern 
side of the Gallery. It thus appeared that a doorway led directly from 
the Long Gallery to a somewhat complicated group of small chambers 
north of the Pillar Rooms. The access to these from the east Pillar Room 
is indeed of a very narrow and doubtful kind. Immediately beyond this 
to the north were the well preserved jambs of another doorway in the 
East Wall of the L ong Gallery leading to a chamber left unexcavated in 
1900, but which proved, in fact, to be a long Magazine, like those opposite, 
divided into two compartments by a short projecting cross-wall or buttress 
towards its eastern end. 

This Magazine has already been referred to as having contained fresco 
fragments fallen from the long Upper Hall above, including the painted 
stucco rel ief of the man's fingers holding the gold jewel. It also contained 

1 From the occurrence in the Ninth Magazine of tablets with pictorial representations o. similar 
structures surmounted by ears of corn, it seems certain that they represent granaries. 

E 
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a small but interesting hoard of inscribed tablets. This deposit, though 

somewhat scattered, centred round a small niche or" loculus" about half 

a metre below the surface near the east end of the chamber. From the 
abundance of decayed gypsum as ociated with the tablets in this loculus 
there seems to have been originally a kind of cist in the wall here. From 
its comparatively high position the contents of this deposit had shown a 

tendency to drift, and one or two pieces of tablets unquestionably belong
ing to the same hoard had made their way over the wall or through the 
entrance into the Long Gallery and even to the mouth of the Eighth 

Magazine opposite. Several tabl ets of this depos it exhibited pictorial 
represen tations of two-handled vases of forms characteristic of metal 
technique-one of them with an elaborate curved handle. It has hence 
been convenient to call this the" M gazine of the Vase Tablets." 

With the deposit of inscriptions ¥ere also, as usual, found several clay 
seal impressions. Three of these, evidently taken from a gold signet ring, 
exhibited a female figure, presumably a Goddess, addressing a male votary. 
There were also the whole or part of three seals which had been impressed 
by a very fine lentoid intaglio of a dog with a collar round his neck,1 look
ing back and upwards. Another, somewhat fragmentary, showing a lion 
springing at the neck of a lioness, i of noble naturalistic work and very 
finely engraved. 

In this chamber was also found part of a bronze knife of a typical 
Mycenaean form and another curious implement of bronze the outline of 
which forms a ves£ca piscz"s. Beneath the later floor level which is here 
z·so metres below the surface were remains of a clay lamp, with a shallow 
recipient made for two wicks, of the same pedestalled class as the stone 

lamps found on this site. It belonged to the Kamares class of pottery with 
red and white decoration on a dark ground. It appears, therefore, that this 
type of lamp goes back at Knossos to the pre-Mycenaean period. 

A little east of the north end of the Long Gallery, near the staircase, 
was found a minute but very beautiful gold lion. It was formed of two 

embossed gold plates, the mane being indicated with filigr e work of micro
scopic fineness. The limbs and body of the lion were modelled in the best 
Mycenaean style, and the whole is a little masterpiece of the goldsmiths' 
craft. It supplies an anticipation, in the same line and of unsurpassed 
delicacy, of the finest Etruscan jewellery. 

1 Other examples of this seal impression were found elsewhere on the site. 
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§ r6.-MYCENAEA PAl TED POTTERY OF THE "PALACE STYLE." 

It has been already noted that at various levels in the Eighth, Ninth, 
and Tenth Magazines, as well as in the neighbouring deposit along the 
outer edge of the West Wall of the building, were found numerous fragments 
of Mycenaean vases in a peculiarly fine "Palace Style," which had been 
derived from rooms formerly existing above these Magazines. It was 
possible to put together a sufficient part of some of these vases to com
plete the designs in several cases, and thus for the first time to obtain an idea 
of the magnificent style of vase-painting prevalent at Knossos in the great 
days of the Palace. Nothing among the hitherto published Mycenaean 
ceramic types exactly corresponds with these, but Mr. J. H. Mar hall, who 
kindly undertook the reconstruction of the Knossian fragments, has been able 

to identify a large vase from a recently discovered tomb of Mycenae, and 
fragments of another from the Vaphio tomb (left undescribed by its 
discoverer) as belonging to the same fabric, and with good reason regards 
these and some other isolated specimens found on the mainland of Greece 
as of Knossian importation. 

The view that this in fact represents the indigenous "Palace Style" of 
Knossos in its highest development is confirmed by the evident parallelism 
which its motives present to the decorative wall paintings of the building. 
The rosettes- sometimes combined with spirals-so characteristic of these 
designs, and certain foliated bands, are in fact taken over from the archi
tectural frescoes and reliefs of the Palace. On the vases as in the wall
'paintings occur, moreover, conventional flowers betraying reminiscences of 
the Egyptian papyrus. 

Besides these quasi-architectonic types, characteristic of the most 
stately jars of the Palace chambers, there were found both here and else
where on the site, notably in the Room of the Bull-Hunting Fresco on 
the east slope, to be described below, numerous specimens of another more 
purely natu ralistic class of vase-painting which has also a strong claim to 
be regarded as distinctively Cretan. Good specimens of this style were 
also found by Mr. Hogarth in the neighbouring houses, but the result of 
the present season's excavations in the Palace has been greatly to add to 
the material. Here again an indication of local production is afforded by 
the interesting parallelism exhibited between many of these designs and 

E 2 
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the flowers and foliage seen on some or the wall-paintings. The reeds and 

grasses, a lmost Japanese in the ir natural istic fidelity, the crocuses and 
iris-like flowers, the sprays of olive and myrtle, that decorate the vases, 

reappear upon the Palace walls. 
Some of these fragments show marine subjects, sea-weeds, rocks of 

grotesque outline or Triton shells, in this case again presenting analogies 
with other branches of Palace decoratio . The Triton shells find their repro
duction in the round in the shape of an alabaster vase and in a glyptic fo rm 
on seal impressions. The rocks are seen as reliefs on steatite vases and 
gave the suggestion for the fantastic border of a curious red limestone 
slab found in a chamber adjoining the Hall of the Colonnades on the 

eastern slope. 

§ 17.-THE DOUBLE-AXE ON THE PALACE POTTERY. 

Another design that appears upo a piece of one of the larger jars 

suggests a dedicatory intention. It is a decorative rendering of a double
axe, with a diagonal transverse band on each of its wings (Fig. 15, a). This 
transverse band and the border with which it is accompanied is not seen 
on the double-axes actually in use in Mycenaean times, of which so many 
examples have been found both in Crete and on the mainland of Gr ece. 
On the other hand it is a characteristic of some of the small votive double
axes found in the Dictaean Cave,1 and of certain Cretan gems presenting 
the "labrys" type of which an example was also fo und in the votive 
deposit of the same cave sanctuary. There is therefore reason to believe 
t hat the diagonal and other markings reproduced in a decorative form on 

the double-axe of the vase had a special religious association. 
The appearance of the double-axe of the Cretan and Carian God on 

painted vases of the earlier Kamares class from this site has already been 
noted. In my recently published monograph on "Mycenaean Tree and 
Pillar Cult" I had adduced evidence i support of the view that the double

axe can itself be regarded "as the visible impersonation of the d ivinity," 

1 In 1895 I obtained here a part of a votive axe of this type (restored in Fig. IS, c above), and 
others were subsequently found by Mr. Hogarth (Fig. rs, b). In 1896 I found a somewhat rude 
steatite gem in the Dictaean Cave showing an axe with the same characteristic markings. I have 
also come across two other examples of the same type, one, a cornelian from KaYusi (Fig. IS, d), 
the other of the same material from Girapetra. In other cases the '' labrys" without the diagonal 
bands appears as the principal type on Cretan gems. 
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and that apart from, and in addition to, this pillar form, the God may also 
have been worshipped in the actual form of the "labrys."1 I ventured 

a 

d. 
FIG. rs. 

a. Double-Axe on Vase Fragment; b. Bronze Votive Axe from Diclaean Cave; c. do. (Right Wing 
restored); d. Double-Axe on Gem (enlarged). 

therefore to suggest that the derivation of Labranda and of Labyrinthos 

1 J.HS. rgoo, pp. ro6- 109. In the separate publication (Macmillan and Co. rgor ), pp. 8- ro. 
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as proposed by Max Mayer and K retschmer1 might be taken in its most 

literal sense as " the place of the labry ·." Two discoveries made this season 
in E astern Crete have gone far to eo firm the view that the double-axe as. 
well as the column could be di rectly worshipped as a" baetylic" imper
sonation of the God. One is a gem impression discovered by Mr. Hogarth 
at Zakro, in which a female figure is seen in the act of adoration before 
a double-axe in an elevated position.2 The other is the painted side of a 
Mycenaean sarcophagus discovered in Eastern Crete, in which a pillar with 
a slab at top forms the support of a double-axe with the " horns of con
secration" before it. A n adjoining panel shows a griffin and furthe 
examples of the horned cult object.3 

§ 18.-FRIEZE A D FRESCO FRAGMEN TS FROM S TRUCTURE ABOVE 

FIRST NORTH-WEST A GLE OF THE WEST WALL. 

In several of the basement spaces enclosed by what may be described 
as the first north-western angle of the West Wall of the building were 
found considerable remains of a kind of frieze or band of reliefs, of a 
porphyry-like limestone, together with other architectural fragments of the 
same material. A portion of the re lief band, of which the pieces fitted 
together, is given in F ig. r6. 

It will be seen that it belongs to the same class as the inlaid alabaster 
band from the vestibule of the Palace at Tiryns, and the friezes found 
at Mycenae, as well as that depicted on the small Temple Fresco of 
Knossos itself.4 The present arrangement, however, in which the central 

1 In the article already referred to (p. 22 note) on the " Double-~xe and the Labyrinth " (J.H.S. 
xxi. Pt. ii. p. 268, seqq. ), Mr. W. H . D. Rouse betrays an obvious want of familiarity with 
some of the most elementary feature of primitive religion, and eems incapable of imagining that 
Greece like other countries passed through the aniconic stage of worship. The worship of the 
double·axe altogether hocks his propriety. "The Greeks," he writes, "would be as like ly to 
worship a pair of top boots.. .. Such exaggerated superstit ion was fo reign to the Greek intellect" 
-as if the Hellenic sources of the fifth century B. c . could afford an index to the Mycenaean and still 
earlier Eteocretan worship of the fifteenth or the twent ieth ! The conclusion of the eminent 
philologists above cited that Labyrinthos is connected with Labrys and Labranda, now widely 
accepted among scholars, is to Mr. Rouse a mere source of merriment. "On the same principle," 
he writes, "Fluellen undertook to prove that Alexander was a "Welshman ; there is a river in. 
M on mouth and there is a river, look you, in Maceclon also." 

• See below. 
" See below. 
4 J.H.S. 1900, p. 192 and Plate. 
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band of the " triglyph" between the elongated half rosettes, is formed of 
a success ion of spirals, find s its nearest parallel in the small glass paste 
relie f, from the beehive tomb at Menidi . In the T empl e Fresco we see a 
relief of this kind placed below the open ing of a pillared chamber. A 
more detai led study of the architectural fragments found with the stone 
frieze may eventually throw some light on its position here. 

Amongst other fragments in the same material found in this angle of 
the Palace Wall were parts of a huge bowl-shaped vase and the volute 
shaft of a small column with a spiral band running up it, the centre of 
which is formed by a chain of spirals like those of the "triglyphs" of the 

fri eze. 

FIG. 16.-PARTS OF A FRIEZE OF PORPHYRY· LIKE STONE WITH RELIEFS. 

There can be no doubt that these varied architec tural and sculptural 

remains in~icate the existence of an important structure a t this angle of the 
W estern Wall, and it is possible that it was owing to the necessity of giving 

additiona l support to this that the platform of large blocks, apparently 
serving the pu rpose of a buttress, was here set against the corner of the 

wall-foundations. 
There is every reason for supposing that a series of painted stucco 

fragments found on or near the edge of the Western Wall at this point 
belonged to the same structure as the stone frieze and other architectural 
remains. The principal subj ect of these wall paintings were zones of 
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human figures which when perfect must have been about a fifth the natural 

height. The fi gures, for the most part in a very fragmentary state, 
were more carelessly executed than the Cup-bearer or those of the 
miniature frescoes. The zones in which they were arranged were bordered 

a bove by triple hands of black, red and white, and the figures themselves 
were set on blue and yellow fields. 

Incomplete as is the information to be derived from these fragments it 
is interesting as supplying some qu ite new aspects of the costume as ,,·orn 
in Mycenaean Knossos. The bust of a gi rl (Fig. 17) characterised by a very 
large eye and brilliant vermeil lips as well as by the usual curling black 

hair displays a h igh-bodied dress of quite a novel character. It is looped 
up a t the shoulder into a bunch-blue with r cl and black stripes-from 
which the fringed ends hang down behind, while a border of the same robe 

adorned wi th what are apparently three smaller loops is carried across the 
bosom. W ithin this border the white flesh colour is shown between narrow 
blue and red bands, indicat ing that this part of the dress was d iaphanous. 
The men, d i t inguished by their conventional red tint, seem to have been 
clad in short-sleeved tunics, blue and yel low with bl ack stripe , which 
descend to their ankles. A part of a seated figure preserved has two wing
like ends of the same material fa lling down behind the shoulders. 

Two of the fragments show goblets held in men's hands. Both of 
these are of the high-stemmed type p resenting in outline some resemblance 
to a cha mpagne glass, but with a handle on either side of the rim. The 
colouring of these, blue and orange respectively, implies, according to the 
usual convention of the Knossian a rtists, that the materials of which they 
were composed were gold and silver. Another fragmentary painting 
represents the lower part of what seems to be a much larger vessel in which 
these two precious metals are combined. 

§ 19.-THE ORTH-WEST ANGLES OF THE WALL AND THE 

NORTHERN PALACE QUARTER. 

Beyond the first north-west angle of the building, marked by the buttress 
platform of large blocks, its ou ter wall takes a turn of a little over 
6 metres to the east, and then nort aga in fo r 13"40 metres to a second 
north-west angle. From this corner 1 again it runs east for r 5·20 metres 

1 
Just east of this corner the foundat ions had been a good deal injured. They have been since 

repaired . 
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to a point in a line with the West Wall of the Long Gallery. Owing to 

the comparative denudation of the surface on this side the limestone 
plinth and large gypsu m blocks that for med the base of the vvall over
looking the West Court are here wanting, and all that is preserved are the 
smaller faced stones that characterise the foundation structure. This 
foundation wall went down r30 metres along this section.1 A good idea 
of this part of the • orth Wall is given by the general view on Plate II. 

Beyond this there is a break in the regular line of masonry, and 
there are clear indications that the outer wall here originally took another 
turn to the north, fo rming a prolongation of the line of the West Wall 
of the Long Gallery. Owing to the slope of the original surface this 
northern turn of the wall probably took a step down, but its course can 
at present only be traced by remains of later wall. These later remains 
(see P I. 11.) indicate that, after running north about w·so metres from 
this angle, it again turned east towards the lower part of the Iorthern 

Entrance passage. 
A t the same time an interior wall of different construction, but forming 

a continuation of the line taken by the first section of the outer 
orth Wall, runs parallel to this second section towards the centre of the 

northern passage way, the doorways opening on the orthern Portico 
being on this line. The first part of this cross wall, which starts from 
opposite the north end of the Long Gallery, has fo r a length of 24· I 5 
metres fine limestone blocks superposed on two somewhat irregular courses 
of gypsum blocks (see PL ll.). T he wall is 2·zo metres in height and 
seems to have formed the support of an upper terrace. 

It will be seen that this Terrace Wall together with its continuation 
along the Northern Portico fo rms the southern boundary of what must 
have been a very distinct quarter of the building. This Jorthern Q uarter 
formed a rectangular area bounded to the west and north by the original 
course of the outer wall and to the east by the wal ls and bastion that guard 

the Northern E ntrance way on this side. 
The eastern part of this area is largely occupied by the Northern Portico 

already partly explored last year and by the small paved piazza on which it 
opens. This North Piazza was found to abut on its western side on what 
seems to have been a large bath with accessory chambers. 

1 A puzzling circumstance was the discovery at the base of this wall of a tough flooring of clay 
and red potter's earth. It perhap belonged to some outside cellar of later construction. 
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On the borders of the Portico, in the corner near the bath-chamber and 
the "Threshing-floor Area" to the south of it, were found further remains 
of the tumultuary heap of deposit partly excavated last year containing 
fragments of painted stucco. Among the more interesting pieces dis
covered is part of the head of a cat-like animal with a yellow ground and 
white brown-bordered spots. Lying near it was another fragment ex
hibiting the body and the underside of the wing of a gaily plumaged bird 
in the act of flying. It is probable that both cat and bird formed part of 
the same fresco design based, like the well -known representation of the 
dagger blade from Mycenae, on an Egyptian Nile piece showing cats 
hunting water-fowls. The inAuence of th is ilotic cycle on the engraved 
gems of Mycenaean Crete is also very noticeable. We not only find water
fowl amidst papyrus clumps but in one case a cat pursuing them. 

Among the naturalistic subjects of these fresco fragments were grasses 

of reel, blue and grey on a white ground and parts of olive leaf borders. 
Spirals, rosettes, the wave and wavelet, and quatrefoil combinations, like 
that of the Cup bearer's robe on a larger scale, were among the decorative 
designs. One fragment seemed to represent double pipes and another a 
part of a sphinx or gri ffin. Some of the pieces were in relief, including a 
part of a man's leg near the thigh, life-size and showing the loin cloth. 
But of all the moulded fragments the most beautiful were rounded bands 
with a polished turquoise surface broken by fine white chevrons alternating 
with dotted returning spirals. 

O utside the north-west angle of the Palace and the western part of 
this Northern Quarter are remains of a paved court with good rough lime
stone flags. This is separated from the second section of the North 
Wall by an interval of about 8 metres and itself forms a strip some 
6 metres broad. As the remains of later structures were cleared away 
between it and the orthern Wall it is possible, however, that the pavement 
may originally have come up to it like that of the ·western Court. This 
northern paved area is bounded on the west by the long outside building 
already described as containing fine pieces of early Kamares pottery. At 
a little distance from this structure came to light a very large limestone 
block which had evidently formed half the arch of a "Cyclopean" gate
way. T he extremely massive character of this block points to a very 
primitive construction. It is possible that it may have orig inally formed 
part of the northern gateway of the Palace. Remains of a causeway 
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similar to those of the Western Court were traceable ru nning from west to 

east along this northern paved area. It is probable that a continuat ion 

of this formerly led down to the Northern Entrance. 

§ 20.-THE ORTIIERN .-\KD SOUTH-EASTERN BATHS. 

On the western side of the Piazza outside the r 01·thern Portico, partly 

obscured by later walls, were the gypsum jambs of a fine double entrance 
leading to what must certainly be regarded as a large bath and its accessory 
chambers. A ll this bath system belongs to the orig inal structure of the 
building, but this and, as we shall see, the adjoining chambers had been 

destroyed by some catastrophe that took place at an early period in the 
history of the Palace. The basin of the bath itself had been filled up and 
was crossed by two later walls running from north to south, and two others 
from east to west. The foundations of these partly rested on the upper 
surface of the tank-walls. On the south side of the tank, however, where 
its wall follows that of the Upper Terrace Wall, described in the preceding 
section, there was distinct evidence that the later structure had only 
followed at a considerable interval after the destruction of the bath. For 
here, a metre from the top of the Terrace Wall, were still adhering parts of 
the painted wall stucco and cement pavement of a later chamber separated 
from the top of the tank by a metre of deposit which must have accumu
lated a fter its destruction and compl te fillin g up. Yet this later construc
tion is itself of very early date. T he wall-stucco, in fact, shows remains of 
fine spiral decoration belonging to the good Mycenaean period . 

The later walls above the top of the tank having been removed, it was 
possible to recover almost the whole original construction. The gallery or 
chamber to which the right-hand doorway, entering from the Piazza, had 
once led, had completely disappeared. The other doorway on the other 
hand opened directly on a passage which, passing ·by the door jambs of a 
small room on the left, led down by a double fli ght of steps to the square 
basin of the bath. A parapet descending step-wise, cased by gypsum slabs,1 

followed the inner side of the stair-way and term inated below in a gypsum 
pillar supporting a column-base. This gypsum pillar was 72 centimetres 

1 Several of the upper slabs of these were found in a disintegrated condition, and have been 
replaced in order to preserve the rest of the parapet. The walling of the parapet within the slab 
was of clay and rubble. 
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high and 57 square, and showed on its upper surface dowel holes corre
sponding with others in the lower surface of the column bases. The 
column base itself was formed of a cylindrical drum 37 centimetres in 
diameter on a square block rising in a double step, and it had probably 
supported a wooden column. The steps, only a few of which were 
preserved, were 90 centimetres broad, and were separated from the inner 
slabs of the parapet by a low plinth, 34 centimetres in width. 

\\'est \Va11 of Li mestone {\lasonry from which the Gypsum Steps 
Casing has mostly fa llen away. D own. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

t t 
Pier and 

Column-base. 
Parapet of Stairs with 

Gypsum Casing . 
Door·jamb of 

adjoining Chamber. 

FIG. 18.- ORTHERN BATH LOOK I NG NORTI!·VVEST. 

The inner basin of the bath was nearly square (2·56 x 2"45 metres) and 
2 metres deep. The walls were composed of closely fitting rectangular 
limestone blocks faced with large gypsum slabs 2 metres high, and from 
1 to 1"30 metres broad. On the west wall the gypsum facing had become 
disintegrated, thus exposing the fine ashlar masonry behind (see Fig. 18). 
The floor of the basin was formed of finely compacted gypsum slabs. 
Inside the basin were found fragments of painted plaster, with a dark 
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bluish green ground and reddish st ipes. The sombre tones of these 
fresco pieces show that they belonged to the earlies t style of fresco 
painting represented in the Palace-nearer in date to the Kamares than 
the developed Mycenaean Period. It had no doubt decorated some part 
of the original superstructure of the bath. 

It will be seen that this orthern Bath with its descending stairs, 
parapet and column base, and the fine gypsum lining of its walls, presents 
some obvious analogies to the small r basin on the south side of the 
Throne Room. There is, however, an essential difference. The arrange-

E 

N s 

w 
A. STONE. STEPS: FIRST THREE RESTORED . 
B. SQUARE BASE OF PILLAR (53x ·53cm) 
C. BASIN WITH WALLS LINED WITH CYPSUM SLABS. 

b~========l"=========d' MsiNll . 

FIG. 19.-PLAN OF SouTHERN BATH. 

ment of the Throne Room with its triple columns and the light-well 
beyond represents the essential type of the Cretan Megaron as already 
noted above. In the Hall of the Colonnades to be described below we 
shall see on a much larger scale the same system of a parapeted staircase 
descending to the light-well in front of the three supporting columns of 
the Megaron, but the rain-water that fell into this instead of being col
lected made its escape through a drain. In the case of the Throne Room 
on the other hand the light-well has been used as an iuzpluvium and the 
space under it is sunken so as to serve as a kind of shallow basin, perhaps 
for some foot-washing function. The bath here in fact-if such we may 
describe it-is subsidiary to the chamber. But the orthern Bath with 
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its much larger basin belongs to a different category. In this case the 
bath is evidently the principal object. The small adjoining room is 
quite secondary. 

This type of the stone basin with descending stairs, parapet and pillar 
has now found other parallels. ln the extreme south-eastern Palace 
region there was this year discovered another small bath of the same 
general plan, preceded by a small anteroom, or rather a double gallery, which 
is partly a lso a passage way (Fig. 19). The basin vvas here 2"20 metres 
square, lined and paved as usual with gypsum slabs. It was approached 
by a stepway provided with a separate door and flanked by a parapet 
ending in a square pillar. As there were only four steps down from the 
doorway the depth of the water in the basin must have been very shallow 
and here too was probably used in the oriental fash ion for washing the feet. 

A small chamber of much the same construction with a doorway, four steps 
flanked by a parapet ending in a column base, and a shallow square basin 
has now been discovered by the Ital ian Mission in the Palace of Phaestos.1 

A common peculiari ty characterises all these basins. T here is no 
visible inlet or outlet for the water. In the case of £mpluvz"a like that 
beside the T hrone Room the rain-water collected from the roof may in 
certain seasons of the year have provided an adequate supply. But in the 
hot summer cl imate of Crete with its long droughts, these basins could not 
have been permanently filled in this way. It seems probable that the 
water was in most cases introduced into them by means of slave labour, 
and that when this became foul the bath was emptied by the same 

agency. 

§ 2l.-DISCOVERY OF ALABASTER LID WITH CARTOUCHE OF HYKSOS 

KI G KHYA A D LAPIS-LAZULI CYLINDER. 

Bordering to the west on the later walls above the .orthern Bath and 
forming part of one system with them were other later structures of the 
same rubble masonry. About 6 metres from the borders of the bath-basin 
on this side a wall of this kind abuts at right angles on the Upper Terrace 
foundations described above. This rubble wall, which runs north, shows on 
its western face the lower part of a painted stucco dado with blue and 

1 L avori esegt.eiti a Festos dalla Missio><e A rcheologica Italiana. R elazitme del Dott. Lzeigi 
Pemier (Roma 1901), p. 16, No. 19 on the plan. 
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yellow bands, while from beneath thi , at a level of 6o centimetres below 
the level of the top of the neighbouring Terrace Wall, jutted out parts of a 
cement pavement. We have here then the remains of a Mycenaean floor
level contemporary with that showing the painted stucco walling and clay 
pavement above the south margin of the bath-basin. 

The wall-foundations went down about 30 centimetres below this 
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FIG. 20.-SECTION SHOWING STRATUM CONTAINING EGYPTIAN LID WITH MYCENAEAN WALL 

AND FLOOR L EVE L ABOVE. 

floor-level, and rested on a well-marked archaeological stratum (Fig. zo) 
containing• a large proportion of charcoal and representing the burnt 
remains of an earlier structure. 

In this deposit immediately under the Mycenaean wall -foundations, at 
a depth of 40 centimetres below the later floor-level, and at a distance of 3 
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metres from the T errace Wall, a remarkable discovery was made. This was 
the lid of an E gyptian alabastron upon the upper face of which was finely 
engraved a cartouche containing the name and divine titles of the 
Hyksos King Khyan (Fig. z r). 

The inscription, about which there is no difficulty, reads Ntr n.fr 

FIG. 21.-LID OF ALABASTRON WITH CARTOUCHE OF l-IYKSOS KII\G KHYA •• 

s. wsr-n-R', s R ', l:fy'n 1- " The good God Suserenra, son of the Sun 
Khyan." 

The appearance in this early Palace stratum at Knossos of a record of 
King Khyan, is of exceptional interest from the fact that another monument 
of his, a lion of black granite, now in the British Museum, was found as 
far a fi eld as Baghdad. In Egypt itself, with the exception of some scarabs 

1 I have followed Mr. F. Ll. Griffith's tran cription, Archaeolog£ca! Report of the Egyptian 
Exploration Fuud, I900-I90I , p. 37· Mr. Griffith informs me that the form of the user sign seen 
in tbis inscription i not found elsewhere "except occa ionally in the cartouches of the clearly 
I-Iyks6s Apepi and of Rameses II. , who may have imitated it." 

F 
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and two cylinders, the only records of this King are the base of a statue at 

Bubastis, and his cartouches on a black granite block at Gebelen.1 The Ka 
name of Khyan anq adebu "embracing territories " 2 and his fur ther title 
"ruler of foreign peoples," as well as the Baghdad lion, point to extended 
dominions. In this latter title, Hq-fz's-wt,-also borne by another Hyksos 
prince-a plausible derivation for the name "TKuwr:; itself has been 

found.3 

The name of Khyan like that of other Hyksos rulers appears to be 
Semitic. The suggestion has been made that Khyan is to be identified with 
the XVth Dynasty 1-Iyksos King I avtar:; or Iavvar:; , whose name is taken from 
Manetho by Josephu s .~ In that case his date would be about 1800 B.C.5 

In any case this is the earliest monument of a King of E gypt yet found on 
an Aegean site. It seems probable from the occurren ce of this alabaster 
lid in the "pre-Mycenaean " stratum of the Palace at Knossos that its 
Minoan lord was in direct relations with the Hyksos King. In the 
Egyptian monument found in the early stratum of the Central Court 
during the preceding campaign, we may see further evidence of very early 
E gyptian relations, if, as is the opinion of most Egyptologists, this must 

be referred to the period of the X I IIth Dynasty. 
The well-marked deposit in which this lid occurred, contained numerous 

fragments of stone vases, which differed both in their form and decorative 
reliefs from the stone vases of developed Mycenaean style found in some 
of the chambers. The outer surface of these vases was covered with a very 
realistic plait-work in relief-in fact a complete stone imitation of basketry. 
One vase that it was possible to restore, presented a pear-shaped outline 
with a small base and a fa irly wide mouth surrounded by a ring in 

1 See Petrie, History of Egypt, i. p. I 18 eqq. Professor Petrie on the ground of his scarab 
style was inclined to place the date of Khyan as ear ly as the T enth Dynasty. But as is pointed out 
by Mr. Griffith, foe. cit. , the excavations of Mr. Mace and Mr. Garstang have now shown that this 
group of scarabs must be placed between the Twelfth and Eighteenth Dynasties. Mr. Percy 
Newberry who has been collecting furthe r materials regarding the Hyksos scarabs informs me that 
he has arrived at the same conclusion. A general consensus of Egyptologists now brings down the 
reign of K.byan to the Hyksos period, and it must be said that the evidence of the Knossos find 
confirms this conclusion. 

2 Petrie op. cif., p. 120. 

3 W. Max Muller, cited by Griffith, foe. cit. 
• Mr. Gri ffith remarks, however, that none of the other scarab kings can be identified with 

names in the Josephus list. 
5 According to Petrie's chronological table, History of Egypt, 1, 236, the approximate date or 

lanias would be 1837 to 1787 B.C. 
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prominent round relief. The plait-work grows gradually smaller towards 
the base of the vase. It is interesting to note that stone-vases with raised 
plait-work ornaments are very characteristic of the earliest dynastic 
period of Egypt, as illustrated by Mr. Petrie's most recent excavations in 
the Royal Tombs of Abydos. 

It has been pointed out above that, if Khyan and the Hyksos King, 
Ianias of Manetho and J osephus are the same persons, the date of the 
alabastron must probably be referred to the latter part of the nineteenth, 
or the beginning of the eighteenth century B.C. The minimum date to 
which it is possible to refer it, can in any case hardly be lower than 
1700 B.C. In the absence of strong evidence to the contrary we may 
conclude that the alabastron bearing the name of a king, whose records are 
so rare in Egypt itself but whose foreign relations are known to have been 
so extensive, reached the Palace of Knossos during his lifetime. On the 
other hand, the early phase of Mycenaean civilisation represented by the 
chamber built above the earlier stratum in which the lid lay, shows many 
points of contact with the Egypt of Thothmes II I. Yet this later structure, 
which may thus be taken to go back to the fifteenth or sixteenth century 
B.C., was separated by over a foot of deposit from the more ancient Palace 
layer. From this evidence alone we may conclude that the partial catas
trophe of which we have here the traces, in all probability took place at an 
earlier date than the minimum time-limit above indicated. These arguments 
equally apply to the original upper rooms of the adjoining bath chamber, 
which must have been destroyed and the basin itself chol<f~d with their 
debris at the same time. The characteristic structure of that chamber, 
with its fine gypsum slabs, belongs therefore to a period anterior to the 

approximate elate of 1700 B.C. This result has a very important bearing 
on the date of the early part of the Palace fabric as a whole, which 
corresponds with that of the bath-chamber. 

These chronological conclusions may find support from a further 
discovery made in the space intervening between the deposit containing the 
lid and the back of the bath. Here were the remains of a solidly-cemented 
rectangular receptacle, apparently a cistern. It was of rubble structure, 
belonging to the same Mycenaean date as the later walls on either side of 
it, and a wall abutting on its south face showed the usual wall-stucco still 
clinging to it. 

At the base of the western side of this cistern, about two and a half 
F 2 
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metres from the spot where the engra ed lid was found, and embedded in 
the rubble material, was a cylinder of lapis lazuli, mounted at each end 
with gold caps bearing filigree decorations. The cylinder had evidently 
got into its position at the base of the Mycenaean wall from an earlier 
deposit, perhaps not far removed in date from that containing the relic of 
Khyan. 

The cylinder itself seems to represent the prototype of a characteristic 
Hittite series. It is divided into two zones, a larger below with mytho
logical scenes and a smaller band above showing winged monsters, one of 
them a sphinx, and disks with or without inner radiation. The lower zone 
shows a beardless male figure in a long flounced robe between two groups, 
one of the man-bull Hea-bani and a lion crossed, the other of a lion and a 
bull also crossed, while the circuit is completed by Hea-bani grappling 
with another lion. The style of the mythological design on the lower 
zone fits on to the late Babylonian series and shows no trace of dis
tinctively "Hittite" or Syro-Cappadocian elements. On the other hand 
the upper band with its winged monstrous f rms is clearly transitional. 

* 22.-THE NORTHER ENTRANCE WAY AND THE ADJOINING REGION 

TO THE EAST OF IT. 

The continued excavation of the orthern Entrance way has led to 
further developments which upset several of the conclusions suggested by 
last year's preliminary work on this part of the site. T wo pieces of badly 
constructed wall projecting from the bastion on the west did not, as was first 
supposed, rest on the road level but were much later structures, built when 
the original passage had been covere by a thick deposit of earth. This 
later work having been removed the passage way was found to descend to a 
much lower level. The bastion itself reached down to a depth of 3"50 
metres from the summit of the wall, with seven courses of good masonry. 
Seven courses were also uncovered of the opposite east wall which went 
down to the same depth. In the course of this excavation numerous 
fragments of Mycenaean pottery were found and some pieces of painted 
stucco relief including a spiral rosette forming part of the same 
decoration as that found last year, as well as another part of a bull's leg 
showing black spots on a white ground. 

It had been supposed last year that the entrance way extended the 
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full width,-about 5 metres 1-between the western and eastern walls, and 
from the step-like arrangement of some blocks in the centre, it further 
looked as if the whole had been a step-way. Both these conclusions are 
now shown to be erroneous. The actual entrance way proved to be a 
passage along the western wall only z·ro metres in breadth. This was 
bou nded on the other side by a lower wall rising in steps, the well-cut 
western face of which, together with the plinth at its base, symmetrically 
corresponds with the west wall opposite. This grad uated wall, which on 

t 
M ouLh o r 

Blind I nlet. 

East \ V all of Entrance Avenue. 

t t t 

Cross Wall of 
Second Terrace. 

t t t t 
Roof-slabs or 
Small Drain. 

Later Structure. S tepped Entrance 
Terrace Wall. Passage. 

FIG. 22. -SECTION OF N ORTH ENTRANCE WAY SHOWING EAST WALL A ND STEPPED WALL 

OF T ERRACES. 

its east face had been left rough, proved to be the supporting wall of a 
series of small terraces which also rose in steps marked by cross-walls
these terraces filling the space between the entrance way and the high 
eastern wall to which it was originally thought to have extended. That 

1 Mr. Mackenzie gives the exact measurement as 4 ·gs metres. 
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the terraces were open above, is made probable by the discovery, at the 
foot of the lowermost, of a stone drain running into the larger cloaca 

which follows the course of the entrance way itself. For what did these 
terraces serve? It would be quite in keeping with Minoan taste as 
illustrated by the frescoes on the palace walls, to suppose that these earth 
platforms rising step-wise beside the entrance way served as small garden
plots, planted perhaps with palms and flowering shrubs. 

On the west side of this entrance way are two elongated bastions, 
separated by a small gap which, as suggested in the preceding Report, 
might have been used by a sentry. The northern face of the upper of 
these two bastions-which is rendered visible by the gap-is seen to be 
provided with a plinth and to have been originally an exterior wall. It 
further appears that it is in line with the south wall and doorways of the 
North Portico-and thus with a line of wall-partly inner terrace, partly 
exterior-extending to the north-west angle of the building (see Fig. 23). 
A break corresponding with th is is seen moreover, in the terrace wall on the 
other side of the entrance way. It therefore appears that the bastion to the 
north of this break and the lower continuation of the terrace walls on 
the other side are somewhat later additions, though still belonging to the 
finest part of the building. The second, or northern bastion, one of the 
best pieces of construction uncovered on the site, was built against and 
partly over a rougher wall running from south to north, which seems to have 
been the original supporting wall of the Northern Piazza on this side. 

Beyond the Northern Bastion the architectural evidence becomes very 
complicated. (See Plan: Fig. 23.) An opening here appears in the west 
wall line of the Entrance Way opposite the blind inlet on the eastern 
side, and perhaps like it intended to serve as a place· for guards to sally 
out from upon hostile intruders. Its mouth had been blocked by a later 
wall. On the northern side of this opening a door jamb is visible, and on 
the opposite side of the Entrance ·way is another answering to it, 
somewhat out of place. 

Beyond this opening a further section of the west wall, of good con
struction, extends 5 metres to another smaller break, perhaps originally 
giving access by means of stairs to the orthern Piazza. At this point 
the Northern Entrance Way was found to be entirely barred by a cross
wall. Since however this is not so well built as the western side wall on 
which it abuts, and since the further course of the Entrance Way and of 
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the d rain beneath it continues uninterrupted beyond thi point, it is obvious 

that this cross-wall represents a later block. A bout 5 metres north of this 
a flat slab, the object of which is uncertain, lies ac ross the en trance passage 
from wall to wall. The western wall continues beyond this point and is 
composed of good limestone blocks resting on a plinth. The great stone 
drain or cloaca, which here follows the eastern border of the Entrance 
Way, loses itself at a point 36 metres (rzo feet) d istant from its upper 
opening. 

T he eastern wall of the lower part of the entrance passage from the blind 
inlet onwards is also preserved, but is not of such good construction as that 
on the west side. East of it again are two elongated chambers that have 
the appearance of Magazines. From their proximity to the Northern 
Entrance it is possible that these should be regarded as stables for the 
horses and chariots which occupy such a prominent place in the Palace 
archives. 

Eastwards again a line of wall which fo rms the back-wall of these 
elongated chambers is continued to another projecting bastion with a 
narrow door opening. This doonvay leads into what appears to have been 
a short gallery, the west wall of which is constructed of good limestone 
blocks. It seems to have led to two fl ights of steps, one directly facing, of 
which traces only are preserved, ascen ing south, the other, of which four 
steps remain,l approached by a turn to the east. The structure here has 
been a good deal d ismantled, but it looks as if we had to do wi th a postern 
gate giving access to the north-east quarter of the Palace from the north. 

From this point the T orthern \V all becomes no longer traceable, and 
the investigations so far made on this side lead to the conclusion that the 
north-eastern angle of the bui lding has been completely denuded. orth 
of this point, however, there came to light a Magazine with remains of 

large pithoi and part of a large structu e which may eventually be found 
to stand in direct connexion with the Palace.2 

§ 23--THE NORTH-EAST MAGAZir ES. 

About 9 metres south of the easternmost section of the North vVall, and 
within the angle which it makes with the east wall of the Entrance 

1 These step are r ·so metres wide, ·rs high and ·so deep. 
2 The star and branch signs are vi ible on its blocks. 
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Passage, quantities of plain clay vases of various forms began to appear, 

only a few centimetres from the surface of the ground. It was found that 
these vases were methodically arranged within the rubble walls of a group 
of Magazines forming a square separate enclosure with a single entrance. 
These Magazines were grouped in uneven divisions on either side of a 
narrow gangway 90 centimetres in width-an arrangement which recalls 
on a much smaller scale that of the Magazines of the Palace at Phaestos, 
except that there the chambers on either side of the central gangway were 
of equal dimensions. A similar arrangement may be traced back on 
Egyptian so il to the earliest Dynastic Period. 

Like the Magazines themselves, the vases here were of much smaller 

dimensions than the great pithoi of the Magazines of the western Palace 
border. Except for a limited class with brown streaks running down from 

their rim, the walls of these vessels were plain and unpainted. They were 

arranged along the walls in regular rows and piles, those with broad rims 
socketed into one another and the cups in rouleaux. A general idea of 
their prevailing types and distribution may be gathered from the accom
panying sketch-plan (Fig. 24). 

Except where these vessels had been cracked or crushed by the weight 
of the superincumbent earth, they stood piled in their places absolutely 
intact, as when left by their Mycenaean overseer. It is obvious from this, 
and from the fact that the whole lay immediately under the surface of the 
ground, that no excavation had ever taken place in these chambers. That 
there was so little earth left to remove was due to the natural process of 

denudation, which has gone on for the last 3500 years or so at this part of 
the north-east slope. 

It will be seen that in their plain fabric, as well as in some of their 

typical forms, these vessels correspond with those found in the chamber 
near th~ south-west corner of the Palace, upon one of which was found the 
graffito inscription in linear characters. Here as there too the survival of 
the older Kamares types is perceptible, but in a somewhat degenerate 
form and bereft of the beautiful painted decoration which characterises the 
vases of the Kaselles. 

In the case of the chamber on the south-west corner an indication of 
the Mycenaean date of this rustic ware was given by the inscription in 

advanced linear characters, identical with those associated elsewhere with 

Mycenaean gem impressions found in the Palace. In the present instance 
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the same indication is supplied by the contents of the small inner chamber, 
5 in the sketch plan, opening from the back of Magazine No. 4. 

In this inner cham ber was found, ·70 centimetres beneath the surface, a 

FIG. 24 .-THE NORTH·EAST MAGAZINES AND CO ' TE!iTS . 

very beautiful tripod-stand of dark steatite, the legs of which 1 were desig ned 
in the form of palmettes or hal f rosettes of the Mycenaean type. Below 
this were remains of charred wood coated wi th gold foil. 

1 Two of the legs were damaged. 
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It is obvious that the tripod-stand was designed as a support for some 
vase of stone or metal of a very different class from the rustic pots in the 
adjoining Magazines. The one deposit speaks of wealth and luxury, .the 
other connects itself with the needs of a quite lowly condition. We know, 
besides, what magnificent painted ware was at this time in use among the 
Knossian lords. It looks as if these stores of rustic vessels, representing 
the survival of the indigenous potters' style, were kept to supply the wants 
of a numerous colony of handicraftsmen, and perhaps of slaves, living 
within the Palace walls. Whatever new elements may have intruded 
themselves among the dominant caste, these humbler denizens, as the 
traditional types of their pottery show, belonged to the old Eteocretan 
stock. 

East of these Magazines, and between them and the Eastern T errace 
Wall, to be described below, was a great heap of sherds and small pots, for 
the most part of plain earthenware, probably belonging to the same, more 
or less servile class. From the abundance of small clay cups of the usual type 
found in Cretan deposits of advanced Mycenaean character, it is probable 
that this waste heap belonged, in part at least, to a somewhat later period 
than the contents of the Magazines. Near it vvas found the small steatite 
relief exhibiting an archer. 

§ 24.-THE ORTH-EAST H ALL A ' D C ONN ECTED ROOM SY TEM. 

South of the small Magazines described in the preceding section, for 
over sixty metres, stretches a continuous line of galleries and chambers, 
the western limits of which mark the original line of the Central Court on 
this side. 

Immediately bordering on the Magazines is a group of rooms forming 
parts of a single connected system. The eastern member of this group is a 
rectangular hall, of the east and south walls of which only indications remain. 
The original interior dimensions of this north-east hall were about 9 by 
6·so metres, and at a distance of r·ro metres from its north wall are two 
column bases 70 centimetres in diameter.1 ear these, at the north end 
of the hall, opens one of the usual double doorways,2 with gypsum jambs, 

1 The column bases are r ·40 met res apart. 
2 The south door jamb and a central one with a double reveal had been preserved. The 

northern door jamb, howe,·er, and the small adjoining return of the wall, had disappeared. The 
width of the south doorway was 82 centimetres. 

I 
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leading to a smaller inner chamber of oblong shape. The pavement of the 

North-East Hall is of gypsu m cement, and near the floor level were found 
one or two Mycenaean vases. One of these is a somewhat low " Stirrup" 
vase with a design of a fish, and of much better fabric than those described 
above exhibiting octopus designs. Another vessel is a cup which presents 
the early characteristic of having decorative bands of white as well as 
brown. 

The small room to which the double doorway gave access had been 
somewhat obstructed by a later cros3-wall running east and west, the base 
o f which was 30 centimetres above the floor-level. In its original form 
however, the room had been of an elegant character, the lower part 
of the walls being covered with a dado of fine gypsum slabs about 9 5 cen
timetres in height, and the floor paved with the same material. This 
" Room of the Gypsum Dado" was s·o8 metres by z·65 in dimensions. 
Near its north wall were found the remains of two steatite lamps of the 
ordinary kind with high columnar stands. An opening at the north end 
of the west wall of this room gave access, in front a nd to the left 
respectiveiy, to two small Magazines or store-rooms. That to the left 
contained the remains of a small pithos, some two-handled jars of rustic 
fabric, resembling types fou nd in the neighbouring North-East Magazines 
a small plaster seat and a t ripod stand of the same material. The elon
gated store-room in front contained other rough pots representing the 
same Kamares tradition as those of the small Magazines together with a 
vase belonging to an early Mycenaean class. 

This arrangement of a room wi~h small magazines opening from it is 
one that has been a lready met with in the western quarter of the Palace 
in the case of the Rooms of the Chariot Tablets, of the Column Bases and 
the T hrone Room itself. Additional examples of the same arrangement 
will be seen in the " School Room" and other chambers of the eastern 
slope to be described below. 

T he North-East Hall apparently had its entrance on its eastern side, 
where it seems to have been flanked by a corridor running north and south. 

ear the south end of this, and at the south-east extremity of the hall, are 
visible four low steps ascending west, and indications of a passage lead
ing hence round the outer walls of the group of rooms described above 
to the Central Court. Some five metres above the fo ur steps preserved are 
t races of others turning north between passage walls of good limestone 
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construction. About the same distance further on the same passage takes 
another turn west, past a massive bastion, and thence by another angle 
seem to have found its way to a point near the upper opening of the 

orthern Entrance Way. 

§ 25.-THE ROYAL GAMING BOARD. 

Iearly opposite the lower opening of the orth-East Stairs described 
above, against the east wall of the Corridor on which it abuts, and of 
which only remains of the lower courses exist, was made a very interesting 
discovery. Here, at a depth of 70 centimetres below the surface, some 
fragments of crystal and ivory were thrown up by the workmen from the 
earthy deposit. On careful examination these were found to belong to the 
end of a kind of inlaid board, the component parts of which were still 
largely in position. 

The board lay somewhat unevenly near the paved surface of the 
Corridor, separated from it by a shallow earthen layer, into which, 
however, some fragmentary slabs had intruded. To raise these highly 
friable remains, embedded in the crumbly earth, from this irregular 
backing without breaking up the framework was a matter of extraordinary 
difficulty, there being no room in this case for the ordinary under-plastering 
that had been so effective in getting out the Cup-bearer fresco. As a pre
liminary measure it was found necessary first to surround the outer margin 
with a wooden framing, filling up the interstices with plaster. This having 
been successfully executed, and the edges of the board thus secured,. 
wooden strips with plaster over them were gradually introduced below, as 
the irregularities of the broken slabs permitted. This part of the process 
was extremely difficult, and it was only after three days' work, and mainly 
owing to the skill and patience of my trained formatore, Kyrios Papadakis, 
that the whole was finally raised with the inlaid designs in the position in 
which they had been uncovered. 

The framework had already suffered especially round the borders and 
at what may be called the upper end of the board, where the pick had 
originally disturbed it. Enough, however, remains of the original design 
to supply a correct idea of the whole arrangement of its essential parts. 

In Fig. 25 1 the existing parts in position are given in a darker tone, 
1 From a coloured drawing carefully executed by Mr. Fyfe, who has completed the disinte

grated and mis ing parts of the design in accordance with my suggestions. 
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but it must also be borne in mind that a great deal of the rest was found, 

though in a more or less disintegrated state. The outer zone, with the 
marguerites, had been entirely bro en off; their fragmentary remains, 
however, were abundant, and as reconstituted above, form a natural frame 
to the design. The remaining parts of the nautiluses were also found 
detached, but their dimensions so exactly correspond with the vacant 
rectangular spaces on either side of the square containing the uppermost 
medallion, that their position may be taken as ascertained. The restoration 
of the interior of the smaller circles of the lower half of the board rests on 
more conjectural grounds. The board as completed is o·965 metre in 
length and o· 55 3 wide, and it is to be noted that several of the corn ponent 
parts are exact multiples of the whole. Thus the diameter of the larger 
medallions answers to g of the length, that of the smaller medallions to 
-fi, that of the marguerites to -h· 

The framework of the board consists of pieces of ivory set and 
originally entirely covered with thin gold plate. A good deal of this gold 
foil is visible in the interstices and here and there are ragged pieces partly 
overlapping the face of the ivory plaques. It is possible that the gold had 
been worn away by use or it may be that at the time of the destruction of 
the Palace the superficial metal had been hastily and imperfectly scraped 
from the board. This chryseleph ntine framework contains a further 
mosaic of strips and disks of rock crystal, the crystal in turn being 
alternately backed with silver plaques and a blue paste formed of 
pounded lapis-lazuli-like glass, the Homeric kyanos, and both this and 
the silver plaques are underlaid with gypsum plaster. It is probable that 
for the support of the ivory framework there was also a wooden panel 
below, but the traces of this had entirely disappeared. Some pieces of 
ivory reliefs, including smaller nautiluses for which there is no place on the 
board itself, point to the probability of there having been ornamental 
sides below; the analogy moreover of Egyptian draught-boards and of 
the Mycenaean specimen found at Enkomi in Cyprus suggests that the 
board itself may have also served as the top of a box that once contained 
the pieces of the game. 

The daisies or marguerites of the outer border had central bosses con
sisting of convex disks of rock crystal, set probably on a blue paste back
ground. Within this border round the central and lower part of the board 
was a second band of plaster coated with blue paste or kyanos, some 



FIG. 25.-THE ROYAL GAmNG BOAR D. 
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sections of which were preserved in position. There can be little 

doubt that these had been covered with crystal plaques that had been 
removed. 

Beginning now at the top of the board , the angles of the beaut iful 
nautilus reliefs were set round with crystal plaques, one of which was 
found with traces of its original kyanos backing. Like the marguerites 
the nautiluses had also been adorned with a central boss of crystal. There 
next follows a very beautiful group of fo ur large medallions inserted among 
crystal bars backed with silver plates. The curving cloisons of these 
medallions are formed of ribbed ivory to the surface of which the original 
coating of thin gold plate was still partly adhering. The sockets thus 
formed are set with petal-shaped plaques of crystal, the outer row 
entirely lined with silver plates the inner with blue eyes of kyanos 
inserted in the silver. The inner circle of these medallions encloses a 

design-borrowed from contemporary Egypt-composed of vesicae piscis 
of ivory surrounding a central plate of silver-lined crystal with incurved 
sides. Then follow eleven alternating bars of ribbed crystal and ivory. 
The crystal bars, which are flat, are backed with silver, the ivory are bossed 
and are set and partly covered with thin gold plate which originally 
adorned their whole surface. E ight shorter bars of crystal but with a 
kyanos lining fill the spaces on either side of the topmost section of the 
lower division of the board. 

The principal feature of this lower division of the board is a two-winged 
compartment, the flat ivory plaques of which enclose ten circular openings. 
The medallions originally held by these had been broken out, though here 
and there traces of their original plaster backing were visible. In the 
centre of one, however, the upperm st on the left wing, were remains of 
silver oxide, which suggested the former existence of a plate with incurved 
sides like those forming the centre of the upper medallions. It is possible 
that the vesicae piscis round this were of kyanos. The central parts of these 
medallions, the design of which, except for the blue compartments, would 
thus have resembled those above, seem to have been covered with crystal 
disks, though a fragment only of one of these is preserved. It looks as if 
the disappearance of these medallions was due to the desire of some 
plunderer at the t ime of the great catastrophe of the Palace to secure 
these crystal disks. The ivory plaques enclosing the.Jower medallions 
are bordered above and below by bossed and ribbed crystal bars overlaid 
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on kyanos. The remaining space of the lower division of the board is 
filled with alternating flat bar:s of ivory, once gold-plated, and of crystal 
backed with the same blue vitreous paste. 

The medallions of the lower division of the board give a key to its 
purpose, and clearly indicate that we have here the table of some kind of 
game. A certain analogy is suggested by Egyptian draught-boards and 
by the variant type of the same presented by the Mycenaean board of 
beautifully carved ivory found in a tomb at Enkomi or Old Salamis.1 In 
the "Lapidary's Workshop" and elsewhere on the site several objects of 
steatite, bone, and other materials were found, which seem to represent 
pieces of games, but unfortunately none occurred in juxtaposition with the 
board itself. Considering the comparative fewness of the circles on which 
to move the pieces it seems possible that dice a lso formed a feature of the 
game, but further discussion of its character must be reserved for a future 
occasion. 

In its original condition, with its ivory bands and reliefs still plated with 
gold, and its crystal plaques and bosses intensifying the gl int and glow of 
the silver foil and cerulean paste beneath them, this gaming board must 
have been of truly royal magnificence. The intarsia work, moreover, here 
found in position and applied to the scheme of a game throws a new 
light on more fragmentary remains of the same kind found in the Palace 
of Knossos itself and in the royal tombs of Mycenae. Crystal plaques of 
similar forms to those of the table were found on the Throne Room floor 
associated with roundels of enamelled terracotta, the design of which 
recalls the central pattern of the medallions of the gaming table.2 In my 
former Report 3 the close resemblance of these to objects in similar 
materials found in the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae was already 
noticed. There can be little doubt, in the presence of this new evidence, 
that these belonged to boards of the same kind, and that a gaming table 
was such an indispensable possession of Mycenaean kings that it followed 
them to another world. This close resemblance between these Knossian 
relics and those from the Fourth Akropolis tombs at Mycenae is also, 

1 A. S. Murray, E xcavations in Cyprus, p. 12, Fig. 19, and cf.J.H.S. xvi. (1896) p. 288, 
seqq. where Professor Ridgeway ingeniously compares the Greek game of Po/is. 

' There were too many of these roundels for them to have been all for the board on which 
the game was played, but a certain number may in this case have formed part of the ornament of 
the sides of the box below. 

3 See the supplementary note on the fly leaf at the beginning of the Report for 1900. 

G 
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as already noted,l an interesting indication that the destruction of the 

Palace was approximately contemporary with this interment. 

§ 26.-T HE ROOM OF THE OLIVE PRESS. 

The Corridor of the Gaming Table leads to a spacious room about 9 
metres in length by 7 broad, the cement floor of which on its western 
side was about r ·40 below the surface. This room contained what appeared 
to be two press-beds of unequal sizes with runnels leading from them. 
The smaller of these was drained by a tile channel, the larger by an 
elongated grooved slab of limestone. The larger press-bed itself was a square 
limestone slab (r·w x r·2o metres) with a square shallow basin opening on 
the runnel, the groove of which was 43 centimetres wide and IO deep. This 
stone channel leads through a door opening into the small area to the north 

of the chamber where, at a distance of 4·70 metres from the press-bed, it 
debauches on the remains of an elongated vat, originally lined with terra
cotta. 

T o one having a personal acquaintance with the remains of the great 

Roman oil fabrics of the Tripoli tan district of orth Africa,2 of which stone 
press-beds and runnels accompanied by vats are a constantly recurring 
feature, there seemed to be little doubt that we had here to do with a 
Mycenaean press of the same kind. It is true that in the case of the 
African presses and others observed by Messrs. Paton and Myres s in 
Caria and the Greek islands, the stone bed itself is simply grooved while 
here the whole central part is slightly sunk. But the difference has little 
practical importance, since a small detached slab with a free space left 
round it, answering to the groove in the other type as an outlet for the 
juice would equally serve the pu pose in view. This simpler type as 
represented by the Knossian exa pie is in fact also known elsewhere. 
An ovoid example was found by Mr. J. L. Myres and myself at 
Astrltza 4 a Cretan hill site a few hours to the south-east of Knossos, 

1 Loc. cit. 
2 I visited these in 1895 in company with Mr. J. L. Myres who, for the first time, explained 

the true meaning of the so-called " Iegalithic Ionuments" of Tripoli in Proc. Soc. Ant. 1898, 
p. z8o seqq. For the orth African oil-presses cf. too Tis. ot, Afrique Romaine, i. p. 294. 
The presses may well represent a still earlier Libyan tradition . 

3 On some Karian and Hellenic Oil-Presses,J.H.S. xviii. (1898), p. 209, seqq. 
4 J.H.S. toe. cit. p. 214. Fig. 6. 
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and a round Greek press-bed of the same type, with a sixth century 
inscription, was found by Mr. Cecil Smith at Klimatovouni in Melos.1 

In order to supply a fulcrum for the end of the wooden beam by 
means of which the bags of olives set above the stone bed were pressed, 
it was necessary to obtain a powerful support, and this may have been 
supplied by insertion into the west wall of the Chamber.2 

Although grapes are pressed by an analogous method in large crates 
or baskets in parts of Greece the great volume of juice would have required 
a larger bed than those before us. It seems more reasonable therefore to 
see in these the remains of olive presses. It is evident from the numerous 
lamps found in the building as well as in the houses outside, that oil formed 
an important commodity in Mycenaean Knossos. The signs of conflagration 
about the upper vats in the Fourth Magazine, have been already noted 
as indicating a considerable storage of oil, which probably formed the 
contents of a large number of the pithoi discovered. The discovery 
recorded by Tsountas of a jar full of olive stones at Tiryns, and more 
isolated finds of the same at Mycenae itself had already made it certain 
that the culture of the olive was known on the mainland of Mycenaean 
Greece. 3 That it was known at the same or even an earlier period in 
Crete is now made certain by a similar discovery of a store of olive 
stones in the Palace of Phaestos by the Italian explorers. At Knossos 
we find olive sprays appearing as a motive of decoration both for frescoes 
and vase paintings, and apparently also on the pictographic tablets in 
a commercial relation. Hehn's idea that the oil of Homeric Greece 
was exclusively an importation from the East has now no longer any prob

ability in its favour.4 

1 Loc. cit. p. 215, Fig. 7. 
2 Compare the arrangement of a press near Latmos.-.f.H. S. xvi ii. p. 212. 

3 Tsountas, ' Ecp. ' Apx. r8gr , p. I 5· 
4 It would even appear that already in Mycenaean times the olive was cultiYated in~Sicily. In 

the ecropolis of Cozzo Pantano near Syracuse, the tombs of which contain so many imported 
Mycenaean objects, in addition to shallow high pedestalled vessels which seem to be a simple 
adaptation of the Mycenaean and Minoan lamps as seen at Knos os, was found a clay vessel of 
native fabric, the decoration of which was supplied by the impress of actual olive leaves. (Orsi, 

ecropoli Sicula presso Siracusa," Mon. Antichi, ii. 1893, p. 21, and Tav. rr, i. ra.) 

G 2 
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§ 27.-THE CORRIDOR OF THE BAYS AND ITS VASE DEPOSITS. 

West of the recess in which the oil-vat is situated opens a small area 
which, as the remains of wall-fou dations show, has not been preserved 
in its original condition. One of perhaps a pair of doorways is still 
in place opening from the end of the Corridor of the Gaming Board on this 
side. Opposite this, immediately under the east border of the Cent ral 
Court, is a small chamber with fine gypsum paving and two side walls 
of massive limestone blocks. These walls form part of a series of 
buttress-like projections running along this line, and their massive 
construction was no doubt expressly designed to support the, in part, 
arti fic ial terrace of the Central Court on this side. Both this and a 
small chamber adjoining it on the north, showed the remains of a back 
wall, the original line of which could only be made out by the limit of the 
pavement in that direction. On the other hand these rooms, like the 
bays that succeed them on the same terrace flank to the south, were 
filled with a confused mass of tumbled blocks largely due to the 
falling in of their back walls. This phenomenon explains the need of 
the buttress-like structures along the line. 

To the south of the above-mentioned small chamber and the adjoining 
bay on that side, are two doorways, one leadi g to an elongated well-paved 
room, the other to a somewhat narrow corridor-1·42 metres in width
leading south beneath the terrace of the Central Court. Four buttress-like 
piers such as those described, jut out on the western side of the gangway 
leaving three square recesses.1 From these it has been found convenient 
to call this passage "the Corridor of the Bays." 

The buttress piers vary in thickness from 1'42 to r54 metres, and jut 
out z·7o metres; the southernmo t, however, has been made 35 centimet res 
too short, and the deficiency in the masonry was made up by means of 
woodwork and plaster. There is, as will be seen, a great probability that 
these massive blocks of masonry not only served to prop up the terrace 
wall , but also originally acted as the supports of the pillars of a great 
Megaron above . 

. The corridor descends by two teps at the third pier, and a thi rd at 
the fourth, where it opens on the end of the upper Corridor running 

1 These were roughly square but varied a little in dimensions. The first bay north was 
2 ·7o by 2·8o metres, the second 2·7o by 2·85 whi le the width of the third was only 2·4o. 
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from east to west, and at the same time on the middle landing of the main 
staircase to be described below. 

The bays themselves had been partly used as storerooms, and on 
the floor of the first was found a large heap of plain pottery. Another 
deposit of similar vessels was also found in a kind of loculus or niche, in 
the wall opposite the third bay. This pottery was all of a "rustic" class, 
unpainted, and exhibited some local Cretan forms of a remarkable 
character. Among these were double pots set at the two ends of a flat 
base, their upper rims being connected again above. They are provided 
with perforated conical lids (see Fig. 26), and seem to be the forerunners 

FIG. 26.-TWIN VASE AND OTHER VESSELS : GALLERY OF THE BAYS. 

of a Mycenaean type pecul iar to Crete. In another direction they present 
a still more striking parallelism with the twin cups set at the two ends of a 
similar clay base, but without the upper connexion, found in prehistoric 
Egyptian tombs.1 The Libyan relations of Crete give a special interest 

to the parallel. 
There were also single pots of the same form and similar perforated 

lids with double walls leaving a small circular interspace between the outer 
circumference of the vessel and a low inner receptacle which sometimes rises 
less than half-way towards the level of the outer rim of the pot (see Fig. 27). 

In some cases the upper part of the inner receptacle showed a row of per
forations and there was also a boring at its base which went right through 

t As for instance those of El Mahasna. 
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both walls of the pot. These perforations, repeated in the lid, make it 

probable that some materia l was burnt in ide one or other of the cavities of 

FIG. 27.-DOUBLE-WALLE D P OT A!\'D OTHER VES ELS : GALLERY OF THE BAYS. 

the pot, though whether the vessel was used for incense or, with charcoal, 
for some culinary purpose is not o clear. 

FIG. 28.-K:-/OBBED V ASES : GALLERY OF TilE BAYS. 

Another interesting class of vessels foun d in these repositories were 
vases of somewhat elegant modelling, though still with a plain clay surface, 
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the distinctive feature of which was their adornment with small knobs 
(Fig. 28). They had pointed lips, sometimes raised in the early fashion , and 
a very distinct ring-also a primitive characteristic-round their necks. 
Knobs are also found, though not so systematically applied, in the ea rlier 
painted class of Kamares ware. As seen on these vases they singu larly 
recall the studs of metal-work, and it is probable that, as in the case of 
many features d iscernible in the Kamares class, they show the influence o t 
metal-work prototypes. 

§ 28.-AREA OF THE SPIRAL FRESCO AND HIGH RELIEFS. 

Between the east wall of the Room of the Olive Press and the end 
of the Corridor of the Gaming Board on one side and the southern bay of 
what is described below as the Eastern Terrace Wall on the other is a 
somewhat vague elongated space. The upper structures have almost 
entirely disappeared owing to the denudation of this part of the slope, and 
only a part of a floor level 70 centimetres below the surface, belonging to 
the latest Palace period, is traceable along the eastern side of the wall of 
the Olive Press Room. On this surface, and extending round the outer 
corner of the Olive P ress Room, were ranged large numbers of rustic pots 
of the same general character as those of the North-East Magazines, the 
tripod types generally predominating. These lay only just below the 
surface of the ground. 

The lower courses of the southern boundary wall of the area described 
are also visible, as well as a doorway fl anked by massive blocks, opening 
on to the upper East-West Corridor. That this area, though at present 
so largely denuded, was once included in an important and brilliantly 
decorated columnar hall is evident from the remains discovered in two 
compartments below its original floor-level. 

On the more northerly of these, from about 1"70 below the floor-level 
on which the tripod pots stood, were large masses of fresco exhibiting a 
grand spiraliform design of blue and black on a white ground, together with 
considerable fragments of plain red-faced stucco. Several fragments of 
painted bulls in stucco relief like those found near the Northern Entrance 
also came to light, including part of a hind leg, two hoofs, the tip of a horn, 
and the bushes of at least two tails. Near the wall separating this basement 
from the Olive Press Room, at a somewhat less depth, was found part of a 
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human limb m the same gesso duro, and a similar find accompanied by a 
fresco fragment was also made on the floor of the Olive Press Room near 
its northern wall. In the midst of the fresco remains in the basement space 
described there also lay two parts of column drums of a marbled grey 
material resembling granite. 

The other compartment within this area, containing similar remains, lay 
under the wall separating it from the upper East-West Corridor. This 
compartment was not a mere basement space like the other, but lay for 
the most part beyond the edge of the Eastern Terrace wall, and over a 
small room belonging to the lower storey and characterised by fine paving 
slabs and a large pillar base. Above this base, marking the level of the 
upper floor, was a slab supporting another large block, the upper surface of 
which was visible above the soil before the excavation. 

Here, at a depth of about a metre, were found a series of interesting 
fragments of painted stucco reliefs. Some of these were of a purely 
decorative and architectonic character, such as the top of a pilaster, and 
remains apparently of a ceiling design like that found near the orthern 
Entrance, consisting of spirals and rosettes. But the most striking objects 
were parts of human and other subjects in high relief, including portions 
of what seems to be the forepart of a phinx. 

Among the fragments of human fi gures found were a right shoulder 
and forearm, a right hand, a left forearm holding a pointed vase, and the 
calf of a l eft leg. T hey seem all of them to have belonged to male figures, 
though the warm flesh colouring has almost entirely faded away. These 
"disjecta membra" were in considerably higher relief than those found on 
the south front and display an artistic perfection even beyond them. A 
distinctive feature of these rt:liefs is the great prominence given to the 
veins, which is carried out with an exaggerated realism that in places gives 
the surface of the limbs a varicose appearance. I n the case of a right calf 
the sinuous lines of the veins seem to be somewhat conventionalised ; on 
the other hand, on the back of a closed hand they are rendered with great 
fidelity to nature. Of all the fragments found, that representing the fore
arm of a man grasping the end of a pointed vase is the most remarkable 
(Fig. 29), the muscular development being rendered with extraordinary 
power. It will be seen that this represents a subject similar to that of the 
Cup-bearer fresco, and it is probable that the walls of the hall to which 
these stucco fragments belonged were covered with processional scenes 
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FrG. 29.-liiGH RELIEF I!'\ PAINTED Gesso .Duro: AR~I HOLDING POINTED V ASE. 
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analogous to those of the Western Entrance. But the wall-paintings 

there discovered can convey only a faint idea of the artistic perfection 
achieved in these coloured high-reliefs. We seem to note a crescendo scale 
in the scheme of decoration, which here reaches its acme. 

Nor can there be much doubt as to the character of the structure to 
which these painted reliefs and associated frescoes belonged. The area in 
which they were discovered forms the east end of a rectangle of which 
three additional sections are supplied by the Room of the Olive Press, and 
the long Chamber and Gallery of the Bays beyond it. We have here, in 
fact, outlined section by section in the walls and piers of the lower storey, 
the complete plan of a large upper Megaron of the "Minoan" type illus
trated by a Hall of the Double-Axes to be described below, and which 
must have opened to the West on a level with the Central Court. The 
buttresses of the "Corridor of the Bays" seem to have been, in part at 
least, designed to support the westernmost pillars of this hall, and in the 
two marble drums found with the fresco and reliefs we may actually 
recognise parts of the columns which bordered the "light-well " of the 
Megaron at its eastern end. It is probable that there stood here the great 
hall of the Palace, exceeding even that of Phaestos in d imensions. 

§ 29.-THE STONE AMPHORAS IN THE SCULPTOR'S WORKSHOP. 

Immediately to the north-east of the spot where the painted high 
reliefs were found was a small upper chamber with a floor level very near 
the surface. Here, close against the west wall of the room, at a depth of 
only 25 centimetres, there came to light a large stone amphora lying some
what on its side (Fig. 30). It was composed of a kind of veined marble
like limestone, used for some other vases found on the site, and, except for 
the fact that a piece of the neck was broken in and one handle cracked, it 
was in an absolutely perfect condition, though the part of the side nearest 
the surface of the ground was somewhat corroded. The vase was 69 centi
metres (about 271 inches) in height and 2'5 metres (about 6 feet 81 inches) 
in circumference. Its walls increased in thickness from 6 centimetres at 
the neck to 17 centimetres at the sides, and some idea of its massiveness 
and weight may be gathered from the fact that eleven men with ropes and 
poles with difficulty carried it down to the headquarters house below. The 
flat upper rim was decorated with a spiral band, and a similar band, with 
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the central coils ri sing up like rows of snail-shells, ran round the shoulders. 
The vase had three handles, decorated on their outer side in the same spiral 
form as the rim, and with their sides cut out into arched hollows, communi
cating by means of a small perforation. These recesses had evidently been 

F IG. 30.-GREAT STONE A~IPHORA . 

intended for some metallic inlay, which, as there was no trace of oxydisa
tion, was probably gold. 

Both for size and magnificence this vase far excels any known stone 
vessel of the Mycenaean age. Like the chryselephantine gaming board 
it was truly a royal possession. One feature very noticeable in this vase 
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is that to see its form and decoration to advantage it must be placed on the 

ground. In this respect it shows an essential d ifference from great modern 
vases or from the marble urns of later Greek tombs, though even smaller 
types of Mycenaean vessels require the same position. The broad
bottomed gypsum vases with spiral reliefs round their flat rims, found on 
the floor of the Throne Room, were made to be looked down on in a 
similar manner. 

The style of the spiraliform decoratio!l on this large amphora is 
identical with that of these alabaster vases found on the floor of the 
Throne Room, and it must belong to the same approximate date. The 
latter vases had evidently been set out to be filled, probably with oil from 
a clay store-jar that was found beside them, laid on its side to facilitate 
the process, when the operation was apparently broken off by the great 
catastrophe of the Palace. There was a touch of Herculaneum or Pompeii 
about the situation in which these vessels were found, which lends a pecul iar 
interest to a similar circumstance connected with the present colossal vase. 
For although apparently completed it had never been moved from the atelier 

of the artist. Close beside it, on the oor of the same small room which 
evidently served as a workshop, there stood, in fact, another smaller stone 
amphora, about 35 centimetres high, of the same general form, but with its 
salient features only just roughed out of the limestone block. Here, as 
in the other case, the catastrophe came suddenly-this vase was left un
finished as the others were left unfilled. Both the large amphora and the 
vases of the Throne Room evidence in their style the most perfect de
velopment of Mycenaean decorative art. From the correspondence of the 
crystal, ivory and porcelain remains, in the latter case scattered beside 
the vases, with those of the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae, we know that 
that artistic bloom was cut short here about the time when the unknown 
King of the mainland city was laid to his rest. 

The discovery of a sculptor's workroom in which highly artistic stone 
vases were actually in the course f execution, is only one of many 
indications that companies of skilled craftsmen and artists lived and worked 
within the Palace walls. The fresco paintings were naturally executed on 
the spot, and more than one deposit of colours shows that the materials 
were also kept in the bui lding. The Lapidary's Workshop on the 
Southern Terrace shows that many small objects of stone and bone were 
manufactured on the site, and the finding of one or two unfinished 
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lentoid beads of steatite makes it probable that the art of gem engraving 
was also practised on the spot. The amount of clay documents shows that 
scribes must have been largely employed, and instruction in the art of 
writing was doubtless also given in the Palace chambers. One, to be 
presently described below, is in fact arranged like a school-room. Children 
were taught within the walls, and apprentices instructed in the arts and 
mysteries of their craft. The abundance of " rustic " pottery has already 
been referred to as an indication that colonies of slaves or artisans of 
humble condition were domiciled inside the building. The Palace of 
Knossos, like the great Indian Palaces at the present day, was a town in 
itself. 

§ 30.-THE EASTERN TERRACE WALL. 

North of the area containing the spiral fresco and high reliefs, near an 
angle of the Eastern T errace Wall, two more column drums of dark 
steatite were found, about 30 centimetres below the upper floor-level. 
Here, too, about 4 metres down, was a large deposit of vases belonging to 
the earliest Palace period. They represent the transition from the pure 
Kamares style, some of them showing brown decoration on a pale buff 
ground, while others present the white and powdery red bands on a 
dark ground which characterise the indigenous early metal age pottery 
of Crete. Near here are the remains of a well only partially excavated. 

North of this point is a well-preserved section of what has already been 
described as the Eastern Terrace Wall, running north and south. It is com
posed almost exclusively of good limestone blocks,1 and its only facing is 
on the eastern side, showing that it fulfilled the functions of a terrace wall. 
The walling begins about half a metre below the surface of the ground, and 
goes clown to a projecting base or plinth about 30 centimetres high. The 
upper part of the wall preserved is not continuous, being broken by 
embrasures. Along the northernmost part where the upper structure has 
vanished, stone runnels or gutters are visible at intervals, crossing the upper 
surface of the base of the wall. It is probable that these gutters ran out 
originally between embrasures. 

1 A few gypsum blocks are to be found among them. 
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§ 31.-TI-IE FRESCO OF THE FEMALE TOREADORS AND THE BOXER 

RE LIEF. 

South of the angle of the Eastern T errace ·wall, within which lay the de
posit of early pottery, a solid piece of walling is preserved, consisting of five 
courses of well-cut limestone blocks, one of which, belonging to the fourth 
layer from the bottom, shows a square projecting gargoyle, devised, like 
later stone spouts of the kind, to protect the wall from the drip of a gutter. 
At this point a later Mycenaean chamber with rubble walls has been built 
up against the finer structure of the Terrace. It seems probable from 
the remarkable contents of this room that it was the basement of a more 
important chamber which once rose above the level of the Terrace Wall. 
A large number of fragments of good Mycenaean vases, including fine 
naturalistic designs of plants and marine objects, were found in this space 
from a considerable height above the floor level/ showing that they had 
belonged to an upper chamber. With them were abundant remains of 
wall paintings, some of a decorative character, including fine rosette 
ornaments, but the greater part belonging to a large composition exhibiting 
bull-grappling scenes. 

Although the painted stucco wa much broken up it was possible to 
put together parts of two galloping bulls, about a quarter (linear) of the 
natural size, and executed with extraordinary spirit. These noble animals 
are drawn to a relatively much larger scale than the human subjects with 
which they are associated, a feature a lso observable in some designs of the 
same taurokatlzapsia on Mycenaean gems. Over the back of one of the e 
bulls a Mycenaean cow-boy is seen turning a somersault in most acrobatic 
guise. 

But the most interesting feature in this wall painting is the ap
pearance, beside the male performers in this dangerous sport, of female 
toreadors, distinguished by their white skin, the more varied hues of their 
costume, the blue and red diadems round their brows, and their somewhat 
curlier coijfzwes, but otherwise attired in precisely the same way as the 
"cow-boys," with a loin-cloth and very narrow metallic girdle and striped 
socks and slippers. One of these Mycenaean "cow-girls" is seen between 
the horns of a charging bull, which the acrobatic male figure has 

1 About I 7 0 metres down, or about I"SO metres above the floor leve l. 
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apparently fa iled to seize hold of. The horns, however, pass under her 
armpits, and she grasps them higher up with her hands. 

The episode is sensational in the highest degree, but we have here nothing 
of the mere catching of bu lls, wild or otherwise, as seen on the Vaphio Cups. 
The graceful forms and elegant attire of these female performers would be 
quite out of place in rock-set glens or woodland glades. They belong to 

FIG. 31.-RELIEF ON PART OF STEATITE PYXIS, SHOWING BOXER •(%). 

the arena, and afford the clearest evidence that the lords of Mycenaean 
Knossos glutted their eyes with shows in which maidens as well as youths 
were trained to grapple with what was then regarded; as the king of 
animals. The sports of the amphitheatre, which have never lost their hold 
on the Mediterranean world, may thus in Crete at least be traced back to 
prehistoric times. It may well be that, long before the days when enslaved 

• 
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barbarians were "'butchered to make a Roman holiday," captives, perhaps 
of gentle blood, shared the same fate within sight of the" House of Minas," 
and that the legends of Athenian prisoners devoured by the Minotaur 
preserve a real tradition of these cruel sports. 

In the same chamber with these painted stucco fragments was also found 
part of a dark steatite pyxis-analogous to one found on the site of Knossos 
in 1894-with a relief showing an athletic contest of another kind (Fig. 31 ). 
It is apparently a part of a boxing match. A youth with clenched fists 
stands with his left arm extended as if in the act of warding off a blow, 
while his right arm is either drawn back to give greater force to a blow 
or momentarily rests on his hips.l The latter interpretation of the gesture 
is permissible, if in the bent knee of a prostrate figure before the pugilist 
we may recognise an adversary whom he has just knocked down. The 
figure has somewhat suffered, and is contracted by the usual metal band 
into a disproportionately small waist, but the limbs, notably the left leg, 
show beautiful modelling, in this case free from muscular exaggeration. 

§ 32.-THE "SCHOOL-ROOM" AND ADJOINING CHAMBERS. 

Immediately beyond the rubble construction which forms the south 
wall of the room containing the bull frescoes are what appear to be the 
lower courses of an older wall of solid masonry, running at right angles 
from the Eastern Terrace Wall. It is possible that this marks part of the 
course of an original outer wall, enclo ing a small quarter of the Palace that 
lay between it and the inner wall which here represents the continuation of 
the Eastern Terrace line. 

Several small rooms are enclosed within this area, the most interesting 
being that which occupies its north-west corner. Along the south wall of 
this room ran a low stone bench, at the west end of which stood a square 
pillar coated with stucco, the upper surface of which was hollowed into a 
bowl-like cavity. At the other end of the bench was another lower pillar 
o f rough stone, perhaps originally p lastered over, with a similar cavity-the 
one pillar being of a height to be used by a man, the other by a child. 
Opposite this bench and pillars, against the north wall, was another similar 
stone bench, and the masonry ris ing behind it at a somewhat higher level 

1 The altitude closely Tesbemles that of the boxers-there armed with ha/teres-on the bronze 
situlas of Waatsch and i\Iatrai. 
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gave the appearance of a second. This, however, according to the explan
ation adopted above, shoul d probably be regarded as part of an early outer 

wall of solid masonry. There seemed moreover to be remains of a door
way through this in the north-east corner of the room. 

Along the side walls of the room a re two more stone benches, which 
have a distinct inward slope as they recede from the south wall , an arrange
ment which inevitably recall s that of a modern class-room. The name of 
"School-Room" has therefore been p rovisionaily g iven to this chamber as 
a distinctive title. May we, perhaps, imagine that the higher and lower 
stucco bowls were used, by master and pupils respectively, for keeping 
moist the clay lumps, out of which were moulded the ta blets that serve as 

a vehicle for the linear script, and that the art of writing was here imparted 
to the Palace youth? That no written documents here came to light does 
not greatly weigh aga inst. this poss ibility, since hardly any minor relics 
were found within the walls of this room. Near the fl oor level, at the 
north-ea t corner, however, a very beautiful ornament of kyanos or blue 
glass paste was unearthed, in the shape of a Mycenaean sh ield wi th engraved 
scrolls on its outer surface. It showed a perforated handle on its under 
side. The floor, of gypsum cement, lay at a depth of from three to two 
metres below the surface, according to the slope. 

At the south-west corner of the room were the jambs of a doorway 
leadin g to an elongated chamber which seems to have been u ed as a tore

room. A t the end and along the side walls were a number of "rustic" 
vases of the usual character, some piled on one another. Among the e 
was an a mphora of pyriform shape, with an oval mouth resembling in form 

that from the Kasella g iven in Fig. 14,1 but with a plain unpainted surface, 
tri pods and two-handled jars, shallow bowls, and cups with very high looped 
hand les, these latter of a light paste. On a paved floor level, im mediately 
eas t of the "School-Room," four jars, imilar in form to some of those in the 
inner Magazine, stood in a row, and t wo of these were distinguished by 
showing a white band on a redd ish g round, another was of the same g rou nd 
colou r, without the band, and the fourth of plain clay. Over one was also 
a plain clay bowl of fine paste, like those in the neighbouring store-room. 
We see here represented mor than one stage in the transition from the 
pure "Kamares" to the ''rustic " indigenous tyle of the Palace, which 
survi\·ed in it to the g reat days of Mycenae. In this case a piece of 

1 Ste p. 47 above. 

H 
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Mycenaean painted pottery of good period lay in the earth deposit a little 

above the jars. 

Bordering the" School-Room " on the West was a small room repre
senting the lower storey of that with the stone amphoras. It opened 
into a longer chamber from which a kind of vest ibule led to what may 
perhaps be described as a small hall, presenting some interesting construc

tive features. In the walls were visible at inte rvals square upright grooves, 
which had formed the sockets of thick upright posts, the carbonised 
remains of which were visible within them in considerable masses. Upon 
the well-paved floor was a large deposit of lime, perhaps due to the 
calcination of gypsum slabs in the upper storey, under the great heat of the 
conAagration. 

At the west end of this chamber, which may be called "The Room 
of the Wooden Posts," was a doorway r·so metres wide, flanked by a 
large stone pillar, or rather base, immediately under the great block of 
the upper floor level near which the relief frescoes were found, and 
which, from the fact that the upper surface slightly protruded above the 
surface of the earth, had always been somewhat of a land mark in this 
part of the si te. This upper block rests on a flat slab which here repre

sented the upper floor level 3·ro metres above the pavement below. Between 
these upper blocks and the base a strong supporting member must origin
ally have intervened, perhaps in the shape of a square wooden pillar. The 
remarkable feature of the case is that the upper blocks had remained in 
place, owing to the accumulation of debris below, though the supporting 
pillar had itself decayed. We shall find many striking parallels to this 
phenomenon in the large halls beyond. 

Between the base and original pillar that flanked the doorway below, 
and the north wall of the Room of the Wooden Posts, was a well-built 
balustrade, leaving an open space above it. This open space faced 
the doorway on the opposite eastern side of the room, and was no doubt 
devised to give light to the smal l finely-paved lobby to which the doorway 
beside the pillar gave access. This lobby formed the means of approach 
to another doorway at its southern end-its jamb and threshold exception
ally well preserved-leading in to the Lower East-West Corridor, to be 
described below, and thus afford ing access to the great eastern halls of the 

Palace. 
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§ 33.-TI-IE EAST-WEST CORRIDOR. 

Adjoining the western border of the region described in the preceding 
section and on the same ground-floor level, is the opening of a passage
way, about 1·8o metres wide, running almost due east and west. About 

six metres from the point where the walls of this corridor are first visible, 
the passage-way mounts by means of a flight of stone steps. Ten of these 
are preserved in an unbroken ·series, after which there is a small gap 
succeeded by three more steps, the fir t, however, broken. The 
original flight consisted of fifteen steps, of which two and a portion of a 

third are now wanting. The cause of this break is due to the fact that 
whereas up to the tenth the steps rest on a solid foundation, at this point 
they reach the beginning of the lower East-West Corridor already referred 

to, into which the door from the lobby with the balustrade here opens. 
The roof of this end of the lower Corridor had collapsed, destroying the 
steps above it at this point. 

Beyond this point, however, the floor of the upper Corridor has 
remained intact for some distance, running, as was afterwards made clear, 

above the lower gangway, the floor of which is about 4 metres below it. 
Beyond the flight of steps the upper passage, to which the name of 

" East-West Corridor" par excellence may be g iven, passes on the right the 
doorway flanked by two massive blocks, already noticed as the southern 
entrance of the area containing the high reliefs and spiral fresco. 
Continuing east it slightly narrows into what appears to be a door opening, 
and foll ows the balustrade of the " Hall of the Colonnades," to be described 
below, to the important crossing point where the upper and lower staircase 

of this Hall and the Corridor of the Bays meet on a common landing. 

The total length of the East-West Corridor is thus about 40 metres, 
representing the width of this section of the Palace, and it is a noteworthy 
fact that this distance almost exactly corresponds with that of the opposite 
quarter of the Palace as taken from the entrance of the Room of the 
Column Bases to the borders of the Western Court. This correspondence 
in the width of the two opposite sections of the Palace at this point gains 
significance from the fact that the East -West Corridor exactly centres on 
the line of the Pillar Rooms and their lateral passage on the other side, 
which with their ante-chamber, the Room of the Column Bases, forms a 

kind of central division to that wing of the Palace. The East-West 

H 2 
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Corridor, m the same way, exactly divides the line of buildings on the 

eastern side of the Central Court, so that the two lines between them form 
a kind of Dmmzamts to the building. The Cardo, to continue the Roman 
simile, is supplied by the J orthern Entrance-way at that end of the 
Central Court, and by the traces at the oppo ite end of the Cou rt of 
a Southern Entrance passage.l H ere, too, the principal or "Praetorian" 
front was to the East. 

The whole re ul t of the most recent excavations has been more and 
more to bring out the fact that, vast as is the area it embraces, the Palace 
of Knossos was originally devised on a sing le comprehensive plan. The 
ground scheme of a square building, with a central court approached at 
right angles by four main avenues, divid ing the surrounding buildings into 

four quarters, is a simple conception which, as we now know, long before 

the days of the later Roman Castra, was carri ed out in the Tenemare of 
Northern Italy. It was not otherwise that at a much later date Hippo
damos laid out the plan of Thurii, and Frederic "Stupor Mundi" and our 
fir t Edward resorted to similar schemes for their civic foundations from 
T erranova to vVinchelsea. But while the e other plans dealt with separate 
unit , in their aggregate composing a township, and easy of distribution, 
the Minoan architect may claim the cred it of adapting the same root idea 
to an organic whole, and fitt ing it in to a complicated arrangement of 
halls, chambers, galleries, and magazines, forming parts of a single building. 

§ 34.-EXTE SIVE D EPOSITS OF INSCRIBED TABLETS AND SEAL 

IM P RE SIO S I THE EA 'T- W EST CORRIDOR. 

The whole upper course of the East-West Corridor, from the top of the 
steps onwards, was the scene of repeated find s of inscribed clay tablets and 
seal impre sions. Others, again, were found within the doorway lead ing to 
the area of the High Reliefs and the Spiral Fresco, and others, again, had 
found their way ov r the edge of the neighbouring Hall of the Colonnades, 
into the corridor below, and even to the lower recesses of the adjoining 
staircase. It was obvious, however, from the character of the inscriptions 
and recurring formulae, as well as from the continuou though extended 
area of their diffusion, that they belonged to the same deposit, or, more 

1 See above p. 14. I n the plan, which only shows here the ba ement space , an id ea of the 
Southern Entrance Pas age can hardly be given. 
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probably, series of deposits. The scattering that had occurred seemed 
in this, as in some other cases, to be due to their having reached the 
position in which they were found from an upper floor. These table ts had 
suffered in an exceptional degree from the effects of fire, and in some 
ea e had been reduced to a condition resembling blackened pumicestone. 
The meaning of this, however, became clear when it was found that they 
orig inally lay in what seems to have been a third storey, contiguous to the 
great Palace Hall , where the final conflag ration has left other signs of 
having been more violent than elsewhere. The tablets do not present any 

pictorial fi gures. They relate to accounts of one kind or another, on the 
whole to h igher amounts than those of any other deposit yet brought to 

light-the fi g ures in one case being over 19,000. The total sums at the 
end of the inscriptions are often preceded by the throne-sign. 

The seal-impressions were most numerous on the staircase landing at 

the west en d of the corridor. They show examples of the finest Mycenaean 
style of engraving, impress ions from the same intaglio being often repeated. 
The subjects include,- bes ides the usual bulls, lions, agrimis, rams, mouffl.ons, 
dogs seizing their quarry, flyin g birds and flyin g fi sh-a certain number of 
specially interesting types. It was here that several impressions were 
found from the actual sig net ring delineating the seated Goddess and her 

attendants, the counterfei t matrix of which has been already described.1 

Two designs belonged to the same relig ious cycle as that showing the 
Goddess on her sacred peak with the lion supporters. On one of these, a 
flounced female fi gure, evidently the same divinity, lays her hands on 
the necks of two lions who stand back to back with their heads turned 
towards her. Two other va rieties how a male fi gure between a pair of 

confronted lions, stretching his arms over their heads in an attitude similar to 
the design on a gem found near the site of Kydonia.2 In a nother impres

sion a lion stands before a probably "baetylic" column, and a very fine seal 
shows a mouffl.on standing before a fluted column with a Mycenaean shield 
in the field. A sacred t ree of papyrus-like appearance ri ses between two 

symmetrically grouped wild goats, and an ox is seen laid out on a sacrificial 
table, as on a gem from a tomb of the Lower T own of Mycenae.3 Griffins 
occurred both single and confronted. Two scenes refer to the Tmwoka-

1 ee above p . 19. 2 J.H.S. 1900, p. 163, Fig. 43· 
~ 'Ecp. 'Apx. 1888, PI. x. 36. P laced wrong way up on the plate. Compare the gem in the 

Berlin collection, Furtwangler, Besclzreibung, &c. o. 22. 
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thapsz'a-in the first a man, who has apparently missed his g rasp, is seen 

above a magn ificent galloping bull, in the second he lies prostrate bel ow 
the lower outline of another. A curious device consists of a Mycenacan 
shield in an upper compartment, while below is the upper part of a 
naturalistic design of a Triton shel l. A very exceptional type, of which 
several examples came to light, also showed the field divided into two 

compartments, in the upper and lower of which are four crouching fi gures, 
apparently of men with their forearms slightly bent upwards. This deYice 
derives a special interest from the fact that seal impress ions, with a type so 
similar that it is difficult to say whether or not they were taken from the 
same gem, were found by Mr. Hogarth amongst the hoard of clay sealings 
brought to light on the anc ient site explored by him at Zakro in the 
extreme east of Crete-a fact which indicates a di rect connexion between 
that early settlement and Knossos. 

§ 35.-THE QUADRUPLE STAIRCASE. 

The meeting-point of the East-West Corridor and that of the Bays 
had been originally reached by excavation from the north a long the latter 
line, and the adjoining landing, on which so many seal impressions were 
found, had been naturally regarded at first as a small bay of the same 

Corridor. A rubble block of masonry beyond had been taken for a 
broader buttress of the same kind as the others that jut out along the 
terrace line of the Central Court, and a fifth bay seemed to have been 
reached beyond it. 

It was at this point that the development of the excavation took an 
altogether dramat ic turn. Hitherto, along the line of approach-in the 

area, that is, between the Eastern Terrace line and that of the Central 
Court-the ground-floor of the rooms and galleries had lain according 
to the slope from at most z! metres to half a metre below the surface of 
the ground. But, as the excavation of what had been taken to be a fifth 
bay of the Corridor p roceeded, the earth deposi t was found to go clown and 
down t ill a paved floor level was reached 5 metres below the surface, 
while a little to the east of this another cement floor was subsequen t ly 
found lying 6·8o metres down, or about 8 metres below the level of the 
pavement of the Central Court. Steps going up and down began to appear, 
and it soon became clear that what had been taken to be a fourth bay of the 
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Corridor was the middle landing of a quadruple flight of stone stairs, while 

the supposed fifth bay was the landing below. The Corridor of the Bays, itself 
on a ground level, was seen to have emerged on the galleries and stairs of 
an upper storey, while the walls bounding the East-West Corridor on the 
north were found to repre ent a line along which the whole transverse 
section of the hill had here been cut out to a lower ground level corre
sponding with that beneath the Eastern Terrace. The base of the terrace 
wall of the Central Court, which had run from 2 to 2! metres below the 
surface, now went down nearly to 7,1 originally 8, metres, or over 25 feet. 

The western section of the East-West Corridor proved to be at the 
same time the upper gallery of a square columnar hall, and was flanked on 
the side overlooking the hall by a balustrade, a coping slab of which 
showed the raised socket of an original wooden column. The point where 
the East-West Corridor and that of the Bays converge formed, as already 

noticed, at the same time part of the middle landing of a staircase. From 
this point a flight of stone steps led up along the west line of the above 
mentioned hall, flanked by a similar balustrade rising in three steps, each 
gradation terminating in a socketed slab 2 for a wooden column. 

At the upper termination of this flight of stairs part of a large stone slab 
representing another landing was still in position. The middle wall between 
the inner and outer staircases showed a window opening to give light to the 
lower flight. This wall was of rubble construction, but at its upper end by 

the landing was a huge limestone block, the surface of which, facing the 
upper landing and round the corner beyond, was cut out in such a way 
as to leave a graduated projection. The ends of three steps were outlined 

over this projection, attesting the former existence of a higher flight of 
stairs ascending to the level of the Central Court over what afterwards 
proved to be the second flight from the bottom. vVe have here the 
remains of three distinct storeys, above which was probably a fourth. 

Descending the stairs to the landing above which the seal impressions 
were found and which was much choked by large fallen blocks, another 

flight of twelve steps was opened out, the west wall of which was built up 
against the eolithic clay deposit that forms the base of the Central Court. 

1 On the inner line of the stairs the depth, as stated above, was only 5 metres, but 
further south the depth was the same as that of the adjoining Hall of the Colonnades, namely 
6·8o metres, representing an origina l depth below the level of the Central Court of a bout 8 metres. 

2 Their sockets, like that already described , had a raised ring and their inner diameter was 
about ·58 centimetres. 
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This flight led to a lower landing divided into two levels, the slab im

mediately at the bottom of the stairs leading to another a t the top of the 
lowest flight by a t riple step. 

At this poin t is a large limestone base, immediately under the 
block that flanks the upper landing. A bove this base, after an interval 
of 13 centimetres, was a flat slab with a raised ocket like those of the balus
trade above, made for the insertion of a wooden column which had formed 
the support of the large block above. The interval between the socket and 
the upper block was I ·6o in height. It had become filled with a tough red 
earth which had kept the upper block in position. In the earth immedi
ately under the west side of this block were seen the charred ends of a row 
of square cross-beams which had intervened between it and the capital of 
the column. 

It was at first thought that a direct access existed from this lowermost 
landing to the hall on its eastern side. But it was found that tf1e floor of 
the hall lay at a considerably lower level, and a fourth fl ight of twelve 
stairs was gradually brought to light descending north under the second 
flight, with a headway of about 2'70 metres in height. The excavation of 
this part was of extraordinary di fficulty, owing to the constant danger of 

bringing down the stairway above. It was a ltogether miners' work, neces
sitating a constant succession of wooden arches. Two of our workmen 

however had worked in the LaUt·ion mines, and after eight days' slow pro
g ress, a passage down the steps was fi nally cleared along the western wall 
of the staircase. The outer wall was found to end below in a nother lime
stone base, with a socketed slab above it for a wooden column, like that of 
the landing above. . 

The stairs emerged below on a well-paved portico, with fine gypsum slabs 
on its inner walls, opening on the hall already referred to, and which, from its 
tiers of pillars above and below, has received the name of the " Hall of the 

Colonnades." The quadruple flight of stairs, leading down to this from the 
Central Court and the corridors of the north-east Palace region, seems 
originally to have consisted of fi fty-two stone steps, of which thirty-eight, 
and the indications of five more, are preserved. The steps were about 
I 2 centimetres high and 4 5 deep, those of the under flights 1·8o metres 
wide, those of the outer abou t I ·z 5 metres. The window opening to g ive 
light to the third flight from the top has been already noted, and there 
seems to have been another opening of the same kind on the lowest flight 
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from the Hall of the Colonnades (sec Fig. 32). It is possible that a stepped 
balustrade with columns also ran up alongside of the up permo t stair. A 
burnt shaft of a column of cypress wood, which had probably fallen from 
a neighbouring part of the balustrade, was found in a small chamber just 
beyond the upper landing. It had the appearance of being Auted , but this 
may have been due to the effects of the burning. 

§ 36.-THE HALL OF THE COLONNADES. 

The descending stairs, and the parapets with sockets for wooden 
columns on the upper margin of the "Hall of the Colonnades," at first 
gave the impression that we had here to deal with a large bath, like those 
already discovered. But though, as already pointed out,1 the analogy 
to a certain extent holds good, the doorways and circular bases, sub

sequently found on the floor level, showed that the structure with which 
the above features were here connected was in fact a Columnar Hall. 

The quadruple staircase described abO\·e dominated the western ide 
of this Hall, while the portico, into which the lower flight of stairs led, 

formed the northern section of the Hall itself. This portico acted as the 
support of the parapeted gallery already mentioned as representing the 
continuation of the East-West Corridor, and might itself be regarded as 
the continuation of the passage-way referred to as" the Lower East-We t 
Corridor," running below the other. It led into the lower Corridor proper 
by a doorway at its eastern end, with exceptionally well preserved wooden 
posts and lintel. The Portico had a gypsum paving and a dado consisting 
of thin slabs of the same material along its inner walls. It was filled with 

a fine earthy deposit into which some inscribed tablets belonging to the 
same deposit as those of the East-West Corridor had made their way 

through a breakage of the Aoor, and several seal impressions derived from 
the same source were found near the doorway. Two circular bases, 
about 6o centimetres in diameter, on the outer line of the Portico, showed 
the position of the wooden columns that had originally supported the stone 

breast-work-itself about 90 centimetres in height-of the Upper Cor

ridor. The columns must have been about 3·50 metres high, and in spite 
of the fact of their disappearance, the earthy deposit and debris which 

had made its way into the intervening space had been sufficient to keep 

1 See above p. 62. 
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the balustrade above in position. Unfortunately, the wooden framework, 

which had been first in erted to support this breastwork while the debris 
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earth below, however, the blocks did not suffer serious injury, and it was 
found possible to replace them in position with a stronger support. 

The second column base of the portico described above forms at the 
same time the first of a series of similar bases 1 on a stylobate running 
across the Hall from north to south and dividing it into two equal spaces. 
The eastern half of the hall, within the column bases, had a good gypsum 
pavement and the lower part of the enclosing walls was covered with fine 
slabs of the same material, as in the case of the "portico." The western 
half, on the other hand, between the stylobate and the wall enclosing the 
staircase, had on ly a cement flooring, and was obviously, in part at least, 
hypaethral. 

The three columns which originally stood on this central line had acted 

as supports of the front line of an upper chamber above the paved space 

below, the floor of which must have been on a level with that of the Upper 

Corridor, on which it undoubtedly opened. Curving slightly down from the 
borders of the gallery above the lower portico, there were visible a series 
of the round carbonised ends of the beams that had supported the floor of 
the upper chamber. Above this again were the remains of a stone breast
work, about the same height as that of the adjoining gallery, in a some
what ruinous condition, which had doubtless originally supported some 
kind of wooden pillars, the openings between these affording light to the 
upper chamber, and at the same time a view from it into the court below. 
This ruinous parapet had eventually to be removed pending its replace
ment on a wooden scaffolding. 

The comparative height of this part of the building-by the stair

case, certainly three storeys-the spacious hall and the numerous wooden 
columns seem to have greatly intensified the effects of the conflagration. 

The painted stucco, which must originally have covered a large part of the 
walls, together with a good deal of the gypsum and limestone materials of 
the upper part of the building, had been reduced to a calcined mass, which 
greatly increased the difficulty of excavation in the upper part of the 
deposit within the " Hall of the Colonnades." From about 4~ metres 
above the lower floor level, for a thickness of over 3 metres, a calcined 
stratum of pale red earth almost as hard as rock had to be cut through 
with the pick, and, though the lowest layer was somewhat softer, large 

1 The diameter of the central column base was 6o centimetres, that to the south 63 centi
metres. 
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heaps of lime lay in the south-east corner of the lower room which had 

to be literally cut away from the pavement. Above the calcined stratum 
was a deposit of charred rafters. 

In spite of t he destructive results of the conflagration, a fortunate 
circumstance seems to have preserved ome record of the decora tion of the 
upper room of the hall. Into a small space immediately to the south of it, 
which, from its secluded position and exiguous dimensions, must have been 
comparatively protected from the fo rce of the fi re, there had fallen many 
pieces of painted stucco belonging to the decoration of a larger chamber, 
which were certainly derived from this area. P ieces of fresco were here 
found of a fine arch itectural character, one apparently representing a part 
of a fa~ade, in which was a fri eze with half rosettes of a character similar to 

that found near the north-west corner of the Palace.1 Fragments of a bul l 
in painted stucco relief were also found here. 

In the same small compartment-little more than a pit in itsel f-about 

4 metres down, together with the fragment of fresco and stucco relief, 
occurred a curious decorative slab of porphyry-like limestone, the border of 
which was cut out into a k ind of grotesque rockwork outline-suggestive 
of Japanese or Chinese designs. There was a lso found here a bronze 
knife and a depos it o f seal impres ions, a mong which eighteen pieces 
repeated the same seal type containing a pair of the strange Mycenaean 
daemons. 

·w hether or not these seals had also originally fo und a place in the 
upper chamber of the Hall of the Colonnad s, a very remarkable find made 
about on a level with its stone breastwork, near the southern wall, 

seems to show that some important doc uments had been deposited 
there. This was a clay tablet measuring 267 by 15 5 millimetres-the 
largest yet found-and containing twenty-four lines of inscription. The 
inscription showed the man-sign constantly repeated after groups of linear 
characters, and perhaps refers to male slaves or captives, giving the names 
of their owners. I t is divided into three lists, prefaced by varying formu las, 
and with the total numbers of each list added up at the end. W ith this 
tablet were found some smaller fragments of in criptions. 

In the south wall of the lower chamber within the colonnade, at the 
south-east corner, was another well-preserved door way,2 opening into a 

1 See above p. 53· 
2 Both this and the doorway at the north-ea t corner were 1 '40 metres wide. 
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passage the connexions of which are not yet ascertained. The adjoining 
part of the south wall of the chamber, like the other inte rior walls, here 

was of rubble masonry lined with gypsum slabs. Outside the line of the 
stylobate, however, the character of the south wall suddenly changed. 

From this point om¥-ards, as befitting a more exposed structure, it was formed 
. of limestone blocks of good masonry, interrupted by two horizontal cement
lined grooves, which had been originally filled by wooden beam , and 
which in part of their length had formed the upper and lower frame-work 
of a window-like opening. Owing to this in ertion of more perishable 
material the upper part of the wall had somewhat subsided toward its 
eastern end, though the relative po ition of the blocks was not affected. 

Near the south-west corner of the room twelve courses of masonry were. 
preserved, in addition to the interspaces formerly filled by these cross

beams. This south wall attained a height of 5AO metres, or about 18 

feet. Upon a large number of its limestone blocks was cut a sign perhaps 
representing a kind of szstrum. 

The adjoining west wall which encloses the stai rcase is of a more 
complicated structure. Above, immediately under the balustrade, are good 
limestone blocks, and below, again, is fine masonry res ting on the ground
level, and rising in steps, fo ll owing those of the breastwork of the staircase 
above. The interven ing space, however, between these two bands of good 
material is now largely fi lled with clay and rubble, partly of a derivative 
nature. I t appears that the upper and lower masonry must have been con 
nected by wooden piers, and that there \\·as a window between these giving 
light to the lowest flight of stairs. 

The oblong space in fron t of this wall, and outside the line of the 

colonnades, was coated, as already noted, with a cement, largely consisting of 

pounded gypsum, in place of the stone paving which was laid down in the 
covered parts of the hall. A further indication that in part at least this 
outer area was exposed to the weather, is supplied by the fact that the 
floor slightly slopes towards a drain hole in the south-west corner. The 
upper course of this drain 1 cou ld be traced through an adjoining chamber 
for some metres to the south, while eastwards its course can be followed 
along the whole southern wall of the Hall of the Colonnades, and across 
the neighbouring angle of the Hall of the Double-Axes beyond. 

We have here then a Columnar Hall (see Fig. 32), about 8 metres 
1 The drain was 9 centimetres deep and 19 wide. 
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square, consisting of a covered space,-chamber and portico,-connected 

with another portico and chamber above them by a triple staircase, and the 
whole bordering an open space 5'40 metres long by 3'30 broad, which 
served as a well for lighting both storeys. It is possible that this open 
space may have been partly covered by a lantern above; but the drain and 
sloping floor, and the change of materials for pavement and walls, show that 
it was largely exposed to the weather. Nothing indeed in this whole 
structure is more remarkable than the careful adaptation of material to 
conditions. In the sheltered spaces were good paving, gypsum dad os, 
and painted stucco, (of which fragments only had here been saved from the 
conflagration), covering inner walls of merely rubble fabric. In the exposed 
parts cement takes the place of the fi ne but perishable gypsum slabs for 

the flooring, and the walls change to well-cut masonry or solid wood-work 
The whole st ructure of this hall, with its tiers of colonnades ri sing one 

above the other, and, on the west side, following in harmon ious gradations 
the ascent of the double flight of stairs, must in some respects have antici
pated the effect of the ent rance court of an Italian Renaissance Palace. 

§ 37·-THE MEGARON OF THE DOU BLE-AXES. 

To those descending east by the quadruple staircase, either from the 
Central Court or from the quarter of the Palace with which the Corridor of. 

the Bays communicates, the Hall of the Colonnades would have formed a 
kind of fore-hall to a larger Megaron lying immed ia tely to the east of it. 

The communication between the two halls, however, was not direct, but by 

means of a short section of the lower East-West Corridor entered as already 
described through a well-preserved doorway in the north-east corner 
of the Hall of the Colon nades. About four and a half metres beyond this 
another doorway opens in the right wall of this lower Corridor giving 
access to the large Megaron that bounds its southern wall. 

The excavation of this area to a great extent repeated the character
istics of that inside the Hall of the Colonnades. Here too were everywhere 
the signs of an exceptionally violent conflagration. H ere too the burn t 
rafters of the upper layers gave place to a stratum of calcined material of 
a pale brick-red colom and almost as hard as the native limestone. On the 
floor level, moreover, below this in places, lay great masses of lime. 

The structure i tself in its material and arrangement recalled many 
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leading features of that of the neighbouring hall. Here too the western 

end, which in this case also seems to have been comparatively exposed to the 
weather, was enclosed with walls of good masonry, but presented a cement
laid floor in place of the sto ne flags of the interior spaces. Here too, 

again, the covered part of the building, though well-paved, was surrounded 
by walls which, behind their original coating of gypsum slabs and stucco, 
were of merely rubble construction. 

D oorway. Interst ice above Fourth Course of i\ Ja,onry from bottom for Ends of \Vooden Beam~, 
relilled except at point indicated. 

FI G. 34. -Sounr-WEST CoR NER Ol' l\Iu:GARO:-< OF D o uau;:-Axu:s. 

The western end of this hall was formed by a carefully constructed 
wall of fine limestone blocks, 8 metres wide, \\ ith two wings 4·20 metres 
long projecting eas t The blocks here were larger than those of the other 
hall, and were incised with the double-axe sign which constantly recurs a t 
the most important parts of the building, but is most in evidence in this 
great hall, called on that account" T he Megaron of the Double-Axes." 
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Eight courses of this wall were preserved, rising to a height of 4·5o metres, 

or a little over I 3 feet. Its lowest cour e projects so as to form a plinth, 
and the courses of masonry are interrup ted in the midd le by a horizon tal 
cavity,1 partly fill ed by coarse lime and terracotta cement, in which 
were visible the round hollow sockets of beams \vhose ends had thus been 
cantilevered into the wall. There were seven of these sockets along the 
western wall and two on each of the wings, where the same horizontal 
cav ity continued. The only possible obj ect of these projecting beams 

· KN05505- HALL OF THE DOUBLE AXES 
CROS5 SECTION LOOKIN G WEST. RE:STORED 

FI G. 35.--WEST E ND OF MEGARON OF D OU BLE·AX ES R EST ORED, SHOWING R AISED vVOODEN 

PLATFORM AND STEJ'S. 

must have been to support a raised wooden platform at the end of the 
hall, approached, we may suppose, by ladder steps at each end (see 

Fig. 34). It is possible that further wooden teps led from the platform to 
the T ltalamos above the J}fegaron . 

T he dra in al ready traced ac ross the H all of the Colonnades was fou nd 
to pass unde r the western wall of this Megaron a nd to traverse its south-west 
corner.2 No opening to it was visible here, however, as in the other case, 
and this circumstance, as well as the fact that a wooden platform was 

J I n order to save the upper part of the wall from the danger nf subsiding, the greater 
part of th is cavity had to be fill ed in. 

2 The dimensions of the drain were here atger, 25 centimetres deep by 45 wide, an in
d ication that some additional surface ,i·ater was supposed to reach it. 

I 
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constructed at this end of the Megaron, tends to show th at it was not 

exposed to the weather to the same extent as the open a rea of the Hall of 
the Colonnades. It is probable therefore that here a t any rate the lighting 
space at the west end of the Hall was partly protected by a lantern 
above. 

The limit o f the inner area of the Megaron of the Double-Axes was 
marked, as in the neighbouring hall, by a gypsum stylobate, beyond which 
the whole fl oor level was paved with fi ne gypsum slabs. On this stylobate, 
which terminates on either side in two massive cubical blocks, were two 
column-bases 65 centimetres in d iameter, and above them a very interest
ing feature was brought out by careful excavation, namely, the remains of 
the two columns themselves in a catbonised condition . Both of these 
stood with their lower extremities pointi ng towards their respective 
column bases, the upper part of the drums sloping away lightly in a 

south-westerly d irection. They were made of cypress wood, and in the 

case of the more northerly of the two, which was the better preserved, it was 
possible to make out a length of z·6o metres, very nearly the fu ll height of 
the shaft which would have been somewhat over 3 metres. A distinct 
taper downwards, according to the Mycenaean canon, was moreover per
ceptible, the d iameter of the shaft near the lower extremity in its burnt 
condition being about 45 cen timetres. 

Immediately east of the stylobate were door openings in the side walls 
of the Megaron-that to the north leading, as already described, into the 

Lower East-Vvest Corridor, that to the south to a fine ly bu ilt passage, the 
further exploration of which must be part of next season's work. The 
pavement of this section of the Megaron consisted of a central rectangle 
of flags of somewhat unequal sizes, surrounded by a border of very fine 
regular slabs. This arrangement recalled that of the Room of the T hrone, 
and it is probable that in this case too the central area was originally 
d isting uished by a coating of brilliant red cement. The paving of the 
succeeding section, or "Prodomos" of the Megaron, showed the same 

a rrangement. 
At a d istance of 5·6o metres from the inner line of the stylobate were 

three oblong bases with double reveals, and against the walls on either side 
two half bases of the same kind, leaving four door-like openings across 
the hall, and about I ·30 metre wide. In the fore-hall, or "Prodomos," in 

fro nt of these, at a distance of 5'40 metres, were the same nu mber of 
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sim ilar bases, with half-bases answering to them on their flanks. On the 
southern side of it, moreover, were two more bases and half-bases, wi th 

reveals however only on the side towards the hall. It does not seem 
reasonableto suppose that this forehall had eleven doors, and the bases, at 

least, a long the centre of the Megaron may be preferably regarded as having 
supported square pillars. The object of the succession of pi llars seems to 
have been, while keeping as large as possible an open space for the 
Megaron below, to afford support for similar pillars on the floor above, 
which possibly in their turn gave support to the structure of a third storey. 
A line of similar bases was found directly above the first lower row, on 
a floor level about 3·50 metres higher than that of the Megaron below.1 

There had probably also existed a second row at this upper level, 

answering to the eastern line of bases in the lower Hall, but owing to the 
slope of the hill the surface was here den uded to a point below the 

upper floor level. 
Beyond this eastern line of pillar-bases the north wall of the Megaron 

continues east for another s·8o metres, thus forming the anta of a 
paved portico of which three column bases were brought to light. How 
far this portico continues to the south, and on what it opens beyond the 
face of the Megaron, are quest ions to be decided by future excavation. 
The port ico was paved wi th the same fine gypsum slabs a nd seems to 
have had a se ries of sq uare columns along its outer margin. Between the 

column bases here were found fragments of painted stucco with spiral and 
rosette designs. Inside the Megaron the intensity of the conflagration 
seems to have completely destroyed these decorative elements. On the 

floor-level near its west wall, however, were found several pieces of stone 
vessels including the upper part of a very fine vase of a mottled red and 
grey colou r. The cutting of this vase, which belonged to the pointed class, 
was bolder than any of those found in the Room of the Stone Vases. It 
had a very pronounced ring round its neck and deep sharply edged fluting 
down the sides. It seems to belong to a somewhat more archaic class 
than the Autecl vessels of the other deposit. 

The " Megaron of the Double-Axes," of which a perspective sketch by 
Mr. Fyfe is given in Fig. 35, is by far the largest Hall as yet laid bare on 
the Palace site of Knossos. 1 ts breadth-8 metres-cannot indeed 

1 All were preserved i" situ except the half-base that must originally have stood by the 
soULh wall of the chamber. 

I 2 
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com pare with that of the Great Megaron discovered by the Italian 

Mission at Phaestos, which is no less than 1310 metres broad. Its length 

on the other hand-reckoning from the outer edge of the Portico 
24"40 metres, or nearly 5 I feet-is 2"JO metres larger than the Phaestian 
Megaron as measured from the top of the entrance steps. The interior 

Quadruple Staircase. 

' -t--
-?:--
~· ;... 

~I 
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Corridor of Bays. 

FIG. 36.-PERSI'ECTIVE SKETCH OF MEGARON OF DOUBLE·AXES {South Wall omitted) WITH 

liALL OF COLON. ADES AXD STAIRCASE BEYOND. 

length of the inner hall with the columns,-ab:::mt IO metres,-is almost 
exactly the same as that at Phaestos. The great Hall which originally ex

tended from the Corridor of the Bays to the Area of the Spiral Fresco and 
H igh Reliefs,1 seems however to have been more extensive than either. 

The upper floor seems to have consisted of a spacious room with pillars 
at intervals like those below, of which, as already noted, the bases of the 

1 See above p. go. 
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western series remain. In the course of excavation these had to be tempor
arily removed but have been replaced as originally found, and at their 
proper level, by means of a wooden scaffolding. In the earth beneath these 
were embeddc:;d the carbonised remains of round beams about 40 centimetres 
in diameter running from east to west. A part of the rubble wall has been 
preserved between the eastern section of this upper chamber and the East

West Corridor, from which access had been obtained to it by means of a 
doorway over that leading from the·Lower Corridor into the Megaron below. 
On this wall had been happily preserved a piece of the original painted 
stucco, exhibiting a design of palm-like trees, executed in a somewhat 
careless style and resembl ing one on the wall near the throne, beside 
which were single horn-like objects, which may have had a sacral signifi
cance. What remained of the fresco was only about 8o centimetres high, 

but the painted dado could be traced for about 3 metres. 
Just within the eastern section of this upper chamber, near the pillar 

base by its northern wall , lay a large block of carbonised ,.,·ood which may 

either have been part of a pillar or a natural trunk. 
It is possible that the " Megaron of the Double-Axes" was originally 

approached up the eastern slope of the hill by a broad flight of steps 
analogous to those of Phaestos, but th is point can only be decided by 
further investigation. 

§ 38.-DISCOVERY OF PARTS OF A STONE BULL, CARVED IN THE 

Rou ' D, AND OF BONE PLAQUES INSCRIBED WITH SIGNS AND 

UMBERS. 

The region south of the Quadruple Staircase and the two Halls is also 
as yet too imperfectly explored for adequate description, though features 
of considerable interest have already come to light in thi region. 
Remains of two storeys seem to have been preserved throughout the 
greater part of this area. In an upper chamber near the terrace of the 
Central Court, a stone bench and parts of the floor slabs have been pre
served in position above the fine masonry of a lower room. 

Two very interesting d iscoveries have come to light in this area, 
inside what appears to be a large stone drain or "cloaca " analogous to 

that of the orthern Entrance. It was approached by a chimney-like 
stone shaft, the mouth of which, closed by a slab, was partly under the 
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door-jamb of an upper storey floor-level, that lay r6o metres beneath 
the surface. From this poin t the shaft descends another 5 metres to 
the junction of a northern and eastern course of the conduit, which was 
itself spacious enough for a man to make his way along it. In the 
eastern passage were found pieces of a large bull, carved in the round 
out of a dark schist-like stone, perhaps a kind of steatite, the pieces hav ing 
numerous small dowel-holes at their back so that they could be riveted 
together. It would appear that this comparatively so ft material, which 
naturally commended itself to the early sculptor, could only be obtained 
in small lumps, so that the stat ue of the bull in the round had to be 
built up in this way. At the date when the excavations closed fo r the 
season, only a few pieces belonging to the lower part of the bull's body 
had been got out. 

The other discovery in the same subterranean passage does not 
yield in interest to this. Near the remains of the bull were found 

quantities of bone pieces, of fish-like outline, resembling the vesicae piscis 
let into the medallions of the gaming table. With these were bits of 

Mycenaean porcelain, apparently for inlaying, and some crystal plaqu~s 
also belonging to a similar board. There were further found segments 
of bone rings of various breadths, resembl ing bracelets, and decorated with 
exterior mou ldings. These had been originally covered with thin gold 
plate, parts of which were adhering. 

The upper surface of the bone "fish " was relieved with fine parallel 
ridges and grooves, and on their under sides were engraved a series of signs 

accompanied by various scores in the shape of perpendicular lines, like 
those which on the clay tablets with the linear scrip t indicate units. Similar 
signs and fi gures also appeared on the inside of the bone rings. One sign 
only appears on each " fish," but sometimes two together on the rings. 

The amount of these remains will probably be g reatly added to by 
the continued excavation of the stone conduit. Here it must be sufficient 
to mention that as yet some twenty different signs have come to light, 
linear in type but not answering to those of the ordinary linear script of 
the Palace. A most remarkable phenomenon, however, is observable in the 

forms of these signs. Out of t wenty-one varieties, ten are practically 
identical both in shape and position with later Greek alphabetic forms, 

while four more are the same though in a differen t position. Thus we 
have: A, /\, H, N, i, n, f>, Y, +, and a form approaching the digamma, 
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as well as 3, l, - , *, Yet the Mycenaean date of these bone pieces is as 
well ascertained as anything found within the walls of the Palace. They 
are of similar type to pieces of the gaming table, and are associated with 
porcelain and crystal inlays answering in character to specimens found in 
the shaft-graves of Mycenae. They lay here beneath an untouched floor
level in a closed passage 6"60 metres, or over z I feet, beneath the surface 
of the ground. 

Each sign is associated on different pieces with various numbers; thus 
we have: 

+ 11, +Ill,+ Ill 11, +Ill Ill,+ 1111 1111. 

It must be observed with reference to these signs and ciphers that their 

appearance is analogous to that of the signs and dots that appear on the 

under side of the porcelain roundels and other plaques for inlaying, such as 
those found in the Throne Room.1 The dots also appear among the 
numerical signs of the hieroglyphic tablets representing units, like the 
upright strokes on the tablets with the linear inscriptions. Some porcelain 
plaques found with the bone fish also show this dotted numeration. The 
marking of porcelain pieces for inlay with linear signs of a similar class is, 

as already pointed out, common to E gypt, and their appearance at Tell-el
Yehudiyeh had even led to a theory of Greek restoration,-" probably of 

the time of the Ptolemies." 2 

An interesting feature of the case is that, on the back of some of 
the Tell-el-Yehfidiyeh plaques, the Greek-looking signs are replaced 

by ordinary Egyptian hieroglyphs. Out of the linear signs found there, 
of which there seem to be twelve varieties, eight are almost or quite 
identical with types found on the Knossian bone fish. On the other hand, 
in Egypt, a series of linear signs of the same class occur as marks on 
pottery from prehistoric times down to the latest dynasties,3 and those 

1 Porcelain plaques, some making up a s~a le or feather design, wi th signs and dots, have now 
been found by the Italian Mission in the Palace at Phaestos. 

2 In pointing out the parallelism of the signs as to Knossian plaques with tho e of T ell-el
Yehfidiyeh, in my previous Re}?ort (p. 42), I was not aware that this suggestion had been made 
(Brugsch Bey, Rec. iles Travaux, etc., 1896, p. 1 seqq. ). Dr. Von Bis ing, who kindly called my 
attention to this, informs me that these marks on Egyptian porcelain plaques, to which he has for 
years directed his attention, are extremely rare. 

3 See Professor Petrie's table of these signs, Royal Tombs o/ the Fz'rst Dynasty , P t. I. (1900), 
p. 32. 
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found on the porcelain plaques may be regarded as a selec tion from a 

large existing class. 

It is possible that some such selection had been adopted for purposes of 
arrangement by an ancient guild of Egyptian inlayers. The reappearance 
of similar forms in Crete must in any case be taken in connexion with the 
fact that they are there employed by the artisans of a similar craft, who 
were copying the Egyptian methods and patterns of inlaid work, whether 
in porcelain, bone, or ivory. The bone fish, as may be seen by comparing 
them with the ivory pieces of the same form fitted into the medallions 

of the gaming board, go with the central lozenges with incurving sides 
to form a disk pattern of typically Egyptian character. Porcelain disks 
with this design occur already under the Eighteenth Dynasty, and the 
enamelled plaques, also presenting linear signs below, found in the Throne 
Room, like those of the fourth shaft-grave at Mycenae, were s imply copies 
of these contemporary Egyptian models. It is reasonable to believe 
that the similar linear signs that accompany the products of this Cretan 
offshoot of the Egyptian in layers' art were in many cases actually taken 
over from the old Egyptian series. 

It is to be observed that these signs do not correspond with the 
character of the ordinary linear script of Knossos. They are equally 
distinct from the pictographic g roup. Neither do they agree with the 
signs cut on the stone blocks several of which, such as the predominant 
double-axe type, the trident, the star, the branch, the cross-patee and the 
sistrum-like character, are suggestive of religious ymbolism. There is no 
e,·idence as to whether these signs on the plaqu s for inlaying had any 
phonetic values, but it is at any rate an interesting fact that forms 
identical with many of the later Greek letters should have been in use for 
techn ical purposes in the Aegean world centuries before the introduction 
of the Phoenician Alphabet. In this case, as in that of the other Cretan 
sign-groups, a possible survival and eventual reaction on the imported 
Semitic letter-forms can not be excluded. 
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Provz'sional Report o.f tlte Excavatz'ons .for t!te Year 1902. 

(PLATES I. ~III. ) 

§ I.-THE CAMPAIGN OF 1902 . 

As far as it was possible to forecast the Campaign of 1902 on the 

Palace site of Knossos it promised to be one of fini shing up in a limjted 
quarter of the East Slope, with some further delimitation of already fairly 

ascertained boundaries. But appearances were deceptive. Not only did 
the work of excavating the rema inder of the deep-lying rooms of the 
Central part of this quarter prove to be of extraordinary difficulty, owing 
to the mas es of heavy superstructures that it was necessary to support, but 

the building was found to extend further down the slope than the pre
liminary trial pits had led us to expect. I n several cases these had just 
missed important walls, with the result that va t masses of excavated 
materials had, towards the close of the previous campaign, been dumped' 
down in places from which they had this year to be removed at the cost of 
much labour. It was also found that several of the chambers previously 

excavated along the edge of the second East Slope T errace-notably those 

near the Olive Press-overlaid basement areas containing im portant 

remains, and these, in turn, the floor levels of a still ea rlier Palace, covered 
with pottery of the pure 'Kamares' class. On the lower Terrace again 
were brou ght to light whole ranges of rooms and magazin es belonging to 
th is more primitive system and containing what are p robably the finest 

existing specimens of the 'Middle Minoan' ceramic class. 
The work began on February I 2, and continued in full swing till the 

end of June. The extensive character of the operations may be judged 

from the fact that during a good deal of this time as many as 250 work
men were employed. The ard uous labour of propping up walls, raising 

sunken blocks, supporting upper fl oor-levels (see F ig. r), and reconstructing 
B 
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fa llen masses of pavement necessitated the constant services .o f ove r a 

score of carpenter· and masons. The pu rchase and t ran port of the timb r, 

brick, iron, and o ther materials req uired for this work also entai led a erious 

expenditure. The consen·ation of such unexampled remain of upper 

stor ies existing in situ seemed, howe\·er, to be a fi rst d uty of th e 

excavator and it may at least be sa id that no labou r or expense has been 

spared to presen ·e this e\·idence. The result ha been that throughout the 

whole central area of the Eastern quarte r of the Pa lace th e upper rooms, 
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with thei r door-blocks, pillar-bases, a nd large parts even of thei r pavemen ts, 
have been firmly ·ecured in their origina l posit ion. 

Pari passu with the opening up of new ground the work f 

te ·ting and revision was continued in the parts of the site al ready 
e xca\'ated. Such re-examination has necessarily entailed a certain amoun t 

of rectification in p la ns and conclu ion set for th in preceding Reports, 

a fact which may serve to emphas ize the provisional character of the 

summary accounts g iven in these pages o f successive season's works . I n 

olumn 
Bases 
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the quarter about the Northern Entrance, particularly, further invest igations 

and the removal of what proved to be later walls have led to altogether 
new developments, includin g the discovery of a spacious outer portico. 

In directing the works I had, as before, the valued assistance of Dr. 
Duncan Macken zie, who is also engaged on a special study of the pottery 
found in the Palace.1 I was also fortunate in again securin g the service 
of Mr. Theodore Fyfe for the a rchitec tural plans and necessary works of 

conservat ion, and he has at my reques t communicated a paper on the 
d corative fre coes and architectural rel iefs to the Royal Institute 01 

British Arch itects.2 The practical work, e pecially that of raising and 
supporting large blocks, was also much aided by the presence this year 
a foreman of the works of Gregorio Anton iou, so well known for his 
most capable exercise of similar function s for a success ion of British 

excavations in Cyprus as well as for Mr. H ogarth in the Dictaean Cave 

and at Zakro. 

§ 2.-SUPPLEME 1TARY DISCOVER IES TH E 1 ORTHER PALACE 

R EGIO ' : ENTRANCE PORTICO AND EXTERNAL PILLAR-HALL. 

In the exceptionally massive square of construct ions that lie to 
right of the Northern Entrance passage as approached from without, 

between the ~ orth Piazza and the Central Court, fu rther researches and 
excavation did much to bring out the orig ina l lines of the building which 

had been greatly obscured by later wa lls. The plan as thus recovered was 
really much simpler. The double door from the 1 orth Piazza was found 
to g i\·e acce s to a k ind of oblong atrium, the back pa rt of which must 

have been conn ected to the right with an ascending stepped corridor that 

leads outh to the Corridor of the Stone Basin. direct and convenient line 

of communication would thus have been provided between the antechamber 
of the Throne Room and the North-West corner of th e Central Court on 
the one side a nd the orth Piazza and adjoining Bath system on the other. 

( ee Sketch Plan, Pl. I.) 
The square enclosed between the upper part of this connect ing 

passage and the 1 orthern Entrance way was divided into three elongated 
g round Aoor rooms, with Aoor levels a little below the level of the Central 

1 To appear in the forthcoming number of the J ournal of H ellenic Studies. 
~ ' Painted plaster decoration at Knossos,' Journal o/ t!te R. l mt. o/ Bn'tislt Anltitects, Third 

Series, Vol. X. (No. 4), p. 107 seqq. Mr. Fyfe has executed lhe Architectural Plans in this Report. 

B 2 
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Court. These rooms, as the important remai ns of wall-paintings found 
above their floor sufficiently indicate, had originally supported a fine upper 
hall to which unquestionably belonged the miniature and other frescoes 
found here above the lower floors. The three ground-floor rooms in 
question had, as already shown, been subsequently re-occupied with 
slightly raised floor levels, during the matu re Mycenaean Period, and 
a good deal remodelled. The Westernmost of the original three chambers 
had in this way been broken up in to two smaller rooms belonging to 
this Period of Re-occupat ion, in one of which the stirrup-vases were found . 

Each of the three elongated chambers mt>ntioned above has at its 
orthern end one of the deep, walled pits described in the last Report, 

resembling the' oubliettes' of a med iaeval castle, and which probably served 
as dungeons. This makes it pr bable that the chambers connected with 

these were occupied by guards and warders. 
The remova l of some later walling, consisting of older materi als 

re- used in a promiscuous man ner, on the East side of the lower part of the 
T orthern entrance brought to light the lower blocks and bases of fi ve 

massive square pillars which were seen to form part of a system. Further 
excavation orthwards resulted in the uncovering of several more bas s and 
finally revealed the plan of a Portico consist ing of twelve pillars. Of the 
South-Easternmost of these all traces had vanished and on ly the foundati on 
socket was visible of the last but one to the 1 orth-West, but the arrange
ment and regular espacement of the pillars was otherwise quite clear. 

(See Plan, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3.) 
This Portico, consisting thus of a double row of six pillars, flanked the 

roadway running North from the entrance pa sage for a distance of about 
twenty metres. At the same time its central open in g faced the remains 
of what seems to have been a double gateway from which the traces of 
another paved road ran West. The Porti co thus stood at the chief point 
of access to the Palace both from the City and the ea-port. The square 
pillars as far as they were preserved consisted of gypsum blocks ·85 cm. x ·85 
and 1·o5 in height resting on larger bases and placed at interva ls of z·6s 

metres (Fig. 3). 
Opposite the Northern part of the Portico and dominating the meeting 

point of the two roads are massive remains of what appears to have been 
a tower or guard-house, and, facing this, a massive bastion. Indeed, as 

already noticed in the fi rst Report, there is every evidence that the 
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Northern entrance to the Palace, which must have been the chief avenue 
of public access, was jealously guarded . 

Further North all remains of the Palace proper cease and the 
roadway itself with its accompanying main-drain also breaks off. At a 
d istance however of about twenty -fi ve metres orth of the Portico was 

found the basem nt of an importan t building which from its po ition 

seems to stand in some relation to the Palace. The 'outhern wall -l ine 
of thi building lies in fact at the point at which the orthern road way 

if prolonged wou ld be intersected by the mall paved eau eway that run s, 
pointing in this d irection, pas t the Torth-\Vesternmost angle of the Pal ace. 

The main 1 art of this building is a room, about 5'30 by 8 metres, in which 
at a distance of r·62 metre from the orth wall stood two p illa rs consist
ing of tal l gypsum blocks. One of these was 50 cm. quare with beve lled 

edges and r ·52 metre in height. It was stand ing in situ, the upper part of 
the pillar being visible in the floor of a modern threshing-floor. The othe r 
pillar, shaped like the first, was found in a half-fallen position a nd pro\'ed 

to be 2 metres in heigh t, though much corroded. T hese pillars stood 
on square limestone ba ·e with an interval ~f J 'IO metre between them. 

That this pillar-hall was a basemen t structure appears probable from 
the fact that the outer stones of the walls show a rough face. The orth 

and East walls were of exceptionally large limestone blocks-one r 12 m. 

in length by o·64 in height. Of the South wall on ly a fragmen t remained. 
T he West wall consists of two courses each a bout so cm. high with a 
plinth below. It is con tructed of more fin ely cut block , like some of 
the best Mycenaean work of the Palace. evc: ral fallen blocks of the 
same kind evidently belonging to the upper torey showed the triden t 
mark so characteri tic of the g reat bastion of th North Entrance of the 
Palace. I n one ea e this was combined with the star. 

As a whole, however, the construction of this isolated bui lding d iffers 
from that usual in the Palace itself. That the walls -hould be constructed 

wholly of ma onry was itself an exceptional phenomenon. I n the door 
openings, on either side there were none of the regular jambs. T he 
pillars, formed of in g le blocks, resembled one or two found in the earlier 
structures, as ociated wi th fine ' K amares' pottery, on the South-East slope. 
I t may be upposed that here, as in the case of the Pillar Rooms of the 
Palace, these basement pillars formed the supports of a pair of columns 
in an upper hall. 
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On the floor level of this room, formed of stamped clay,l was a 
stratum of burnt wood and a good deal of rough mat ure Mycenaean 
pottery was here found, together with some fragments of Geometrical ware. 
About ro metres due orth of t he orth wall of the chamber and 
centering with it, a well was discovered, the bottom of which was finally 
reached at a depth of 15·5o metres. This well also contained throughout 
potsherds belong ing to the same two classes. A li ttle East of this spot 
were found what seemed to be the remains of an oven-shaped tom b 
containing broken vases of the same Geometrical class as that found in 
the well an d Pillar Hall. 

The occurrence in this area of Geometrica l pottery seems to show 
that th i Pillar Hall and its dependencies, though of earl ier origin, had 
con tinued to be occupied in post-Mycenaean times. 
str iking contras t t o the Palace proper, where traces 
Period have been throughout conspicuous by their 
trical ' tombs, some of which were explored by Mr. 
the hills tha t overlook the later Greek and Roman 
the orth. 

I t thus presents a 
of the Geometrical 
absence. ' Geome-• 
H ogarth,2 occur on 
town of Knossos to 

~ 3.-DEVELOPMENT OF THE O LIVE P RE . SYSTEM : THE C OURT OF 

THE O rL S POUT AND ADJOINI G MAGAZI ES OF THE K roBBED P I THOI. 

The fur ther investigation of the a rea in the neighbourhood of the 
Room of the Olive P ress and of the adjoining lower terrace led to a series 
of discoveries which bring the whole of this region into sy tematic relation 
and show that they were devoted to the manufacture and torage of oil. 

dditional sect ions of the stone duct or r unnel leading from the oil
vat were brought to light, proceeding by an angular course along the ad
joining wall-tops towards the curious spout of gargoyle-l ike aspect that had 
been found projecting from the outer side of the Upper East T errace 
wall (F ig. 4).3 It thus appears that this stone pout was not, as had been 
at fi rst supposed, connected with a rain-water gutter, but was devised as 
means for pouring the oil derived from the press above into tall earthen 
ware reci pi en ts. 

A completer ex aminat ion of the area, here overlooked by the terrace 

1 Between the two pillars howev<!r wa a deposit which does not seem to be fl oori ng. 
2 See Annual, vi. (1899-1900) , p. 83. 3 ee Annual, I900-I90I , p. 04· 
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wall , showed that it was originally surrounded by good walls of limestone 
and gypsum such as elsewhere in the Palace form the face of small courts 
and light-wells and that it had therefore never had an upper storey. The 
deposit of wall-paintings found here with the scenes exhibiting the female 
toreadors must have been derived from a room or gallery above the terrace 

wall wi th the spout. 
This open area, to which the name of the Court of the Oil Spout may 

appropriately be given, would naturally have been devoted to filling 
various vessels with oil. It is probable that the short break in the course 
of the oil-duct that is visibl e on the upper side of the terrace wall wa 

occupied by a settling vat or vats, where the im purities of the fluid and 

its coarser portion were al lowed to settle on a bed of wate r that could be 
raised or lowered in the manner usual in such reservoirs. Immediately on 
one side of the place where such a vat would natu rally have stood there are 
in fact remains of a well , suggestive of the need of a water supply. The 
oi l conduit itself showed a curious variation in different parts of its course. 

At the point where it emerges from the press it is 43 cm. wide and 9 deep, 
while at the end nearer the spout it is 2 I cm. in width and 14 in depth, 
the depth thus increasing as the width decreases. It is probable that the 

channel was originally lined with cement to prevent leakage at the 
numerous joints between the limestone blocks in which it is cut, and this 
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may account for the fact that its pre ent d imensions seem un necessa rily 
capacious for an oil duct. 

The West or Terrace Wall of t he Court of th e Oil Spout i formed of three 
courses of fine limestone blocks of an average length cf I ·so m. and height of so, 
resting on a projecting plinth below. These block' show the trident sign, some
times two on the same block. The outh Wall of the ourt contains similar lime-
tone blocks (without sign ) above a plinth ; it is b roken by a doorway lead ing to 

the ' chool Room. ' The orth Wall of the small ourt was of gypsum, two 
blocks of the lower course only remaining, urmounted by another, r ·3-1- wide by 
I ·z-1- high. It is pos ible that the Court was open to the Ea t and that the remains 
of limestone walling here represent another terra e edge. In the middle of th 
Court was a blind well with traces of a drain lead ing into it. 

The direct relat ion of the Court of the Oil Spout with the Oli1·c Press 
above sufficiently explain d the characte r of the chambers found to the 
East and . orth of it. On the removal of the great shoot from the previou-< 

excavati on~ which had obscured this part of the ·ite a series of magazines 

containing pitlzoi w re brought to light. The jar found in the space imme
d iately East of the ou rt was of ordinary dimen sions, but in the a rea to 
the North three magazine· were traceable containing pitltoi larger than any 
yet discovered. It eem probable that these great jars were fill ed with 
oi l i1t situ by mean of ducts from the oil-spou t or by a branch of 

the stone con luit on the terrace ab ve, of whi ch traces have now 
d isappeared. 

Besides their exceptional s ize the decoration of these pitltoi d iffers 
in se1·eral respect from that of any hitherto found. Their rim s had in all 

cases suffered from too great proximity to the su rface, but the b d ies of 
the jars were surrounded by tiers of upright hand les placed at unusually 
close interval;; (Fig. 5 a and b). Fou rfold li nes of ra ised ropework arranged 
horizon tally di,·ided the su rface into zone , a nd these were connected by a 
succession of triple cross- lines of the ame kind. The whole thus presented 
the appearance of large ja rs bound round by a kind of rope n twork 
very realistically reproduced and arranged in a manner sugges ti ve of the 

means by which they were actually transported from the place of 
manufactu re. 

The most characteri tic feature, however, of these g reat jars is 
supplied by the best preserved of them, where the inter-spaces between 
the handles and rope-work are decorated with g roup of knobs like the 
studs of metal- work (F ig. 5 b). This knobbed decoration is of special 
interest as it enables us to group this class of pitlzoi with the vases 
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studded over in a similar manner .found in the Corridor of the Bays.
1 

These vases, li ke so many of the earl ier Min oan class, betray in their 
e mbo sed relief and other particulars a distinct indebtedness to prototypes 
in metal-work, and it is reasonable to suppose that the stud ornament was 
in this case taken over from the ame source. The k nobbed decoration 
may in turn have been tra nsferred to pitlwi from the example of the 
smaller vessels. In any case the parallelism in decorat ion must be taken 

a. b. 

F IG. 5. - L ARGE Pit/10i W ITH K. OB AND R OPEWORK DECORATION. 

as an eviuence of contemporaneity and the knobbed p itlwi, like the vase , 

must b ... long to a comparatively early period in the hi story of the existing 

Pa lace. 

Of the three Magazines containing the knobbed pitlwi the We ternmo t, con·
laining remains of three jars, was s ·r 8 by 2"94 m. in d imensions with a floo r level 
about 2·5o m. below the terrace level immediately above it. It opens into another 
Magazine of the same length but only 2·ro m. wide containing two more jars, and 
that in turn into a third store room with a floor-level r·8o m. below that of the two 
other Magazines, but of which only parts of the wall-lines are preserved. T he best 
preserved pitlws, Fig. 5 b, stands in this chamber. Between these Magazines and 
the Court of the Oil Spout an ascending Corridor r ·6o wide, the steps of which 
however have d isappeared, runs from East to West. 

1 B.S .. .Jmma/, I 900- I 90I, pp. 5, 86 : Fig. 26,2 . 
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§ 4.-TH E "PE S" OF THE UPPER EAST ER T ERRACE. 

About fi ve metres West of the Magazines of the Knobbed P itlwi 
the low terrace wall with in terrupted upper course broken by elongated 

g rooved slabs referred to in the previous Report.1 A fur ther examination, 

however, has brough t out the fact that these grooved slabs, of which six are 
preserved, were not, as at firs t supposed, ru nnels ak in to those of the oil
press. The groo\'es in fact, though open on the outer face of the wall, 

FIG. 6 . - GROOVED BLOCKS FOR PARTITIONS. 

run in r ·so m. to square endings. It is obvious moreover from the dowel 
holes at either end of these elongated grooved blocks that they supported, 
both in fron t and at their further extremity, ome kind of wooden framewo rk 
(Fig. 6). It seems therefore possible that the groove themselves were for 
slid ing wooden partitions by means of which the space above the terrace 

wall was d ivided into compartments. What was the pu rpose of these 
can only be a mat ter for conjecture. Their width is only about two a nd 

1 JJ.S. A111mal, 1900- r9or, p. 93· 
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a half metres a nd their probable depth about the same, which makes them 
too small for stables, bu t they may have been pens fo r some kind of li ve

tock, or poss ibly kennels. 

§ $.-THE T ERRACOTTA DRAI N-PI PES BE EATH THE FLOO R OF THE 

CORRIDOR OF T HE D RAUGHT B OARD. 

The removal for purposes of investigation of some slabs of the floor
ing upon whi ch the R oyal Ga ming Board had rested , resulted in an 

interesting di scovery. I mmediately below the floorin g at this point, 
r·45 m. down, was found a terracotta drain of remarkable construction. 
(Fig. 7 a and b.) The drain, of which two sect ions were found at this 
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FIG. 7. -TERRACOTTA DRAIN-PIP ES. 

point, running North-East wa broken off a t its Southern end by a later 
wal l-foundation, immed iately beyond which, however, its course was again 
struck and three more tubes were found in position socketed into one 
another. The circumstances of the fin d show that these drain pipes are 

a t least anterior to the good pavement of Mycenaean date on which the 
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Gaming Boa rd had rested and that they in all probabil ity go back to the 
earlie t period of the L ater Palace. 

T his indubitable evidence of their g reat antiquity ma kes the extra

ord in ari ly ad vanced construction of these terracotta pi pes the more 
remarkable. It will be seen from Fig. 7 a and b tha t the mouthpiece of each 
tube is provided with a stop- ri dge, solidly backed behind, which when fixed 
again t the butt end of the succeed ing tube a fford ed effectua l r s istan ce 

again st pressure that would otherwise have been likely to wedge the two 
together to spl itting point. On the other-hand the inside of the bu tt 
end o f each is prov ided with a ra i ed collar whi ch offered a widened 
surface to the stop-ridge of the tu be with which it was connected and a t 
the same t ime supplied an additiona l hold for the cemen t that a ttached 
the butt end of the one to the mouthpiece of the other. 

T he tub s are 76 cm. in length with a d iameter of 1 3! cm. at the butt 
end, and 9! at the mouth. maller clay pipes of simple fa bric, the tubes 
of which, though socketed into one another, were not provided with 

stop-r idges, occurred in other parts of the Pal ace area, name ly in a room 
near the South Propylaea, outside the Northern T ower, and in the 

Court of the anctuary to be described below. O n the other ha nd jointed 
clay pipes with stop-ri dges of very sim ilar con truc tion hav. bee n fou11 d 
by D r. D orpfeld on a n early site explored by him in Leukas. 

§ 6 .- R EMA I S OF P RCELA I N MO A IC S liO\V I G H OU.'ES OF M I N6A 

ITY A D OT HER S UBJ ECTS. 

Imm edi ately I orth of the basement area in which the r mains of the 

large spiral fresco were found in 1901, anothe r basement cham ber was opened 
out which proved to conta!n relics of extraordinary interest. T he \ !\Tes t end 

of this cellar was partly covered by the slabs of a pavement upon \\'hi ch 
rested some pla in t ri pod vases li ke others found in the orth-East 

Magazines. F rom a dep th of about a metre onward. beneath this fl oor 
level were found a series of enamelled plaques which had evident ly be
longed to a considerable mosaic-the material resemblin g E gyptia n 
porcelain bu t of the native Knossian fabric.1 

1 In th i pace or on its border were also found what appear to be large draugh t-men of i'•ory, 
73 to 82 mi llimetre in height and So to 82 in diameter, and almost exact ly an weri ng to the diameter 
of the circles of the Gaming Table. One type ha engraved below a disk surrounded by . ixteen 
rays. Another type shows eight small engraved ci rcles fo rming a ri ng. That these actually repre
sent the pieces belonging to the board fo und only a few metres off, i highly probable. 
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A large number of the e porcelain plaques were found to represent 
hou es, towers and other building . Owing to the friable nature of the 
material, and the fact that they had evidently fallen from a room above, 
the plaques were in a much broken condition. In many cases, however, 
enough remained to supply a sufficient idea of the whole, and it was 
possible to recons titute over forty examples of these fa<_;ades. Fig. 8, from 
a ph tograph, gives a view of a series of these as thus reconstituted 
by me; certain recurring features in the de ign makin g it possible in 
ome cases to complete the con truction from comparatively fragmentary 

-evidence. The arrangement a seen in Fig. 8 is an arbitrary one-the 
guid ing principle having been to keep the buildings resembling towers and 
fortifi cations in the outer ring. 

In order to make it quite clear what part of these recon tructed tablets 
represents the original fabric, pecial drawings have been made of cha
racteristic examples by Mr. Fyfe, under my direction, and of the e, 
two typical specimens of hou es ar given in Fig. 9 a and b. In a 
summ ary Report like the present it is impossible to deal more fully with 
this extraordinary architectural material. 

Fig. 9 b repre ents a class of fa~acle of which several fairly complete 
examples exist, so that every detail is thoroughly authenticated. The 
orig inal of this type was obviously of wood and plaster construction, in 
which the round beam ends in the timbered compartments form a charac
ter istic feature. It will be seen that many of these were quite short, simply 
laid acros the thickness of the wall, a system f construction so ingrained 
at Knossos that in the great halls of the Palace, as will be shown below, 
beam courses of this kind are actually found interrupting the stone -work. 

On the ground floor are what appear to be two doors, divided by 
a central panel-an arrangement superficially uggestive of modern semi 
detached villas. Above the doors are two double windows filled with 
br igh t reel pigment, above that again two larger window openings, and 
finally, what looks li ke an attic, with a small single window a lso coloured 
reel. \Ne have here a house or pair of houses with at least three stories. 

The fa<_;ade given in Fig. 9 a shows a different structure. The round 
beam ends are here wanting, and we see horizontal beams, with intervals 
of what seem to have been plaster-faced rubbl . This house has a single 
door below, and, opening from the first floor, a row of three four-paned 
windows, coloured red like the other_, set in a timber framework, while 
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the uppermo t Aoor is provided with three sma ller windows which show 
no traces of coloured fillin g a nd seem to have been simple opening . 

In one case we see two rows of fo ur-paned windows, in another double 
windows of six panes. ·In two examples a ve ry curious form of double

window appears, curving in , crescent fashion, on the outer sides. The more 
tower-like houses show no door below, but sometimes a small a ttic-like 
stru cture above with a small wi ndow. Some of these tower-hou es, which 

probably represent outer bulwarks of the town, a re cons tructed of hori-
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zontal beams with interspace of rubbl e masonry and pia ter, like so much 

of the Palace fabric , while others are of isodomic masonry. Of towers 

proper there a re everal varieties, a mong them a ty pe with a door below, 
constructed of what appear to be mass ive up right beam s, and g reatl y 

re. embl ing a gate vi sible in the outer wall of the bes ieged ci ty een on the 
sil ver vase fragment from Mycenae. 

The upper, door- like openings, which in certain ea e occur above 

rooms with regular window , recall a feature repeated in some of the 
mini ature wall -paintings. In these, g roups of lad ies are seen standing in 

similar openings, as upon a balcony. In other cases the women eern 

c 
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to be seated at open windows of a more usual type, and in one in stance 
there is visible a part of a curtain, apparently of ligh t material, perhaps 
drawn at night as a protection against mosquitoes. 

The red pigment in the windows of the mosaic suggests that some 
subs titute for window-glass was in use-perhaps oiled and scarlet-tin ted 

parchment. In the Ea tern Quarter of the Palace there will be repeated 
occa ion to notice in the walls of the small courts and light-wells the 
existence of window openings with the dowel holes for the wooden frame
work But that windows of such a modern aspec t as these before us 

should have existed in Minoan Kno sos is a phenomenon for which no 
anal ogy of classical civilisation could have prer a red us. 

Unexpected indeed as have been so many of the revelations.of thi s 
early Cretan cu lture, the whole appearance of these house fa<;ades with 
their three and even four stories is perhaps the most astonishing. In view 

of the generally grandiose character of the Palace itself, the indications of 

upper storie appear natural enough. But in the houses of the mosaic we 
can hardly fail to recognise the dwellings of the ordinary Minoan citizens. 
That these should have attained. the tall proportions of the houses of a 
modern treet-front point surely back to long previous generat ions of 
civic life. 

The orig inal phy iognomy of these houses is undeniable. Y et the 
question naturally a ri es whether there was not here, as . in so many other 
aspects of early Cretan civili ation, an ultimate indebtedness to Egyptian 
models? As a matter of fact the fu ndamental elements in these hou ·e 
fronts as illustrated by the typical variety shown in Fig. 9 b, do correspond 
in a remarkable manner with those of the better class of Egyptian house ·. 
On monuments of the XVI IIth Dyna ty the evidence is to be found of a 
well-marked type of hou e with a lower storey in which, as a rule, three 
doors are seen side by side, a kind of entresol with windows, barred, or 
with open panels, a nd an upper storey with an open colonnade in front. 
These features it will be een all reappear in the Knossian houses. The 
room below has often a pai r of doorways, though, perhaps owing to 
the grea ter inclemency of the climate, there is a g reater tendency to 
red uce these to one. Here again is a first floor with window , though 
probably, for the same reason, oiled parchment, anticipating g la s, may in 

this case have filled the panels. The door-like open ings of the upper storey, 

in turn , correspond with the open ga ll ery of the Egyptian type, though the 
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Knos ian system secured g reater protection against the Cretan hurricanes. 
The Knossian att ic, again, would have a fforded a more efficacious 

shelter for the roof-top than the mere awning, which seems to have 
been its Egyptian eq ui valent,! o awning could stand a week against 
the boisterous winds that sweep this site. The timber framework and 
beam ends are also Northern characteristics. 

It must be borne in mind, moreover, that while the Egyptian houses 
of which we have the records are i alated villas surrounded by court· and 

gardens, the gates and towers with which the Knossian house-fronts are 
associated lead us to suppose that they were ranged together in the actual 
streets of a fairly compact town, and th at they a re true examples of civic 
arch itecture. The in fluence of Egypt must be admitted, but there was 

certainly an indigenous core to this domestic architecture of Min6an 

Crete. The "Mycenaean " column itself is neither Egyptian nor Oriental, 
but a true outgrowth of a primitive European type.2 

The plaques themselve somewhat vary in size, the mean of the houses 
being about 4! centimetres in height and 4 in width. The g round colour 
representing the plaste r or ma onry is white or green ish, often with a lil ac 

tinge. The timber is gene rally coloured brown or brownish green, some

times with an ad mi xtu re of crimson . The edges of each piece are 

slightly bevelled back. 
The amount of small fragments found of these arch itec tural plaques 

shows, that if, a appears probable from their occurrence in the same 
clepo it, they belonged to a single mosaic, a considerable city must have 
been represented. But the city itself seems to have formed only a part of 

a larger composition. Other plaques occurred representing a great variety 

of subjects, though, un fo rtunately, as will be seen by the examples given in 

Fig. IO, for the most part, in the same fragmentary state as the houses. 
Among the subjects fi gured on these are men and animals, trees 

and running water. The men a re, in most cases, warriors, dressed in the 

same short, close-fitting loin-cloths, as that worn by the Cup-bearer and 
the youths of the Procession painting. These hold e ither spears or bows 
of the European and African type. On two pieces are what appear to 
be curved and crested helmets; in some cases the figures seem to be 
marching. Other , in a very fragmentary state, a re. in a half.=kneeling 

l See Chipiez's reconstruction of a Theban house of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Perrot et 
Chi piez, L' A rl, &c. vol. I , p. 2 3, Fig. 267. 

2 See my Afycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, p. 8 seqq. 
c 2 
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pose which recalls that of the bowmen of the s1ege-scene on the s ilver 
vase from Mycenae. I n another case there is seen a part of a prostrate 
figure, or perhaps of two men grappling wi th one another. The warrior 
p laques are of very different sizes; those with the upright figures, measur
ing respectively about 8 and 5 centimetre in height, must therefore belong 
to different zones or panels. The skin colour h re is of a pale ochreous 

t int, and the loin-clothing of a greenish hue. In addition to thes , howev r, 
a re other figures with a more swarthy skin colour, some of them exception
ally small, and with hands stretched out as if in the guise of suppliants. 
The lower part of a larger figure of this dark-skinned type takes a cu rious 
sq uatting and frog-like attitude. 

Among the fragments with animal types are parts of several goats with 
ibex-like horns, re embling those of the retan agrimi, and the foot of an 

ox. Two kinds of t rees are represented, one perhaps intended for a ine, 

the other with willow-like foliage. ome pieces with curving horizontal 
bands of white and g reen seem intended to depict running water. The 

succession of similar types on plaques of the same s ize and shape, obsen' 
able in the case of the marching warriors, of the goats, and of some of 
the hou es, points to an arrangement in zones. On the other hand, the 
g reat discrepancy in size of some of the figures-specially noticeable in the 
case of the dark-coloured men-suggests distribution in quite distinct 
compartment . This kind of di crepancy i best explained perhap · if 

we uppose that the porcelain plaques formecl part of the inlay of a 
wooden chest, in which case the more diminutive figures might ha\'C been 
set on the smaller sides. That they were made smaller on account of any 

attempt at perspective rendering in the same fi eld is ha rdly probable. 
It is to be obser ed that the porcelain plaques found in the Throne 

Room occurred in as ociation with a mass of more or less carbonised 
cypress wood, which shows that they were s t in a framework of 
that material, probably, as in other cases, overlaid with thin gold plate. 
With this analogy be fore us, we may recognize in the present mosaic the 
remains of the decoration of a wooden chest, a true oatoat..ia A.apva~ 
like that of D anae, and may see in it the remote pr totype of the Chest 
of Kypselos-the porcelain plaques here taking the place of the ivo ry. 
The character of tbe inlay-a native imitation of Egyptian porcelain
suggests that the type of chest to which these plaques may have belonged, 
was taken from Egypt ; and the probability of th is is heightened by the· 
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fac t that the painted terracotta A.apva1uc; of the late Mycenaean tombs of 
Crete were certainly imitated from the pa inted chests of contemporary 
Egypt.r 

The scenes depicted in the present mosaic, however, were not of that 
mythological class wh ich, according to Pausanias, filled the zones an d 
panel s of the masterpiece of early or in thian carving. W e ha\·e here, 

on the cont ra ry, g enre compositions greatly recalling those of the Miniature 
F rescoes. The architectural scenes on these, the wa rriors ma nning the 
walls and hmli ng javelins, supply distinct analogies, though the treatment in 

that case is of the free pictorial k ind. In the present case the character of 
the material necess ita ted a more rig id d istribution into zones a nd the break
ing up of these in to a succession of separate un iti es contained by the several 
tablets. The mecha nical facil ity moreover of casting numerous pl aq ues 

from the same mould seems to have favoured serial groups repeatin g the 
same design. 

The fragmentary natu re of the evidence only enables us to realise 

vag uely and im perfectly the contents of the whole compo ition as d istri
buted into the various zones and panel . The warriors and city reca ll 
the siege scene of the silver vase, but the warlike episodes do not by any 
means exhaust the aspects of the record once unfolde? in these mosaic 
g roups. T he homes of civic life within the walls, the goats and oxen 
without, the fruit trees a nd running water, sugges t a more literal compari on 
with the H omeric descr iption of the scenes of peace and war as illustra ted 
on chi lles' shield than can be supplied from any other known source. The 

d ivision in to zones and p~nel s lends additional point to this resembla nce. 
T he scenes here are obviously of real life. The houses before us are 

those with which the artist was fa mil iar in Knossos itself. T he warriors 
wear the usual dress of the Knossian youths. The art here is historical ; 

and in the dark-skinned, and- in one case at least-grotesque fi gures of 
the vanq ui shed we have perhaps a living record of a L ibyan expedition. 

ror is it certa inly without defi nite intent that on the back of each of the 

scale-shaped pieces of enamelled wa re, which s em to have formed a kind 
of decorative border to part of the design, is seen in relief a fi gure of the 
sacred D ouble Axe, the emblem of the tutela ry divinity of Min6an 
K nossos. 

1 See T !te Palace of Knossos in its Egyptian Relatiolls, p. 3 (Archaeological Report of 
. Ex pl. Fund, 1899- 1900, p. 66). 
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§ J.·-E AR LI E H R OOMS I N 0LIVE- P hES REA B ENEATH LATER 

P ALA E B ASE 1E T .. 

Throughout the whole space inc luded by th ~ O li ve-Press system, 
the basement conta in ing the enamelled mosaic, that with the remains of 
the pira l fresco, and the adjoining cham ber outh of the latter, a whole 

group of rooms with an earlier floor level came to light underlying those 

of the Later Palace. 
The preced ing d iscoveries have made it eviden t that the area in 

question was occupied du ring the L ater Pa lace Period by a series of 
basements with a sim ple arth flooring, which lay about 1 ·8o metres 

beneath the level of the g round fl oor pavements. When, a t the time of the 
destruction o f the Palace, these g round fl oor pavemen ts were partly broken 
through, the cellarage below became a receptac le for masse of important 
debr is from the upper storeys, and it was in va rious compartments of this 
that the rema ins of the sp iral fresco, the painted stucco figures in high 
rel ief, an d the porcela in mosaic, were fou nd ly in g on or near the ba emen t 

floo r. 
Below this wall-marked li ne, which lay a t a mean depth of about 

z·so metres below the ex isting surface of the ground , there was a com
paratively ba rren interval. But the wall s of the cha mbers continued to 

descend, and , about 2"40 met res lower, there came everywhere to ligh t the 
evidence of a series of earlier fl oorings, the material o f which consisted of 
hard white stucco with a pale yellow surface. pon this level, and in the 

stra tum immed iately above, cera mi c and other rema in s beca me once tno re 

abund ant, all belongin g to an earlier Palace build ing. 
This earlier Palace fl oor level was in its turn superposed on a Neolithic 

deposit conta ining fragments of black hand-burn ished pottery, stone and 

bone implements and other relics, whi ch went down with a varyi ng thick

ness of from 3"20 to 3"60 metres to the virg in so il. The total thickness of 
the deposit conta ining the remains of these va rious periods amounts, 
therefore, to about 8· so metres as measured from the surface to the g round. 

Nothing could be more complete tha n the stra tification thu exhibited. 

Evidently the earlie r fl oor level represented the g round-floor rooms of the 
orig inal Palace, a nd it was spec ially interestin g to observe that here the 
main lines of the la ter Palace were sim ply superposed on those of the 
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more ancient building . It wa indeed often difficult to de te rmine where 

the remains of the earl ier wal ls ended a nd the foundations of the later work, 
la rgely composed of more prim iti ve blocks, began. 

Painted s tucco belonging to the p rimiti ve fabric occurred in severa l 

chambers, some in situ, some fa llen. In the room beneath the orth-East 

corner of the Ol ive-Press room t wo plas ter steps were foun d goin g down 

to the fl oor of the room, t he steps s lopi ng in the ha racteristi c ma nne r of 

the ea rly steps in t he Palace of Phaestos. Tear th is t he early walling was 

coated to a height of about a metre with t he .o rig ina l p la in pia ter. In the 

space S outh of the a rea of the Spira l F resco were found part of a pl as te r 

clado belong ing to this earl ier Periocl.1 It was clecora t cl with hori zonta l 

bands of reel , white, a nd black and cur eel streaks descending from this 

which showed an a ltern ation of colours-black, wh ite and grey-blue, bl ack 

a nd white, red, yellow and black. T he characte r of this polychrome 
decoration d iffered from that of the Later P alac . 

In the orth-West corner of this space is a plaster platform wh ich runs under 
the foundati ons of the later ba ment wall and shows that thi space and that 
beneath the room of the Spiral he eo originally opened into each other. T his 
platform was overed by a compact lay r of frag ments of ' Kamares' ware, above 
which was a heap of over four hundred clay loom-weights, fl atter than the later 
Palace type. Another similar pia ter dais of white stucco, with pale yell ow facing 
like the pavem nt, ame to light in the area beneath that of the pira l Fresco. In 
this eh amber were large pi~ces of fallen stucco with a pinkish surfac , backed by a 
cement composed of pounded potsherds and sma ll pebble . 

In the South-East corner of this area was found what appeared to be 

part of a ches t o f reel and yellow stucco. It is pos ible tha t this ches t 
had orig inally con ta ined two in teresting relics found near it. One of 

t hese is a mini ature vase of b lue 'porcelain ,' with a foot, colla r and 

thimble-li ke receptacle o f gold-p la te, which may have con tained some 

perfume as p recious as a t tar of rost>s (see F ig . I r). The o ther consist o f 

very elegant fern-like prays of thin gold p la te and wire (see Fig . 12). 

The e were laid on a small flat bowl of pla in clay conta ining some car

bo nised substance. It is possible tha t t his re lic was of a votive characte r, 

a nd tha t it houl d be taken in con nexion with a series of pain ted terracotta 

o bjects found near t his and in the same stratum which rela te to a very 

early cul t of the D ove Goddess. These are of such importa nce and so 

va ried in character t ha t a summary description of them is reserved for the 
s ucceeding Sect ion. 

1 Sec Theodore Fyfe, op. cit. Journ. R. I. .8. A ., 1902, p. 109, figs. 1 , 2. 
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The' Kam are ' pottery found in this area incl uded a serie of miniature 
amphoras, cu ps, and oe nochoae, in a perfect cond ition, and remains of several 

FIG. I 1.-S~!ALL VASE O F 

large ,·ases which it has been po sible to put together. The smaller vessels 
for the most part display a plain white decoration-such as spi rals, concen-

tric ci rcles, herring-bone pattern and spray ,- on a black or dark grey 
ground, and range from about 6 to 8 centimetres in height. The large 
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vases show a g reater variety of des ign and colour- including, bes ides black 
a nd white, ora nge-red , and crimson-and are the fi nest of the class tha t 

have yet come to ligh t, some approachin g 6o centimetres in height. 

Among the decorative motives are eyed d isks combined with leafy spray 
(Fig. r 3 a), conventional palm t rees, together with other patte rns similar to 
those already mentioned. T he specime11 g iven in F ig. r 3 b shows a 

FIG. IJ a.-PAI NTED JUG (b). 

spo uted vessel of a typical fo rm . [t i 58 centimetres in height and 

has a dark g rey g round with des igns in white and orange-red showing 
dull crim on spots on the orange. The e yessels from the ir form and 
style seem to belong to rather a late class of \\·hat may be called the 
· Min oan ' Cera mic style and it is obsen ·able that there did not occur in 
this series of chambers a ny of the fi ner egg-shell fab rics with their delicate 
imitations of metallic forms such as were contained in some of the magazines 

on the lower E as tern T errace (see below, p. I 17 seqq.). On the other 
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hand there was nothing of the purely trans itional class which characterises 

the la ter Palace. 
• compari son of levels shows that the ground fl oor level of the early 

cha mbers above described was the same as that preserved later in the Hal l 
o f the D ouble Axes a nd its connected sy te rn to the South and in the 

Fie . 13 b.-PAINTED ]uc (-b). 

'School Room ' a nd adjoining chambers to the East. It was only during 
the period of reconstruction that immediately preceded the Mycenaean 
Period proper, and to which the Palace in its existing shape is mainly 

due, that the e more Northern ground floor room~, half choked with 
debris, became the basis of la ter cellarage areas underly ing a terrace level 

which formed the new 'ground floor' in this region. 
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~ 8.-Mr ' IAT URE SA 'CTUARY OF Do E GoDDESS I N .PAINT ED TERRA

COTTA, A 1D A CCES ORY OBJECTS. 

In the ea rl y chamber, underlying the later cella r with the remain s 
o f the Spiral Fresco, and which contained in addition to fine , la ter 

Min6an vases the golden frond and mall gold and porcelain bottle, 
there were also brought out a series of painted terracotta objects of g rea t 
religious interest. 

These terracotta relics consisted of the remains o f a miniature Sanc

tuary includ ing a Pillar hrine with sacred cloves, altars with their ritual 
horns, a kind of portable seat for a divinity, and other accessories. T he 
remains of some o f these had been a good deal broken, but in many cases 

it has been possible to fit together the pi ces, and with further study 

additiona l reconstruction may be e\·entually pos ible. The objects as they 

stand, however, qu ite suffice to throw an al together new light on the prae
Mycen aean cult of the' House of Min6s.' 

The original surface of the te rracottas, which varies from buff to pale 

b rick-red, ha been coloured black, white, a nd r d- the characteristic 
colours, that is, of the early vase with which they were assoc iated. 

Of special im portance is a group of three columns (Fig. 14), the round, 
rectang ula r profi led ba es of which are ranged along one edge of an oblon g 
platform. The columns themselves show no tendency to taper. The capitals 

a re sq ua re and leave a small inter pace between each as if they were pieces o f 
an interrupted architrave. Acro s each of these squa re capitals are laid side 
by side two sect ions of round beams, their circular ends showi ng in front, 

a nd again upon each of these is perched a dove with closed wings. The 
cloves are black wi th white spots, the beam-sections, capitals and columns 
are red, their bases black, and the platform upon which they stand white. 

It will be seen that here each column is a separate relig ious ent ity. 
Instead of the three combining to support a common entablature, the whole 
superstructure is in each case separately rendered by the two sections o f 
round beam on which the sacred birds are ·eated. By a kind of archi

tectural horthand each colu mn by itself is thus indicated as a 'Pillar o f 
the House.' 1 We ha\'e here, therefore, the most ancient known example 
o f the class of sacred p illar seen on the Lion ' Gate at Mycenae and on a 

1 I can only refer to ' hat I have said on the subject of the sacred pi lla r exhibited as perform
ing structural functi ns and a ' Pillar of the H ouse' in my Jl.f;,cenaean T ree and Pillar Cult, p. 45 
seqq. (J.H. S . vol. xx i. 190 1, p. 143 seqq.) 
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series of Mycenaean gems and signets.l The trinity of baetylic colu mn ·, 
moreover (so popular in Semitic cul t), recalls the fact that in the case of 
the gold shrines of Mycenae, and again in the Temple Fresco from the 
Palace of Kn ossos, we find a triple g roup of p illar cells. There can be 
little remaining doubt that the miniature dove shrines of Mycenae refer to 

FIG. 14. -PAINTED TERRACOTTA PILLARS WITH DOVES; BELONGI NG TO EARLY SHRINE. 

the cult of the same Goddess that we find at Knossos, and that there, as here, 

we have to recognise an example of the setting up of trinitie of baetylic 

pil lars representing the same divin ity. 2 

The conclusive evidence now before us that the pillar-cult of a Dove 

Goddess 3 goes back, in Crete at least, to the prae-Mycenaean period is of 

1 See op. cit. p. 58 eqq. 
' I n the monograph above cited (p. 42) I had already vent ured to suggest this explanation ot 

the triple pillar cells of the Mycenaean dove-shrines surmounted as they are by a single altar. 
3 As pointed out below (pp. 98, 99) the dove i primarily the image of the divine descent and 

of the consequent possession of the baetylic column by a spiritual being. Thi is not necessarily a 
female divin ity, for the dove also appears as the "Messenger" of Zeus, but the evidence eem to 
show however that it had early attached itself as a special attribute of a Godde s in the Aegean lands. 
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first-rate importance in it bearing on the orig in of the cult itsel f, and it 
relation to the parallel religious phenomena presented by the worship of 

the Syrian Semirami I or the Phoenician Astarte. The crude view that 
the lit tle dove shrines of Mycenae were mere import articles from 
Phoenicia has already almost died a natural death. The divine associations 
of the dove were a common heritage of primitive Greece and Anatolia, and 

it is a significant fact that the principal centre of the cult on the coast of 
Canaan was ' Philistine' Askalon, whose mythical founder Askalos was 

the brother of Tantalos the founder of the Phrygian dynasty and father of 
Pelops. We are thus led to an ethnic quarter that had a very intimate 
relation with Minoan Crete. A Palace shrine, described below, shows 

us a later stage in the local cult of the Dove Goddess in assoc iat ion 
with that of the Double-Axe (see below, pp. 100 seqq.) and makes it probable 
that the Cretan Rhea in her earlier a pect was also a 'Lady of the Dove.' 

It is po ·sible that there are here parts of more than one brine, since 

there are columns of varying sizes. A characteristic of the walls of these 

ed ifices is the chequer-work of black and white ind icating e ither actual 

masonry or a stucco coating in imitation of it. Iden tically coloured 

chequer-work occu rs in the Temple Fresco. The stonework is broken a t 
intervals hori z ntally by square-cut slightly projecting corn ices, upon the 
white g round of which is painted a series of red disks wh ich seem to 
represent the round wooden beam ends of Knossian wall-construction 
reduced to a mere decorative reminiscence. In one case what appear to 
be four somewhat narrow window-openings are seen above a sub tructure 

of the kind described above. 
A part of a square altar with similar chequ rs surmounted by a plain 

cornice shows a pair o f sacral horns rising above one face and part of 
another on a second face imperfectly preserved. The square altar recalls 

one constructed of isodomic masonry, with 'Horns of onsecra tion ! above 
it, seen on a steatite pyxis from the site of Knossos,2 and the presumed 
altar bases found in the Palace courts probably belonged to sim ilar 
structures. Four other examples of miniature sacral horns were a lso 

found . 
A base with incurving sides recalls another familiar adjunct o f 

1 i\f. alomon Reinach has well shown, La Sculpture en Europe avant les influences G1·t!co
Romaines, p. 56 1 seqq. (Anthropologie, VI.), that there is not the s lighle t reason for deriving the 
Do,·e Goclde s from Babylonia. 

2 Jlf;,c. Tree and Pillar /Vorship, p. 103, Fig. 2. 
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FIG. IS a. 

FIG. I$ b.-PORTABLE SEAT OF DIVINITY I :\' P AINTED TERRACOTTA (S.LIG!!TLY REDUCED). 
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Mycenaean religious furn itu re. The pre ent example resem bles a base, 
with the sacral horns above it, before a triple g roup of sprays, engraved 
on a crystal lentoid found in the l daean Cave. The scene on the gem 

connects itself with the cult of a g roup of sacred trees, and a female votary 
is seen before the ba e blowing a large triton shell,-apparently a ritual 

function resorteci to with a view of calling down the divini ty. It is inter

e ting to note that among the accessory objects found with the remains of 
the terracotta anctuary were parts of three miniature triton shel ls, the clay 
spires of which are painted alternately red and white. 

A remarkable object remains to be described (Fig. I 5a a nd b). A t 
first sight it looks like a miniature car with a seat at the back, in front of 
which are visible what eems to be the roughly m delled ex tremity of a 
seated figu re. The open wooden framework and joint are clearly rendered 
and there project in front \\·hat look like truncated shafts. On the other 
hand there is no trace of any attachment for wheels, and it may well 

be doubted if wheeled vehicles existed in Knossos in the early period 
to which these n.:-mains belong. The shafts of a car moreover wou ld be 
attached to its fl oor, and not, as here, to the middle of the seat. 

On the whole therefore, it seems safe to regard it as a kind of 
palanquin or sedan chair, and this view is confirmed by the traces of 
broken off ha fts behind, answering to those in fron t.1 The Priest F resco 
referred to in the previous Report seems to connect itself with a fig ure 
borne aloft in some kind of chair, and we have here perhap the sella 
gestatoria of a divinity or priest. 

§ g.-F RTI-IER DEVELOPl\1E T 0 THE QUADRUPLE STAIRC.\ 'E. 

The ground-floor walls and piers of the area that includes the Room 
of the Olive Press and the Corridor of the Bays give, as already noticed 
section by section, the outline o( a g reat Megaron above, the plan of whi ch 
seem to have been p ractically identical with that of the great upper hall 
o f the Palace of Phaestos. It is probable that the Q uadruple Staircase 

di covered in 1901, besides leading to the Cen tral Court immed iately outh 
of this hall, communicated with the Megaron d irectly by a doorway in its 
South wall. 

It has already been noticed in the last Report that a block by the 
third landing of this staircase showed the outlines of the ends of three step 

1 The breaks are wrongly restored as knobs in F ig. rsb. 
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ascending 1orth, and supplied the evidence of a fourth fl ight of stairs. 
A nother si milar block originally found above the second land ing proved 
on examination to bear the marks of the ends of three more steps 

belonging to the upper end of this fourth flight where it reached the 
level of the Central Court. At the cost of much labour this important 
block has now been replaced in the position that it had occupied previous 
to its fall. (See Fig. 23. ) 

The leaning position of the thick rubble wall that formed the 

division betl\'een the upper staircases involved a far more difficult problem. 
I t had heeled over to such an extent above the third flight as to threaten 
the destruction of both the stone stai rs and the parapet beyond. It was 

impossible to prop it up adequately and it became necessary to resort to 
heroic measures. I therefore had a deep incision made at a low level 

on either side, wedges being at the same time inserted in the slit on the 
side to which it leaned. The wall was at the same time cut across trans
versely at the point where the window opening between the two stair

cases lessened the amount of cutting nece sary. The whole mass was then 
cased with planks on either side, and bound round with ropes so as to prevent 

its disintegration. A wooden framework firmly buttressed against the 

inner terrace was now set up to act as a stop, its face answering to the 
original position of that of the_ wall on this side. S ixty men, harnessed by 
ropes to the plank-encased wall-section, were now stationed on the terrace 
above the inner staircase, and at a g iven signal the tug of war began. 

There was a moment of great suspense, but the whole mass moved homo
geneously -and the wall righted itself in its original position . Stones 

and cement were ready to fill up the wedge-shaped opening along the outer 
staircase, and the work was complete. . 

n interesting light on the former decoration of the Quad ruple Stair
case seems to be thrown by a plaster fragment whi ch had fallen into 
the adjoining 'Court of the D istaffs' (see below, p. 63 seqq.) apparently 
from one of its upper walls. It represented part of a bri lliantly coloured 
palmette frieze. 

J) 
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§ 10.-CONTINUED EXPLORATION OF THE EA T-WEST CORRIDORS: 

THE 'PERCE TAGE' TAB LETS. 

The Lower Corridor leading Eastward from the foot of the Quadruple 

Staircase and the orth end of the Hall of the Colonnade had only been 
ve ry partially explored in 190r. 

The doorway leading into this pa sage from the Hall of the Colonnades 
was now opened (seep. 2, Fig. r ) ; the carbonised remains of its original 
wooden jambs being as far as possible protected by the sol id wooden 
framework that it was found necessary to insert for its support. The door
way opening from the Corridor to the Hall of the Double Axes was at 
the same time cleared and supported with masonry as well as woodwork. 

The excavation of this vVesternmost and finely paved section of 
Corridor was a work of exceptional difficulty. This wa due to the fact 
that the upper tiers of masonry belonging to this section of the light area 
of the Hall of the Double Axes had subsided a good deal in the direction 
of the doorway communicating with the Corridor and gave rise to a serious 
thrust on that side. The cause of this subsidence was discovered to be the 
origin al existence of a large double window with wooden framework, 
which had been introduced at this point with the object of lighting the 
Corridor from the open area at the end of the Hall of the Double Axes 

(see Fig. 21). This opening had been filled with fallen rubble, formi~g a 
very insecure support, and it was found advisable to support the wall on 
the inner or Corridor side by flat brick buttresses arched together. 

The Lower Ea t-West Corridor itself was excavated from above, the 
remains of the steps and pavement of the Corridor above it being care
fully supported in their original position. At the same time the abundant 
fallen fragments of the upper pavement were collected and reconstituted 
at their former level, it .being necessary in order to do this to build a solid 
timber framework from one end of the lower Corridor to the other with a 
platform above by means of which both the existing and the reconstituted 
parts of the upper pavement were maintained in position (Fig. 16). The 
pavement of the Upper Corridor was about 4"20 metres above the floor of 
the lower, its height representing that of the upper floor throughout this 
quarter of the Palace. The Eastern section of the lower Corridor, from 
the door of the Hall of the Double Axes onwards, showed no traces of 
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the fine gypsum paving that had cont inued to tha t point. The wal ls, 
however, had been provided with a simi lar casing of gypsum plaques. 

The E as t end of this Lower Corr idor is cut short in its direct cou r e 
by the substructures of the sta irs that form the con ti nuation East of the 
U pper Corridor. Thus diverted, the lower passage opens on its orth 
side on a small rec tangu lar a rea leading to the 'Room of the Wooden 

F IG. r6.-Vmw I N LowER EAST·W E T CoRR I DOR {LOOKING E.) . 

Posts,' and thence to an Eastern terrace edge. The gangway between 
this small area and the room beyond is fl anked by a pillar originally of 
timber and rubble construction supporting a large gypsum block above, 
belonging to the upper storey, and which had been visible above the level of 
the g round on the E ast slope before the excavation began .I The pillar rested 

1 This block was maintained in the position in which it was fo und by means of wooden prop , 
till the disintegrated pillar that had once supported it could be replaced by one of stone. This 
has now been done, and the block is thus permanently fixed at the le,·el at which it was found. 

D 2 
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on a square base rising from a breastwork or bal u trade, the upper pa rt 
of which consisted o f fl at gypsum slabs. Ben ath this gypsum cop ing 
was a break of 20 centimetres between it and the masonry below, backed 
by a core o f p laster a nd rubble, originally contained in a timber casing, a 
form of construction common in the Palace, and well illustra ted by the 

Thro ne Room and by the bath-chamber to be described below.1 The 
space above the gypsu m slabs, between the pilla r and the wall a t the other 
end of the breastwork, had been left open as if to g ive light to the R oom 

of the Wooden Posts. This circumstance, and the necessity of lig hting the 
East end of the lower Corridor, makes it p robable that the small rectan

g ular a rea in q uestion had served as a lig ht-well , and was entirely open 

above. It is to be borne in m ind tha t it was on a h igher s tratum of this 
a tea and the adjoining space to the West of it t hat the deposit o f the 

painted high rel iefs in g esso duro was found in I 90 I , and they may we ll 

have formed part of the decoration of an upper gallery or portico 
connected wi th the g reat Eastern Megaron a nd overlooking this light a rea. 

The L ower East-West Corridor thus cl ared, and with the fl ooring o f 
the Upper Corridor replaced above, fo rms a n imposing gallery-about 2 

metres in breadth and 4 in height (Fig. 16). I ts leng th is 14 metres or, 

adding the Northern arcade of the Hall of t he olonnades, which is practi
cally its continuation 23 metres. O nly fragmentary remains, and the e in 

a very much burnt cond ition, were fo und of the elaborate painted dado 

which see ms to have adorned this gallery above the wainscoting of gypsum 
slabs. Its de ign was characte rised by an oval beadi ng, found elsewhere 
in the Palace decora t ion, and which recurs in some of the ceiling patte rn s 
of XVIIIth Dynasty Egypt. 

The Upper East-West Corridor, which seems to have had the same 
intern al dimensions as the Lower, attains, together with its staircase a nd 

the section corresponding with the North Gallery of the H all o f Colonnades 
and the second landing of the Q uadruple S taircase, a length o f 40 metres. 

The steps up from the lower terrace level were orig inally twenty in 
number/ of which fifteen were preserved, whil the mi ing fi ve-whi ch 
had bridged over the entrance o f the lower passage-have been recon
stru cted. The view from the vVest end of this Corrido r looking a long the 
upper Gallery of the H all of the Colonnades towards the third fli ght of the 
g rand S taircase is one of the most strik ing in the build ing (see Fig. r 7). 

1 ' ee p. 52, 53 and Fig. 27. ~ Not fifteen, as stated in Report B .S.A. Yii . 1901 , p. 99· 
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Extensive remain s of deposits of inscribed tablets and seal impres ions 
were found, partly above the pavement level, along the line of this Upper 

Corridor from the head of it Eastern ta ircase to the point where it 

enter the Gallery of the Ilall of Colonnades. It seems probable therefore 

that there had original ly exi ted above it some kind of elongated chamber, 

flank ing, and on the same level with, the Great Megaron above the Olive 
Press area, and that thi had been u eel for the storage of these clay archive . 

With the falling in of the floor of the upper East-West Corridor large 
masses of tablets and seals belonging to the same series as tho e fou nd in 
1901, aboYe its floor level, had been precipitated into the Corridor below. 

During the con tinued exploration of this lower stratum, which resulted in 
the clearing out of the Lower Corridor, great numbers of in scriptions were 

found, rai ing the total number from ·this depo ·it to over 450, more than a 
hundred of wh ich are practically perfect. This i the large t hoard dis

covered. The tablets exhibit formulas the general purport of which is very 
uniform, and the great majority of them present figures referring to three 
different items of account, the total of which when added together amounts 
to roo. It appear , therefore, that they relate to percentages, and they 
thus supply a striking proof of the prevalence of the decimal system in 

Min oan Crete. From the fact that the bulk of the depos it extended along 
a line of about ten metres, it is probable that the tablets were contai ned 
in a series of che ts. Among the seals found with them were several im

pressions of what we are led to regard a having been a royal signet, 
e xhibiting a seated Godde s offered a cup by her attendant, o f wh ich a 
counterfeit matrix in clay was found in 1901 in a room above the outh 
Terrace. 

§ I I.- GOLD PENDANT I T FOh.M OF A DUCK. 

About ·a metre below the floo r level of the Upper East-West Corr idor 

were found a part of thin silver blade and a few articles of jewelry. 
T hese consisted of two g lobular beads, one of g las , the other of olid gold, 
and a gold filigree ornament in the shape of a miniature gold cluck 
(Fig. 1 8). It was perforated to be used as a pendant, and evid ntly 
belonged to the ame necklace as the beads. 

L ike the small gold lion found in 1900, the present jewel supplies an 
interesting example o f g ranular decoration of gold work, though in this case 
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the g rains are less microscopic than th'ose of the gold lion. Both the lion 
and the duck are cpnstructed in the same manner by means of two thin 
plates welded together above and below, the amou nt of precious metal 

employed being thus economi sed to the greatest possible extent. 
The cluck as a bead or pendant of 'Mycenaean' fashion in Crete was 

a lready known to me from two examples seen in the East of the island . 

One of these was found some years back at Palaeokastro. It is of red 
cornelian perforated longitudinally (Fig. 19) , and shows on its lower face 

a rude intaglio of a hip. Another specimen of a similar cornelian bead 

also came under. my notice in the same Cretan regwn. But these duck 

FIG. Ig.-CORNEL! AN D UC K B EAD {f). 

0 
FI G. 18.-GOLD PENDANT I N F OR )! OF D UC K ({-). FIG. 20.-E GYPTIA N D UCK B EAD ( t). 

beads a re simply an imitation of con temporary Nilotic types. There is in 

the Ashmolean Museum 1 a bead of this form also of reel cornelian (Fig. 20), 

which might have stood as the prototype of tl1at from Palaeokastro, with a 

cartouche below containing the name of menhotep Ill. (c. 1400 B.C.) . 

The gold pendant bead must also be traced back to the same class of 

Egyptian models. 

§ I 2.-THE H ALL OF THE DO UBLE XE AND ITS SO UT HER PORTICO. 

In the doorway leading from the Lower East-West Corridor to the 
Hall of the D oub'le Axes was part of a steatite vase presenting a variety of 

the usual 'caliciform ' type with a double series of petals. As already 
1 Fortnum Collection. 
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noted, the former existence of a large window, open ing- from the light area 
of the Hall into the Corridor, now explains the appearance of collapse 
that characteri ses the upper courses of limestone masonry belonging to the 

section immediately to the righ t of the doorway on entering (Fig. 2 r). 
The whole upper part of the wall has only been saved from utter ru in by 
the fa llen materials from above that had found their way into the aperture. 

The horizontal cavity which runs along the West and South sides of 
the light area of this Megaron between the fourth and fifth courses of 
masonry was wrongly interereted in the previous Report.1 This gap tn 
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the masonry, as there noted, had been partly fi lled with coarse lime and 
terraco tta cement in ' hich were visible a succession of round sockets 
o riginally occupied by sections of wooden beams. It was sugges ted that 
these beams had projected into the end of the Hall , where they had formed 
the base of a kind of raised wooden platform. 

1 R eport, & c. 1901, p. I 13. 
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But the examples of construction ince supplied by the porcelain 

houses and miniature shrine, and the further evidence afforded by neigh
bouring rooms has now made it clear that the round sockets in question 
contained nothing more than short sections of beams answering in leng th 
to the thickness of the wall. What we have here to deal with is, in fact, 
merely an a rchitectural survival derived from the old rubble and timber 
construction, a regular fea ture of which was the laying of course of 

short round beams at intervals in the walls, the ends of which were 

visihle in the face of the bui ld ing separated by plaster-covered zones 
or panels. 

The round beam ends so much affected by the Mycenaean builders 
were translated into stone or plaster in the shape of rosettes and coloured 

disks which are thei r decorative su rvival. It is obvious that the wooden 
beam ends thus arranged symmetrically along the walls of the light area 

of the Hall of the Double Axes were masked by ornamental features of 
this kind. Its prominent position makes it not improbable that the 
surface of the cavity in which the round beam ends lay was covered, in this 
case, with decorative re liefs in metal-work, representing rosettes, with or 
without connecting pirals. These, like all other obj ects of metal on which 
the occ upants could lay their hands, were doubtless removed at the time of 
the destruction of the Palace. 

Nor is direct evidence wantin g as to the general character of the 
design here exh ibited. The band formed round the light area by the 
gap between the fourth and fifth courses of masonry was in fact continuous 
along the interior walls of the Hall of the D ouble Axes immediately abo,·e 

the gypsum s labs (a lmost exactly 2 metres in height) which formed their 

lower lining. There are here, indeed, no traces of round beam ends, but 
there are visible in places the sockets of hori zontal beams which formed 

the backing of the plaster along this zone. 
The ame sys tem of construction is continued uninterruptedly by a 

small passage, to be described below, to an inner hall and a bath cha mber 

lined to the same level by gypsum slabs. But here, as will be shown 
in Section I 5, the space immed iately above the groove left by the 

horizontal beams is st ill fill ed in part with a painted fri eze of spirals and 
rosettes. The intensity of the conflagration seems to have destroyed the 
fre coes in the body of the Hall of the Double Axes, but near its Southern 

Portico portions of painted frieze were found consisting of spi rals and 
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rosettes a nd an swering exactly to tha t in the adj oining bath-room. There 

can be little doubt, therefore, tha t this identical des ig n followed the same 

zone in both room , and it is reasonable to suppose tha t, wha t is practically 

its cont inuat ion, the decorative band , namely, ex !typot!tesi of meta l work 

that once masked the gap in the masonry of the light a rea, exhibited a 
closely pa rallel desig n. 

nalogy might lead one to suppose tha t the gypsum slabs that 

orig inally lined the whole of the interior walls of the Hall of the D ouble 

xes were coloured. But the corrosion of the urface on these lining 

slabs here and elsewhere has obliterated the evidence of th is. These inn er 

walls were d ivided into a succes ion of bays by fin e upright posts of wood, 

between which was stone and r ubble work, the whole surface being covered 

with a clayey p laster against which in turn the gypsum lining slabs were 
appl ied to a he ight of two metres. 

Further exploration of the Eastern end of the H all gave rise to an 
interest ing dev lopment in the shape of a second Portico facing South 

(Fig. 22). This P ortico, at right angles to tha t to the E ast, consisted of 

a massive corner base of limestone 1· 1o metres square, common to both 

colonnades, thr e round column bases ("70 in diameter) and a pilaste r in 

the wall-line to the W est a nswering to the corner pillar_! Near the bases 

were masses of carbonised wood represent ing the remains of the pillars. 

S tone p avement extended to the outer line of the Portico, beyond which 

was a rec tang ular a rea about 4·30 metres wide a nd over I I in leng th with 
a cement fl oor. 

Above the level of this open space, especially a long and in part over

lying the good limestone courses tha t fo rmed the lower part of its ·w estern 

boundary wall, were fo und q uan tities o f fa llen stucco with fresco desig ns. 

This deposit, which also extended in to the space beyond the wall , exhibited 

designs o f fi sh and a female fi gure, descr ibed below, and it proba bly 

belonged mainly to the 'Queen's Megaron,' excava ted on tha t s ide. A 

piece of has-rel ief in coloured gesso duro was, however, of a characte r 

wh ich points to a more public position, such a an open ga llery . It 
consisted of a man's thigh li fe-s ize with the e lge of a brill iantly coloured 

loin-cloth. With the plaster fragment were found frag ments of pa inted 

Mycenaean pottery of the fines t Later Pa lace s tyle. A bout t \'m metres beyond 

1 The spaces between the columns were I ·64 and I ·6o m., between the East column and pillar 
2 m., between the ·w est column and pila;ter I "98 m. 
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the Northern column base of the East Portico of the Hall of the Double 

xes is a curiously cut limestone block on a stepped pedestal, which seems 
to have been one of an outer line of piers in connexion with a broad lin e 
of steps descending Ea t , that has now disappeared. The course of a large 
stone drain runs in front of the line. 

The Hall of the Double A;_es, with its two-fold Portico, formed a 
spacious chamber which, excluding the rectangular court to the South, 
embraces an area of somewhat over 250 square metres. It has the ap

pearance of a large reception room, the post of honour in which, perhaps, 
marked by a movable throne, was probably again t the orth wall fac ing 

the midd le of the Southern Portico and approached by the eleven openings 
between the pil lars. 

§ 13.-UPPER HALL OF THE DOUBLI:: AXES. 

It has already been mentioned that a series of pil lar bases and the 
intervening sections of pavement belonging to the room above the Hall of 

the D ouble Axes were found in po ition, only siightly sunk below thei r 
orig in al level. T wo further pillar bases subsequently came to light, corre
spondin g to two of tho e found below facing the Southern Portico. The 

first series had been a lready temporari ly supported in their position by 
means of a wooden scaffold ing which, both in the case of these and the 
bases, has now been replaced by pillars of wood and tucco answering 

as nearly as possible in character to those which had orig inally tood 
there ( ee F ig. 22).1 These rest on the original limestone bases. 

A further hint as to the original construct ion of this upper room \\"as 
the discovery above the floo r level of the Southern Portico of a s la b with a 
segmental cutting made for the insertion of part of the diameter of a 
column, like the parapet slabs that fl ank the impluvium of the Throne 
R oom. vVe have here a valuable indication of the a rrangement adopted 
in upper galleries answering to the Southern and Eastern Porticoes bel o11·. 

It is obviou that n the upper galleries some kind of breastwork \\"as 
needed, and the analogy f the Throne Room makes it probable that a 
continuous stone bench ran here between the column s, as show n in Mr. 
Fyfe's upper storey plan on p. 57-

1 The new ly made supporting pillars with their corner posts of " ootl are clearly hown in thi s 
figu re. 
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S 14.- THE DoG'S LEG CORRIDOR A D THE DOME TIC QUARTER OF 

THE PALACE. 

Immediately opposite to the door at the upper end of the Hall of the 

Double Axes communicating with the Lower East-West Corridor, wa 
another corresponding doorway. Thi , on being opened out and supported 
above by a flat arch as a protection against lateral thrust, gave access to a 

short paved passage with a turn at both ends, and to which from its shape 
the name of 'Dog's Leg Corridor' has been given. It is evident that 
this double turn greatly enhanced the privacy of the room beyond. 

The Dog' Leg Corridor is finely paved with limestone slabs, and on its 
orth and West sides retains the wainscoting of gypsum slabs, each about 

two metres in height and one metre in width, above which ran the groove 
already referred to, originally fitted with wooden beams laid horizontally. 

Above this again the wall construction, largely belonging to the upper 
storey, wa preserved for a height of over five metres from the floor level. 

This short corridor, after passing a limestone pier and plinth on the 

left, gave access to an intere ting and quite original hall. This hall 
form d the principal room of a self-contained quarter of the Palace, having 
none of that semi-public character noticeable in the case of the Halls of the 
Double Axes and of the olonnades. There is every appearance that we 
have here to deal with suites of private and domestic apartments, some

what carefully secluded from the busier section immediately to the orth 
of this with its g reat staircase and through corridors in direct connexion 

with stately halls that mu t have mostly served as a gathering-place for 

the men. In this quarter, on the other hand, we note on every side 

arrangements for securing privacy a nd comfort, together with sani tary 
conveniences in som ways ahead of anything the world wa to see for 
the next three thousand years. 

Vl/e have here (see pp. 56, 57, Plans, Figs. 29, 30) the centres of tb.e 
domestic and family life of the Palace. To apply to this section indeed the 

oriental name of 'Haremlik' might convey a wrong idea, since there is no 
question-witness the miniature frescoes-of a rigorous separation of the 
sexes in the' House of Minos.' We are at liberty to believe, however, that 
this secluded quarter was in a special way the domain of the women, and 
the distinctive name of the 'Queen's Megaron' has been accordingly given 
here to the most stately withdrawing room of this region. 
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§ I$.- TI-IE QUEEN' MEGARON WITH ITS BAT H ROOl\I A 1 D R EMA I N 

OF vVALL-PAINTI 1G . 

The hall here described a the 'Queen's Megaron ' was found to be 

d ivided into an inner chamber, with an adjacent bath-room and elongated 
area, and a n outer part consisting of a portico open ing on another enclo ed 

area that served as a light court on that side. 
Of the back wall of this outer area, which separated it from the space 

in front of the outh Portico of the Hall of the Double Axes, on ly two, or, 

in places, th ree courses remained in position. T hese courses are of good 
li mestone masonry, and the disappearance of the upper part perhaps 

implies that it consisted of rubble ma onry and timber, with the u .ual 

pia ter facing. A later wall of poor con truction had been bui lt near the 

outer li ne of the Portico within. At the ame t ime the masses of painted 
stucco that had presumably covered the original back wall of the light area 

had been cast aside and formed a heap above and on each side of its 
remaining lower cour es. 

This demoli tion and poor reconstruction leads us to a series of 

rela ted phenomena that made themselves apparent not only in the 
'Q ueen's Megaron ' itself but throughout the whole of the deep cut section 

of the Palace South of the Quadruple Staircase and the H alls of the 
Colonnades and of the Double xes. Throughout th is area there were 

abu ndant signs, like tho e already noted in tl1e Southern ba emen ts and 
in the rooms West of the orthern entrance, of a re-occupation in the 
mature Mycenaean Period. There is some evidence that the intensity of 
the con fl agrat ion which has left such obvious t races in the great hall s to 
the Iorth of th is a rea was on this sides fa r mitigated that some even of 

the upper room were left in a more or less habitabl e state. 
In cleari ng away in successive horizontal sect ions the depos it above 

the Queen's Megaron, which, towards its \Veste rn limi t, a ttained a depth 

of over 6 metres, a series of large stirrup vases and amphoras were 
fou nd, partly piled one over another, above the remains of paveme nt 

belong ing to an upper floor level (See Fig. 23). It seemed indeed as if a 
large part of the original upper floo r had been used as a magazine for these 
vessels, which with their coarse decoration of octopuse , or often simple 

bands, in du ll colours, mu t be regarded as a characteristic product of the 
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Mycenaean Period proper. Over the bo_dy of the hall the remains of the 
upper floor level had fallen in at an early period, a nd t he vases were found 
for the most part in a broken condition at a lower leve l. Above the li ttle 
bath cha mber however, thanks to a later supporting wall bujlt above the 

balustrade, the store had been le s displaced, and many vases in perfect 
condition were ranged against the walls of the upper storey room. 

I t looks as if shortly before the final de ertion of the build ing a com

prehensive plan of restoration had been set on foot th roughout the region 
above defi ned. On approaching tl1e floor of the Megaron below, there " ·as 
fo und everywhere a stratum of lime, and the adjoi ni ng bath cham ber had 
been u ed as a specia l deposit of the same material, while a la te pitlzos fu ll 
of lime stood in it entrance passage. A small chamber immedia tely 

South of the portico of the Megaron was fo und moreover to ha\·e been 
actual ly turned into a kiln, in which were found a number of mature 

M ycenaean cu ps and vases. It was obvious that the plaster on the 1\ orth 
wa ll, as on the destroyed upper part of the Ea t wall and again in the 

corridor leadi ng to t he inner rooms to the \Vest, had been deliberately 

p icked away and thrown aside in the heaps in which it was found. Odd ly 
enough the ea rl ier decorative plaster has only remained untouched in the 

upper part of the walls of the bath chamber, which itself had been 
converted in to one of the chief receptacles for the restorer's li me. 

It wa not till after the removal of this thick lime deposit that the 
internal structure and arrangements of the Megaron could be full y made 
out (see F ig. 23)- Both the interior part and the portico beyond were paved 

with fi ne limestone slab , the pavement being replaced as usual by cement 

in the light areas to East and South. A more orig inal feature was suppl ied 
by a raised base or stylobate wh ich formed a cl ivi ion between the two 

halves of the Megaron, leaving a passage only a t its 1 01·thern end. 

The bes t idea of th is structure will be g iven by the annexed plan and 
sec tion (Fig. 24a and b), showing its existing sta te, and by the eleva tion 
and restored section (Fig. 25 )- The base was formed of limestone blocks, 
26 cm. in height, faced with gypsum labs, the whole bread th of the ba e 
being almost exactly a metre. A long the centre of this ran a rai ed 

ledge of varied com position, stone, rubble a nd plaster, on which were 
la id gypsum slabs with raised intervals between forming the bases of 

na rrow piers. T he lower ledges on either s ide of th is central system had 
been covered with wooden boards, a good deal of whi ch wa preserved in 
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a carbonised state, and the surface of this again was coated with cement. 
Thi plaster covering curved up against the slightly bevelled edges of the 

centre slabs (see Fig. 25) so as to get a good grip of the wood and at the same 
time to form a curved termination of the seat back similar to that found in the 

throne, and other examples. The sty lobate thus fulfilled a two-fold function. 
It acted as the ba e of the narrow pillars, which, while leaving broad light 

open ings, supported the room above. At the same time it provided a 

double bench. This bench was, as we have seen, o f comfortable con-
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s truction and the woodwork certainly projected sufficiently beyond the 

line of the stone to g ive the required depth for a seat. The moulded 

s tucco surface of this was doubtless al o covered with cushions. 

The tota·l height of the seat from the ground may have been about 

30 centimetres. This is lo,,·er than the benches of the Throne Room, but 
considerably higher than the plaster seat of the "Cook" in the small 
chamber behind it. It must however be borne in mind that this la l 

mentioned seat was specially arranged for a per on, presumably of menial 
condition, engaged in preparing food on a table only s lightly raised above 

E 
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the floor level. It cannot therefore be regarded a conclusive for the 

height of the Minoan ladies' seats. On one of the Zakro gems for 

instance 1 a female figure, probably intended for a Goddess, is seen seated 
on a kind of. tool without a back, the top of which comes nearly to the 
level of her bent knee. But there is no reason to uppose that th e 
benches in the 'Queen's Megaron' were reserved specially for women. 

This was rather the general withdrawing-room of the family quarter of 
the Palace. 

,_ long the South s ide of the inner part of the Megaron, facin g the 

door opening from the 'Dog's Leg orridor,' was another similar stylobate, 
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FIG. 25. - RE TORED SECTION OF STYLOBATE WITH DOUBLE BENCH . 

formed in the same way of lime tone blocks with a facing of gyp um 
p laques. I t was of the same length as the other, but in this case the seat 

had only existed on the inner side. There was indeed no passage on this 
line into the light area beyond,-the stylobate runnin g without a break 
fro m a square inner pier of good ashlar masonry to another pier forming 

the South-vVest corner of the room. The upper structure here has. 
disappeared, but the former existence of a similar layer of woodwork was 

evidenced by certain mortises and dowel holes on the upper urface of 
the limestone blocks. From the fact that the length of this stylobate " ·a 

1 D. G. Hogarth, 'The Zakro Sea\ings,' J.H.S. xxii., PI. VI. 3; and cf. p. 77, Fig. 2. 
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the same as the other, we may assume that it supported the same number 
of pillars with equal intervals between them. 

Tlte openings here were devised to give light from a narrow elongated 
area, about r·4o metres wide, which der ives a special interest from the 

character of its South wall . This wall consists of exceptionally large 
blocks (about 2·38 metres in length by o·68 in height) somewhat roughly 
faced, in contrast with the smooth ground surface of the later masonry, 

and incised with the spray or branch sign, larger and deeper cut than the 
signs of the exi ting Palace. The blocks, moreover, had a more distinct 
clay bedding (neces ·itated by the unfinished surface) than is usually found 
in the building. This was part icularly conspicuous in the horizontal lines 
-attaining a thickness of about a centimetre. There can be no doubt that 

this is one of the earl iest existing wall of the building, and that it goes 

back at least to the close of what may be called the ' Middle Minoan 
Period.' 

Another interesting feature about this light area is that in order to 
enable the light to slant in to the adjacent hall, the wall-or rather the 
later addi tion to it-steps back above. 

It seems certain that this light area was during the latest Palace period 
covered with a brilli an t stu cco decoration. pile of. this, perhaps torn 

down at the momen t of the would-be restoration, lay in the innermost 
corner of the area and supp lied the evidence of a quite unique method of 

relief This is illustrated by the fragment exhibiting part of a bird shown 
in Fig. 26, a, b, c. The bird itself, which is on a white ground, has long 
curving wings and feathers of brilliant and varied hues, reel, blue, yellow, 

wh ite and black 

The moulding of the relief a shown in the side view (b), and section 

(c) does not correspond with any recognised canons of rel ief. The wing 
ends are executed in a kind of sharp bas relief, but the tail feathers can 
best be described as cut in intaglio. It looks indeed , as if an artist accus
tomed to the technique of gem engraving had transfe rred the process to 
moulded gesso dtwo. Such a combination of cra fts recalls the early 
R enaissance. 

The interior part of the 'Queen's Megaron,' namely that directly 
approached from the Hall of the Double Axes, was thus lighted by a double 
series of pillar openings, one look ing towards its East Portico, the other 

facing the Area of the Bird Relief on the South, and both fl a nked by shapely 

E 2 
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B IRD'S TAIL AND .WING . 

benches. In the orth
·w es t corner, immed i

ately to the righ t on 

entering, \\'as the small 
bath cha mber already 
mentioned. 

This bath-cha mber, 
the detai ls of which can 
be gathered from the 
an nexed plan and eleva
tion (Fig. 27, a and b), 
was fl anked, like the 

Palace baths a! ready de
scri bed, by a bal ustrade, 

ll'ith corner and terminal 

piers. The la tter of these 
was a column base, st il l 
s h ow i ng the c ir c ul a r 
markof awooclen colum n 

·3 I centim tres in d ia
meter. T he corner pier 

had dowel-hole for the 
\\·ooden part o f a p illa r 
of the usual composite 
construction . T he wall s 

howed the character
istic gap for pia ter a nd 
woodwork below the 
coping slabs, and the 
limestone bloc ks below 
this were faced, like th e 

neighbouring sty lobate , 
by gypsum plaques. 

This bath-chamber 
differed in a n essentia l 
point from those found 
elsewhere in the Palace. 
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It had no descending steps, the basin being on the same level as the floor 
of the adjoining Megaron. It was constructed for a portable bath, and in 
fact considerable remains of a large pain ted terracotta bath were found in 

the portico of the neighbouring hall, having doubtless been turned out 
when the bath-chamber was used as a lime-store. 

Neither was this bath-chamber in any way an 'implu vium' like that 

of the Throne Room. The pre ent chamber was roofed over, a nd the 
open ings between the pillar here were not for letting in light into the 
adjoining hall, but for enabling the light of the Megaron to penetrate into 
the bath-room, where, however, privacy may at .any time have been a ttained 
by drawing curtains between the pillars. 

part from other evidence of the exi tence of a room above, the good 
sta te in which the interior of the bath-room was found may be ta ken to 
show that it had not been exposed to the weather. The gypsum lining 

slabs, about 2 metres in height, were here exceptionally well-preserved, and 
above the upper margin of these were considerable remains of a frieze of 
painted stucco, already referred to in the treating of the ' H all of the 

D ouble Axes.' The cen tral band of this fri eze or dado, which was about 

half a metre in width, consisted of rosettes, or conventional marguerites, 
linked by running spirals, with half ro ettes in the angles.l 

The communicat ion from the in ner part of the Queen's Megaron 
with its small bath room and double sty lobate is confined to a s ingle open

ing, which may be regarded rather a a passage-way between half p illars, 
like those of the Hall of the Double Axes, than a doorway proper. The 
outer portion of the Megaron thus entered, fl anked by a bench answer

ing to that on the other side of the stylobate, consisted of a paved portico 
with t\\·o column bases ·65 centimetres in d iameter, facing to the East the 
enclosed light-area al ready referred to. On the South a doorway led from 
the portico to a small square room (that used later a a lime-kiln) with two 
other doorway., one communicating with the Area of the Bird Relief, the 
o ther lead ing through a narrower chamber to a pas age opening opposite 

the South Portico of the Hall of the D ouble Axes. There was therefore 
a means of access to the Queen's Megaron from the East, though evidently 
controlled by a strict system of guardianshi p and urveillance. Three 

separate doors had to be passed and two small chambers to be traversed 
to enter from this side. 

1 eeD. T . Fyfe, op. cit.,Joumaloj'.R.!.B.A., 1902, p. 120, Fig. 43 (upper fig.). 
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In the orth Wall of this ou ter section of the' Queen's Megaron' 
were some exceptionally large limestone blocks-one 2'7 I metres in length 
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FIG. 28.-\VALL-PAINTI 'G OF LADY, APPARE~TLY DANCI N G. 

by 012 high-several of them marked with the D ouble Axe sign. This 
wall, which formed part of the casing of the private staircase to be de cribed 
below, had been entirely denuded of its stucco decoration. It is possible, 
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however, that a spirited design of the upper part of a lady (Fig. 28) found 

at a low le\·el in the neighbouring heap of detached plaster belonged to this 
pace. The fi gure is about half the natural size, and seems from the way 

in which her tresses fly out in opposite directions to be engaged in somewhat 
e nergetic action, but her attire is not of the same masculine type as that 
of the female toreadors. She is clad in a jacket of the ordinary type, 

with a yellow ground and blue and red embroidered border, beneath 
which is a diaphanous chemise, its upper line show ing clearly acro s the 

chest. Her left arm i bent and her right :tretched forward. Her features 
are fa irly regular, and a slight dimple i traceable at the corner of her lips, 

which, however, is hardly the uEf.wov f..I-H'Uauf-.1-a of Archaic Gre k a rt. She 
is po ibly one of a group of dancers like those that appear with raised 
arms on one of the miniature frescoes. Unfortunately a part of the right 

a rm, which might have afforded some clue to the meaning of the design, is 
missing, but it i not difficult to believe that figures such as this, survivin g 
on the Palace walls even in their ruined tate, may lie at the root of the 
Homeric pas age describ ing the most famous of the works of Daedalos at 
Knossos-the 'Choros' of Ariadne. 

Of the character of the decoration of the back wall of the light court 
of the Megaron there can be little doubt. Of the heaps of detached pieces 
of painted stucco that lay along its line the most abund antly represented 
were derived from a great marine piece containing a large number and variety 

of fi hes. The larger pieces of the design belonged to two dolphins a nd to 
a certain extent completed one another, one set belonging to the tail end, 

another to the head. Both these and the numerou smaller fry were most 
naturalistically rendered, and, though among the preserved fragments there 
were no flying fi hes, there could be no doubt that the whole belonged to 
the same class as the marin~ fresco from Phylakopi.1 The spirited charac ter 
of the designs, the prevailing colours of the fish, blue of varying shades, 
black and yellowJ the submarine rocks with their coral line attachments, and 
still more the manner of indicat in g the sea itself, proclaim identity of 

method. In both ea es it was found advisabl to reserve the different 

tones of blue for the fi h themselves and to g ive their outlines greater 
relief by leaving the ground white, while at the same time the marine 
element was gracefully indicated by azure wreaths and coils of dotted spray. 

T he spray and bubbles fly off at a tangent from the fins and ta il s, and g ive 
1 Annual B.S.A. h·. PI. IlL 
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the whole a sense of motion that could not otherwise be attained . It is 
evid nt that the panel of simila r fresco from the Melian site belongs to the 
Knossian School a nd may even have bee n imported ready -executed from 
Crete like some of the fin e Palace pottery fo und in the same build ing. 

T he covering of the wall o f the light area, fac ing the seat beneath 
the porti co, with this marine de ig n suggests interes ting comparisons. 
The whole is the a rtist ic subst itute for a natura l view, identical in 

intent ion with the landscape scenes that fo rm such a favourite feature 
of the blind walls that shut in the smaller courts and area of Ita iian 

villas, and which a re supposed to chea t the eye with the ill usion of a 
free outlook. On this side those seated in the adjoining portico might 
seem to see the fi shes of the sea disporting themselve , while the fl y ing 

bird of the a rea lighting the Q uee n's Megaron on the South may be taken 

to represent a fragmen t of a s imilar scene borrowed this time from the 
fie ld and wood . 

~ 16-PRIVAT E S TAIRCASE FROM THE 'Q EE 1'S M EGARO ' ' T O 

THA L A.110S ABOVE. 

An inte resting feature connected with the Queen's Megaron rema ins 
to be described. The right door jamb fac ing the entra nce of the D og' L eg 
Corridor, was found to have a double reveal ind icati ve of a second door
way, the other jamb of which presently appeared. The fondness of the 
Palace architec t for double doorways is conspicuous, and it seemed a t 
first as if in th is case this second portal was of a more or less deco ra ti ve 

kind- leading perhaps to a small closet-the more so as the opening was 

partly blocked by a pier belonging to the wall of the adjoining corridor. 
E ven supposin g that the upper part of the third door jamb, which 

consisted of wood a nd plas ter, had been orig inall y splayed back, the 
opening here could not have been more than 70 centimetres or ra ther less 
than 28 inches in width. 

The surpri sing d iscovery wa made, however, that this na rrow opening 
neverthele s gave access to a stone sta ircase, a fford ing a private means of 

comm un ication with the upper-rooms. This taircase was 9 2 centimetres in 
width,1 somewhat broader than it entrance a nd its lower flight was very 

1 The steps had :;6 cm. tread and 1 2 riser. 
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well pre erved. Thi consisted of a fi rst fl ight of fourteen step , a landing 
with three more, fl anked by a square pillar, and an upper fli ght, originall y 
consi ting of n ine or ten steps, of which seven were preserved. This upper 

fl ight led to a la nding wi th a doorway, on the right of which both jambs were 

pre er ed, leading to the upper H all of the D ouble xes. The pr ivate 
staircase from the Q ueen's Megaron had the effi et therefore of bringing 

this fin e U pper Hall into the system of domest ic rooms. T he U pper 
H all of the Double Axes had, in fact, no direct connexion with the more 
public H all immed iately below it, though it stood in commu nication with 
the U pper East-West Corridor. 

Beyond this doorway the staircase landing merged in a hort pas ·age 

above the D og's L g Corridor and thus gave access th rough a second 
doorway (no longer preserved) to the upper room or rooms above the 

Q ueen's Megaron. F rom th is, in turn, an Upper Corridor, part of the 

pavement of which has been preserved, led \Ves t to the upper storey room 
of the Domestic Q uarter to be de cribed below. (See Pla n, F ig. 30, p. 57. ) 

ear the point where the fi rst floor landing-pa sage of the Pri1·ate 
S taircase would have entered the 'Upper Q ueen's Megaron,' a sunken 
block was found which reveals an in teresti ng fact. This block, 11·hi ch 
resembles one on the fi rs t land ing of the staircase and oth er staircase 
blocks found on the site, had sunk to the positi on in which it was found 

from a n upper la nd ing. I n other words the staircase was orig inall y 
continued to a econd floor and there were a t least three storeys in this 
part of the buildi ng. 

In excavating the staircase a fi ne bronze chisel 1 wa found together 
with fragments of fresco and a clay seal impression-a ga lloping bul l with 
a fi sh below-- a curious anticipation of the coin types of Thurii. The 
upper fl ight was partly choked with pla in pott ry belonging to the Re
occupation Period, including nu merous pedestalled cups of the' champagne 
glass' type. 

§ 17 .- THE B ACK R OO IS OF THE DOMESTIC Q UARTER: GIWUr D 

FLOOR. (SEE P LAN, FIG. 30, P. 57.) 

Immediately South of the entrance to the Bath Room of the pira l 
F re eo, another doorway, 87 cm. in width, leads from the Queen's 

1 9'4 cm. long, 0 '9 broad at edge. 
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Megaron to a corridor which brings it into connexion with the back ground

fl oor rooms of thi D omestic Quarter of the Palace. 
At the entrance of this corrido r stood a la rge pithos, both in form and 

decoration different from any of the jars found in the vari ous Magazines. It 
was haped like an ordinary tub, and displayed a zone of continuous pirals 
broadly painted in black. It had been fill ed with lime and se t in the position 

where it was found (bloci< ing the pa sage way) a t the time of the Mycenaean 
' restoration,' but it is by no means so certain that the pithos it elf belonged 
to this later period. The painted decorat ion recall the jars of the 
latest pre- Mycenaean period, la tely found in Magaz ines below the floor of 

the Grea t Megaron a t Phaestos. The shape on the other hand suggests the 
t ub-lik e receptacles for fl owers and shrubs that appear on the background 
of certa in cenes on Mycenaean gems. This pain ted clay t ub had 

been placed fo r secu ri ty on the upper ledge of the Southern light area of 
the Queen's Megaron, a nd it is by no means impossible that this ledge 
may ha,·e been orig inally adorned with large pots of this kind containin g 

flowe ring plants. 
The Corrido r of the Painted Pitltos ru n under the pa sage al ready 

referred to as leadi ng from the Upper Queen's Megaron to the rooms on the 

same storey a t the back, and of whi ch on this side one of the door jambs 
and part of the pavement was found in posit ion . T he lower gallery would 
have been q uite dark had it not been for a window immediately to the left 
on en tering, the masonry fo rming the East side of which is splayed back
the effect of the squint being to afford passage for the ma xi mum of light 
from the 'Area of the Bird Rel ief,' on the ex treme corn er of which it opens. 
The corrido r, fi nely paved with li mestone slabs, is about I ·40 met res in 

wid th ; the walls on the South side show good masonry, that on the North 
being of somewhat rougher construction. The orig in al stucco covering has 

for the most part been stripped off from both wa lls. t the point where 

the passage makes a sudden turn to the North, however, remains of the 
fresco-coating were still visible showing a band of spirals1 resembling that 

of the bath room, but without rosettes and placed at a lower level. It runs 

a t a height of 78 cm. from the g round and is 50 cm. in bread th. 
The fact that the Corridor of the Painted P itlws does not run straight 

from one room to the other, but has a short turn , or ra ther double turn , is 
very characteristic of the Pa lace architecture in this region, and has been 

I See D. T. Fyfe,Joum. N.I. B.A. 1892, p. 111 , Fig. 8. 
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already illu trated by the D og's L eg Corridor. I t seem to have been a 
device for insuring g reater privacy. 

At the orth corner, where the short inner turn of the Corr idor begin s, 
was a S<.J.Uare gyp urn block and considerable rema ins of the timber fra me 
of a fla t a rch about the height of an ord ina ry doorway, the masonry above 

which was found in position supporting the tone jambs a nd threshold of 

the correspond ing turn of the Upper Corridor. The actual door to the 

inner room \\·as not however at this poin t. Immed iately beyo nd the arch 
the pas ag way was once more diverted by a partition wal l o f gypsum 
slabs, so that, to pass the door jambs that gave en trance to the room in 
question, it was nece sary to turn once more to t he right about. 

The characteri t ic feature of the g round floor room thus approached, so 
far as concerns its inter ior arrangements, was an oblong platform of plas ter
covered stonework in its .W. corner, 1 ·50 metres in leng th by o·8o in 

width. There can be little doubt that th is was the support of some kind of 
bed or couch, a nd it recalls rectangular pla tforms of the kind in some of 

the Mycenaean Chamber Tombs at P haestos, on which were found the 
skeletons of bodies laid out in the sleep of death. T his ' Room of the 
P laster Couch,' may therefore be regarded as having served as a bedroom. 

It was covered with a cement floor, except fo r one large slab in the middle 
of it Ea tern border, wi th an aperture used for flushing a drain , to be re
ferred to below. 

This slab in fact was opposite the en trance jambs of a latrine, a 
description of which is re erved for a succeeding Section, in connexion 

with the drainage sy t m of th is quarter. Its South partition wall wa 
that which had turned off the entra nce pas age described above. Beyond 
the North partition wall of this clo et was another doorway, with remains of 
its wooden framework and red coloured stucco, g iving access to a corridor 
1 ad ing by a double turn to the Hall of the Colonnades. The Eastern side 
of the room th us shows a succession of four limestone jambs and bases 
with reveals, orig in ally surmou nted by as many pillars support ing the upper 

storey. Three stone p illar bases of the upper storey answering to them in 
number, but not qu ite in relative posit ion, were fou nd compacted together 
by means of in tervening pavement slabs forming a fine line of masonry, 

which, especially in its central part, had somewhat sagged down below its 
original lt::vel. This has been preserved (slightly raised, to its orig inal 
level), by means of brick piers built above the lower pillar bases. 
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The South and West walls of the room were constructed of rubble 

masonry, but the North wall showed fin e . limestone blocks above and 
below. In the North-West corner was another doorway leading to a small 

court which served as a light a rea. To the right of this exit the upper 
limestone courses had sunk a good deal, and between them and the lower 
courses was a space filled with earth and rubble. This subsidence was due 
to the fact that the whole upper part of this North wall had been 

original ly supported on wooden beams and pillars forming the frame-work 
of a large double window opening on to the Court, and thus giving 
sufficient light to the room. The limestone blocks above the original 

window opening were photographed and numbered in their relative 
positions and replaced at their original level above a new supporting wall, 

on the cement facing of which the form of the window was traced. The 

somewhat naive trust of the Minoan builders in the strength and durability 
of wooden supports at least bears witness to the massiveness of the timber 

employed. In the present case there was not even a flanking pillar of 
stone by the doorway as might naturally have been expected. 

The walls of the Room of the Plaster Couch had lost their stucco 
covering, but the remain s o f a fine dado of gypsum slabs, 2 metres high 

and r·zo broad, wt::re visibl e round the South a nd West walls and above 
this a gap for wooden beams, which we may infer to have been originally 
marked by a painted fri eze of spirals and rosettes like that of the adjoining 

Corrid or and Bath Room . 
The North-West door of the' Room of the Plaster Couch' gave access 

as already stated to a small Court (4· so metres ;"\To ·th-South by 3 ·so 
East-West) which serves as its light area. The walls of this Court, except 
the spaces reserved for the window , were of fine limes tone blocks with the 

usual gap for woodwork about 2 metres from the floor. Along the foot of 
the North wall was a projecting course, which seems, when coated with its 

ori ginal stucco coverin g, to have been used as a seat. 
On the East Wall of this Court was a second double window like that 

lookin g out from the R oom of the Plaster Couch, g iving light, in this case, 
to an alcove and to the Corridor leading towards . the Hall of the 
Colonnades. The dowel holes in the stones that formed the sill of this 

window, about 40 centimetres above the floor level, clearly showed how 
the wooden posts-two side posts and one in the centre-had been arranged. 

Considerable remains of these and the massive lintel above were indeed 
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found in a carbonised condition amidst the debris which had worked its 

way into this openin g and helped to support the limestone blocks above. 

It was thus possible to re tore the whole framework of the window , 

FIG . 31. - VIE\\' 1:\ COL'RI' OF THE DI>TAFFS, SIIOWIJ\ G RESTORE!> FRAMEII'ORK OF 

\\'I ND0\1'. 

the somewhat sunken limestone course above being raised to their 

original po it ion (see Fig. 31 ). 
An interesting feature of the lime tone blocks of this small Court was 

the repetition of a sig n like a two pronged fork with two cross-li nes between 
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the prongs-sometimes reduced to a single cross-l ine-(Fig. 32 c and d ). 
But this mark has a peculiar interest from the fact that it recurs in some
what fuller and more realistic form among the signs of the pictographic 

Cretan series (Fig. 32 a, b). It is een in this case accompan ied by a sort of 
pendant and in my first account of the Cretan pictographs I had been 
inclined to regard it as some kind of sist1'tem. That is a possible view, but 

it seems to me to be more natural to regard it as a simple representation 
of a forked distaff with the thread and pendant spindle-a type of distaff 
which may still be seen in the hands of the peasant women in part of 
Southern Europe. 

T he d istribution of this s ign on the Palace blocks is interesting. It 
only occur!:i in connexion with th is 'Domestic Quarter.' It is frequently 

FIG. 32 a. FIG. 32 b. 

FI G. 32 r . FI G. 32 d 

repeated on the South wall of the light-area of the Hall of the Colonnades 

above and below the double window look ing into it from the back 
staircase of this region. It i found aga in in the Queen's Megaron on 
one of the door-jambs, the left on entering, lead ing to the private staircase, 
whi le the corresponding door-jamb on the right shows the Double Axe. 

Can it be regarded as a sign of 'the spindle side' and a distinguishing 
mark of the chambers somewhat specially set apart for women? Or, if we 
are justified in belie\·ing. that the marks on the Palace blocks have a 

consecrat ing value, can it be, like the distaff and spindle a ttributed to the 
I lian Athene, and perhaps the spindle whorls of pre-historic Troy, a sign of 

F 
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female d iv inity? I ts assoc iation with the Double Axe sign, the emblem 
of the tutelary male divin ity of the Palace, poin ts tha t way, but in thi s 

case too it would be specially appropriate for the Women's Q uarter. 
From the repetition of this sign on the walls of the sma ll court with 

which we are dealing, it has seemed appropriate to name it the 'Court of 
the Distaffs.' There is no reason, however, for supposing that in its fi nished 

state these marks-which ex lrypotltesi were a sign of consecration for the 
material, like the dedications on Babylonian br icks-were visible to the eye. 
It seems probable that in all cases the fine limestone masonry of the small 
cou rts that serve as light areas in the Palace was brigh tened by a coat ing 
of painted stucco partly perhaps reprod ucing the lines of the stone-work, 
like the earlier' Oscan' style of wall-painting at Pompeii. A t P haestos the 
limestone bl ocks of the outer Western wall showed abundant t races of the 

red-colou red plaster with which they had been originally adorned. 

Part of a male figure in painted stucco found in this Cou rt, and the 

loin-cloth of another with a brilliant need lework de ign of flowers and 
network 1 that lay near the doorway of the adjo ining room, as well as a bull's 
foo t in painted gesso duro, seem on the other hand rather to belong to the 
decoration of the usual rubble walls of the interior rooms or galleries. For 
we should natu rally suppose that the coloured ornamentation of good 
masonry would be architectonic rather than p ictoria l in character. 

Somewhat abo\'e the original floor level both in the Court and in the 

adjoini ng R oom of the Plaster Seat were fo und abundant remains of rough 
Mycenaean pots-many of them 'Stirrup Vases' wi th oc topuses pai nted 

on them-belonging to the Per iod of Re-occupation . A t a lower level 
were found pieces of better Palace fabric. The most remarkable ceramic 
find, made a little above the floor level of the Court of the Distaff:, was a 
fine glazed and painted fragmen t showing part of an inscription in th1:ee 
linear charac ters of omewhat exceptional form (Fig. 33). T h is inscri ption, 
painted on the vase with the rest of its decoration before the fir ing, recalls 

the inscribed vas s of Cla sical Greece and is the only specimen hitherto 
known belongi ng to the 'Mycenaean Period.' 

The doorway at the North-East corner of the Room of the P las ter 
Couch leads by a double turn-analogous to that in connexion with its 

outh-Ea t door- to a pa sage of about the ame d imens ions as the Corridor 

1 Fyfe, 'Painted Plaster Decoration of Knossos,' Journ. R.I.B.A . 1902, p. 128, Fig. 69, 
(but placed wrong way up). 
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of the Painted Pz"thos on the other side, but with a cement floor in place of 
limestone slabs. This passage, lit by the Southern half of the window of the 

adjoining Court, passes on the left the opening of a rectangular alcove, the 

lighting of which was effected by the Northern half of the same window. 
This alcove was very proba bly reserved for attendants or guards. 

Beyond this, immediately on the right, is a door g iving access to 

what is undoubtedly the most secluded room in this quarter of the 
Palace, described below as the Treasure Chamber, to the contents and 

F JG. 33. - P ART OF PA JNTED VESSEL 1\'JTJJ l :\'SCRJPTION. 

character of which we shall return. Some six metres further on, the passage 

takes a turn at right angles to the left, and passing a kind of store cup

board-that of the ivory statuettes-and the entrance to a back stair

case (see Section r 8) emerges, through a door-opening, on to the inner 
corner of the Hall of the Colonnades. Through this Hall access would 
thus be gained either to the Quadruple Staircase and Central Court or by 
means of the lower East-West Corridor to the small rooms beyond its 
Eastern end, occupied in all probability by slaves or attendants. This 
unpaved back passage from the Room of the Plaster Couch must have 
been largely used as the service passage to the Domestic Quarter of the 
Palace. 

Quantities of clay seal impressions, derived from the upper storey, 

F 2 
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were found above the floor level of thi passage from near the door of the 
Private Treasury onwards. Iear the ent rance to the Hall of the Colon
nades there also came to light some curious clay la bel , repeat ing the sa me 
linear inscription and figures and showing the impress ion of thick strin g 
with prominent twisted strands runni ng through them, which had doubtless 

served to ecure large packages or bale . 
Throughout al l this section the wall of the Corridor, which ascended 

wel l a bove the upper floor level, were in a dangerous condition, necessi
tating the construction of two bri ck arches. In add ition to this, stone 
pillars had to be bu il t on each side of the doorway leading to the H all of the 

Colonn ades, above which were laid iron bars to support the upper walling. 

§ r8. TilE TREASURE CH.\MBER AND TliE DEPOSIT OF I VORY FICUh.ES. 

The secl uded room already referred to as opening off the back passage 

behind the Room of the Plaster Couch was certainly the inmost nook of 
this part of the building, and from the difficulties that beset its approach, 
a nd a certain mystery attaching to it, it was jocosely spoken of in the course 
of the excaYations as 'the Lair.' Its upper part was choked with debris 
from a chamber above it of the same square form, containing a mass of 
clay cal impressions, an indication that archives had been originally de

posited in this upper chamber. Above these again was a stratum full of 
broken sti rru p va es and other' Mycenaean' pots of the usual rough class, 
showing that, like the neighbouring upper rooms, it had been used as a 

store room for these vessels in the period of Re-occupation. 
The room itself contained the evidence of a g radual ri ing of the 

floor-level, the upper level, which was of stamped earth, not very clearly 
marked, being 35 centimetres above a lower floo rin g. But the most 
inte resting and unique feature wa the foundation of this lower floor. It 

consisted of solid limestone blocks forming a bedding over the whole room 
and near the West wall roofing over a main drain . This solid if some

what rough flooring suggests the idea that it may have been a precautionary 
measure against any one trying to enter the room from below by mean of 
the large stone conduit. The level of this layer of limestone blocks was 
about So centimetres below the top of the stone bases of the door jambs. 

Except for the doorway itself, there was no opening into the room, 
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and it m ust have been quite dark. This circumstance explains the 

d iscovery on the lower floor level, near the South-W est corner, of a 

pedestalled lamp of steatite of the usual Minoan class. 
T he possibility sugges ted by the seclusion of this cha mber, and the 

solid blocks of the fl oor, that it was used as a repository for valuables-a 
kind of private treasury o r wardrobe- was borne out by the fi nds made 
near the earlier floor level. H ere, especially near the orth-Ea.s t and 
South-West corners, were found a variety of objects of gold, bronze, ivory, 

porcelain, rock crysta l a nd other materials. The gold here found mostly 

consisted of quantities of thin pla te or leaf, such as was applied to the 
surface of va rious materia ls by the P alace a rtificers. There was also found, 

FIG. 34.-GOLD HEART-SHAPED P ENDANT (-f). 

however, a solid heart-shaped jewel with a perforation showing that it was 

used as a pendant (Fig. 34). I t is of the same form as a Mycenaean 
a methyst gem, with an intaglio representing a fly ing eagle and possibly 

linear characters below, obtained by me from the site of Knossos in 1 '94,1 

and a simila r pendant in cornelian came to light near the Olive Press A rea. 

A mong the other objects found in this deposit may be ment ioned the 

fo llowing : 

Bronze attachments (with gold plate adhering) and, below, carbonised wood, 
perhaps for a casket (see below Figs. 35-36). 

Wing and leg of an ivory griffin, and head, apparently, of lion. 
F ragments of ivory ornaments, including part of a bracelet covered with thin 

gold plate. 
Parts of bull's head of 'porcelain' with gold tubes for horns and blue glass 

eyes. 
Pieces of an ivory casket. 
Porcelain plaques for inlay, a great variety, including rosettes, pieces resembl ing 

1 Cretan Pictographs, &c. , p. 12 (281), Fig. 8. 
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oval shields ; others of A shape, several with marks and numbers on their 
underside. 

Jasper pommel of a sword or dagger. 
Part of a bowl of rock-crystal (see below). 
Crystal plaques fo r inlaying. 
Remains of carbonised wood perhaps belonging to a box inlaid with porcelain 

plaques. 
Miniature bronze axes with gold plate attaching (see below p. I O I, Fig. s8) 1 

P.arts of diminutive bronze blades, perhaps representing swords, gold plate 
attaching. 

T wo small fragmen ts of stucco with paintings in a min iature style; one showing 
part of a frieze with double axes, perhaps alternating with shields ; the other a piece 
of a hull 's head facing. 

The last mentioned objects, notably the miniature D ouble A xes, look 
as if part of the treasure had been removed here fro m a shrine. It seem 

even possible, in view of the miniature temple of terra cotta, found in the 

E arlier Palace chamber (see above, p. 28 seqq.), that the min iature fri eze 
with this sacred emblem belonged to a porta ble 'sacellum' with stu cco 
decoration. 

A still more importan t discovery threw further light on the character 
of the valuables originally deposited in th is small 'Treasu ry.' U nder the 
second flight of the back stairway (to be described below), there seems to 
l1ave been a kind of closet, r ·rs metres wide, with its opening a t the corner 

o f the passage, about six metres beyond the door of the room with which 

we have been dealing. The front of the opening of this sta ir-cupboard 
was shut in below by a low stone breastwork, the top of which was about 
8 5 centimetres above the floo r of the passage. By the time of the 
Re-occupation, the lower part of the closet within this barrier had been 

partly choked with earth, and a t abou t 70 centimetres from its orig inal 
floor was traceable a second floor level, upon which were found several la ter 
Mycenaean a mphorae a nd a stirrup vase with octopus decoration. 

Below this la ter but still Mycenaean floor level was a stra tum of 

deposit some 30 centimetres in thickness, covering the remains of vesse ls 
of the Later Palace Period, incl uding a pedestalled ,·ase with two 
vertical handle , identical, except for the absence of painted decoration, 
with a la te Kamares type found in the Palace of Phaes tos.2 Immediately 
below this deposit of' Transitional Minoan' ves els there came to light the 
rema ins of a series of ivory fig ures together with other objects, showing 

1 One was fo und round the corner by the latrine. 
2 L. Pernier, Scavi, cc., rgoo- rgo r. Rapporlo Preliminare, p. 107, Fig. 39· 
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that this had originally been one and the same deposit with that of the 
little Treasure Room already mentioned. There was here, for instance, part 
of a crystal bowl of which another piece that fitted on to it was found with 

FI G. 35 a AND b.-DECORATI\' 1~ A TTAC II MEi\T OF BRO:-IZE, W IT H GOLD P LATE ATTACH I NG. 

F IG. 36 a AND b. - D ECORATI VE A'n'AC HM ENT Ol' B RONZE , W IT H GOLD l LATE ATTACH!i\G. 

the other deposit. Here al so occurred part of a set of fittings, perhaps 
from a casket, made of bronze in some cases partly overlaid with gold 
plate, with curved terminations-some suggestive of a mane-and nail-like 
projections for attachment on their under side, of which other examples 
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\rere found in the neighbouring ch amber (Figs. 35, 36). S imilar pieces of 
porcela in inlay and an abundance of the sa me thin gold plate also came 
to light in thi deposit. 

Of much g reater importance, however, were the ivorie found, in
cl uding, besides dec rative pieces and a n exquisitely carved wing of a bird, 

remains of hum an fi g ures. \Vhen found these were in a very fri able con
cl ition, but they were at once soaked in a solution of wax and paraffin a t a 
high tem perature, by which means a good deal of their orig ina l coq istency 
was restored and thei r surface at the sa me t ime cleared o f impur ities. 

FI G. 3 7. - I'ART OF I r oRv ll~>AD , \\'IT II 

C U RLI:\ G L OC K OF BROXZE P LATED 

WI T H GO LD ( [). 

FIG. ] 8. - J !E.I D OF I VO RY FI GU RE, S II OII' I l{G 

] f O LE . FOR ATT AC HMENT OF L OC KS OF 

IlA I R I X ilRO XZE AN D G OLD ('}) . 

The most remarkable of these ivories belonged to a series of fi gures 
of youths-possibly in one case of a g irl-each of whom apparently is in 

the act o f leaping with extended arms and head th rown back. Only in 
one case (Pla tes I I. an d Ill.) was enough of the trun k preserved to admit of 

the recons titution of the whole fi gure. T he waist a lone-which has been 
supplied by wax-- was he re wan ting. I t was eviden tly, as in all the Pa lace 
fig ures, Yery narrow, and a strong presumption a rise that it was surrounded 

by a meta l band. T he thin gold plate found with the fi g ures further 
sugge ts that the usual loin cloth , which wa certainly not wanting, wa · 
supplied by its means. On this and other examples the hai r was reproduced 
in a curious ma nner by means of curl ing bronze wi res with remains of gold 
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plating adhering to the bronze, several of which were found. Fig. 37 shows 
an ex a mple of one of these locks, somewha t corroded, tilL attached to a 
head. In Fig. 38 only the holes are shown. In this case there was 
evidently a row of shorter curls over the forehead. In several cases curving 

anklets an d bracelets of the shape worn by the youths of the P rocession 
F resco a re seen in rel ief round the ankles and wrists. The foot-gear 

consists of e legant shoes tapering to a sl ightly upturned point. 
The fi gures were not cut out of sol id pieces of ivory, th·~ fore-arms being 

attached by means of joints and sockets in the manner illustra ted by the 
specimen shown in Fig. 39· The height of the best preserved fi g ure is 
28'7 centimetres (about I rt inches). From what has been said above it 
appears that these tvories were in a certain sen e chryselephantine, and the 
ques tion naturally sugges ts itself-was the ivory itse lf ti nted? o trace 

of thi s is a t p resent discernible, but the pass ion for colour is such an 
un iversal cha racteristic of Minoan A rt, that it is probable that the male 

figures a t any ra te were originally stained of a ruddy hue. 
The life, the freedom, the clan of these ivory fi gu res is nothing short 

of marvellous and in some respects seems to overpass the limi ts of the 
sc ul ptor's art. The gracefu l fling oft he legs and arms, the backward bend of 
the head and body g ive a sense of un tram melled motion, to a certain extent 

a ttain able in pai nt ing or relief, bu t which it is hard to reconcile with th 
fi x ity of position inherent in statuary in the round . How were such figures 
supported? Not certai nly by thei r taper feet or delicate fingers. I t 

may be conj ectured that they were in each case actual ly suspended from 
the gi rdle in a downward slanting position by means of fine gold wires or 
chain , recalling in this the mnoriui of H ellenistic jewellery and terracottas . 

The naturalistic treatment of the individual parts of the body is quite 

in keeping wi th the ani mated appearance of the whole. The set of the 

arms and shoulders and the well -deve loped breast of the fi gure seen in 
Plates II. and II I. poin t to careful physical tra in ing, and the slender limbs 

reveal grea t sinewy strength, though in some examples the treatment of 
the fl e h i so fter, and may, as suggested above, be d ue to a difference of 

sex. The arm represented in Fig. 39 g ives a good idea of the fi delity in 
deta il. \Vhile the development of the lower part of the biceps and of the 

succeeding supinator muscle are here well ind icated, the extensors of the 
wrist and hand a re sho\vn in full action, and the vei ns of the back of the 

hand and even the finger-na il s are minutely rendered . 
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T hese youtf1ful figures are a thletic-not to say acrobatic-in their 
nature, and certain parallels presented by the Palace wall-painti ngs, as well 

as by a eri es of gem im pressions, seem to con nect them in the most 

unmista kable way with the favouri te sport o f the Minoan arena-the bull 
g rappling scene , of which the Thes al ia n ravpoKa &ay[a may be regarded 
as a kindred survi\'al. 

It ha been possible th is season to reconstitute the remains of a fresco 
panel, ex hibiting one of the scenes descri bed, from the Chamber which 
apparently ov rlooked the Court of the Ol ive pout, to wh ich reference 
was made in the R eport of 190 r. This design reprod uces a complete tour 

de .force of the Pala e Circus. A g irl toreador in cowboy co tume is 
caught unci r the a rm-pits by the horns of a charging bull a nd is evidently 
in the act of being tossed. youth, who seems already to have been 

F IG. 39.-AR~l OF IVORY FIGU RE (~ ) . 

throw n into the air, is ·een performing a somer aul t over the animal's back, 
while a g irl beh ind , perhaps intended to be standing in the middle of the 
arena, holds out both hands as if to catch the fl y ing fi g ure. In other 

cases, as mo t frequently on gems, we see various versions of the T iry nth ian 
pi ctu re of the youth springing from above and seizing the bull's horn. in cow
boy fashion. It is probable that the ivory fi gures belong to one or other 
of these representations. T he way in which, in two example a t least, the 

head and upper part of the body is thrown back closely recalls the acro
batic fi g ure of the painted panel described, bu t the legs th ere a re also both 

bent back, as in the execution of a backward somersault, whereas, in the 
case of the ivory, one is ex tended. It is to be noted that the fl esh and 

muscles of the neck as shown in the separate head on Pla tes II . and Ill. 
indicate a downward posi t ion, and the youth reproduced on the sa me 
Pl ates must also b regarded as in the act of leapi ng clown . 
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§ 19 .-BACK R OQMS OF D OMESTIC QUARTER: UPPER-FLOOR. (THE 

W OODEN S TAI RCASE AND R OO MS OF T HE ARCHIVE A D OF T HE 

STONE B E 'CH.) 

The back Corridor mentioned a bove as lead ing from the R oom of the 

P laste r Couch to the H all of the Colonnades passes on the left, immedi 
ately before reaching the latter destination the shell o f what was beyond 
all doubt another staircase. This is e'nciosed in an oblong space, with a 

divid ing wall between the two fl ights, leaving a t its W e t end a space for 
the first land ing. The g rad ual rise of the stairs is further marked .by lo11·er 

a nd higher cross walls built for their upport and by land in g blocks answer
ing to t ho e found elsewhere. The stairs themselves were in this ea e wan t ing 

and there is every reason for supposing that they were made of wood. 
This wooden staircase was lit, o fa r as its first two fli gh ts are concerned, 

by the double wi ndow al ready men tioned as open ing in the upper uart of 
the South wall of the H all of the Colonnades. Below the second fligh t of 

stairs was the closet that contained the precious depos it o f ivories. A t 
the top of this second flig ht to the le ft is a nother square landing block, 
and there can be little doubt tha t two more fli ghts orig inally led up from 

this point to third storey rooms above. The landing to which this secon d 

flight of tairs immediately led gave access though a doorway-of which the 
t wo jambs remain in situ- to the room which orig inally existed immediately 
a bove the lower covered part of the H all of the Colon nade . Like the 
room formerly existi ng abO\·e the H al l of the D ouble Axes, th is too is th us 

linked on to the upper fl oor sys tem of the ' D omest ic Q ua rter.' 
Several interesting fragments of decora tive fresco, incl ud ing part o f a 

trig ly ph frieze, had found their way in to the Northern di vision of the sta ir

case, partly perhaps through the window opening on the adj oining H all of 

the Colonnades, a nd it is probable that they had origin ally formed part of 
its ornamentation. A curious lab of porphyry-li ke limestone, of grote q ue 

outline, perhaps part of a seat, was also found here. 
Throughout this sta ircase area-for the most part above the level of 

the first la nd ing-were found quant ities of seal impress ions, generally some
what broken. By this time however the eyes of the workmen pecially 

t rained for this task had become so quick th at ve ry few fragments escaped 
their first examin at ion of the earth a nd rema ined for subsequent detection 
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by means of the s ieve. This deposit of seal impress ions was continuous 
with that of the adjoining corri dor and extended thence to the upper 
strata of the neighbouring Treasure Chamber. In that ea e they had 

certainly fa llen through with the collapse of the floor. from the simil arly 
shaped room answering to it above. On the other hand furth er sea l im

pressions, together wi th some inscribed tablets referring to g ranaries, were 
found beyond the East wall of the same upper room and above the level 

of the balustrade of the adjoining Bath Chamber. It thu s appears fairly 
certain that the centre whence these sealing were originally derived must 
be sought in this chamber which, like the Treasure Chamber below, was of 

the nature of a store-room, without any acce s or openi ng except a single 
door. At the time of the Re-occupation t hi , li ke other upper chambers 
near, had been used as a store-room for Stirrup Vases and am ph orae of 
the usual 'mature' Mycenaean type, and it wa probably owing to thi. 
that large numbers of eals or other earlier documents that had accumu 

lated here ,,·ere thrown out and found their way into the staircase and 
other adjacent nooks. 

We may therefore regard this very extensive deposit of seal impres
sions-the most considerable yet found in the building-as having been 
derived from the room in question, which was evidently set apart for 
some kind of archives. None of these seals were countermarked like 
some of those found elsewhere in connexion with remains of chests 
containing deposits of inscribed clay tablets. On the other hand the 
broken condition of a large number seems to show that they were attached 
to do~uments, in many cases perhaps correspondence, inscribed on some 

perishable materials, such as the palm leaves, which, accord ing to the 
Cretan t radition, served as the earliest mate rial for writin g. 

The interesting discovery de cribed in a succeed in g Section :(25 ) of 
clay cups containing for the first time ink-written inscri ptions throws a 
new light on the character of these vanished writings. 

The clay impressions include a great variety of subjects, many of 
wh ich are repeated from the same seal. 

Among the cla es of subject represented may be mentioned the 
following: 

Male Divinity bctwe n lions. 
, eated Goddess, with lion in front on rock. 
Lion-headed and other 'Daemons, ' in some cases holding pointed vessel. 
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Parts of cult scenes and of a shrine with sacral horns. 
Group of four double axes, symmetrically arranged (see Fig. 6r, p. 103.) 
Griffins. 
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Composite monsters, man-goats, &c. . 
Group of three warriors with 8-shaped shields, spears and peaked helmets (see 

F ig. 41). 
Group of three shields of similar form. 
Forearm and hand holding lily spray (see F ig. 42) . 
Lion and fluted pillar. 
Boy milking cow. 

cenes of the Taurokatlwpsia (see Fig. 43 ). 
Animals : sometime in groups; a great variety. 
Flying fish. 
A ' school' of dolphins. 
Grains of corn. 

The small fragment of a seal impression g iven in Fig. 40 is of special 
interes t, as it seems to contain part of the impression of a cylinder showing 

la te Babylonian influence. 

FIG. 40.-(\[.) FIG. 4!.-(}. ) 

The considerati on of the religious scenes and fi gures-notably the 

D zemons-represented on these sealings must be reserved for another 
occasion. The groups of warriors, such as that shown in F ig. 41, give the 
best idea as yet obtai nable of the military ide of K nossian life-which in 
the Palace at lea t is by no means in the foreground. The pointed 
helmet, composed of various bands, recalls a small ivory helmet found on 

the \ Vest side of the Palace, but in thi · ea e no cheek-piece is visible; 
otherwise it recal ls the head-gear of a warrior on the sih·er \'ase-fragment 

from Mycenae. The hand and forearm grasping a lily spray seen in 
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Fig. 4 2 has a cu riously modern aspect. A bracelet is seen round the 

wri st. The male fi g ure (Fig. 43) performing a backward somersault over 

the back of a galloping bull may th row a side-light on the ivo ries. 

The sta ircase wall by the adjoining upper conidor had evidently, from 

the character of its material, been partly reconstructed a t a la te period in 

the history of build ing. Here, together with t he usual rubble, were a 

number of worked block -some exhibiting sawn sections, consisting of 

S partan basal t or lapis Lacedaemonz'us, a rock apparen tly unknown in 

Crete, which had been imported from Mou nt T aygetos for decora tive 

purposes. This mate rial seems indeed to have been a favourite one o f the 
Minoan gem engravers. 

The upper Corridor in quest ion had originally fol lowed the lin e of the 
passage below from the tltalamos, a lready mentioned as built over the East 

F IG. 42.-(f.) FIG. 4]. -('/ . ) 

half o f the H a ll of the Colonnades, past the stairs and the R oom of the 

rchi ves. On pass ing the head of the wooden sta ircase, we found on this 

upper p assage a second doorway, the stone jambs of which a re presen ·ed. 
A t this point the passage turns, like that below, leaving on the left the 

door o f the R oom o f t he Archi ves and thus approaches a chamber of 

which there are considerable remain , si t uated above tha t wi th the plaste r 
couch, a nd which, from its mos t conspicuous · feature, is here ca lled the 

Room of the Stone Bench. O n the lower fl oor t he course of the corre

sponding passage is broken by the latrine, he re however it is continuous, 

pass ing the door of the Room o f the tone Bench and a double light 

opening from it marked by limestone pilla r ba es. In this way, through 
a nothe r doorway, both the jam bs and stone threshold of which a re we ll 

preserved (see Fig. 44), it reaches the Upper Corridor corresponding to the 
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lower section that contained the painted pitltos, and fi nally emerges on the 
syste m of rooms above the Queen's Megaron. 

On the East wall of this Upper Corrido r, fla nking the room of the 
Stone Bench, a good deal of the orig inal red stucco coating was stil l 

vi ible. The R oom of the Stone Bench doubtle s derived its ligh t from 
a double window looking on to the Court of the D istaffs and answering 

to tha t already de cribed on the lower floor. Con iderable rema in s of the 

slabs of the upper fl oor were here preserved, especially near the \Vest wall , 
and here the stone bench from which the room has been named still stood 

a t its orig inal level ( ee Fig. 44). It has two pilasters on its fron t a nd 
resembles the benches of the R oom of the Col umn Bases and of the 

Throne Room. It has been possible in part to reconstitute the subsided 
area of the pavement (Fig. 44). 

It is not iceable that, since there was no occasion to rese rve so much 
space on the Eastern ide of this room as was below occupied by the door of 

FI G. 45.-GOLD FISH (f). 

the latrine, the single doorway com.mun i

cati ng with t he Upper Corridor is wider 
than that below, and the pillar base 

thus do not correspond in po ition with 

those of the ground fl oor. The absence 
of the latrine on this side seems to ha,·e 

been made up for by a simila r con
venience in the S. \N. corner of the room. 
There is an ascend ing step and doorway 
leading to a quite small clo et from 
which a square stone shaft (A on p lan, 
p. 82) descends· to a dra in passage 
below the level of the lower fl oo r. 

There are strong reasons for believ ing 
that this shaft was originally cont inued 
to the le,·el of the Central Cou rt and 
received its surface ,,·aters on this s ide. 
I t would be difficult ho\\·ever to as ign 

any in telligible meaning to the small chamber which stands in such direct 

relation with the descending drain shaft, unless we suppose that it had 
an outlet into it for the passage of ordure or other waste materia ls. T he 
closet seems in fact to have served as another small latr ine. 
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On the South of the Room of the Stone Bench is a bay communicating 
by a doorway, both jambs of which are preserved z'n sz'tu, with a small 
square alcove beyond. Beneath the floor of this annexe is a small square 
chamber, in the bottom of which opens another drain-shaft. This chamber 

could only have been approached by some kind of trap door in the fl oor 
above, marked in Fig. 44 by the break in the re-constituted pavement. 

Finally, out ide the rlouble doorway of the annexe to the Room of 
the Stone Bench to the South, is another stone shaft going down to the 
drain below. Its mouth, which lay partly between the jambs of the Iorthern
most of the two doorways of the above room, was covered by a stone slab. 
Partly in the lower part of this shaft, which descends 5'3 metres, and partly 
in the neighbouring part of the cloaca below, were found the bone ' fi sh ' 
for inlaying, with incised sign , many of them resembling the letters of the 
later Greek alphabet. 1 

ear the small upper latrine was found a gold-fish of very naturalistic 
execution, of which an enlarged rep re entation is seen in Fig. 45· It is 
possible that this may have been taken from the Treasure Chamber. 

§ 20.-DRAir AGE SYSTE 'l A D SANITARY ARRANGEME TS OF THE 

DOME 'TIC QUARTER. 

In the whole structure of the Palace, nothing IS more remarkable 
than the elaborate drainage system that runs throughout the 'Domestic 
Quarter,' and adjo ining halls. The stone shafts, already mentioned as 
descending from the upper fl oors, lead down to a well-built stone conduit with 
fl at covering slabs. Throughout the greater part of its course it is about a 

metre in height and half that width, so that a man can easily make his 
way along it. The inner su rface of the conduit was originally coated with 
cement. A plan of the shafts and neighbouring drains is ·hown in Fig. 46, 
and a section drawn through shafts A and B appears in Fig. 47· 

Two short branches of this system permeate the back rooms of the 
Domestic Quarter, one of which starts from immediately below the shaft 
marked A in the plan (Fig. 46), while the other leads from a section of wall 

between the Quadruple Staircase and the Hall of the Colonnades. Shaft A, 
as noticed in the preceding Section, was certainly constructed to receive the 

I See Report, rgor, end. 

G 
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sur face waters of the adjacent area of the Centra l ourt, a nd it is probable 

that a sha ft or pipe ran up the wall a t the startin g point of the other 
bra nch of the lower conduit, which by it means received the collected 
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un ited cour e of the two short branches al ready mentioned, the stone conduit 

t urns at right a ngles and continues in a n E asterl y d irection, skirting the 

Southern bord ers of the Q ueen's Megaron, and the adjoining portico of the 
Hall of the D ouble Axes. Here it is joined by a tributary drain , the 
ultimate so urce of which was apparently the Court o f the Distaffs, and 

which received in success ion the d rainage of the light well of the Hall 
of the Colonnades and of the Double Axes. \Vith each successive d rainage 
area its capacity inc reases, and fro m the light well o f the H all of the Double 
A xes on wards, the passage is large enough fo r a man to crawl a long it. 

At a point about seven metres E ast of the S.E. p illar o f the Portico of the 
Hall of the Double Axes another tributary tone d ra in runs into the 
main conduit from the orth. In this orthern bra nch a quantity of 
painted pottery, of t he finest Later Palace sty le, was found a t the very 

beginning of the excavations in rgoo. 

Beyond this point the slope rapidly descend , a nd the further co urse 
of the main conduit is broken off. 

In consideri ng the elaborate d rainage system of thi s qu arter of the 
Palace, it is well to r member that its primary object was to afford a means 
o f escape for the surface water . T he ra in of Crete are often even now 
to rrential, and in the Minoan Period, when the country no doubt was 

much better wooded, the rain fall must have been g reatly in excess of 

what it is at the present t ime. The -main conduit below the g round floor 
level of this Pa lace region answers both in structure and capacity to the 
large stone drain that runs down from the Jorthern En trance Passage and 
which, beyond all poss ibili ty of doubt , was principally devised to effect a 
passage for the surface waters of that end of the Central Court. In the 
same way ' Shaft A' of the Eastern system received tho e that accumulated 

on this part of its a rea. So too the Northern of the two branches on this 
side seems, as we have seen, to have acted as a channel for the water 
collected from the roofs of the great adjo ining halls. 

The main conduits below were thus periodically flu shed at times with 
a great force of water, a nd fac ilities were in this way afforded for the 
removal of ordure a nd waste materials. Of these fac ilities the Minoan 

architect skilful ly availed h imself by bring ing into connexion with this 
system of surface water drainage various conveniences of a sanitary nature, 
some of which in their elaborate character can hardly find a p~ra ll e l in 

the Ancient W orld. 
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It has already been noticed that shaft passes on the second fl oor 

through a small detached chamber, which may partly be supposed to have 

served the purpose of a latrine. As to the usage to which hafts B and C 
were put, the evidence is not o clear; it may however be as umed that 
they served the purpo e of modern sink , perhaps in one or the other case 
in connexion with culinary preparation. The conv nience of ei ther a a 
man-hole g iving access to the ma in conduit b low is al o obvious, the 
descent to it by th i · means, as I know by pvrsonal experience, being by 
no means difficult. 

But the most elaborate stru cture in connexion with the drainage 
system is unques tionably to be found in th small clos t, with its 

partition walls on ither side consi ·ting of double sla bs of gyps um, that 
opens off the Room f the Plaster uch. There can · be no doubt that 
this small chamber served a a latrine. 

The interior arrangement of this closet will best be gathered from 
the plan and sect ion (Fig. 48). From the g roove indicated in the wall

sla b there seems to have been a wooden seat at the back of the com
partment, apparently with a stone foot-rest in front of it like that on 

wh ich the throne stands. The height of the seat moreover, a ll owing for 
its upper lab, would have been a b ut 57 cent im etr s from the g round or, 
within a cent imetre, the same as th e throne. 

p to a li ttle beyond the outer line of th i · seat, the la trine is paved 
with gypsum labs, but beyond this lim it the stone pavement ceases and 
this space seem to have been in part at least open, thus g iving access to 
a drain passage below. This d rain passage on the one side communicates 
by a small opening with the Torth branch of t he mai n d rain , on the other 

by a sloping channel with a hole in the pa\·ement s lab outs i le the closet 
door, which seems to have been made u e of as a mean of flu shing th is 
c hannel. It is to be observed that the entrance to the main drain is not 
below the middle of the seat, but on one s ide of it. It looks as if this 
asy mmetrical arrangement was devised to leave a space on the other 
side o f the bench up n wh ich to rest a wate r vessel for flushing the main 
open ing of what mus t certainly have been a lat rine. 

The curious cu rved projection coa ted with cement which juts forth 
from the wall immed iately below th is main opening i very enigmatic. It 
may almost be suspected that there was here a balance fl ap. 

In any case it may be taken a certai n that both the apertures were 
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closed ex tern ally by slabs, like the dra in-shaft C when di covered, to 
prevent the efflu via of the drains from penetrating into the adjoining 

rooms. In this connexion it may be observed that the high sha fts such 

as those orig inally leading to the level of the Central Court and of the roo f 
would have a fforded excellent ventilation for the main drains, promoting as 
they must have done a constant circulation of air below. These main 
conduits were continually flushed during a g reat part of the year, a nd it 

must be remembered that , as in the ea e of the fillin g and emptying of 
the large bath ba ins, slave labour was probably available for clearing out 

the impurities from the pas. ages during the dry season. The shafts, a 
already noted, formed excellent man-holes and the main drains a re so 
roo my that two of my retan workmen pent days within them clearing 
out the accumulated earth and rubble without physical in convenience. 

§ 2 r. - T f iE PLAST ER V A E CLO ET 

Immediately South of the rooms of the D omestic Quarter wi th the 
de cending sha ft s is an interesting g roup of mall rooms with adjoining 

store-closets. The g round fl oor of the e, as in the case of all thi Southern 
zone, is on the higher level correspond ing with that o f that Olive P ress and 
connected system on the orth, a nd of the neighbouring upper rooms of 

the Domestic Quarter. 
On the North borde_r of this group of rooms are six teps of a narrow 

tone staircase 1 whi ch mu t origin ally have led to the level of the Cent ral 
Court. The upper course of this taircase ran above the e nd of an inner 
paved cha mber with part of a stone bench remaining against its North 
W a ll , and to which there is at present no visible access. On the floor of 
this room and in two adjacent chests or clo ets were found a series of vases 

bel ng ing to the earliest period of the exi ting Palace, and tending to show 

that not long a fter its construction the chamber had been filled in or its 

access blocked. 
A narrow passage, 6o centimetres in wid th, fl anking the staircase, gave 

access to another smaller paved room which, from its square form and the 

remains of gypsum lining slabs attached to its wall , somewhat resembled 
one of the Palace bath basins. On the We t side of its entrance was a 

small niche. 
1 T he steps a re 72 cm. wide, their riser 12, and tread 27. 
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The inner chamber was fla nked on two sides by cl osets of a rema rk
able charac ter. T he exterior walls of these a re thin partitions, composed 
of hard red stucco,1 with a kind of terracotta plaster core-the whole only 
12 centimetres, or about 4t inches, thick. T he more roomy of the two 

F IG. 49-- FALSE-L I PPED J AR USED AS COVER! ' G OF AN I ' TERMENT, WITH SKULL. 

(Height, 58·3 cm. ; rliam. 47 "7 5· ) 

closets contained th ree large jars with a pla in brown surface with white 
bands,2 two of them characterised by a false spout on the rim- a special 
fea ture of the la ter M inoan pottery. A n intere ti ng d iscovery made on the 
opposite side of the valley shows that jars of this type were occas ionally 

I ·o6 in thickness. " The taller of the e is I" I O metres high. 
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u ·ed for sepulchral purposes. The acciden tal ci rcumstance of a cow 
pu tting its foot through its bottom, revealed the existe nce there a t a spot 

orth-East of the Palace, o f a jar of precisely simila r form (Fig. 49) which 
had been placed upside down in a round hole just sufficient for the purpose, 

above the remains of a child and a few sma lle r pots of a plain character. 
This as ye t isolated discovery 1 is the only interment of the Pal ace Period 

that has as yet come to light on the ite of Knossos. 
Near the e pitltoi was an elegant one-handled vase (Fig. 50, middle), 

F IG. 50. -YA ES FROM PI.A TER CLOSET OF EARLIEST PERIOD OF LATER PALACE. 

with white bands and traces of flowers and fol iage on a purplish brown 

g round, 43 centimetres in height, wh ile at various points on the pavemen t 
of the room it e lf were scattered other small vases, some of characteristic 

early fo rm.2 With them was also a steatite 'pyxis' and a triton shelL 
The conten ts of the other plaster chest were still more remarkable. 

1 Careful re earches in the neighbourhood of this tomb did not result in the discovery of any 
further interments. 

2 E. f . a plain vase, shaped lik e those repre ented in Fig. 13 a and 13 b above- the commonest 
' J(anuires' form . 
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I t contained, be ides the remains of a jar, re embl ing the above men tioned, 

with a ' fa lse' spout on the rim, a whole co ll ect ion of pots belonging to the 
same per io I, most of them well preserved, a nd a white marble bowl with 

four ear-li ke handle . Two of these ves els, a tall jar with four handle 

round its rim, and a kind of candle tick, to be de. cri bed bel w (Fig. 5 I, 2 , 

and Fig. 52), were in colour and ornament ind i ·tingui hable from the Late 
Minoan class of painted ware found in the basement room desc ribed 
abo\ze, together with the remains of the Terracotta anctuary. Their 

decoration consisted of white cont inuous I iral on a dark brown g rou nd. 
It will be . een from th is that the earliest ceramic fabri cs of the Later 
Palace fit on without a break to those of the arl ier bu ilding to which ap
parently the room containing the Terracotta Sanctuary belonged, an I it 
wi ll be remembered that the early pottery found in the 'Kaselles' show · 
the same affin ities. 

In the present depo it, however, a in the Kaselles, elements of transi
tion are found which are not vi ible in the earlier Palace. In addition to 
the vases with the white spirals on a dark ground there came to light 1 a 

small bowl with a red continuous spiral on a buff ground (Fig. 5 I, 3) which, 
except that the surface of the vase was dull, recalled 'proto-Mycenaean ' 
types. 

The plaster chest also contained a number of cups preserving to a 
certain extent the out line of those belonging to earlier stra ta, though of 
rougher and heavi r construction, with plain clay walls occasionally streaked 
or lined with black or blue showing a slight glaze.2 Among other form · 
represented were tripod (Fig. so) approachi ng those of the North-East 
Magazines, the wide mouthed jar (Fig. 5 r, 8), a jug with a ingle hand le 
and elevated pout (Fig. 50),3 an elegant vase with a quatrefoil outline 
(Fig-. 5 r, 5), and a who! series of tall two-handled jars piled in nests, which , 
so fa r as form is concerned, also recalled a commo:1 type of the North- East 
Magazines. 

The e latter jar , as well as the quatr foil ve sel, p resen ted a decora
tive feature already referred to as exhibited by the pain ted vase found in 
the other plaster cl set. Upon the sides of these ves els, in the case of the 

1 T his lay just outside the chest, but may originally ha,·e ueen contained within it. 
2 That shown in Fig. 51 is 7 ·3 cm. in height and 8 ·8 in diameter. Its ground colour is a warm 

buff with a du ll surface, wi th black, slightly glazed treaks. 
3 23 cm . in height. 
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quatrefoil vase upon a purplish red g round , in that of the jars (see Fig. 5 r , 

7, ro) 1 upon the terracotta surface of the pots themselves, prays and groups 
of lilie , showing both the flowers and foliage, are painted in white in a 

most na turalistic fashion. T hese pictnre que and beauti fu l fl oral desig n , 

so freely drawn, represent the complete emancipat ion of the ceramic a rtists 
from the more geometric traditions of the earlier Min oan art, and become 
hen ceforth a d i t inctive feature of the L ate r Palace sty le. It is only in its 
latest phase that they show a tendency to be ab orbed in a decorative 
conventional ism, intensi fi ed no doubt by increasing intimacy wi th E gypt ian 
model s. 

The lily itself was the favo uri te Palace flower. On a fi ne fragment of 
wall -pa inting, foun d at the clo. e of the present season's work near the 

FIG. 5 2. - PAJNTED EARTHENWARE CANDLESTICK FROM P LASTER C LOSET. 

outh-East staircase, we have a glimpse of a whole fi eld of lilies with white 
fl owers and buds, yellow pistil s and tamens and green foliage on a red 
ground, while, lest any nat ural touch should be wanting, the peta ls are in 

some cases shown half blown off by the wind . From the lily spray in the 
hair of the seated Goddess on the g reat sig net ri ng from Mycenae, it seems 
probable that the flower had a rel ig ious associa t ion. In its more con
ventionalised form as a fl eur-de-lis, we see it supplying the decoration of 
the crown and coll ar of the painted bas-relie fs and as a foot ornament of 
the youth of the P rocession Fre eo, who is in immediate attendance on 
' the Queen.' .. 

Among the forms of vessel found in the plaster chest, that referred to 
1 F ig. sr , 7, is 33 cm. high and has a reddish brown ground. Fig. s r, ro, is 2 5 ·s high with 

imilar ground . 
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above as a 'candlesti ck' is specially noteworthy. Its under ide wi th the 

white spiral decoration is shown in Fig. 5 I ; and the upper side with a 
socket, much resembling that of a modern candlest ick, is seen in Fig. 52. 
Both the size of the object and the frag ile character of the material show 

that it was not a torch holder and there can be no reasonable doubt that 
this, like certain analogous forms of classical antiquity,1 was intended to 

FIG. 53.-EGYPTIAN CLAY CANDLESTICK FROM FOURTH DYNASTY TOMB. 

hold some kind of wax candle. But the characteri stic form and the 
expanding socket take us back to a much earlier parallel,2 and the most 
literal prototype of this clay uten sil, like those of so many of the Min6an 

stone vessels, is supplied by the old Empire of Egypt. Fig. 53 shows 
a sketch of a si milar clay cand le tick from a Fourth Dynasty tomb. 

Attention will be called, in a succeed ing section, to the accumulating 

indications of a direct contact between Min6an Crete and early Dynastic 

Egypt. 

§ 22.-COURT OF THE ANCTUARY; SHRI E OF THE DOUBLE AXE , 

AND LABYRI TH FRE CO. 

Both the rooms with the plaster closets and the whole upper system 

of the Domestic Q uarter seem to have been approached on the outh-East 
from an open Court of elongated form. The West side of this Court is 

flanked by a self-contained quadrangular block of small chambers through 
the centre of which runs a double gangway leading at its inner extremity 
into a corridor that runs round the Western and Northern sides of the block 

1 For examples of the e, see L Saglio's article 'Candelabra,' DictiomUJire des Antiquitts. 
2 A somewhat analogous form of clay uten il , but with a larger socket, i found in Cypriote 

Tombs of the sixth century B. C. Others were found at Lachi h. 
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in ques tion. The two parallel o-angways tha t trave rse the cen tre of thi 

g roup of tru cture OFen on to the ou rt by a do uble doorway, immed iately 

in front of which ar the remains of a stone altar-base of the kind found 
elsewhere in the Palace. From the ignificant position of this altar-ba e 

an I from the re ligious character of one at least of the chambers that sta nd 
in immed iate relation to it, the elongated area in which it is situ ated has 
been here named the ' Cou rt of the Sanctuary.' 

The passages bounding the rectangula r block of bu ildings to the 
orth and \Vest were both productive of interesting find . In the la teral 

passage to the North \\'ere brought to light, above the fl oor level, a la rge 
number of pe rG rated clay loom weight,, more globu la r in form t han those 
of the deposi t from the earlie r Palace rooms descri bed above (p. 24), 

together with spoo ls of the same material fo r winding th read . These had 

fa ll en from a n upper storey room where the loom (dp'YariT1JpLOv, as it was 

called by ou r workmen) must have been situate. \Ve have here an ind ica
tion of \\'Omen's chambers. 

In the back passage to the \\'est--also abo\·e the floo r level-were 
fo un d a se ries of insc ri bed clay tablets, ·ome of them well p reserved, in

clud ing two almost complete documents conta ining lists of men. lay 

sea ls \\'ere also found with them , one, wh ich had ev idently secured the ches t 

a. b. c. 
FiG . 54--T YPES OF SWORDS I KCISED 0:-1 

T ABLETS. 

containing these personal records, 
countermarked \\'ith the 'Man '-s ign. 
, !together new was a class of tablets 
-two \\' ith complete and others with 
fragmenta ry insc riptions-referring to 
swords. The pictorial fi gures o f the 

\\'ea pons on these tablets are of pec ia l 
importance as they illu ·tra te two dis
tinct fo rms of bl ade, one the old 
Cretan and Aegean type, tri angu Jar 

in fo rm, F ig. 54, a, the other leaf
shaped, F ig. 54, c, besides a more or 
less intermed iate class, Fig. 54, b. 

The p resence of the leaf-shaped fo rm in the Pa lace is of great interest, as 
there ca n be little doubt that it is o f 01 the rn orig in. It is not too much 

to say that the whole chronology of the Eu ropean Bronze Age is affected 

by this d iscovery, which hows that this leaf-shaped type of sword had 
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been developed before the approximate date of 1400 B.C. The e tablets 

were probably derived from deposits originally existing in rooms of the 

up1 er terrace level , South of the Central Court, a long the borders of 
which runs the pa age in the upper strata of which they were found. 
On or near the paved fl oor-level of this passage occurred glazed pottery 
of the proto-Mycenaean ('Transitional Minoan ') class. One is a high
spouted vase wi th spi ral decoration recalling that of a 'funnel' vase with 

perforated bottom from the Second Shaft-Grave at 1ycenae. 
The double gangway opposite the altar-base communicates on the 

South with the small bath-chamber already brought to light in the course 
of an isolated excavation in 190 1.1 Five steps, flank ed by a parapet end ing 
in a pi llar-base, descend to a square basin (2·2o x 2 metres). s noted in 
my previous Report this shallow basin must have been used in the Oriental 

fashion for wa hing the feet and it looks as if in this case it had performed 

a lustral function of a religious kind. 
An opening in the central dividing wall of the double gangway im

mediately opposite the entrance to the bath gives access to its orthern 
passage, in which, a few metre · further on, appear the stone jambs of a 

doorway lead ing to a small square chambe r. 
The passage off which this small c}1amber lay was paved with lime

stone slabs and opened, by a doorway with two gypsum jambs, into the 
'Corridor of the Sword Tablets.' In both these passages the floor had 

risen 2 5-30 centimetres, so as partly to ob cure the jambs of the door
way, and the same rise in the floor level was visible in the adjoining 
chamber. As pottery of good Palace Period lay on the original level, it 
seems probable that the higher floor level here represents that of the latest 

period during which this part of the Palace was occupied. This conclusion 
was fully borne ou t by the character of the ceramic types found in the 

ad joining room. 
The small square chamber proved to be an actual Palace Shrine with 

the vesse ls of offering, votive fi gu res, idols, a nd cult objects still in position 

as they were left when the s ite was finally deserted. The room itself was 
of very small dimensions-a circum tance quite in keeping with other 

indications as to the size of shrines of Mycenaean date. It was only one 

and a half metres square. 

1 See R eport rgoi, pp. 62, 63. The plan, Fig. rg, on p. 62 requires correction, lhe 1orthem 
passage of the double gangway not being blocked as there indicated. 
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The little Shrine was divided into three parts (see Plan, Fig. ss ). The 
body of the room, with a pla in stamped clay floor, was occ upied by a 
variety of vessels stand ing in the position in which they had been left by 
the last occupants. T wo of these, a tall plain jar with a n ova l mouth and 
a t ripod pot, were practically indistinguisha ble from the ordinary ru stic 
vessels of the good Palace Period. A st irrup-vase, however, with a go d 

glaze and a painted design consisting of octopuses with conventionali ed 

tentacles forming a kind of waved maeander presented a charac teristic 
type of the la ter Period of partial occupation. A kind of bowl with a flat 

bottom a nd two upright handles, showing paint d decoration in the shape 

of plain brown bands on an ochreous ground also belonged to the later 
ceramic class. 

Beyond this a rea, where stood the la rger vesse ls of offering, wa a 
somewhat ra ised dais with a pebble floor, fi xed in the centre of whi ch was 

a plaster tripod with a slightly hollowed upper surface which had ev idently 
served as a table of offeri ngs (see Section, F ig. ss). In form and con
struction it reca lled a . imilar object, which however was fl a t at top and 

seems to have been rather a stand than a table, fou nd, with vases belonging 
to the good Palace Period, in a small store-room near the orth-Ea t 

Magazines. It was observable that the fee t o f the plaster t ri pod in the 
S hrine were embedded somewhat deeply in the sl ightly ra ised da is, and 
this circumstance tends to show that it had been a lready in pos ition 
before the floor level rose to its present height. On the pebble da i on 
either side of the tripod were some cups and smaller jugs. 

I mmediately behind the dais and ta ble of o fferings a raised base 
about 6o cm . high ran fro m wall to wal l. It was of clay and rubble con
struction with a plaster face m uch decayed, which it has been neces ary to 
restore in order to keep the upper part from ruin. On the ledge thus 
formed were fixed two sacral horns of white coloured stucco with a clay 

core, and on either side of these stood a series of painted terracotta fi gures 
representing votaries and divinities (see plan, F ig. SS, and Fig. 56, a, b, c). 

The figures, though belonging to the matu re Mycenaean period, bowed, 
al ike in their pose, the character of parts of their ornament, a nd their rude 
appearance, an old rel ig ious t radition. T his was especially noteworthy in 
the case of a female vota ry, whose eyes, mouth, hair, and ornaments were 
rendered by means of punctures and triang ular incisions filled with a white 
inlay, consisting of pounded gypsum, like the rude clay images from the 
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~eolithic stratum beneath the earliest Palace. H er arms, moreover, \\'e re 

clas ped over the breas t in the primit ive fashion, while her half sittin g 
pos ture also sugges te I a d istan t rem ini cence of the Neolithic images of 
Knossos. The idol proper, three in number, were all o f the female sex, of 
be tter fabric than the last described, and showing a slight g laze, li ke the 

conte mporary painted vase . T hey are distinguished from the representa
t ive o f the voti ve class by the fact that they are on ly semi-a nthropo
morphic, the body in each case rising from a cl ay cylinder, which looks 
like a urviva l from the columnar form of the ea rl ie r ' baety lic ' stones. 

Except for a small round hole the cylinders were closed below. 
Two of these idols are of much the same type, though in one case th e 

Goddess's head is tu rned on one side (Fig. s6, height I 7'5 centimetres). 
The companion fi gure has a plant design painted on the back. A kind of 

p ig-ta il ha ngs clown in each case from the back of the neck, and other 

locks a re visible about the shoulders. The hands cu rve up over the breasts, 
as in the case of ome fi gures from Mycenae. type with a conical base, 
a llied to these latte r, extends to the Danube.1 

The most remarkable of these image·, ho ii'CI·er, is a Godde s wi th both 
ha nds raised , one palm outwards, the other in p ro fi le, each with a dark band 

d rawn across it. She s ems to be clad in a kind of bodice, and wears 
necklaces and a rmlets, whi le on either wri st is a narrow circle t with a d isk 
like that on the wrist of the Cup-Bearer. The meaning of thi s d isk is 

sufficiently explained in the pain ting by the ind ication of agate veins, and 
here as th ere it evident ly stands for an engraved lentoicl gem. R ound 

the top of the cy lind rical base runs a zone of curTecl li ne , li ke a sucess ion 
of C's-a simp le decorative motive ll' hich is very characteri stic of the 
'proto-Mycenaean ' sty le of Knossos, a nd on which in turn it wa taken 
over from th e ' Middle Minoan' ware of the ea rlier Palace.2 The fi gu re is 
22 centimetres in height. 

But the most interesting fea ture of th is image remains to be cle ·cribe I. 
O n the head of the Goddess, just as on the fe ti h columns of the more 
ancient anctuary de cribed abovc,3 is ettled a dove. I ha1·e elsewhere 
po inted out the rel ig ious importance of such conjunc tions as ind ica ti ng the 

1 Compare the figure in the Belgrade ;\] useum found near Kostolatz (S. Reinach, La Sm!pturc 
c11 Europe az•a11/ les fllj/umces Gr.!co-Rvmai11es, r· 31. Figs. 78, 79). It was found with a bucchero 
,-,,se of Hro11ZC .\ ge character showing spiral reli ef.". 

2 For an ex'lmple ee abo,·e, p. 27, Fig. 13 b. 
3 See p. 29, Fig. 14. 
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descent of the divine pi ri t on the earlie r baetylic object of worship.1 

H ere we see the dove-sanctified colum n become a 'Dove Goddess,' an

alogous to the gold figures found a t Mycenae, the cylindri cal base, however, 
in the present case preserving a record of the earl ier colu mnar form. It 
i the same old 1inoan cult in gradual cour.e of transformation. 

In d irect relation with the Lady of the Do,·e stands a male fi gure, 
17"2 centimetres in height, found on the opposite side of the ba e, who is 
holding out a do,·e as if to offer it to the Goddess, and mu t evidently be 

regarded as a votary. He tands on a small flat base and wears a loi n 
cloth, recallin g that of some vot ive bronze fi gu res from the Dictaean a\·e, 

a nd what looks like a t unic, laced behind. The fig ure i of olid clay, the 
colouring reddish-brown on a pale ochre, but with no trace of glaze. 

But the central objects of cult in this small shrine were of the old 
' baety lic' kind, to which even the emi-anthropomorphic images seem to 

ha,·e been sub idiary. The stucco horns rep re enting the fa miliar cu lt 

object elsewhere described by me as the 'Horns of Consecration,' 2 and 
which, as we have seen 3 from the examples supplied by the t rracotta 
Sanctuary, go back a t Knossos to the date of the earlier Palace, are the 

regular accompaniment of the most ancien t objects of cult. They appear 
at the bas of Sacred Trees and Columns, and-what is still more pert inent 

in the present connex ion-the acred Double Axe is also seen ri sing 
from between the horns of thi cult object, as elsewhere from between the 

actual horns of a hull's head. In my monograph on the Mycmaeau 
T ree and P illar Cult a design is reproduced from a painted vase found a t 

Old Salamis, in which a double axe rising from ' H orns of Con ecration' is 
seen between two bulls' heads with similar axes.4 Since the n a remark
able illustration of the same ritual practice has been supplied by a painted 

larnax found at Palaeokastro, Crete,5 upon which the sacral horns with 
the Double Axe are seen rising from a slab with columnar support, the 
fetish pillar and weapon being thus com bined. 

That the pair of sacral horns on the raised base of the Knos ian 
1 Mycmaea!l T1·ee a!ld Pillar Cult, p. 7 (J.ll.S. 1901, p. 105}, Tile Dove Cult of Primitive 

Greece. In another form we see a urvi,·al of this bird-in ·pirati n in the Eagle carved above the 
twin pillars of the Arcarlian Zeus Lykaios (op. cit. p. 29 [127], or the Eagle engraved on the 
conical black stone of the Mountain God of Emesa, as seen on the coins of Helagabalu . 

2 Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, § IS· 
a ee above, p. 30 seqq. 
• Op. cit. , p. 9, Fig. 3· U.H.S., 1901, p. 107.] 
6 F ound by l\lr. T. II . Marshall, to be published in the pre ent ,·olume of the B. S. Annual. 
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shrine served the same religious purpose as those dep icted on the ' larnax' 
and the vase is made evident by the following circum stance. Midway 
between the t wo horns in each case is a round socket for the shaft of the 

axe, and le t there should be a ny remaining doubt as to the character of 

the cul t here represented a small Double Axe of steatite (Fig. 57) was 
actually found resting against the left pair of horns. The miniature 
d imensions of this weapon preclude the possibility of its having been one 

FIG. 57·-?IIINIATURE DOUBLE AXE OF 

STEATITE FRmi HRINE (slig/ztly enlarged). 

FIG. 5 .-i\IINI ATURE DOUBLI1 AxE OF BRO~ZE 
\\"ITH GOLD PLATE ATTACHING (s/ig/ttly enlarged) . 

of the pair set up in the sockets of the horns. These were doubtless of 

bronze, gold plated perhaps like the sma ll double axes found in the 

neighbou ring Treasure Chamber (Fig. 58), and, like almost all objects 

of metal, wou ld probably have been carried off at the time of the final 

de ertion of the site. 
The small axe of steatite may be regarded as having a votive ignifi-

cance in the sense in which small images- in this case a fetish image-can 
be offered to the divinity. Its reduplicated ends are an interesting feature, 

and, like the pair of sacral horns, suggest a dual cult. It will be remem

bered that a similar reduplicated double axe appears in the field on the 
g reat signet of Mycenae between the seated Goddess and the descend in g 

warrior God. 
Th presence of the female idols on the same base as the Sacrar 

H orns and Double Axe seems to show that this symbolic weapon wa 

assoc iated here with the cult of a Goddess as well as a God. roughly 
engraved steatite lentoid found nea r the Court of the Oil Spout shows in 
fact an axe of the same reduplicated form in the hands of what appears 
to be a female divinity (Fig. 59). An interesting mould of schi t fou nd 
near iteia in Eastern Crete 1 exhibi ts moreover in add ition to acral Horns 

1 S. A. Xanlhondides, ' Ecp . 'Apx., 1900, p. 26 seqq. and Plate 3, 4· 
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and two D ouble Axes with curiously cuspated sides-perhaps an out
g rowth of the ' red uplicated ' type-two fi gures of what again seem to be 
female d ivinities. each of which holds a Double Axe aloft in either ha nd . 
The accum ula ting p r of supplied by signet , gems, a nd seal impre sions 
of the cult of a d i,•ine pair in Minoan Knossos, no t infreq uently· asso
ciated ,,·ith lion , mak it probable that the cult of the Cretan Zeus was 

here linked with that of R hea, the ru ins of whose temple wi th its sacred 

Cypress Grove was pointed out a t Knossos in later clays.! The D oubl e 

Axe, the proper emblem of the male G cl, was a lso comm on to the Godd ess 
- ju t as in Asia M in r it survived in the ha nds of the A mazons- a nd 

F1< :. 59.- < ;oD nEss IIT!'Ir D ounLE , \ xE ox 

STEATIT E L ENTO I O (n . 
FIG. 6o. - Cf.A Y SEAL hiPR E SI ON SII 0 \\'1 1\'(: 

D OUBLE A X E BETW EEN H OR!\'S OF B U I.I. ( 'i). 

there are ind ications that of the two it was R hea who took the precedence 
in Minoan cu lt. T his is quite in keeping wi th the survivin g Cretan t radi 
tions of R hea and the infant Zeu .2 

In addition to the evidence supplied by the small Shrine, a whole 
series of recent fin ds withi n the Palace has brought the exceptional sanctity 
of the double-axe into add itional re lie f. Mention has been made of minia

ture axes of g ilt bronze from the T reasure Chamber, a nd of the seal with 
1 Diod. Lib. \'. c. IH. 1. 
2 

In M;<ceuaeau Tree and Pillar Cull, p. 70 [J. H. S .. I 91, p. 16 ], I had already ,·entured to 
remark : ' I t is probable that in [ycenaean religion as in the la ter l'hrygian the fema le aspec t of 
di,.inity predominated . . . The male divin ity is not so much the con ort as the son or youthful 
fa,·ourite. The rela tionship is rather that of Rhea than of I I era to Zeu,, of Adonis ra ther than of 
Ares to Aphrod ite . . . the God is either in the background as on the great , \ km polis ring or holds 
a secondary place , as " hen he approaches the eated Goddess .' 
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the axe-holding Goddess. An interest ing ea\ impression from the Court 

o f the Oil pout shows a hull 's head with the sacred emblem worked in 
between its horns ( Fig. 6o), while on another impress ion from near the 

R oom of the Archives, four double-axes are seen sym-

metrically grouped round a central rosette (Fig. 61 ). 
Fresh examples of Mycenaean pottery of the Palace 
s ty le occurred on whi ch ornamental figures of the 
Double Axe take the place of the ordinary decorative 
motives. In the rubbish heap of the South-East Court 

bordering the Court of the anctuary, moreover, 
fragments of clay vessels belong ing to the earliest 
period of the existing Palace were found with thi s 

religious symbol incised on their ha ndles. 1 

The overwhelming e\· id enc~ now forthcom ing of 

the importance in the Palace cult of the Double Axe, 
the Carian lab1ys,-emblem of the kindred Zeus of 

the A ianic regions- must be taken to upply strong 

FIG. 6 1. -CLAY EAL 

lM PRE 510~ W ITH FOUR 

DO UBLE AXES (}) . 

s upport from the archaeological side for the connexion suggested by 

Kretschmer and Max Meyer on philolog ical g rounds of lab1ys and 
Labyrintlws. That the labrys symbol shou ld be the distinguishing cult 

s ign of the Minoan Palace makes it more and more probable that we 
must in fact recognise in this vast building-with its maze of corridors 
a nd chambers and its network of subterranean ducts-the local habitation 

and home of the trad itiona l Labyrinth. 
That the Labyrinth in Art was already known in the walls of the later 

Palace \\·e have now the proof in an intere tin g discm·ery made in what 

appears to be the remains of a corridor on the terrace immediately belo\1· 
the East Portico of the H ali o f the Double Axes. The fallen plaster here 

showed the rema in s of an elaborate se ries of mazes painted in a reddi sh 
brown on a-white ground (Fig. 62). The Labyrinth fi gures here , though 
belonging to the same class, a rc more complicated than those on the archaic 
coins of K nossos, the Minotaur upon \\·h ich is also, as ha been sho\\'n 
in the la. t Report, an heirloom from Minoan tim es. A imple key or 

maeander pattern appears on some of the sealings found by Mr. H ogarth 
a t l akro. A still ea rlier example of the same class occurred in a magazine 

of the Earlier Palace together with fine ' Middle Minoan' pottery on the 

1 The only other mark found on the pollery here was a T sometimes placed on its ide. 
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East slope. The source of these maeander designs, ancl·,.ultimately 

of ' th e Laby rinth in Art,' wil l probably be fo und in a curious class of 

" 
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E gyptian button-seals, dating fro m about the Vlth and VIIth Dynasties, 
on which sim ilar designs predom inate. 
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Between the small Shrine and the Court of the S anctuary were two 

square chambers of similar dimensions, one opening on the Court, which 
had be n completely cleared of their contents. It is possible that there was 
orig inally- in accordance with the tripartite d ivision visible in the Temple 
fresco and the D ove shrines of Mycenae-a group of three small cells 
devoted to a similar cult. F rom the presence of a ltars like those near the 
wal l o f the \Vest Court and that by the outhern Propylaea as well as 
from other indications, it may be inferred that there were several sim ilar 

shrines within the Palace area. Each quarter of the Palace may well have 
had its special sanctuary, and the T emple Fresco leads us to infer that 
some of these were more showy erections ( though still of exiguous 

d imensions) than the humbl e cell of the South-Eastern region. 
The contents, howeve r, of the present Shrine derive a special interest 

from the decadent period to whkh the bulk of them belon g, since they 
afford a convincing proof that es entially the same religious cult that we 
have seen illustrated by the terracotta Sanctuary from the Earlier Palace, 
survived to the very latest period of occupation. This relig ious survival 

can indeed be carried a step further in other parts of Crete. close 

parallelism is visible between the cyl inclrical-ba eel female images here 
brought to light and those from a shrine of st ill later date, found by 
Mi ss Harriet Boyd in the Mycenaean settlement a t Golll·nia, in the 
P rov ince of Mirabello. The female image there found were of plain clay 
and much larger and coarser. They had snakes coiled about them and 

small attachments in the shape of the Sacral Horns. In this ea e, too, a 
pia ter tripod had been placed in fron t of the figures. Still later and very 

rude versions of the same religious type were found by Dr. Halbherr in 

the Sub-Mycenaean cemetery of Prinia, near Gortyna. 

~ 23.-SOUTH-EAST COURT A D R UBB ISH HEAP. 

South of the Court of the Sanctuary, on a lower terrace level, is 

another oblong Court or Yard, here called the South-East Court. It is en
closed by walls on three side , that to the W est supporting an ascending 

staircase of which -ome steps remain. This open space seems to have been 
largely used as a receptacle of rubbish, and the amount of ordinary clay 

cups of the Later Palace style found here at the beginning of the excavations 

in 1900 led the workmen to name it the KacpEvEZov. The deposit of pottery 
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incl uded in its lower tra tum many fragments of' K ama res' ware probably 

datin g from th e E arlier Palace. On the necks and ha ndles of some of the 
plain pottery belonging to the early period of the Later Palace were fo und 
the marks al ready referred to in the shape o f T's a nd D ouble A x es of 
earlier and later form. T hi pottery answer in fabric to the plainer 

Ye sels found in the P laster Closets, an d others from the Torth-East Maga

zines a nd el ewhere, and the close correspondence presented by some 
o f the va es with th ose found at Phyla kopi marked in a similar way is a 
s ignifica nt sign of contemporaneity. A frag ment, with traces of streaked 
colouring, in the sty le of the North-E as t Mag azine , found in the same 
s tratum of the South-East Court, is of interest as showing part of a g raffi to 
in cription, the characters of which though lin earised seem rather to fi t on 
to the P ictographic System. 

§ 24.- R EMAI 1 OF EARLIER B UILDIN G TO S OUTH-EAST. 

Immediately East of the South-Eas t ourt wer excavated a series of 
deep chambers and cell-like compartments of simple con truction, vidently 

F IG. 63 .-CLAY EALI. ' G \\'l fll !G:-IET I ~ l · 
PRESS ION S 5 11 0\\' ! NG DES IG N DERI VED FRO ~! 

XliTI I DYXASTY CARA BS (0· 

belong ing to a n earl ier bu ild ing, 

a nd , indeed, somewhat out of line 

with the Later Pa lace 1\·ork im me
diately to the \\ .est of it. T he 

10\·e vase found in 1900. 

W ith the pottery were a lso found 
a variety of clay scalings belonging 

to the period of the E arlier Palace, some wi th decorative de ig ns derived 
from the X l lth D y nasty scara b style (Fig. 63). Other ealings are of 
g reat importance as ex hibiti ng g roups of pictographic charac ters of ear ly 
type. I t thus become evident that this form of script ,,·as in vogue in the 

E arl ier Palace. Fig. 64 shows an example of one of these im press ions 
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with the bent leg, double a xe and fi sh s igns. Another sealing (Fig. 65) 

shows a double axe with a scale pattern. 
These early chambers a nd cells were composed of rubble masonry, and 

square lime tone doorp t took the place of the low bases supporting 

FIG. 64. -CLAY SEALI NG W ITH P ICTOGRAPHIC 

S I GNS (1). 

F JG. 65. - D OUBLE AXE WITH CAI.E 

P ATTERN (}) . 

wood and plaster door jambs, seen in the Later Palace. ome of the com

partments here are mere wa lled pits about 1·55 metres I S. by o·8o E.W., 
a nd are perhaps largely foundation structures. 

~ zs.-Cur WITH I K-WRITTE I ' SCRIPTIONS. 

The upper part of the earl y constructions on the outh-East, mentioned 

in the preceding ec tion, had ev idently been made use of as ba ements for a 

wing of the Later Palace. H ere were found various vase belonging to its 
early period, including two cups of quite exceptional interest. These cups, 

the relatively early date of which is attested by their form s still show ing 
traces of th e cha racteri stic contour of the earlier Minoan painte.d clas, were 
themselves of plain clay. The interior, however, was in both cases occup ied 

by inscriptions in linear cha rac ters written in what a ppears to be a k ind of 
ink of deep brown or blackish colour. The writing shows a cur ive tendency, 
and there a re some varia tions from the ordinary linear forms. I have there

fore se t bes ide my copy of one of the two inscriptions g i,·en in Fig. 66 a a 
rendering of it in the cha racters of the normal linear script (Fig. 66 b). The 

ex istence of s tops between some of the words or sentences will be noted. 
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FIG . 66 ll.-I:-.IK-\YRITTE:-.1 LI:-.IEAR I :; 'CRIPTION IN CUP. 
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Fit:. 66 b.-TRANSCR I PTI ON OF a I?\ NOR)JAL CHARACTERS OF T ilE LI ' EAR . CR I PT. 
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So far as appearance goes, the base of the ink used may have been 

sepia. It has been extraordina rily durable and so indelible that it was 

possible carefully to wash the inner surface of the cups. The lines of 
the letters show occas ionally a tendency to d ivide, which may point to 
the use of a reed pen. sa whole the inscriptions present an extraordinary 
parallelism in their general character to those on Egy pt ian ostraka. 

The great value of these ink-written inscri ptions is th at they g ive us 
the first d irect evidence of the existence of literary mate rials in the Palace 
of Knossos other than the inscribed clay tablets. These specimens of pen
manship are the work of prac ti sed scribes, who, writing in a d ifferent manner, 
had developed independent methods and forms, somewhat variant from 
that of the other school of scribes who wrote with a pointed instrument. 

The heaps of broken seals found in the R oom of the A rchi ve and el e

where already suggested th e inevitable inference that they had originally 

belonged to written documents the materials of which had peri shed. W hat 
these materials were it is impossible to say with certainty. Pa rchment may 
have been used, and the old Cretan tradition that palm leaves had once 

been used for writing should not be left out of account. In any case the 
proof that writ ing in ink wa practised in the Minoan Palace open out 

possibilities of the former existence of literary materi a l of a full er kind 

than could be supplied by mean s of the clay tablets. 

§ z6.- S OUTH-EAST ER r NGL E OF TH E P ALACE. 

The exploration of the outh-Eastern Palace region is still incomplete, 

and .it must be sufficient here to g ive the briefest summ ary of the general 

result obtained. 
South of the South-East Court is a group of chambers, one of which 

containing part of a pdlws, is certa inly a Magazin e, while the South-Eastern 
angle is occupied by a square tower-like structure with abnormally thick 

walls. This g roup of chambers seems to form a connected whole, and is 
entered on the East side through an oblong room, larger than the re t, which 
forms a kind of entrance hall. Some ra ther elegant vesse ls of the la te 

Minoan cla s were found here. 
A t the extreme South-Eastern angle a doubl e staircase, one fli ght of 

which is preserved, runs down towards what may have been a po tern gate 
on this side. On either side of the lower entrance passage of this sta ir

case are two rooms built of good limestone masonry, that to the South 
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. o f oblong shape, being lined with gyp urn plaques like the North Bath. 

T he other is a square room with a square stone pillar standing on a low 

base in its centre. In the entrance passage between the two rooms were 

brought to light important bits of wall painting con isting of oli,·e 

or myrtle sprays and the group of lilies already referred to. A small 

fragment showing g rass in seed is a lso o f singula rly natura li sti c execu

tion. In the sam area also occurred bits of pa inted pottery in the fin e 

Later Palace sty le, and an ivory knot sim ila r to the porcelain example from 

the Fou rth Shaft Grave at Mycenae. Here, too, was found a small 

columnar shaft of porphyry-like material, round which runs a spira l band 

r lieved with a continuous decorative design o f a kind also found on the 

Palace vases. 

Lt is to be noted that the g roup of structures about the South-Eastern 

staircase is se t at a somewhat different angle from that o f the re · t o f th 

Eastern Pal ace wing. This abnormal orienta tion is a lmost certa inly 

accounted fo r, however, from the fact that this angle of the bu il ding lies on 

the edge of a steep bluff, and that it was therefore found convenient to 

follow the contour of the g round. lt must be regarded as an integral part 

o f the Palace. 

~ 27.-EASTERr WALL-LI ES AND BASTIO WITH D ESCE DING 

R UN EL. 

On the lower terrace a little East of the East Portico of the Hall o f 

the Double Axes came to light the fou ndations of two para llel wall s 
perhaps belonging to a Corridor. It was here that the ' Labyrinth fre co' 

was d iscovered, and a littl e Iorth of the same spot lay large frag ments of a 

plaster dado show ing a pale yellow ground real istically decorated with 

\'e ins in various shade of reddish brown in im itation of marble.1 

Paral lel with the remain s of the Corrid or, and about a metre and a ha! f 

East of it, a double line of wa ll , the foundation courses o f which alone 

were preserved, runs from r orth to South. T hese were' evident ly te rrace 

wal ls, and seem to represent the limits of the Palace in this direction . 

It is t rue that about I 2 metres below the point where the t races of this 

double wa ll temporarily cease in a Northerly direction, parts of a walled 
a ngle are visibl e which seem to represent some projecting spur of the 

1 .·ee Fyfe, R.!. B .. I. Joum., 1902, p. I I 2, Fig. I 3· 
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.Pa lace, or a covered line of approach to its no longer visible E as tern Entra nce. 

But the true continuation of this double wall-line is to b found in 
two terrace walls with a similar narrow space between them that form the 

outhern a nd W estern sides of a curious Ea tern Bastion, to be described 
below, and prolong th ir course thence towards a point probably repre
sen ting the north-east ang le of the Pa lace. 

The outhern part of th is Bastion seems to have contain ed a double 
staircase, the step· of the u pper fli ght of which have di appeared. T his 
upper fli ght led to the terrace a bove and thence in the d irection of the Court 
of the Oil S pout. On the lower pa rt of this sta ircase there was 
a pparently a double landing with two or three in termediate step con
necting the two fli ghts, as in the case o f' the Quadruple Staircase. Of 

these la nd ings the lower only has been p reserved, a nd from it a small 

fli ght of five steps leads down to a stone terrace having itself t wo light 
steps a t either end. From this terrace aga in, about 5 metres on, another 
Ri ght, of which on ly two steps and part of a third are p reserved, descends 

in an E asterly direc tion (See Pl an, Fig. 67 and Fig. 6g). 

But the most interestin g feature of the whole is the water channel that 

accompanies the stairs. The steps them selves a re a metre wide, but 

between them and the ou te r ba lustrade of the sta ircase is a space of 2 5 
centimetres occupied by a ston runnel, the con tructi on and arrangement 
of which shows extraord inary skill in dealing with running water. Its stone 

cha nnel in tead of accompanying the descendin g fli ght of stairs in one 

continuous slope, as might have been upposed, follows the successiYe 

g radations in a se ries of curves. ( ee Section BB, Fi g. 68. ) 
The effect of these de cending curves is to put a repeated check on 

the ru h of water. The cur\'es themselves almost exactly agree with the 

natural parabola which water <;>n falling would execute. There is thu a 
series of leaps instead of one, and the water flowing over a succession of 
curves is subject to fri ction which r duces its velocity. The current 
thus reaches the criti cal point, the sharp turn namely a t the bottom of 
the stairs, with an im petus much inferior to that which it would othen vi e 
have accumulated from the unbroken descent. The force of the wa ter 
being in this way diminished, it wa less liable to o\·erflow the pavemen t a t 

the bottom of the Ri ght o f ta irs. The hyd raulic sc ience displayed by 

this device is such as to astonish the most comp tent judges. 
But this is not all. At the bottom of the fli ght o f stairs where the 
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runnel takes a sudden turn to the right the channel is deepened so as 

better to accommodate the inrush of the current, and the water is further 

d rawn away from the possible point of overflow by a sudden dowmvard 

slope of the channel. 
It appears that the \\'ater was ultimately wanted for some tank belo11' 

which it wa desirable to keep clear. Accordingly t he level part of the 
cou r e along the small terrace was taken advantage of to form a small catch
pit, for the depos it of sediment, in the hape of a shallow square basin , which 
could ea ily be cleaned out when necessary. In order to secure a certain 
local retardation of the current, moreover, favou rable to the precipitation of 
sed iment, the runnel instead of rroceeding directly to the basin makes a 
double bend, repeated in its continued cou r e beyond. In the angles of 
these bends as well as in the small catch-pit itself the ed iment according 

to \\'ell-known la\\'s \\'Ould ha\'e a tendency to be depo ited. The extra
ordinary point is that these laws hould have been known to the Minoan 

a rchitect. 
The runnel now proceeds by two more elongated curves, answering to 

the low steps at the further end of the terrace, to the point where it turns 

Ea tward by C\ continued curving course down the further fli ght of steps, of 

which only the uppermost are pre erved. 
In the orth face of the wall, immediately beyond the Bastion down 

which the runnel descends, are vis ible five teps of a smaller staircase (D in 
the Plan and S ction and Fig. 69), which d isplay the peculiarity that they 
suddenly break off, leaving a drop of 1'20 metre to the paved Aoor le\'el 
bel011-. The possibility suggests it elf that the le1·el of the lowest step may 
represent the water level in some kind of tank, supplied, in part at least, by 
mean of the runnel that accompanie the other stairs. Two courses of a 
wall are in fact visib le about a metre East of the smallei- flight of steps, 
which seems to have represented the containin g \\'all of the basin on that 

side. There are also traces of its Torth Wall. 
The platform of masonry Yith the larger stai rs and runnel is not 

jointed into the main terrace wall behind, and, though doubtle s con
temporary with it, forms, o far as its construction goes, a kind of annexe 
to it. It is built of smaller blocks than the other , several of which show 
incised signs belonging probably to the latest Palace Period. 

The terrace wal l itself is backed, as al ready noted, at an inte1Ta l 01 

only a fe11· centimetre by anoth r rougher wall, and thi double lin e, 
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though partly in a ru inou state, can be traced for about another twenty
fi ve metres beyond the Ea t Bastion. The outer o f the e two walls a lone 
has a face, on the Eastern side, the inne r wall being constru cted entirely of 
roughly fini shed blocks. This dual arrangement which characte ri ses what 
may be regarded as the Eastern boundary line of the P alace, a lso reappears 
in the case of the \Vestern Wall of the deep- lying central region of the 

East side of the Palace, that, namely, which borders the Quad ru ple S tair
case, the Court of the Distaffs and adjo ining rooms. The objec t, 

especia lly visible in the latter ea e, is to p rotect the second of the two 
walls from damp by interposing an a ir-s pace between it and the true 

terrace wall. t the same time certa in points of contact between the 

inner and outer walls of the system gave the whole a measure of unity as 

a supporting wal l. T he Minoan arch itect sh wed in other ways a special 
genius in prot ct ing the main halls of the low-ly ing part of the buildin g 
against damp. 1 t will be seen by referring to the P lan on p. 56, tha t the 

whole' D omest ic Quarter' of the Palace and the adjoining ha lls a re not only 
protected by the double wall and air-space to the West, bu t a re fl anked to 
North and South, where there was al o an earth cutt ing, by corridors, light 

a reas, and blocks of masonry contain in g d rain or ventila ting shafts. 
A lmost im med iately behind the second line of the Eas t W all is 

another wall , traceable, in part only by its foundation , for a distance of 
about 30 met res beyond the East Ba t ion. This wall is constructed of 

la rge limestone bloch and has a good facing on its E as tern side, show ing 
that it was originally intended to be visi ble. It follows that the rough 
wall in fron t of it and the outer wall-l ine in connexion wi th it a re of 
la ter construction. T he third wall-line would then represent the orig in al 
te rrae wall , which was a fterwards supplement d, owing probably to its 

hav in g fa llen into a ru inous state, by the two outer lines with foundations, 
at a somewhat low r level. There a re a l o remain s of a fourth inner 
line of wall at a mean di tance of about a metre within the earli r 

terrace line represented by the th ird wall (see F ig. 69). 
This qu adruple li ne of wal l may be taken to represent th P alace 

bound ary ·on this side and is evidently the continuation o f the sim ilar 
system visible v est of the East Bastion. F urther Eastward , owing to the 
denudation of the slope, the traces o f these wall s d wind le· to vanishin g 
point, but there are trong ind ication that these remai ns very nearly 
reach the extreme orth-West corner o f the building. distinct orthern 

• 
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boundary line is in fact v isible, which would have met the Eastern Wall 

at a point about 35 metres from the East Bastion. The first section of this 
line on the slope above is supplied by the remains of an existing wall by the 
North-East Po tern. East of th is-following the orthern boundary of 
an earlier group of buildings to be referred to' in the next Section-i a 
cutting as if for a roadway, which was found choked with tumbled blocks, 
apparently deri ved from a line of outer walling that had originally 

su rmounted it. 
I t is true that im mediately I orth of this cutting are remains of a 

block of build ings consisting partly of magazines with pitlwi of the ad
vanced Mycenaean class, together with other constructions belonging 
largely to the period of the Earlier Palace. These structures, however, seem 
to be a t most of the nature of dependencies to the main building. 

§ 28.-STORE-ROOMS OF EARLIER PAL CE, WITH PAINTED VA ES OF 

EGG-SHELL F ABRIC. 

In the angle included between the Magazines of the Knobbed Pitlwi, 
the Eastern Wall-lines and the cutting to the North mentioned in the last 

Section, the remains of the Later Palace have almost en tirely disappeared. 
This is no doubt largely due to the natural denudation of the slope of the 

hill, but the remains of a kiln found here belonging to the R oman per iod 
may ind ica te that some of the good material on this side was artificia lly 

destroyed . 
To compensate, however, fo r the disappearance of the later Min6an 

structures wi thin thi area, a whole series of chambers belonging to the 
earlier building were here brought to light, in part beneath the level of the 
Roman kiln. The walls were of the same simple rubble construction as 

those of the primitive chambers nea r the South-East corner of the Palace. 
The rooms were small, with narrow door openings, and there appeared to 
have been a gallery on their \iVes tern border. Two points in regard to 
these structures were specially noteworthy. A lthough obviously of an 

earlier date and built according to a more primi tive method than the Later 
Palace, the orientation of their main lines, both from North to South and 

from East to West agreed with the later plan. It was also evident that some 
of the chambers had, at a time when their original fl oor levels had slightly 

ri sen, been used as basement stores by the occupants of the Later :Palace. 
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In one case piles of vcs Is similar to those of the :\orth-Ea t Magazines 

had been plac cl on a fl oor level onl y a few cent imetres above layers of 
fi ner vases belongin g to the earlier 1inoan Period. 

· As a rule, howeve r, the difference of level was Yery decided, and the 
follo wing was the usual tr~tification brought to light. 

1. t or near the urface Je,·el a disturbed clayey deposit 
with pottery answering to classes found in the Later Palace, in 
cluding the Period of Re-occupation. Thi goes clown 1·25 metre. 

2. A stratum r 2 centimetres deep full o f wood ashes packed 
with Late Minoan (Kamares) sherds s imil ar to those below the 
Room of the Spiral Fr sco (see p. 26, 27). 

3· A pale clayey st ratum ·2o deep with a few sherd oi the 
same general character as the last. 

4· A deposit 45 centimetres thick of \\'Ood ashe ,,·ith the 
remains of Mi11oan painted ,·ases of the finest fabri c. This 

depos it rests on a stamped clay floor-level about r·88 from the 
present surfac . 

It was evident that the bulk of these chambers had been st re-rooms for 

pottery of a very remarkable qua lity. A lthough from the extreme delicacy 

of the fabric of a large proportion of the vesse ls the mere weight of the 
superincumbent deposit seem to have been enough to crush them, it has 

been po sibl e to put together a se ries of vessels in a fairly complete form 
with results that throw an entirely new light on the high perfectioi1 of 
ceram ic art a lready reached in what may be best de cri bed a the :'11idd le 

lin oan Period . 

The vases from these chambers consisted for the most part of bowls 
anrl cup , with or wi thout handles, of great variety and elegance of form . 
Their very fine fabric, often as thin as egg-shell china, as well as some of 
their con tou rs, sugge t orig inals in metal work, and some of them are 
adorned with embossed decoration evidently copied from the 1·epoussrf 

designs of cups in precious metals. The sl ight metallic lustre occasionally 
Yis ible on the black g round of the e vase help to en hance this comparison. 

The colours are generally Yermi lion red, orange, and white, on a black 
ground . Sometimes, howe,·er, the ground i · a bright brick-red, as in the 
case of some beautiful bowls adorned with \\·hite aster isks. More rarely 
the ground is pale buff with dark brown decoration-a style which antici

pates the prevai lin g fashion of the Later Palace Pcrio I. A cup with wh ite 
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leaf ornaments on a dark ground round its wall s and the same decoration 
in dark brown on a white ground on its base illustrates the transition be

twe n the two usages. 
It is impossible here more than to refer to these exquisite ceram ic 

types, which will be more fully illustrated in Dr. Duncan Mackenzie's 
account of the Knossian pottery in the forthcoming number of Tlte Joumal 

of J-lellenic Studies. A good example of a cup with a fine metallic outline 
is g i,·en in Fig. 70. It shows a simple geometr ical decoration-white with 
small red disks on the black ground- resembling a succession of narrow 
plates with studs or rivets ; the handle, part of which only is preserved, is 
about two centimetres broad, but so slender that it must have been used 
with g reat precau tion. The cup reproduced in Fig. 7 r 1 is one of the most 
beautiful ceramic productions of the Min6an or any other age. It i light 
in make and spontaneous as a bubble, and the design it bears, the calix of 
a \\·ater-lily as it floats on the surface of a pool, is in keeping with the 
lightsomeness of form. The idea of this decoration may have been ug
gested by a lotus vase of Egypt, but the floral motive is here more 

delicately treated.2 The outer leaves of the calix are black with a central 
ve in of red , the inner petals white, and the whole upper margin of the 

corolla is outlined aga inst a red background . 
It is to be observed that the divergent spiral and se\'eral other des igns 

on the cup and bowls from these early store-rooms, like the contemporary 
Cretan seals, show distinct traces of the influence of Egyptian motives of 
the Twelfth and Thirteenth Dynasty Period. The character of the deco
ration is geometrical, and plant forms where they occur are treated in a 

more or less geometrical manner. There is nothing here of the untrammelled 

naturalistic style which characteri ses the art of the Later Palace. 

~ 29.-FRAG?IIE TS OF BOWL OF DIORlTE A 1 D LIPARITE OF 

EARLY DV ASTIC EGYPTIAN FABRIC. 

The high level of civilisation attained at Knossos by the elate of the 
l\Iidclle Kingdom of Egypt is well illustrated by the beautiful ceramic 

1 Both of these illustrations are from black and white·drawings by Mr. Theodore F yfe. 
~ The same de ign in a coarser form is applied to a characteristic serie of Cretan stone bowls 

of the type figured in retan Pictograph , &c. (Quaritch, 1895) D eposit of H. Onuplzrios, p. 123, 
Fig. ; 23. A ,·ari ety with a double cali x was found in the North doorway of the Hall of the Double 

.\xe · ( ee above, p. 39). 
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FIG. 70.-PAINTED C UP OF 1ETALLIC O UTI. I. "E: 1IDDLE MI 'OAN . 

FIG. 7!.-CUP WITH WATER-L ILY DESIGN: MIDD LE 1INOAN. 
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products described in the preceding Section. But the exqu isite technique of 
these painted vases itself implies a very extensive period of earlier develop
ment. On the Palace si te, moreover, and notably in the deep-lying early 
chambers on the South-East (see above, p. ro6), were found remains of vases 
typologically at least anterior to the developed ' Middle Minoan' class. 
The decoration on these, consisting of chevrons and clots in reddish-yellow 
and white on a black g round, simply represents the taking over of the 
incised and punctured decoration of the advanced Ieolithic style, where 
the white and orange inlays in the burnished black 'bucchero' already 

anticipate the sys tem of colouring. 
!ready in 1895 certain form s of Cretan stone vases had led me to 

seek compari ons in Old Kingdom form , notably those of the Fourth 
Dynasty.1 The most characteri tic of the Cretan bead-seals-the prism
shaped-find their prototype moreover in a black steatite example found 

FrG. 7 2. -FRAG ~IE:\T, AND RE~TOR !W SECT ION, OF DI OR ITE B OWL, FROM EARLY PALACE. 

at K arnak, the ubj ects on which are allied to those of a peculiar clas of 
cy linders of the same material belonging to the earliest Dynastic period.2 

Several of the traditional fi g ures of CretC~;n intagl ios, moreover, such a 

the Minotaur itsel f, go bacl~ to the same cycle. The influence of another 
class of seal, of button shape, frequent about the V I th and V IIth dynastie , 
and on which the maeancler des ign, the prototype of the ' Labyrinth in 

Art,' i · specially frequent, ha also to be taken into account. 
The excavations of 1902 have now supplied in a fragmentary but 

conclusive form the evidence of actual imports from the ile Valley belong

ing to the early Dynastic Period. 
Among some debris from the South wall of the tore Room containing 

' SepulclzralDepositof Hagios O!luphrios in Ct·etan Pictographs, &c. (Quaritch, 1895), pp. 117, 
1 r8). 

2 Furtlur Discoveries of Cretan, &c. Script (.f.H.S., xvi i. 1898, p. 362, seqq. ). 
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the ' false-.;pouted ' jars of the earliest period of th later Palac (see 

above, p. 88) occu1-r d a beau t iful fragment of a hallow fine ly profil ed 
bowl of tra nslucent cliorite (see Fig. 72). The circumstances of the find 
su ffi cien tly ind icate that the fragment belonged to an earlier cl(lte than th 
La ter Palace. but the evidence goes far beyond th is. Both form and mate rial 
show that the vase to which the fragment belonged was of the finest 

Egyptian fabric, and in the opinion of the mo t c mpetent Egyptologists 1 

the p robable date of its manufacture goes back to the period of the IVth 

Dynasty (c. 4000-3700 B.c.), whi le it cannot be later than the VIth (c. 3)00-
3330 B.C. ). As a matter of fact the fragment so closeiy resembles the mate ria l 
and contour of a dio rite bowl in the shmolean Museum (see Fig. 73) 

from the to mb of the firs t Fou rth Dynasty King Sneferu (c. 3998-3960 
B.C.) that it might almost have been broken from it. The d iorite 1s 
of the most exqu i:ite kind, such as is found in the royal tombs. 

FIG. 73-- ECT ION OF EGYI'TIAN DIORITE BOWL FRO~! TOMB OF l<J:>;C S:o;EFERl·, OF TilE 

FOURTH DYNASTY. 

Nor does thi - evidence tand alone. On the East slope, near the early 
tore R ooms containing the ' Middle !finoan' pottery, but in distu rbed 

earth, was found another fragment of a bowl of the same type, though of 

somewhat more carinated profile ( ee Fig. 74), cut out of a pec ulia r 
speckled va riety of volcanic g lass. The material, which is semi- trans

pa rent, has been examined by the eminent mineralogist, Professor I I. , . 
Miers, and pro\·es to be the very distinct variety known as liparite and 
derived from the Aeolian I lands.'! This form of obsidian is unknown in 
the Aegean, and it appears to be unlikely that it cou ld at any period have 

1 Profe sor l'etrie considers it to be of the Fourth Dynasty and in no circumstances later than 
the ixth. Profes or \Valdemar Schmidt, of Copenhagen, considers that these bowls \\·ere made 
during the Fourth Dyna ty, and that though they may ha,·e been in use during the Fifth Dyna ty it 
is impossible to bring them down to a later date. 

2 This conclusion is confirmed on the geologi!:al side hy l'rofes. or \V. J. ollas. 
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been found there.1 A few other fragments of the same material have 

occurred in the Palace strata at Knossos, including part of a lentoid 
intaglio dating from its latest period . From the earliest eolithic 
times onward s, however, the obsid ian in general use was the fine black 
qua lity such as is found in such profu sion in Melos. It is, moreover, a 
remarkable fact that though the form and fini sh of the bowl to \Yhich thi 
fragment belonged, proclaim it to have been of early Dynastic Egyptian 

fabric, the obsidian va es, hitherto found in Egypt itself, are of a material 
an swering to the ord inary Aegean class. It is possible that the Italian 

variety offered greater fac ilities for cutting out vessels of comparatively 
large dimension . The obsidian vases found in tombs belonging to 
the first Dynasties at Abydos are of more compact type, and to cu t out a 
delicate bowl from the Aegean material might well have baffled human 

FIG. 74 . -FRAG\IEl\T ANO RESTOR I>D ECTI0:-1 OF L li'ARITE BO\\'L. 

sk ill. A s it is the bowl from which the fragment has been deri\·ed with 

its fin ely profil ed outline and exquisitely slend er fabric must ha\·e been a 

prodigious tozw de .force. 
In Profess r Pet ri c's op inion the sharply characterised form shows that 

this liparite b wl cannot be later than the l Vth Dynasty. Coupled with 
the findin g of the fragment of the d iorite bowl, it is not too much to ay 
that the d iscovery throws an entirely new light on the external relations o t 

Minoan Crete in the early centuries of the Fourth Mi llenn ium .B.C. It 

would appear that maritime in tercour e wa already opened up with Italy 
as well as the ile Valley, and it is difficult to avoid the conclu ion that 

Gretan mercantile intercourse already supplied Egypt, not only with the 
Aegean type of obsidi an, but with the rarer qual ity deri,·ed (perhaps 

1 This is Profes ·or Miers' opinion . 
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by mean of the later Ionian coasting route) from the Aeolian Islands . 
The Minoan ruler seems to have received in xchange some finished 
products in the shape of vessels both of the fin est Egyptian material and 
of the liparite that his own maritime enterpri se had secured for Pharaoh. 
The alternative hypothesis that either class of bowl was made in Kno sos 
by Egyptian lapidaries seems less consi tent with general probabilities. 

ARTHUR J. E VAN 
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THE PALACE OF KNOSSOS. 

Provisional R eport for tlte Year 1903. 

(PLATE I.-III. ) 

§ r.-TI-IE CA 1PAIG OF 1903. 

WHE operations opened at Knossos, on February 23, 1903, it seemed 
to me at fi rst sight probable that a comparatively short Campaign would 

exhaust the resources of the Palace Site, although the work entailed by the 

search for the tombs might itself be of gradual execution and uncertain 
quantity. But the site it elf proved still inexhaustible, especially in its 
lower st rata. The region of which. the exploration had still to be com

pleted on the South-East was supplemented by an unexpected extension 
of the site on the North-West, incl ud ing the Theatral Area. Annexes, 
like a neighbouring building in the same quarter, proved of interminable 
extent and rich in contents, including a hoard of magnificent bronze 

vessels. What is practically an important dependance of the Palace, 
described in this Report as the 'Royal Villa,' opened out to the North

East, and in add ition to this, lower floor-le,·el , comprising deposits of extra

ordinary interest, were struck at a great number of poin ts within the already 
excavated area of the L ater Palace. Deep basement rooms were unearthed 
and a whole additional system of walled pits belonging to an earlier build

ing. The Kaselles, a lready partially explored in the \i\Test Magazines, were 
traced beneath the later pavement of the Long Gallery, while the discovery 
of the Temple Repositories in the neighbouring region about the Pil lar 
Rooms, made towards the close of the season's work, represents in many 
respects the culminating point of interest in the whole four year ' exca,·a

tion of the Palace Site. The great variety of objects contained by these 

B 
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R epositories, incl uding the faience figures of the Sna ke Goddess a nd her 
V otaries, and the exquisite series of relics in the same material, throw a n 
entirely ne,,· ligh t on the art a nd religion of the Later P alace a t what 
eems to ha,·e been its most brilliant epoch, as well as on the system of 

writi ng then employed. 
F rom the point of ,·iew of the strati fica tion of 1:he ,·arious historic 

layers of the s ite, the results of the las t season's work have been extremely 
sati facto ry. ot only have the earlier Neolith ic st rata been furth.er ex
plored, but many new data ha,·e been acqu ired as to the stages of culture 
that intervened between the clo e of the local Stone Age and the foundati on 

of the Later Palace. A remarkable depos it to be desc ribed in the pre ent 
R eport th rol\·s the fi rst real light on the transitional form of culture belonging 
to what I ha,·eventured to term the' Early Min6an Period.' T he Ceramic and 

other illustrat ions of the succeeding 'Midd le Min6an' have a] o been of the 
mos t remarkable k ind, including va es of the polychrome sty le which for 

beauty of form and decorative design are as yet un rivalled among objects 
of this class. 

These ,·arious developments necessarily enlarged the scope of the ex

ca\·ations, and the 50 men with \\"hich the work began had been pro
g ress i,·ely raised to about 200 by the end of Apri l. T hroughou t the earlier 
part of the campaign the work was much hampered by the co nt inua l rains. 

There had been about forty days' almost inces ant rain before the operations 
began, and the downpour continued with little break fo r an equal space of 
time after the work had been set going. The earth was thus completely 
sodden, and the pits continually filled wi th water, so that the labour of 
extracting every spadeful of earth was more than doubled . T he weather d id 
not definitely imprO\·e till the latter part of April, and the operations which 
had thus been seriously retarded \\·ere cont inued to the end of the fi rst 

week in J une. 
I again had throughout the valued a sistance of Dr. Duncan l\Iackenz ie 

in d irecting the w"orks, and, in drawing up the pre·ent Report, I ha,·e con
stantlr consu lted the careful records kept by him in h is Day Books 
Mr. T heodore Fyfe was also happily able to come out for part of the time 
to execute the archi tectural plans and drawings. A se ri es of \·err careful 
drawings of some of the mo t important finds was al o made, under my 
supen·ision, by the Danish artist, Mr. Halvor Bagge. 

The ,·eteran en·ices of Gregorios Antoniou we t~ once more secure I 
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in the capacity of foreman, and Kyrio Papada kis agai n acted as mender 

a nd f ormatoT e. 

A great deal of labour and material wa · aga in expended on works of 

conservation, such as supporting the remain s of upper storeys and stair
cases, especially in the R oyal Villa, the whole superincumbent earth behind 
which had to be buttre sed up by a high waU. A nother large undertaking 
of the kind was the rebuilding of the upper part of the .N orthern wall o f 

the Theatre and restoring the adjoining tiers of stone seats, without which 
the whole of these interesting remain s would have been rapidly d isinte
grated. The central strip of the pavement of the L ong Gallery, which had 
to be removed to ex pl ore the cists below, was afterwards restored by means 
of gypsum slabs cut for the purpose. A watch tower, the upper fra mework 
of which is of wood, was also built in the Central Court in order to 
secure a genera l panorama of the Palace. 

A g reat many supplementary observa tions were also carried out within 
the Palace limit , a nd the researches of Dr. Macken zie were specially 
successful in discovering several window openings, the presence of which 

had not been hitherto detec ted. The most impo r~ant of these opened in 

the wa ll to the orth of the Light well of the Q ueen's Megaron, g iving 

light to the Private Stairca e. 
In pursuit o f the search for tom bs a large area was methodically ex 

plo red, extendin g over a qua rter of a mi le to the Torth of the Palace, but, 

though a good many graves were found, they had all been riAed in antiquity, 
and none of them could e\·er have been of g reat im portance. One result 

of these explorations was that a large number of houses, go ing back to 
Early Min6an times, were traced over the whole of this a rea a nd to the 
East as far as the rocky steep that there overhangs the stream. 

S 2.-Tll E SOU TH-EAST H OUSE. 

A lready towards the close of the preced ing Season parts of a stairca e, 
passage, and adjacent rooms were unea rthed at the South-Ea t angle of 
the Palace area. The ex cavation now comple ted on this side has brought 

out a n exceptionall y perfect house-pla n, which will be seen in Fig. 1. The 

bu ild in g itse lf may be regarded as a n innc:>r dependance of the Palace, 
not im probabl y an offi cial res idence. !though, owing to th e decl ivity on 

this side, the whole •is set a t a slightly di fferen t angle from the main 

B 2 
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build ing, it stands in most in timate relation with it, and it main entrance 

was evidently from a line of terrace which extends Northwards to the 
Portico of the Hall of ihe Double Axes. 

To this terrace level, indeedJ it stands in the same relation as the 

' Domestic Quarter ' of the Palace, with its stately Halls of the Colonnades 
and of the D ouble Axes, to the Cen tral Court. As there the quadruple 
staircase from the Court above afforded the main entrance to the lower as 
well as the upper fl oors, so in this case, too, the stairway down from the 
upper terrace was ev idently the chief means of en tering the lower rooms. 
L ike the Domestic Quarter, too, lower rooms of this South-East House are 

constructed in a cutting in the side of the slope, partly at the expense of 
earl ier human strata, partly hewn out of the soft virg in rock. T hus 
immediately to the Iorth of these chambers, which, as will be seen, belon g 

to the Later Palace Period, are Magazines at a slightly higher le,·el 

belonging to the Early Minoan Age. 
\ T he remarkable' Royal V illa' excavated this season to the Iorth-Ea t 

of the Palace and de cribed below 1 di plays identical featu res. T here too 
the mai n entrance was by a fli ght of stairs de cend ing fro m an upper 

terrace, a nd the re too the lower rooms were bu ilt in to a cutting in the s ide 
of the hil l. 

The South-Ea t House, like the Villa to be described below, presents 
an excellent example of what may be called the Min iature Palace S tyle 
of build ing (see plan, Fig. r). All the familiar features, such as the tairs, 
with the ir great angle blocks, the corridors, the gypsum lining slabs, the 

door jambs with their reveals, the porticoes, and the pillar rooms are 
repeated on a smaller scale. Nor in the artistic character of the contents 
is there any falling off. In the case of the outh-East House the relics 
found evince the h ighe t level of taste on the part of the owner. 

Of the stairs the whole lower flight consisting of nine gypsu m steps 2 

was preserved, but of the upper flight only parts of two, adjo ining the 
square block at the first landing. The upper stair-block wh ich, like the 
other, has the usual four dowel holes for wooden con t ruction, was found 
slightly displaced. About the same level were also found door jambs 
belonging to the upper storey of the house. It seem probable that the 
middle landing of the staircase was lit by a window in its North wall. 

1 § 20, p. I 30 seqq. 
2 1"39 m. wide, o·38 deep with a tread of 0"13. 
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Immediately to the left of the foot of the ]owe t fli ght of steps opens 
a corridor (A I in plan) about a metre wide and 7'45 metres in length. On 
the paved floor of this, wh ich lay about z·so metres below the surface, were 
found frag ments of vases in the fine Later Palace style and painted plaster 
which seems to have been derived from the walls of this and probably of 
another similar corridor above. These frag ments of wall-painting showed 
lilies, olive sprays, and g ra ses, of sing ular fidelity and beauty.1 A group 
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FIG. I. -PLAN OF OUTH·EA T HOUSE. 

of lilies suggests one of Morris's fine wall-paper designs, but there is a 
touch of nature here which goes beyond modern decorative art-the petals 
of the flowe rs being in some ea es delineated as half detached by the passing 

breeze. 
I t is a characteristic feature of this short corridor that there were doors 

at both ends of it, which, as is shown by their sockets and the position of 

the reveals of the door-jambs, opened inwards. The passage led at its 

1 See Report, 1902, p. 11 0. 
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furth er end to a room (B) with remain s of pavement, the Ea t wal l o f 
which was lost owing to the downward slope of the hill. H ere a t D was 

found a curious object of painted plas ter having s ix legs a nd an o\·al 

aperture surrounded by a rim.1 This stand or table, wh ich has a r itua l 
a pect, shows a coloured decoration of cream-\\'hite rosettes on a da rk red 

g round. I n sty le it seems to represent a surviving trad it ion of the Micl cl le 

C:t \'e. Pillar. 

t t 
Socketed 

Base . 

t 

t 
Terracoua Stand. 

l\ iche in Wal l. 

~I 

't 
Supposed \Vinclow. 

F IG. 2.-l'ILLAR R OOM A:-ID E XTER IOR S OUTH WA LL ; S OUTH-EAST H OUSE. 

M in6an ceramic decoration, and its colouring recalls that of the small terra
c otta Sanctuary.2 

A second doorway in the \Ves t wall of the room with the plaster stand, 
l eads to a nearly sq ua re cham ber, the d i ting uishing feature of which is a 

1 
I t is shown out of its place on the top of the wa ll of D 1, in the view given in Fig. 2 . 

2 R eport, 19 0 2 , p. 2 , seqq. 
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square stone pillar. The pillar rests on a rough foundation block of lime
stone, and in its present state consists o f six blocks, the lowest of them 
gypsu m, rising to a height of 1·87 metre (see Fig. z). Against this on 
the ~orth side was a gypsum block in the shape of a truncated pyramid,

1 

showing traces of a horizontal ribbed moulding, and provided with a 
socket above. This object belongs to a class found in the Palace Maga
zines and elsewhere, and which seem in many cases to have served as 
torch holders. It is interesting to note, however, that on the painted designs 
of the Palaikastro lamax 2 and the remarkable sarcophagus found by the 
Italian Mission at I-Iagia Triada,3 stepped bases of a similar kind appear 
as the stands for the sacred Double Axes.4 The possibility that the 
present base served a simila r relig ious function cannot therefore be 

excluded. 
It seems at any rate clear that there were other means of lighting 

this Pillar Room, since near its South wall was found a stone shaft, adorned 
with spi ral bands and flutin gs, which had evidently formed part of the 

pedestal of a tall lamp (Fig. 3). The material is a purple gyp urn, resem
bling porphyry, and the spiral bands bear decorative reliefs of a Late 
Min6an character.5 This pedestal exceeds in richness of design any other 
obj ect of the kind found within the Palace, and tends to show that con

siderable importance was attached to this small Chamber. 
From the foot of the pillar a rough foundation runs to the I orth 

wall of the room. A long this wall are ranged a series of stone bases, circular 

and oblong, for the support of vessels, and near the outside of the wall 
were found fragments of vases in the Later Palace style. About a metre 
north of this spot, but in a stratum which also contained some vase frag

ments with a black ground, there came to light an ivory object in the 
shape of a knot with a frin ged borde r (Fig. 4). This object exactly 
resembles the two alabaster knots found in the Fourth Acropolis Grave at 
Mycenae.6 The connexions in which it is elsewhere found show that it had 

1 It is 23 cm. high and 30 square at the base. 
~ B. S. A. vol. viii , p. 299 and PI. X\'III. 
3 A summary account of this is given by Dr. R. Paribeni , Lavori E seguiti, c·c. , 1903. p. 30. 
4 A small steatite uase of the kind, obtained from a peasant at Palaikastro, has been connected 

with this usage by Mr. Bosanquet (B.S.A. viii, p. 300). 
5 Compare the design on a painted vase from Phaestos, L. Pernier, ' Scavi della ~1issione 

1taliana a Phae tos, 1900- 1\)0I. ' Rapporto preliminare (llfomtmenti Anticlzi, vol. xii.) Tav. 

VII I. 3· 
n Schliemann , Jfycenae, p. 242, Fig. 352. 
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a sacral sig nificance. On a gold signet ring from Mycenae 1 two knots of 
the same kind a re seen suspend d from the entablature of a sacred pillar 
between two lion guardians, while on a seal impression from the Palace of 
Knos os they are su pended from a sacred tree. On a lentoid gem from 

F1 c . J. - l'E DESTAI. OF PU R PLE GYPSU ~l 
(ABOUT -ft). 

FJ G. 4- - SACRAL KNOT OF 

I VORY{!) . 

the Heraeum ~ two s imilar knots a re seen on either s ide of a bull's head 
surmounted by the Double Axe. Again, on a len toid gem found in the 

1 
11/ycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, p. 61, Fig. 39 and p. 62. 

2 
Schl iemann, ,Jfycenae, p. 362, Fig. j41; F urtwangler, . ..Jntike Cemmen , PI. II . 42. 
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Palace of Knossos a Goddess appears holding the same fetish weapon 
over one shoulder, while on the other she bears a very large example of a 
similar frin ged knot.l 

The Pillar Room itsel f recalls a characteristic feature of Minoan 
buildings well illustrated in the Palace itself by those chambers the 
pillars of which are so conspicuously marked by the Double Axe symbol. 

In the Royal V illa to be described below we meet with a similar 
chamber. It recurs in the case of certain private houses at Knossos and 

elsewhere in Crete and again at Phylakopi in Melos. It is moreover note
worthy that while in the case of the P illar Rooms of the Western Palace 
wing the pillars may have incidentally served a structural pu rpose in 

supporting upper storey column s, in the generality of instances, placed as 
they are in the centre of small square rooms, they possess no apparent 

practical utility. On the other hand, the small votive cups ranged around 
the p illar in the house excavated by Mr. H ogarth a t Knossos, on the 
opposite hill of Gypsades,2 a nd the libation vessels found in those of 

Phylakopi certainly point to a ritual usage. The orig inal conclusions 
suggested to me by the Double Axes cut on the pillars of the two Palace 
rooms 3 have now moreover been confirmed by the discovery of relics of 

an im portant sanctuary in their immed iate vicinity. In the case of the 

pillar room ~f the South-East House we may therefore with great prob
ability also recognise a domestic sanctuary connected with the cult of the 

• d ivi ne pair whose feti sh forms are constantly reappearing in the shape of 
D oubje Axes. Whether or not the socketed pyramidal base here by the 
pillar actually, as in the case of other similar bases, served to support the 

shaft of the sacred weapon, we can certainly trace a reference to the pre
vailin g Palace cult in the ivory knot discovered hard by. 

In the \ iV est wall of the pillar room is a well defined niche which 

may have served for a cupboard. On removing a stone in its South-West 
corner a hole was found, widening below into a cave artificially cut out of 

the soft rock. It was largely filled with earth that had apparently 

filtered into it, but, except for a few fragments of late Minoan and 
1 eol ithic pottery, nothing was found in it. It had possibly served as a 
tomb in a ve ry early period . It is even conceivable that some religious 
tradition connected with it may have rendered its preservation appropriate 

1 Kno sos Report, 1902, p. 102, Fig. 59· 
2 B .S.A . vi, p. 76. 3 .!Jycenaean Tree aud Pillar Cult, p. 12 seqq. 
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in connexion with the later sanctuary repre ented by the pillar room. It 
does not seem to have been del iberately filled in, though as walls ran partly 
above it this might have been thought advisable. 

A econd doon ay on the East side of the pillar room led to what 
looks like a store-chamber of the usual elongated form. Within it was a 
stone slab showing the circular hollows where vessels had stood. At 
the fur ther end was what appears to have been a sink or drain opening 
covered by a slab. 

The wal l which forms the Northern side both of the storeroom, D I, 

and the pillar room is at the same time the exterior wall of the house in 
this direction. Its structure, which displays remarkable features, is best 
preserved at the corner near the staircase land ing (see Fig. 2). It is 

there seen to consist externally 1 of a layer of fine limestone blocks, 
resting on a plinth of the same material, followed above by three courses 
of gypsum blocks, and these again by two more of limestone. At a 
point nearly opposite the pillar the upper courses of the masonry suddenly 
break off, and a strong presumption arises that there was at this point a 
window open ing as shown in the plan. 

Returning now to the Eastern opening o f the corridor A r, and turn
ing South, we enter a suite of chambers which seem to have been the chief 
living rooms of the house. 

E I, the first of these thus approached, shows on its North si le 
remains of a low stone platform which suggests the place of a couch. 
The South door of this room, one jamb of which alone was preserved, 
opens on what was undou btedly a light area bordering two faces o f 
a small portico belonging to the principal Megaron of the household 
(Fig. 5). The outer porch of this was supported by three pillars, the 
ba es 2 of which are visible, resting on a low limestone stylobate which 
encloses a mall squar , paved with irregular slabs of dark grey ironstone. 
F rom this again a triple opening 3 between pi llar bases leads to the little 
inner hal l. We have thus in miniature an arrangement very similar to 
that of the Portico and Hall of the Double Axes. The sockets, more
over, visible in the angles of the reveals of the pillar bases, how that in 
this case too the open ings were provided with double doors folding back 
against the pillars. \Vhen thus opened the doors were made as it were an 

1 There was, as usual, an inner backing of rubble masonry. 
" About 38 cm. in diameter. 3 In each ea e 90 cm. 
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integral part o f the pill ars, and presented no obstacle to free passage 
between what thus became the inner and outer sections of a single hall. 

On the other hand, the inn er section could at any time either for wa rm th 
or securi ty be enti rely shut off from the outer portico. This ingenious 
system gi,·es a wonderful elast icity to the interior a rrangement of the 
Minoan houses. 

Shrine of Double Axes 
(Roofed over). 

,J, ,J, 
Room with Lime· Upper 

c;tone :\Iasonry. Stair Block. 

,J, ,J, ,J, 
Closet with 

Gypsum • labs. 

,J, 

FIG. 5· - MEG AR0:-1 OF ~OUTH · EAST H OUSE AND A DJOI :-I I NG R OO)!. 

The inner section of this small Megaron formed a small room 

only 3·6o metres North-South by z·so East-West. T here are traces of 
a lini ng of gypsum slabs on the walls and a very low stone bench is 
seen running along its three inner sides.1 Its top is formed of gypsum 

It is only 9 cm. high ; about 35-40 deep, and is edged with gypsum st ri ps 14 cm. thick. 
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slabs on a bedding of terracotta coloured clay. The same clay seems to 

have formed the original floor, for there were no signs of any paving. 

The back wall of this chamber is built against the soft face of the virg in 
rock here cut out for it; and there seems to have been a kind of bay or 
clo et in the South-West corner. 

It appears that this inner section of the Megaron (K I) a nd a small 
adjacent area, unl ike the rest of the house, had continued to be occupied 

during the period that ·uc~eeded the destruction of the Palace. T here 
was here traceable a later clay floo r level, about I 5 centimetres a bove the 
earlier floo r, upon which were found the remains of several late Mycenaean 
painted vases with degenerate patterns, includ ing fragme nts of a store-ja r 

or pitltos with an oc topus design. Here t o was a ci rcula r gypsum jar-rest 
at the same level with a late, painted jug upon it. In the small passage 
rooms immed iately to the North, which seem to have served as a more 

d irect means of communication between the Megaron and the entrance 
sta irs, this later occupation had left more serious traces. These rooms 
seem to have been en ti rely remodelled a nd in place of the regular 

Min6an door jambs wi th reveals preserved throughout the res t of 
the bui ld ing, there were here found mere oblong blocks of gypsum 

- a visible sign of architectural degeneration. One on ly of the earlier 
jambs had been re-used in the South doorway. H ere too the floor had risen 
to the later level, strewn with remains of a 'Stirrup Vase' showing 

the usual octopus des ign o f degraded style. The mos t in teresting relic, 
however, of this period, was a limestone cult object in the shape of ' Horn s 
of Consecration.' 1 T his p iece of ritual furn itu re lay near the East wall of 
the room (L I) nearest the staircase, where it had been placed on a small 
pla tform consisting of earthenware sherds that had the appearance of 

having been rounded in run ning water. I t looks therefore as if during the 
later Period of Partial Occupation this small chamber had fu lfilled the 
function of a domestic sanctuary for which in the earl ier period the pill ar 
room, C I, seem to have erved. 

The very centre of the house was occupied by a paved oblong cha mber 
(H I),2 exceptiona lly well bu ilt, and to which access was obtained by a door 
open ing in wards fro m the portico of the Mega ron (see F ig. 5). Its outh , 

1 
There was not in this case any socket between the horns as in case of those of the Shrine of 

the Double Axes. The horned ohject is 20 cm. wide and 19 high. 
0 I ts measurements are 4 ·37 m. from . to S. by 2 ·2o from E. to W. 
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West, and orth walls were composed of small well cut limestone blocks, 
of which at the Iorth-West corner as many as nine courses were visi ble. 
These walls were backed by rubble masonry, while their faces towards the 
room itself had been covered with gypsum slabs. The neatly fini shed some
what small masonry here exhibited is characteristic of some of the latest work 
in the Palace, as for instance the outer staircase wall of the East Bastion. 

In these cases the blocks are assoc ia ted with a particular class of fine ly 
incised marks which belong to the latest Palace period. It is therefore 
interesting to note that signs of this class, notably the eight rayed stars, 

appear on the blocks of the present chamber. 
Inner spaces, other than light wells, with good masonry are rare in the 

Palace. It seems therefore probable that the room H I must have fulfilled 

some important function. From its central posit ion it could hardly have 
been lighted except through the doorway, and it seems possible that we 

have here the bed room of the master o f the household. 
A curious feature of this room is the remaining wall , on the East 

s ide, which is simply a thin partition consisting of gypsum slabs. T his 
partition separates the room from what appears to have been a long narrow 
closet which, like room H I itself, was also e ntered by a door opening from 
the portico of the Megaron.l The gypsum partition slabs must naturally 
have been supported by some k ind of wooden framework inside this closet, 

but of this there were no remai ning traces. The fact that the door shut from 

within makes it probable that the closet too served as a small bedroom.2 

South of the Megaron a re remains of another section of building, 
the outhern limit of which is lost owing to the fallin g away of the grou nd. 

I ts most complete existing member is the room M r, entered by two doors 

with a pillar between , a recurring feature of the fa~ades of small faience 
houses in the 'Town Mosaic ,' 3 exempl ified on a larger scale by the Great 

Megaron at Phaestos and apparently by that of the Western wing of the 

Palace at Knossos. 4 

1 The existence of a recess in the wall at the Torth-vVest corner of Room E I ga ve rise to 
the supposition that there-was actually an aperture into this elongated space E I at that point, and that 
it was therefore a passage. But ( I ) there is no evidence that there was any opening at this point, 
though the wall was thinner. (2) There is no trace of door-jambs, such a in that case would 
almost certainly have exi ted. (3) Room E I ha,·ing already a. doorway leading into the portico, 
such a passage way would ha,·e been uperfluous. 

2 This is Dr. Mackenzie's opinion. 3 Knossos, &c., Report, I90 2. 

4 On this feature of the Cretan H ou·e and it architectural con equence , see F. oack, 
H omerische Paliiste, p. I 7 seqq. 
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§ 3·- OTE . ON T HE 0PE NH\ G OF D OOR ·. 

The heavy rains of this season fi rst brought clearly out the scorings on 
the thresholds eau eel by the opening and shutti ng of the doors. T his was 
first noticed in the H all of the Double Axes and adjoining H all of the 
Colonnades, but afterwards clear t races were observed in various parts of 
the Palace and its dependencies. I n the ' R oyal Vil la ' to be described 
below it was specially perceptible. This phenomenon coupletl wi th the 
appearance of the hi nge sockets and many bolt-holes makes it possible to 
understand a g reat deal more abou t the in terior arrangements of the 
bu ilding. The doors, as D r. Mackenzie has j ustly noted, were controlled on 
the side towards which they opened, and the pri\'ate rooms and passages 
a re in this way fo und to command the more public q uarters. 

Mr. Fyfe has prepared a plan of some cha racte ristic examples of the ' e 
door open ings (F ig. 6) and has suppl ied the following desc ri ptive note: 

Four of the exam ple illustrated ( os. r , 2, 3, and 4), show unmistakab le 
marks in the floo r-slab of the doorways, caused by the fric tion of the doors, 
moving on their hinges. 

I.-D ou/Jle, or 'Two Leaf D oors.' 

All the example given (except o. r , and To. 6 which is too large a door to 
come into the argu ment) confirm the supposition that double doors were the rule 
where the door-jambs have double 'reveals.' E ach leaf fold ed back into the recess 
of the gyps um jamb (whi ch form ed a base for a simi lar recess in the woodwork 
above), after the manner of a modern folding door, or a shutter in it shu tter
boxing. Double door are found in doorways communicati ng between the various 
roo ms and orridors of a system, in house or palace. 

I I. - Single, or' One Leaf ' Doors. 

ingle doors were evidently the rule where the doo r-jambs have only one 
revea l ( ·ee Nos. 3 and 4). They occur more part icularly where the end of a 
system i reached, as is a pparently the case in o. 4, where the private q uarter of 
the \\'omen's Apartments and R oyal Stores is shut off fro m the ' H a ll of 
Colonnades' -a partl y open colonnaded court looking 01 1 to the main stai r ase and 
corridor gi1·ing access to the East lope H alls. 

To take these doors in detai l, in their order of il lu ·tra tion :-

1o. 1, from the J illar R oom of the R oyal Villa (marked ' orth door of 
T.-E. H ou e' on Plan) bows a rather puzzling double door, in which the 

leaves do not appear to have met. It i impossible to account for this except 
by the upposit ion that on leaf of the door was genera lly kept clo eel, and fastened 
by a bolt ru nning into the rectangular socket in the fl oor slab; the other, and 
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larger leaf (which shows evidence of having been used more), being allowed to 
swing free. 

It is, however, possible that the right-hand leaf was larger than is represented 
by the present limit-mark ; and that this was a double door, of two equal leave , 
meeting or slightly overlapping, in the ordinary mann r. 

The threshold line, crossing from jamb to jamb, is more clearly marked in the 
case of the left-hand leaf than in the right. 

In o. 2 ( orth door of H all of Double Axes), it is fairly clear that the 
two leaves of a double door overlapped, but the left-hand leaf must have scraped 
the centre of the floor-slab more than the right-hand leaf. 

A bolt-socket in the fl oor also exists in this doorway, which from its position 
seems to show that the bolt probably fastened the end of the right leaf, after the 
left leaf had been clo ed. The lines on the threshold cross ing from one reveal to 
the other are r ally slight sinkings. The front one is probably a little in advance 
of the actual fron t of the door when closed, and the other one may represent the 
common li ne of both leaves, when closed. 

No. 3, from the Ea t door of the ' Hall of Colonnades,' is an example of a 
large single door opening into the corridor which led to the (perhaps) more private 
'Hall of Double Axes.' The floo r-mark indicate th direction of the door- wing, 
and the outer limit of the swing is very clearly defined, showing a clearance of 
about r} inches with the ' cheek' of the jamb. There is no definite hole cut in 
the floor slab for the hingeing apparatus. 

o. 4, also from the 'Hall of Colonnades' (South door), has already been quoted. 
It shows more clearly than any other example the mechanism of a ingle door. 

The front face of the door, when closed, is clearly represented by a line- the 
meeting of the back, and sl ightly higher fro nt, of the threshold. 

The position of this line is significant, as it shows that some of the doors, at 
1east in the Palace, did not fit hard up to the reveals of their door-jambs; and that 
wooden door-frames may have been used. T hese door-frames, if they ex isted, were 
not necessarily 'housed ' into the floor slab , as in this case only one rectangular 
opening is cut in the floor, and it is at the hingeing end ; obviously, therefore, 
chiefly for the hingeing apparatus. 

I n the case of a double door (see os. r, 2, 5, and 6), the two rectangular 
openings in the floor are obviously for the hingeing apparatus of each leaf ; so that 
the existence of wooden door-frames on which door were hung is not proved 
except by the s ant evidence already given in discussing o. 4· 

The whole question of door-fixings, however, is obscure, as there is evidence 
to show that the Palace builders were familiar with metal pivot-hinges, sunk into 
holes in the floor, ground out by the drill ; and the large holes shown in the 
illustrated examples (see especially right side of o. 2), almo t sugge t door
frames. 

Nos. 5 and 6 (East doors of H all of Double Axes, and Western entrance 
of Palace) call for no particular remark ; except that the former has on the 
right-hand side a clearly defined black line which shows the place of the woodwork 
jamb above the gyp um base; and the left half of To. 6-the great west door 
giving access to the Palace through the 'Procession' corridor- has a bolt-socket in 
the floor, 2-} x ri inches. 
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~ 4.-EARLY Mrr OA N BA. E:\lENT wrTH lVIONOUTH IC PILLAR·. 

About fourteen metres North of the South-East House, excavations com
pleted this season have brought to light so me very ea rly basements with 
bays a nd pillars b=longing to a n extremely earl y p::! riocl o f the Minoan 
c ivilisation . !ready in I 900 a trial pit sunk here to ;t depth of about 4·6o• 
metres below the surface level had shown the existence of early walls to 
thi depth and had been productive throughout the !owe t two metres of 
early polychrome ware, including a curious vase in the form of a 

dove. 
The wall , which a t this spot began a bout 50 centimetre below the 

original surface of the g round, show a triple s tratification, answering to 

three d ifferent periods. Of the walls of the highe t stratum a height of 
a bout I 'JO metre is preserved. On a floor level answering to thi. layer 
rested a 's treaked' pithos, apparently belonging to the Latest Palace 
Period. In this tratum were al-o found fragments of good painted 
pottery of the ' Palace tyle' and the two cups with ink-written in crip
tions desc ribed in the preceding Report. 

A nother wall-layer, 6 5 centimetres in depth, leads down to the earlie t 

a nd best pre erved remains (see Fig. 7). The e form what seems to 
have been a basement chamber, the roof of which was supported by two 
squared monolithic pillars of limestone re ting on broad bases of the same 
material. The Western of these is z·oz metres in height, the other, 
slightly broken a t top, I ·90. The North \Nail o f the chamber ha three 
projecting walls fo rming, with the side walls of the room, four bays or 

niches. Near the South Wall, opposite the pace between the two 
pillar , was a shallow circular pit, a bout half a metre in depth and I ·30 

metre in diameter. The walls where best pre ervecl go up z· 10 

metres . The small rough masonry and the deep character of the 

chamber much recall the deep walled pits of the orth Q uarter 
of the Palace. Pillar made out of a single block are not found in the 

L3.ter Palace, though the Northern Pillar Hall shows a re turn to a imilar 
sys tem. There i no trace of a doorway, and it is probable that access to 
thi basement wa by means of a trap-door and ladder. 

From it upper wall level downwards the pottery found in this 
chamber was of the early kind with polychrome decoration on a dark 

c 
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g round. together with some contemporary pottery with a light 
ground. The Dove Vase itself was found here at a depth of about 4 
metres below the surface of the ground. Various clay sealings of the 

Middle Min6an Period including some with pictographic characters 1 also 
occurred. A certain proportion of the polychrome pottery wa of the 

fine egg-shel l clas so well represented among the contents of the East 
Magazines,2 but there was here a larger proportion of coarser wares. 

It was also clear that some of these belonged to an earlier period than any 

FIG. 7.-EARLY 1II\<J A:-1 BASE~IENT WITH M ONOL!Tl!I C PILLARS. 

-of the vases of the East Magazines. A noteworthy feature here was the 
presence of polychrome fragments with pla in angular decoration, such as 

·chevrons and lozenges accompanied with dots, on a dark ground. These 

must be regarded a d irect pain ted im itations of the more primitive hand
polished black ware with incised and punctuated patterns of the same 

<Character, filled in with pounded gypsum and occasionally also with red 

1 See Neport, I902, pp. 106, 107, Fig. 64. 2 R eport, 1902, pp. 1l8- 120, and Figs. 70. 71. 
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ochre. This class of plain geometric painted decoration, whether on a dark 

or a light ground, precedes the curvi linear on the Cretan pottery, and it is 
best to ass ign this special class to the Early as opposed to the Middle tf in6an 

Period when the decorative des ig ns show a g reater variety and complica
tion. The fac t that thi class of ware was well represented in the base
men t cha mber mu t be taken to carry back the date of its construction to 
an extremely early period . 

This is co rroborated by the fur ther d iscovery of fragments of vases 
showing a geometrical pattern in redd ish-brown on a pale bu ff ground 
belonging to the early class of painted ware found in the deposit described 
in Section r6. The pattern was of the same fo rm-two hatched obtuse 

triangles joined a t the apex-as those of the other deposi t, where they 
were found side by s ide with their incised prototypes.1 

§ 5.-M IDDL E M IN 6A VASES AND SEALI NG FROi\I EARLIER 

P ALACE F LOOR-LEVEL BENEATH R OO:\I OF OLIVE PRE . 

A lready in 1902 the North-East corner of the R oom of the Olive Press 
had been excavated to the Earlier Palace level, and in part to the_ eolithic 
stratum below it. This work was now continued and the whole Eastern 
section of the room d ug out to the Earlier Palace floor-level which lies 
about 3·2o metres beneath that of the Olive Pres Room itself. I mmedi

ately above th is earlier level, fro m about three metres below the later 
pavement, were fo und a bundant remains of the fine polychrome ware that 
characte rises the Midd le Min6an Period. In elegance of form ome of 

these vases may be thought to surpa. s any known examples of th is 

exqui site class of ceram ic fabric. Espec ially remarkable is a type, fou nd 
here for the first time, showing a crinkled quatrefoil ou tl ine with two 
delicately modelled handles. An almo t perfect specimen of one of these 
vessels in seen in P I. I I. Fig. 2a-b. The g round colouring is here a pale 
buff with festoons and other des igns in black, white, a nd deep red. n 
extraord ina rily beautiful feature is the introd uction into the design of 

bosses of deep reel colour imita ting the thorns of a briar ro e. 
O ther more fragmenta ry specimens show modifications of the same 

thorn-bossed type of vessel. A good many fragments a lso exhibit poly-

1 See below, pp. 96- 9 , and Fig. 66. 

c 2 
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chrome des ig ns of A:l-.verin;; JJlants and foliage on a lustrous black g round, 
representing a stage antecedent to the more naturalistic vegetable des igns 

FIG. !l. - 1:-<:-;ER DI;S JG :-1 O F Cl' l' 

(REDU lW). 

of the succ edi ng period. class 
of ware with a brilliant metallic 
lustre may compare with the cera
mic imitations of sil ver plate, so 
character istic of the age immedi

ately ucceeding the Dionysian 
Empire in Magna Graecia and 
Sicily. fragmentary cup, com 

pleted in PI. II. F ig . I, from the 

same deposit, illustrates the repro

duction in colo ur of what was 

obviously the repousse decoration 
of an or iginal in precious metal. 
It may well in turn serve a modern 
gold mith as an arti ·tic model. 
The inner design (Fig. 8) seems 

to represe nt a g raffito p:~.ttern in the metall ic original. 

In the same deposit there also occurred clay seali ngs in some cases 
impressed with characters belonging to the pictograph ic script. This, with 
other evidence such as that supplied by the occur-
rence of similar inscriptions in the early ba ement 
rooms described in ection 4, h<ts now made it 
clear that the pictographic form of Cretan writing 

is not only typologically but chronologically earlie r 
than the linear sy tern of the Later Palace. The 
evidence supplied by the original finds of such 
clay sealings in the walled space behind the stair

case of the Long Gallery 1 was in itself misleading. 
The ·ealings, discovered there and in the immediate 
n~igb.bourhood in a scattered state, may pos
sibly have found their way into the walled 

FIG. g.-i\IJDDLE MINOA, 
SEAL IMPRESSION : \VILD 

GOAT AND PLANT (~). 

pace in question owing to its having been filled in from a deposit 
belonging to the latest period of the Earlier Palace. Or, if-as it still 
seems pre ferable to believe-they really belong to the Later Palace, they 

1 R e}ort, c•c., rgoo, pp. 25 and 59 seqq. 
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mu t in any case be referred to a time closely following its foundati on.1 

Their ceramic associations as we see are frankly Middle Min6an, though 

they may perhaps be more exactly expre sed a 'Middle Min 6an I I. ' 
Another interesting consequence of this conclusion is that already by 

the close of the Middle Min6an Period the gem engraver's art had attained 
a very high degree of naturali sm. This is shown by the occurrence in 

FIG. 10.-CLAY SEAI.IKG WITH DECORATIVE ScROLLS: :\[I DD LE MIKOA:-1 (}). 

I It must be borne in mind that the evidence as to the exact stage of culture exi tent at the lime 
Qf the foundation of the Later Palace is not so clear as that which illustrate the close of it Fir t 
Period. The ceramic and other relic found immediately below the remoLlelled Aoor belonging to 
the econd Period of thi Palace sufficiently declare the character of it culture in the middle tage 
of its history-at the clo e, that is, of its First Period. \Ve S<..e there a more or les tran itional 
phase which may conveniently be termed Late Minoon I. On the other hand immediately below 
the ori'ginal Aoors of the first Palace we find, as under the Olive Press Room, the fine t producls of 
the 'Mid !le Minoan' Ceramic Style. I t seems pr6bable that this pha e was still existent at the 
time of the foundation of the Later Palace. It even appears that the pictographic character' of 

eal impressions found in the deposits below the original Aoors of the Later Palace are somewhat 
more archaic than tho e of the Magazine containing the clay documents of thi class. Thi fact 
eem to weigh in fa,·our of the second hypothesis mentioned in the text, that this pictographic 

depo it , namely was covered in owing to some alteration of structure that took place oon after 
the fo undation of the Late r Palace. I t may be po ible to describe the last phase of the culture of 
t he Earlier Palace as ' Middle Minoan I. ' and the fir t of the Later Palace as ' Middle Minoan I I. ' 

• 
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the depo it above referred to of impressions of lentoid gems pr senting 
curiously picturesque designs.1 In the Middle Minoan stratum beneath 

the Oli\·e Press R ooms the beginnings of this natural istic style of engra\·
ing (see Fig. 9) are already perceptible, though no example \\'as there 
discO\·ered so advanced in character as some of those from the other 
deposit. 

Side by side with these there also came to light other decorati \·e 
sealings impressed from exceptionally large matrices. An example of one 
of these is g iven in Fig. 10. These \·ery broad signe ts seem to have been 
characteristic of this period of Minoan art. Specimens of the same kind 
also occurred in the early basement of the South-East Quarter. 

* 6 .-TIIE DEEP WALLED CELL · AND TIIE STRATIFIC.\TIO ' UF 

THE I ORTH-WE 'T PAL\CE QUARTER.. 

Further exploration of lower levels in the J orth-West Quarter of the 
Palace have led to very important stratigraphicai results. The deep 
walled pits or cells, two of which were partially excavated in I 90 I ,2 ha\·e 
been more completely investigated, and six of these dungeon-like chambers 
have now been brought to light and to a g reat exten t cleared out. From 
the plan of these, as will be seen from Fig. I I , it has now become clear that 
these structure have no systematic connexion with the Later Palace. Thei r 

main axes for the most part ru n directly athwart tho e of the later 
building, and the presence of these walled pits, goi ng down in each case 

nearly t\1·enty-five feet, had evidently caused considerable trouble to those 
who carried out the new constructions. In order to obtain sec ure support 
fo r the walls now drawn across the earlier lines, it was found necessary to 
carry down their foundations in many cases to the original floor -level of 
these deep cells. 

Of these cells No. I has now been completely cleared out, and, to 
render this clearance possible without destroying the history of the build

ing by removing the later walls, I resorted to the expedient of removing 
only their rubble foundations and supporting their upper structure by 
means of arches thrown across the earlier cells. The general aspect of the 

1 
R eport, e•c. , 1902, pp. 62, 63; Ll/j•c. T ree ana Pillar Cult, p. 31, Fig. 17. See too below, 

p. 88, Fig. 6o. 
2 R eport, 1901, p. 35 seqq. 
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chamber thus cleared may be gathered from F ig. I 2, and it will be seen that 
the rough masonry of which the walls are const ructed bears a considerabl e 

resemblance to that of the early basement room shown in Fig. 7 above. 
That these deep cells go back to a very early period is shown by 

several pieces of evidence. The earth with which the pi ts had been filled 
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up, though genera lly devoid of rel ics wi th the exception of fragments of 

smooth red- faced plas ter, contained some Midd le Minoan pot-sherds. T he 
whole system of the e structures is, as shown ab ve, quite independent of 
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those on the higher leve l. Finally, the floor-level s above are .Proved by 
their contents to belong to three distinct periods, the earlie t of these 

apparently answering to th e fir t period of the Later Palace. 
Very intere ting data for the stratigraphy of the later structure was 

afforded by the area about the Room of the Lotus Lamp excavated 
in 1900. Throughout all this region two Later Palace floor-level corre

spond ing with ~ its first and econd period are traceable, and in place 
again above. these, as in th.e case of the Room of the' Stirrup-V a es,' a sl ightly 

higher floor belonging to the period of partial habitation. 
During the fir t year's excavation only the two upper of these floor

levels were laid bare. Further investigation has now shown the existence 
of a lower floor-level dating from the first period of the Later Palace, 

and below that again two deep walled pits of the earlier building. 
The succession of periods is indicated by the section (X-X on plan) 

given in Fig. I 3· H ere wall A dating from the foundation of the Later 
Palace rests on wall B, which acts as a partition between two deep 
walled cells of the earlie r period. On either side of wall A are three 

floor-levels answering res pec tively to the first and second period of the 
Later Palace and to the decadent 'Mycenaean ' period when the site was 

only partially occupied. 
This lates t period of occupation i well represented by the floor-

level on the left. Here on a clay floor about 80 centimetres below the 
s urface of the g round, which was in this area a thre hing-floor, stood 
'Stirrup-Vases,' plain clay amphora , and other late types of vessel. 
Beneath a clayey deposit, at a depth of about zo centimetres below 

t he later level, was another floor, of plaster and clay, which finds its corre
sponding section to the right of wall A. Upon this floor-level, which 
answers to the second period of the L ater Palace, were found, to the 
left of the divid ing wall, clay tablets with advanced linear script, and, to 
the right, near an open ing between later walls resting on this floor, frag

m ents of stucco with painted designs in the miniature style and belonging 

to the same cycle as that delineating the piilar shrine. 
Beneath this second fl ooring, which had a thickness of abou t I O 

centimet res, was an earlier stratum 6o centimetres deep, the character 
o f which was clearly defined by the ceramic re lics found immediately 
above it floor, in an earth layer full of carbonised remains. On the fl oor 

itself, which was composed of rough stones, stood the lower part of a 
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gre~t pitlws-I'IO metre m diameter-of 
the same early class as those of the Eastern 

Magazines and display ing a similar knob
bed decoration. Its rim has been deliber
ately broken away during the levelling 
process 1\'hich preceded the laying down 

of the later paYement above. Beside the 

remaining part of this huge pitlws, in the 

same carbon ised stratum, lay several small 
vessels of somewhat rude fabric. Amongst 

these was the fragment of the nm of a 
large jar showing wh ite spirals on a black 
or reddish-brown ground and recalling the 

typical decoration and contour of certain 

vessels from the Plaster Closet 1 belonging 

to the penultimate period of the Palace, as 
well as of others from the Repositories of 

the early shrine to be described below.2 A 
cup with a 'matt' brown band on buff slip 
and some small crucible-like vessels with 
three feet, showed clo e approximation to 
type of the preced ing Middle Minoan 

Period. 
Below the rough tone flooring on 

which the pitlws and the other remains 

re ted lay the earth filling of another deep
walled pi t, probably like that on the other 
side of wall B, de. cend in g about seven 

metres. 
The section (Y-Y on plan Fig. I4) of 

the neighbouring area, drawn from East 
to \Vest, affords an in structive compari

son with that shown In Fig. 13 above. 
The stratification is essen tiall y the same, 

except that there IS here no floor-level 

1Knossos, R eport, 1902, p. 7 seqq. 
~ See p. :49 seqq. and Fig. 26. 
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correspond ing to th e later period of partia l occupation, represented in. the 
o ther ec tion by th Roo m of the 'Sti rrup-Vases.' Thi is one of ma ny 
indications of the poradic charac ter of that occupat ion. 

The uppermost floo r-levels here, in a ll ea e of clay or rough cement 
and plaster, belong to the second period of the L ater Pa lace. That of R oom 

C, indeed, bore upon it ome of the most d istin cti ve arti sti c produ cts of the 
last g reat age of Knossos in the shape of th ~ remains of the painted stucco 
ceilin g \\'ith spiral relief, and of the min iature wall-paintings. The floors 
of this Later Palace period, as seen in C, D, and E , a re a ll p rac tically of the 
same level, about 40 centimetres below the paving of the Centra l Court, from 

which , in the ea e of R oom C, access was a fforded by means of three 
d escend ing teps. 

In this Section too we see a lower and orig in al fl oor-le\·el of the Later 
Palace with an intermed iate stratum bet ween it and the more recent fl oor
level, somewhat less in thickness (50 as aga inst 6o centimetres), than that 
whi ch occupies a correspond ing posit ion in }ig. 13. This fl ooring in the 
spaces below C and D is composed of good limestone sla bs. In E, on the 
other hand, it is com posed of p laster and a kind of cl ay cement with a 
burnt stratum immed iately above it conta ining small rough vases like tho e 

assoc ia ted with the largepitlws in Fig. 13- Below this layer in turn there 
is in this ea e too a deep walled pit belongi ng to a still earlier Pa lace. 

§ J.-' K A E LLE 'OF THE \V E T MAGAZINES A D DISCOVERY OF THO~ L·: 
OF T il E Lo ' G G ALLE RY. 

The supplementary exploration carried out in 190 1 of the ' K aselles' 
(Kau€A.A.at ) or tone Cist along and under the paved floors of the W estern 

Magazines had a lready supplied evidence of the pa rtia l or entire clos ing of 
t hese in the course of the h istory of the Later Palace.1 In some cases the 

o rig ina l depth of the cist has been red uced by the cons truct ion of a new 
bottom at a higher leve l. These upper receptacles were as a rule found 
open, having been apparently provided a t most with a wooden cover. 
F rom the blackening of their walls and of the surrounding part of the 
Magazines it is clear tha t they had served in ma ny cases as oil-vats. The 
remains assoc iated with these upper receptac les, such as fragments of 

1 R eport, &c., rgor, p. 44 seqq. 
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pottery in the advanced Palace style, how that they were in use during the 
latest Period of the building. In the Eighth Magazine alone even the 
uppermost of the two receptacle was entirely clo ed in by a pavemen t 

which showed no superficial cist . 
The clo ed lower section of several o f these receptacles contained in 

certain cases pottery with white piraliform designs on a dark ground of a 

type which we now know to be characteristic of the close of the first period 

of the Later Palace. A broken fragment of masonry found with pottery of 

this character in the lower part of a cist in the Fourth Magazine was 
inci ed with a Double .A. xe sign 1 of the same calibre as those een on 
va rious block of this and other Palace regions; an indication that the 
ma onry thus marked a lso belongs to the F irst Period of the Later Palace. 

This latter piece of evidence has a special va lue in relation to a 

discovery of the present season. In Magazines Nos. 7 and 9, p rojecting 
re pectively from their " orth and South walls, are two quare buttre ses 
constructed of rather small blocks of good lime tone masonry. It was 

now made clear that both of the e buttress-like blocks of masonry, which 
seem to have been made in order to support the pillars of an upper hall, 
were additions to the original plan of this part of t he building, dating from 
a comparatively late period in its history. Both of these piers were built 
in to and over Kaselle belonging to the original structure, the lower 
part o f which had been filled in with compact masses of foundation blocks. 
In Magazine 7, above these foundations, in the earth-filling between the 

walls of one of these cists and the lower part of the pier, was found part of 
a va e in the late ' Palace tyle.' The pier of Magazine 9 showed on one 

of its blocks a small and fine ly cut a terisk or eight-rayed s tar sign, of a 

character strongly contrasting with the larger and more deeply inci ed 
signs of the earlier period, such as the Double Axe mentioned above. We 
have here a nother interesting indication of the chronological value of the 
d ifferent classe of signs found on the Knos ian Palace block . 2 As 
doubtless i~ the case wi th most of the e signs, the as teri k was not intended 
to be visible, for there ·were traces of painted stucco adhering to the surface 

of the stone pier. 
The contents of the closed lower ection of several Ka elle in the 

Western Magazines opened this season supplemented the evidence a lready 
obtained from the same source. Here, together with the usual filling 

1 'ce A'cport, &c., 1901, p. 47· 2 See above, p. 13. 
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material of earth and rubble, were found numerous pieces of gold fo il , 
pointing to the deposit o f precious objects in these cists at the ti me of 
their original construction . F ragmen ts of in lays composed of a native 
.fai:ence al so occurred, and in two cases bronze handles like that shown in 
Fig. 24 below. Finds of thi ch aracter were shortly to receive some more 
striking illus trations. 

The fact that in the E ighth Magazine the K a el les had been entirely 
concealed by a well compacted pavement, made it seem desi rable to 

remove some of the paving-slabs of the Long Gallery in order to ascertain 

if the same system extended on that side. 
This examination led to the surprising result ind ica ted by the plan 

and section in Fig. rs. It tu rned out that the g reater part o f the Long 

Gallery was underlaid by a con tinuous series of deep tone ci t . These 

cist , which differed from those of the Magaz ines in that they con isted in 
every case of a sing le chamber, a re twenty-seven in nu mber and belong to 
two main classes-marked A and B in the plans and sections. 

T ype A, of which there i a series of seven, shows a narrower cell than 
the other, and at the same tim e a more elaborate des ig n (see Fig. r6). 
This g roup, except for the ab ence of a horizon tal slab, hal fway down, 

dividing the Kasella into an upper and lower compartment, is iden tical 
wi th the cists of the Magazines. vVe ~ee here the same elongated rectang ular 
plan, and similar deta il s of constru ction, such as the g roove in the bottom 
slab into which the ide slabs a re fitted. There were also here found traces 
of the same lead lining. A remarkabl e feature of these cists is the 
systematic way in which their slabs a re surrounded externally by a bed o f 

red earth which, to a thi ckness of about I 2 centimetre, intervenes between 
them and the retaining walls of masonry on ei ther s ide, and to a lesser 

thickne s between them an d the more mass ive gypsum s labs that divide the 
K aselles from one another. This red earth seems to have had parti cu larly 

absorbent qualities and to have been placed round the slabs as a means of 
keeping off the damp. More ra rely a backing of wood was foun d. 

The Kaselles of Series A contained a good deal of carbon ised wood 
a nd the usual remain s of gold foil. In the cist opposite to the pier between 
Magazin es 6 a nd 7 there occurred, in add ition to this, some round a nd 
c rescent-shaped plaques of the native faience a nd others of bone for inlay
ing. In the cist opposite the door-opening of Magaz ine 6, more a bundan t 
remains of the same class were brought to light. H ere was found a heap 
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of carbonised wood, apparently parts of a chest, together with a large 

looped handle of bronze, numerous plaques o f native farence and crystal 

with which the chest had evidently been encrusted, and quantities of the 

usual gold foiL The crystal plaques had been much splintered by the 

action of fire, but the farence inlays were better preserved . They were 

mostly of a purplish hue, some na rrower pieces (Fig. 17), however, showing 

s tripes o f this colou r on a greenish, white ground . The shape of the p laques 

will be seen from Fig. I J. It will be noticed that the most characteristic 

form shows triple projections with incurving sides, suggestive of their 

having been a rranged in some such pattern as is shown in the figure. It 
is, moreover, eviden t tha t they were set in a rectilinear frame, since the 

plaques are in severa l cases cut off abruptly so as to present a straight end. 

Patterns of analogous character, but formed of combinations of quatrefoil 

in tead of trefoil units, appear on the embroidered robe of the Cupbearer 

and again in the decorative wall-pain tings of the Palace. It looks as if 

such designs had been taken over into other branches of Minoan art from 

existing models in farence mosaic. An except ionally large porcelain 

plaque of the quatrefoil type was in fact fo und near th e 1 orth-East border 

of the Palace. In the painter's o r embroiderer's art such de igns are 

derivative: in that of the in layer they are a t home . 

The gold foil here was mo t abundant, and it was noticeable that in 

several cases it wa found folded over the farence plaques, as if some at 

least had been originally coated with it. Many plaque were also covered 

with minute g ra ins of melted gold. 

A fragment of a pitltos of ordinary Late Palace character, found in 

the upper part of this Kasella, bows that its final closing, dne to the 

.construction o f the pavement above, took place a t a comparatively late 
period . It is probable however that the r mains of the inla id chest mu t 

be referred to the first Period of th L ater Palace. 

The cists of type B (Fig . I 6) are square r in plan and more capaciou 

than those of the preceding class. They are also more numerous, be ing 

symmetrically arranged in four groups of five, each group separated from 

the next by an interval fill ed with the usual red earth. 

Their depth is greater than those of the o ther se ries, being about I ·70 

to I '4S metre as against I '2 I. They al o exhibit certain structural differ
·ences. The side slabs which are here of limestone ins tead of gypsum, are 

not, as in the other cists, set in g rooves worked in the bottom lab, but 

D 
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pass ou t ide it. A sha llow rectangular cavity had in each case been cut 
out of the surface of the bottom slab. r\ similar interval had been allowed 
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bet\1·een the actual ci · t and the supporting walls around as in the case of 

Class A, and filled with the same reel earth as a protection again t damp. 
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On the othe r hand , between one cist and another, plain dividing labs were 
sub titutecl for the more elaborate arrangement seen in the other series. 

The cists of Class A had been orig inally, as in the case of tho e of the 
Magazines, provided with a lead cas in g. In Class B, the whole interior was 
coated with hard white pi a ter or cement, this cement lining being no 
doubt necessitated in the case of the cists of thi s class by the le s com pact 
character of their fram ework. 

The Kaselles of type B presented in dications of having remained in 
use to a la ter ela te than the other serie . 

In the case of Class A the cists were largely occupied by a deposit 
full of carbonised rema ins containing objec ts, such as the fa'ience inlays, 
which seem best to answer to the First Period of the Later Palace, and to 

bear the usual ma rk of the violent ca tas trophe and conflagration which 

seems to ha ve brought it to a c; lo e. In this case the Kaselles, robbed of 

. uch precious obj ects as could be extracted, were apparently left choked 

with the earlier debris till the time when they were fi nally concealed by 
the construction of the pavement a bove. 

But the K a elles belong ing to Class B showed much less t race of 
carbonised remains or of earlier relics. They contained a mere filling of 

white limy earth and rubble which seems to have been heaped in to them 
at the tim e when the pavement was made. In this filling were found 
scattered frag ments of pottery belonging to the Lates t Palace period, and 

some pla in bowls fill ed with lime. The two cists nearest the stairs a t the 
orth end of the Long Gallery were found open and contained fragments 

of still later pottery belong in g to the Period of Partial Occupation. 

~ 8.- THE CE T RAL P AL ACE SANCT UAR Y. 

T aken as a whole the West Centra l Palace region had a fforded some 
special indications of a re lig ious connexion. The unique sancti ty of the 
D ouble xe in Min oan Crete-of which the actual cene of worshi p 

depicted on the sarcophagus of H agia Triacla has a fforded a new a nd 
astonishin g ly compl ete illustra tion 1- hacl a lready led me to attach a religious 
importance to the repetition of this sign on the two stone pillars tha t a rC' 

1 A preli minary not ice of this is g iven by Dr. R. Paribeni, Lavori eseg'll iti {fc . 11el Palazzo d1 
H aghia Tnada da/23 Febbraio a/ I 5 Luglio 1903 ; p. 30 seqq. 
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the leading feature of this reg ion. The fact that at leas t in the latest 

Palace Period they also served a constructive end as 'Pillars of the House' 

does not, as has been shown elsewhere, mil itate again t this view. The 

discoveries of analogous p illar rooms in separate houses, such as the Palace 
dependances brought to light this year,1 tend to confirm it. On the other 
hand, the exceptional di tribution of the Double • xe sign on the blocks of 
theW es tern Palace wing, coupled with other circum tances, seems to mark 
out a certain definite area of this region as consecrated to a religious usage. 
The ame fetish em blem is in fact the special sign of the first six Maga

zines, \rhich stand in immediate connexion with the system of small 
chambers a nd passages immediately surrounding the l illar Rooms. It is 
also the distinguishing sign of the gypsum slabs that form the inner lining 

o f the section of the V-.fe t Palace wall that backs this series of Magazines. 
It seems not improbable therefore that these Magazines served in a special 

way as treasuries and storehouses of a sanctuary. An indicat ion indeed of 
peculia r sanctity may be taken to be supplied by the fact that an altar
base was placed close to the outer wall in this part of the Western Court, 
immediately against a small n iche out ide the end of the Fourth Magaz ine. 

It is further to be observed that the Western-most series (A) of the 
K aselles of the Long Gallery,2 wh ich certainly contained trea ure, 

corresponds to this particular section of the Magazines. East of thi 
section, as al ready shown, the character of the Cists in the Long Gal lery 
changes, implying a different application. 

To the South the Pillar Room area is immediately fl anked by three 
small Magazines of early character where the characteristic ign is the cross 
pattee to which the discoveries to be described below seem to add a new 

sig nificance. It is moreover shut in on this side by a small court in the 
cent re of wh ich is another altar-ba e. It should further be borne in mind 
that in a small square chamber near the East Pillar room was found a deposit 
o f stone va es which eem from their material and weight better adapted 
for ritua l or ceremonial usage than for the pu rposes of ordinary life. Two 

of these indeed by their form suggest certain typical concomitants of 
Min oan cult. The marble foun tain spout in the shape of a lioness's head 
stands naturally in relation to the lion guard ians of the divine pair, or of 

their bcetylic column, a seen on the seal impressions, signets, and other 
monument . The a labaster vase in the shape of a Tri ton shell recalls its ritual 

1 See p. 9 and p. 149 seqq. 2 ee abo,·e, pp. 3 r - 33· 
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usage by a worshipper as represented on a gem found in the l daean Cave,l 
as well as the assoc iation of clay models of the same conch-shell with the 
remains of the little terracotta Sanctuary found in an early basement on the 

Ea t side of the Palace.2 

WEST 
(@j COVRT 

CENTRA L 

COI/ R T 

FrG. r 8 . - PLAN OF "WEST CE:-ITRA!. ECTION OF PALACE W I TH ALTAR -BASES AND 

ANCTUARY. 

Immediately South of the R oom of the Column Bases which forms the 
A ntechamber to the P illar Rooms is a rectangular recess facing the Central 
Court. In this recess was discovered in 1901 a series of seal impressions 
representing an armed Goddess on a rocky height guarded by lions with a 
worshipper in front of her and a pillar shrine behind, recalling in a omewhat 

1 M;•c. Tree and Pitla1• Cult, p. 44 Fig. 25. 2 Report, &r. , I 902, p. 32. 
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s implified form the temp le of the minia ture wall-painting. I wa even led 

to sugge t that this discovery gave a clue to the actu al position of the 
temple fa~ade shown in the pai nting, since the basement blocks seen below it 
a nd the crowds in an open space in fron t made it probable that the original 

of the shrine thus de picted was reared on the side of a Court.1 A further 
circum tance brought out by the las t season's explorat ions has considerably 
e nh anced the probabili ty that there was here a t lea t part of the 
fa<;ade of the most important of the Palace sanctuaries. F or, in the midd le 

o f the Central Court immediately opposite this rece s, there have now b en 
brought to ligh t parts of an altar-base apparently of larger dimensions 
tha n a ny yet found within the Palace Courts. 

The rectangular \Nes t Central Section of the Palace, of wh ich the 
Pill a r Rooms form the centre and which is taken as includ ing th e Magazine · 
with the D ouble Axe sign, is thus fuund to have an altar-base in front of it 
o n each of its th ree open sides, ee Plan, F ig. 18. 

The accumulated evidence above referred to seemed to p oint to the 
fact that this vvhole section of the Pal ace represented according to the 
o rig inal plan an extensive sanctuary an d its depend ances. T he ex i tence 

of minor shrines such as that of the Double A xes in the rorth-East 
Quarter, the re lig ious symbols found in the orth-W est Build ing,2 and the 
constant reference to religious themes traceable in the ea l-types, minia ture 
pa intings, and terracotta models, as well as the vo tive dou bl e axes and 
other objects found with in the Palace, make it more and more probable 

that there was a sacerdotal as well as a royal s ide to the Min6an dynasts 

of Kno so .3 It would seem that there were here, as in ea rly Anatolia, 

Priest-Kings ; and old tradition, that made Minas son and ' Companion ' of 
Zeu and a Cretan Moses, is once more seen to have a basis in fact. 

§ 9.- TI-lE G REAT TONE REPOSITO RIES OF THE CE T RAL P ALA E 

SA CTUARY. 

T he presumed cxi ~tence in this quarter of the Palace of a considerable 

Palace sanctuary wi th its dependencies made it desirable to subject the 
1 Report, &{., 1901, p. 30. 2 ee below § 18. 
3 I observe that this conclusion, " hich I have already in i tcd on el ewhere, has been advanced 

indepPndently by M r. ook in hj interesting monograph on 'Zeus, J upiter, and the Oak ' (Classical 
.Review, ov. 1903, pp. 409, 410). [r. Cook rightly points ou t the religious im porta nce of the Li ly 
C rown a · seen in the painted relief found in the South wing of the Palace. 
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fl oors of the smal l chambers about the Pillar Rooms to the same searching 
examination as tho e of the L ong Gallery. Might there not here too li e 
concealed beneath the pavements earlier repositories belonging to the 

Palace Sh rine? 
Immed iately behind the rec tangular recess where had come to light 

the sealings representing the lion-guarded God <;l ess and her pilla r-shri ne is 
a small chamber wh ich in the ta te in which it was fi rst opened out 

showed every characteristic of the latest period of the Palace. Its walls 

FI G. 19 . -SU PERF! CI A L C ISTS I N PA \' E~IE:-IT OF CIIAMBI;;R N I,.\ R EAST P I LL'\R ROO) I. 

were covered with stucco painted white with red bands, fo rmin g a kind of 
fri eze and dado in the same manner as the wall s of the W est Magazin es 
a nd Long Gallery. From the occu rrence of two shallow superficial cists 

or stone vats in it pavement, wh ich were lidless and open ( ee Fig. 19 ), 

a nd the remains of some cl ay p£tltoi of the u ual late character, it seemed 

to have been used du ring the concluding period of the bu ilding for the 

storage of oi I. 
' oticing a sli ght depression in the pavement in the East ection of the 

room I had some slab ra ised, and it was then d iscovered that instead of 
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reposing on the neolithic stratum, which forms the usual bed o f the pave

ment hereabouts, they were underlaid by comparatively loose earth. 

Further exploration showed that we had to do here with an excep

tionally capacious cist or large stone repository containing a variety of 

relics belonging to the conclusion of the first period of the Later Palace, 

and many of which for beauty and interest equalled and in some respects 

surpassed anyth ing found during the whole course of the four seaso11s' 

excavations. 

The contents showed a d i tinct strat ification. The surface earth of 

the deposit was of a reddish terracotta colour due to the action o f fire 

through the floor, the pre ence of oil in the chamber above having no 

doubt rendered the conflagration here intensive. D eeper down the earth 

was darker, with an intermixture of rubble and charred wood together 

with ome fragments of gold foil. From the su rface of the depos it clown

wards to a depth of about I· 10 metre, there lay closely packed togethe r 

a quantity of vase , the two prevailing types being the amphora and the 
pitcher. 

As will be shown below, those of indigenous fabri c presented for 

the mos t part white spiral designs on a dark ground, and answered to 

vases of the kind found in the closed lower ection of the Kaselles in the 

Fourth Magazine, and in the P laster Closet of the South-Eastern Quarter, 

belonging to the end of the first period of the Later Palace. Amon g tho e 

o f the other cla s, with brown decoration on a bu ff g round, it will be s en 
below that some at least were imported. 

At about r·w metre down a change took place in the character 

o f the deposit. The pottery ceased, and the earth grew fat ter and more 

compact. In this stratum, which lay, to a depth of about 42 cent imetres, 

immed iately above the floor of the repos ito ry, abundant frag ments of 

faience began to come to light together with other perfect objects of the 

same material. The whole, as will be shown in more detai l below (see ~§ I 3, 
14), formed a wholly unique collection of objets d' art, executed with extra

ordinary skill in this indigenous kind o f porcelain, the fabric, but not the 

forms of which must have been learnt from Egypt. This farence series 

included fi g ures o f a Snake Godcle s and votaries, thei r vot ive robes and 

g irdles, cups and vases with painted des ig n , Rower , frui t, foliage, and 

shells in the round, small reliefs of cows and calves and wild goats with 

their kids, a variety of plaques for inlaying, and quantities of beads . 

.. 
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Among the other relics were an ivory handle and inlays, bone plumes 
of arrows, dou btl ess of a votive character, the usual gold foil , a clay tablet 
and roundels, presenting inscriptions of a linear class different from that of 

the later period of the Palace, numerous clay seal impression , many of 
them of a religious character, and a marble cross of orthodox Greek shape. 

A n apparently sacrificial element was represented by some r mains of 
stags horns, and the g reasiness of the deposit, which attained its maximum 

immediately above the fl oor, was also possibly due to the presence of 
a nimal matter. The burnt corn also found in some abundance may 
have also had an offertory character. 

Significant in the same relation was the discovery in the same 

stratum of a series of steatite Libation Tables (see Fig. zoa, b, d, e). These 
receptacles, which taper gradually to a mall base below, show on their 

e 
a 

TEATITE LIBATION T ABLES AKO AKE·LIKE 0BJECTS 1 FROM T EMPLE 

REPOSITORY. 

square upper face a shallow cup-like hol low with a raised nm. They 
exactly resemble the Libation Tables with a single cup found in the 
votive deposit of the Dictaean Cave. 2 This type represents a simpler 

variety of that with three receptacles, exhibiting the early linear 

inscription, beneath the same Cave deposit. It is interesting, moreover, to 
remark that the characters of the in cription on the Dictaean Libation 

1 For the probable meaning and composition of these cake. Jike objects (c, f, g, h, i, k, or 
Fig. 20) ee below, p. 61. 

2 See H ogarth, B .S.A. vi. p. 114, F ig. 30 and PI. XI. 2. A similar steatite 'Libation 
Table' was obtained by me from what appears to have been an early sanctuary at Arvi on the 
South coast of Crete (J.H.S. X\"ii. p. 357). 
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table seem to belong to the same cla s as th ose seen on the clay do u

ment of the Tem ple repos itory with which we a re at pre ·ent dealing. 
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The steatitc receptacles here found were di tinctly smaller than those of 

the Cave Sanctuary, a fact which points to their having belonged to a 
s hrine of diminut i1·e proportions. The s ize of the fi gures of the Godd ess 
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and her votaries would also point to a shrine only slightly larger than that 

of the Douhle Axes discovered in r902. 
In the latter case the cult objects and vessels of offering were placed 

on a flooring of rounded pebble . In the mall domestic shrine found in 

the South-East House we see waterworn sherds substituted for these. In 
the present case it looks a if the altar-base and floor of the Palace shrine 
to which the relics found in the present Repository belonged had been 

paved with more beautiful material , though here, too, of aqueous 
ongtn. In addition to the objects already described, there were found an 
abundance of sea-shells which had been artificially streaked and banded 
with brilliant colours, the colouring, however, having been executed in a 

tasteful manner following natural lines (see Fig. 29). The colour used 

are vermilion and a more crim on red , orange, green, brown, and black. 
There i a strong presumption that the shr ine had been paved with the e 

bright tinted shells. 
The shells, bushels of which were taken out, were the ordinary sea

shells of the neighbou ri ng coast, cockles predominating. The following 

is a 1 ist of the varieties founcl 1 
:-

Dolium galea 

T1'oclws lineatus 
Cm-dium edule 
Pecttmatlus glycimeri.Y 

Spondylus gaederopus 

V emts ve?'rltcosa 
Venus multzlamel/ata (?) 
Macb-a stultorum 

Tellina (worn ) 
Tube of Serpulid worm and piece of mt Ecltimd. 

There were, as has been shown, two distinct strata in the Repo itory, 

the fatty layer containing the objects of art and cult, 32 centimetres in 
thickness, and above this the stratum I · 10 metre thick, in which the clay 
,·ases were packed. It is probable, therefore, that they were placed here 
at a time subsequent to the deposition of the other remains. 

This first opened Cist (the East Ci t of the plan, Fig . 22, 23) was 
1 The name. haYc been kindly supplied me by Prof. W. F. R . Weldon, F.R. ., from ome 

specimens submitted to him. The worn state of the val es in the case of one or two examples 
mad<:: it difficult to attach the pecific name. 
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r·s z metre deep, 1'90 long, and 1'43 in br adth. It was composed of long 
slabs of hard g rey limestone 16 centimetres thick, dovetailed or inter
locked in the manner shown in F ig. 22. 

vVith a con tan t thrust from the rubble backing behind, t he framework 
thus put together acquired g reat stability. A ll joints were filled with 

cement and there were traces of a cement lini ng. The fl oor of the reposi
tory consisted of one large thick slab the upper surface of which was some
what hollowed out. 

On rais ing the pavement of the \Vest Section of the room, a second 
large ston repository was d iscovered of sti ll more mas ive cons truction 

TWO DIAGRAMM ATIC VIEWS OF EAST CIS T, 
.5HEWING INTER LOCKING JOINTS OF S LABS . 

FIG. 22. 

than the other. I n order to expl ore th is, the later superficial cist on that 
side, which had been built over it, had to be r moved. T he stra tifi cation 
here fo und, answered in every respect to that o f the other Repository. 
H ere too a surface layer of red burnt ea rth gave p lace to a da rker bed 
fill ed with painted clay vessels of the same types as the others. Below 

this again was a strat um of fat ty soil containing various relics. I n con
trast to the corresponding layer of the other cist, fai:ence objects were 
here wanting, with one notable exception-a missing part na mely of the 

fi gure of a Snake Goddess just below her waist and showing a triple 
interlacement of nakes forming her zone. T h is circumstance pointed to 
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a considerable disturbance of the contents of the other depository at some 
period, and was probably due to plunderers at the time of what seems to 

have been the first great catastrophe of the Later Palace. " 

The amount of gold foil found in this stratum was greater than had 

ENTRANCE 
TO ROOM 

SECTION 0 Ll E A·A· 

:::1:1 :t':±'::l'::l'::il=ll::llt:IIO::It::f:t =====ii'=====±::...JI~ M'T"'l 

PLAN 
FI G. 23 .-GREAT S TOXE CISTS : T EMPLE R EPOS ITORIES. 

been yet found in any sing le spot in the Palace. It connected itself here, 
as in the case of the Kasella of the Long Gallery, with the carbonised 
remains of what seems to have been a large and very costly chest together 
with smaller ea kets. From the fluting and traces of ornamental 
de igns visible on some of this gold foil it was evident that it been u ed 
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as a coating of decorative reliefs. A piece of clay partly covered with 

gold leaf also showed traces of an elaborate design in rel ief apparently of 
circular form and recalling some of the th in gold di. ks found in the 

Lump of Clay wi th Gold Foil 
and Impression of Desig n. 

,J, ,J, ,J, 
Bronze H and le. 

,J, ,J, ,J, 

Limestone Hammer 
(Fractured). 

,J, ,J, ,J, 

r 
<E- {Bronze 

Clamp. 

Ri bbed 
Gold -7 
Foil. 

-7 

t t T T t 
Gold Foil : some Petal-shaped Pieces above for Lining Plaq ues. 

FrG. 24.-GOLD LEAF , CR Y TAL PLAQUEs, BR01\ZE II AN DJ. E , ETc., FRO~r \!VEs T Cr s T. 

Akropolis tombs at Mycenae. Other pieces of gold foil were cut out into 
leaf- or petal-shaped form s and eemed to have originally form ed part 
of the setting of cry tal inlays. There occurred indeed numerous petal

shaped plaques of crystal for intarsia work (sec Fig. 24\ perhaps orig in -

<E--

<E-- Crys tal 
Plaques 

<E-- some 
Backed 

<E-- with 
ilver 

<E-- _Foil. 

<E--
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a lly arranged in a ro ette-pa ttern . The e cry tal peta ls,l of which over a 

score cam e to ligh t, were slightly hollowed out above, a nd in omc ea es 

they were partly enve loped with gold leaf. The under-s ide o f one or two 

o f them was coa ted with clo ely adhering s ilver foil- reca lling the backing 

of many of the crysta l inlays of the Gaming Board .2 In one insta nce 
there was further attached to th is a cas ing of gold leaf which seems to 

have been la id behind the s il ver foil to preserve it fro m ox idization, to 

which immedia te contac t with wood o r ivory mig ht have rendered it liable. 

A fi ne crystal d isk 10 ·8 centimetres (over 4 inches) in diameter and 

slightly convex above was found, backed in the same way with silve,

foil. It mu t have belonged to a n exceptiona lly la rge de ign, or may even 

have belonged to a mirror. ome of the crystal plaq ues were ribbed, a 

feature a lso reproduced by the Gam ing Board. 

There was a lso found here a bronze looped handle (F ig. 24) 15 
centimetres broad a nd a nother of less d imensions a ppare ntly belonging to 

a smalle r box. The bronze object (Fig. 24) with rivet-holes at its. 

smaller end i poss ibly part of a clamp.3 

In the same deposit, partly broken, lay a fin ely wrought perfo ra ted 

mallet of limes tone. I-I ad it perhaps been u eel for purposes of effraction 

by the p iu nderers of the R epository ? I t cannot be doubted that the inla id 

a nd g ilded chest itself had orig ina lly conta ined s t ill more valuable objec ts 

in precious meta l. I# W· '' 
Th iseernj R epository was built of much more ma sive blocks tha n 

the other, poss ibly because it contained gold trea ure while the value of 

the obj ects in the other c ist was more preponderantly a rtis tic. In this 

R epository the wall are not mere slabs but consi t of solid blocks of lime

stone masonry about 42 centimetres th ick. vVith the exception of the upper

mos t course of the South wall which ha two blocks, a single block 

goes the whole leng th of a s ide i n every case. This masonry is in 

three courses, wh ich res t a ll round on a lower course in a single piece wi th 

the bottom o f the c ist. As will be seen from the plan a nd section (F ig. 23) 

the inte rior capacity of this ci t i slightl y le s tha n the other. It ha an 

inner wid th and breadth o f 1·76 and 1'37 met res, a nd is r·so metre deep. 

A remarkable feature is pre ented by the dowel -ho le~ which are \ orked 

both in the sides and fl oo r. They seem to poin t to a wooden fra me-work. 

' T he crystal petals a re 3"4 centimetres in length and 2'3 in breadth . 
2 See R eport, &c., 190 1, p. 78. I t is 27 '7 cent imetres in length. 
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T here can be no doubt that these stone reposito ries, which far exceed 
in size and solid ity any cists yet discovered within the Pa lace, must be 

u-egarded as part of the T reasury of the Central anctuary defin ed in the 
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preceding section. A n idea of the two Reposi tories, as they appeared when 

opened out, with a few of the vases about them, may be gained fro m 

F ig. 25. It will be seen that the smaller of the two superfi cial cists (see Fig. 
19) belonging to the la ter fl oor was placed immediately above the partition 

between the two Treasure Chambers, so that it has been possible to 
preserve it intact. 

§ IO.-T HE T EMPLE R EPO ITORIE : PAINTED P OTTERY A D 

I MPORTED VES ELS FRO 'I MELOS. 

A already noticed, the vases, of which some fifty more or less perfect 
examples were d iscovered in the g reat Stone R epositories, completely 

ta lly , so far as the ind igenous fabric are concerned, with the vessels 

belong in g to the clo e of the First Period of the L ater Palace found in the 
K aselles of the West Magazines, the P laster loset, and elsewhere. W e 
fin d he re the same p revail ing fashion of white designs on a da rk or mauve 

ground,-usually broad spirals or vegetable forms. harac teristic types of 
ve se! such as the t wo-handled a mphora (F ig . 26a) and the pitcher with a 
rai ed ring round the neck and a broad-li pped mouth (Fig. 26/z) and t he 

somewhat high-spouted types, c a nd e are also here repeated. good 
example of the broad wh ite spira l a nd band decoration will be seen in 
lt of the g roup here reprod uced, while d shows, ·white again on a da rk 

g round, a simple pla nt or gra s design, which was to be taken over in a 
reversed technique by the potters of the succeeding Palace Period-the 
ground in that case being light and the decoration dark. 

S ide by side with these vessels, of wh ich the g reat mass of 

those found in the Repositories was compo eel-and which reproduce 
the prevale nt sty le of the ceramic class · best described as 'Late 
Minoan I ,'-are others showing a brown decoration on the light surface of 
the clay, such as f of F ig. 26, \vhich may or may not be of Cretan fab ri c. 
On the othe r hand g of the same g roup, which pre ents a simil ar technique 
in a somewhat variant aspect, is of g reat inte rest as a clear example of an 

imported vessel. 

This vase, of which two other more or less complete specimens were 
found, exhibits as its principa l motive three bi rds, the colour ing of which 
varies from brown to a brillia nt red on the light buff g round of the clay 
surface. I ts archa ic form-with the mouth drawn back in reminiscence of 

E 
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its derivation, through the askos type, from a primit-ive skin ve sel,-would 
be alon ufficient to place it outside the Minoan series. It is, in fact , a 

typical ceramic product of Melos; and identical ty pes of ve se! with the 

same bird designs were fou nd at Phylakopi associated with re mam 

belonging to an ad ranced period of the econd Settlement. 

F1 n . z6.- PAI:\ TEil \'EsS EI.S FR0\1 TF.\II'I. E l~EI'O.TrORIEs . 

The ynchronism thus e. tablished is of g reat archaeological import

a nce. These 1el ian 'bird va es ' belong in fact to the same cultural 
stratum there as the 'Pillar-Houses,' which in other respects present such 

a marked parallelism with the Pillar Rooms of the Kn oss ian Palace. In 
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Melos this ceramic type is at home, and the successive stages of it evolu
tion from the skin-shaped prototype can be traced in the early trata of 
Phylakopi it e lf, and in the tombs of Pelos. 

The course of the obsidian trade had brought Crete already in reo
lithic times into intimate relations with Melos, and the occurrence in 

different st rata of Phylakopi of imported pottery belonging to the ucces
ive tage of Min6an ceramic art, a well as of their indigenous imitations, 
hows how great was the Cretan influence on the smaller island.1 During 

the pecial period to which the Palace Repositories belong, thi influence 
is further illustrated by the fresco of the flying fish which, if not actually a 
Kno sian importation, is beyond all doubt a work of the Kno sian chool.2 

There is moreover the further sugge tive circum tance that the inoan linear 

character. -in one case even, it would appear, a Minoan personal name,
appear incised on the contemporary Melian pottery.3 The evidence of 

the importation of Melian va es at this time into Crete has therefore a 
peculiar interest as indicating that at a time of ceramic transition, marked 
by the close of the first period of the Kno sian Palace, a counter influence 

from the Aegean side was making itself felt. 
How far, one is tempted to a k, may this Cycladic influence have also 

had a political ide? Were these intrusive Aegean relations in any way 
con tributary to the Palace catastrophe that marked the close of this epoch? 

§!I.-THE TEMPLE REPO !TORIES: THE CLAY DOCUME ' T ' A ' D 

SEAL l MPRE IONS. 

The lower stratum of the Eastern Repository containing the porcelain 

and other precious obj ects also yielded a large number of seal impressions 
and a few inscribed clay documents. These latter, consisting of a small 

tablet inscribed on both sides, a clay label, and two clay disk with seal 
impressions round their edges, have an im portance as regards the hi tory of 
the Cretan scripts out of all proportion to their numbers. 

The characte rs, as will be een from the tablet shown in Fig. 27 , are 
of the linear class, but they differ from the ord inary linear character as 

1 For a full er exposition of this ceramic influence I mu t reftr to Dr. Mack~nz ie's paper in the 
forthcoming work on the Excavation of the British chool at Phylakopi. 

~ See R eport, &c. , 1902, p. 58. 
3 See my note on the Marks on the [elian pottery in the forthcoming publicat ion on 

Phylakopi referred to abo\'e. 

E 2 
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they appear on the clay tablets of the succeed ing Palace Period. In other 
words they represent a distinctive form of linear wr iting that was in use 
towards the conclusion of the first Period of the L ater I alace at Kno sos. 

The evidence derived from the present deposit wou ld in itself have 

been too limited to supply a full knowledge of the sys tem of linear script 

wi th which we have here to deal. But a comparati ve study of the materials 

discovered in other parts of the island happ il y enables us to make good 
the deficiency. The form of certain typical characters here found, the 

system of numeration, the shape of the tablet itself and of the sealed disks, 
correspond , in fact, with those of the clay archives recently discovered by 

a 

FiG. 27 a A:-ID b.-I:-ISC RIBED CLAY T ABLET [LI:"F.AR CR I PT CLASS A] FRO~! TE~ll'LE 
REPO I TORY ( }). 

the Ita lian Mis ion in the small Palace or Royal Villa of Hagia Triada 
near Phaestos.l Other more isola ted discover ies further show that th is 
early system of linear script-which may be conven iently termed Class A 
as oppo eel to Clas B of the latest Palace Period at Knossos-had a wide 
extension in the isla nd. An inscribed clay tablet found by the Briti h 

School at Palaikastro 2 belongs to the same class, as also the characters on 

1 Fedcrigo !Ialbherr, 'Rest i etc. coperti a !Iaghia Triada. Rapporto su lle ricerche del 1902.' 
(.li on. A ntichi xiii .), p. 2 1 seqq. Further discoveries of tablets presenting the same characters were 
made during 1903, which by the great courte y of Profes or Halbherr I have been allowed to study. 

2 A photograph of this has been kindly supplied me by i\Ir. Bo anquet, and I have also had 
the opportun ity of studyi ng the original at Candia. 
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a clay disk found by Miss Boyd at Gournia in 1903- T here can be little 

doubt, moreover, that the igns on the Dictaean Libation Table fit on the 
same system. t Knossos itself certain graffito inscriptions on pottery 
and those of another i_olated tablet prove to belong to the same 

category. 
The R epository of the Knossian Sanctuary has now supplied what was 

wanting in these other discoveries, namely, a definite chronological land

mark for this form of linear script. A t Knossos, at least, it is seen to belong 
to the close of the first Period of the Later Palace, and to have been displaced 

in the succeeding Minoan age by the system represented in the great mass 

of the Palace A rchives, which may be briefly referred to as Class B. 
What, then, is the relation of Class A to Class B? It mu t in any 

case be recognised that there is a large co mmon element. Considering the 
later appearance of Class B in the Palace it might be thought that it stood 
in a more or less filial relation to the other, representing a somewhat more 

developed stage, though it is to be ob erved that a certain number of 
signs are peculiar to one or the other g roup. In some respects Class . 
shows a somewhat nearer relation to the earlie r pictographic series of the 

Middle Minoan Period, as, for in tance, in the occurrence of a perforated 
clay label, and in one feature of the numeral system-the indication of 10 

by a dot. On the other hand we are confronted by the curious pheno
menon that some of the forms of linear characters belonging to Class A are 
further advanced from their p ictorial original than the corresponding 
linear signs of Class B-the flying bird-sign affo rds a good instance 

of thi . 
We are thu reduced to the conclusion that Class B, though of later 

appearance in the Palace, is fundamentally ~ parallel rather than a deriva

tive system. It seems to be an alternative form of linear script, of more 
o r less equal antiquity, which, owing to some political change, came to the 

fore during the latest Palace period at the expense of the other. At 
Hagia Triada there is no evidence of any such supersession of Cla A. 
It is po si ble, therefore, that it cont inued to be in vogue there to a later 
date than at Knossos, though it must at the same time be remarked that 
the clay seal impressions with which the Hagia Triada tablets were asso
ciated very closely conform in style and character to the seal impressions 

from the Temple Repository a t Knos os with which we are at present 
e0ncerned. This is a strong indication that they too, as a whole, belong 
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to a period cor re ·ponding with the la tter part o f the first Period of the 
Later Palace at Knossos. 

The change in the official tyle as seen in the archives of the Latest 
Palace Period at Knos. os is a phenomenon which seems best to explain 
itself on the hypothesis of a dynastic revolution. That there was no 

change o f race appears from various indications. The two sys tems o f 

sc ript, thoug h divergent, show a large common element, and the resem
blances are such as to permit a compari on o f ign-groups belonging to 

the two sys tems. It thus appears that the language was e entially the 
same and in one case a t least what appears to be a personal name is 

common to the two scripts.1 T here is no ethnic break, and the culture 
ex hib ited by the remain of the latest period of the Palace on the whole 

represents the natural outgrow th o f the pen ultim ate period of its h i to ry 
to wh ich the contents of the Temple R epositories belong. 

The clear evidence o f the relatively early date of the depo it g i,·es a 
spec ial value to the considerable series of clay seal impress ions fou nd 
with the tablets. The e clay sealings, of which over r6o were dis
covered, had eviden tly been attached by strings or threads that ran 

through them, and of which traces remained, to documents on perishable 
mate rials,-perhaps parchment, or even papyrus,-relating to the 

Sanctuary. 1any of them bore subjects of direct or indirec t re ligious 
import. 

The impressions show fifty different des ig ns, bes ides about a dozen 
in too im perfect a cond it ion to be made out with certa inty. The following 
list will give a general idea of the subjects :-

I-6.-Decorative designs with spiral and curvilinear patterns. Five varieties. 
7. - Tripartite design with pallium-like centre (see Fig. 28). 

8- I 2.- emi-decorative designs which seem in part to represent fac;ades and doors 
of buildings. A characteristic Minoan clas . Four varieties. 

I 3· -Quadruple pattern, apparently based on a group of four cockle-shells.:.;::; ."~ 
I4.-Con_1pound su bject of enigmatic meani ng (see Fig. 29). (For the cap-like 

object, cf. Zakt·o sealings). 
IS.- Uncertain subject with crescents on stands (Fig. 30). 

16, 17.--Des ign apparently representing a canopy with four forked upport . Two 
varieties. 

18, 19.- Flowers of aster type. Two \'arieties. 

' In a paper read to the British Academy on Nov. 25, 1903, on 'the Pictographic and Linear 
Scripts vf Crete and their )~elation ' I haYe already called attention to the Yalue o f the evidence 
supplied by the in criptions from the Temple Repository at Knosso , and to their identity in style 
wi tb tho. e of )Iagia Triada (see Summary Report, Times, 1ov. 26). 
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20.-Tulip-like flower. 
21 .- Uncertain plant with curving foliage. 
22. - Three tree stems apparently growing out of rocks (Fig. 31). 
23.-Lion seizi ng prey. 
24.-Convoluted design consisting of six heads of horned sheep joined by 

the long curving horns. 
25.-Horned sheep standing: in the field wastika symbol. 
26.-Horned sheep as preceding, with trough. In fi eld above, a. wa tika (see 

below, Fig. 59). 

FIG. 28.-CLAV SEA L h!PRESS!ON (f). FIG . 29.-CLAV SEAL h! PRES 101' (i). 

FIG. 30.-CLAY EAL hi PRE IO:< (1-) . FIG. 31.-CLAY SEAL IM PRE ION : 
T REE T RU:-IKS (f) . 

27.-Bovine animal seated on base, with head turned ba k and seen from behind. 
28.-Cow suckling calf. 
29.-She-goat and kid. 
30.-Goat standing, looking back. 

3 r-33.-Wild goat running. Three varietie . 
34.-Goat seated looking back: apparently a cruciform symbol below. 
35.-Three wolves' (or dogs') heads (see Fig. 32). 
36.-Duck standing. 
37.-Dove flying. 
38.-Four owls grouped round stellar ymbol with twelve rays ( ee Fig. 33). 
39.- Two scorpions. 
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40. - Crab. 
4r.-Dolphin. 
42. -Group of three fish. 
43. - Two Triton shells (see Fig. 34). 
44.- olumnar device. 
45 .-Cross ( ee below, Fig. 61). 
46.-Armed Goddes and lion (see below, Fig. 37). 
47.-Armed God and lioness (see below, Fig. 38). 
48.- cene of the taurokathapsia. .. 
49.-Man in boat, repelling attack of sea-monster (see below, } 1g. 36). 
so. - Pugilist before c lumn (Fig. 35). 

FIG. 32.-CLA \' SEAL IM PRESSION : FIG. 33. - C LAY SEAL IM PRE 10 ' : 
W OLVES' OR D OGS' I-lEADS (n FOUR OWLS RO UND S TAR (}) . 

FrG. 3 <1. -CLAY SEAL h!PRESS ION: FIG. 35.-CLAY SEAL IMPRESSION : 
T wo T RITON SHELLS ( } ). PUGILIST {1 ). 

After what has been said as to the high degree of naturalistic per
fection attained already by the Cretan engravers at the close of the 
preceding Middle Minoan Period,1 the beauty and freedom of many of 

the seal-types of the present deposit cannot excite surpri e. Such designs 
1 See above, p. 2. 
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as the wolves' or dogs' heads (Fig. 32), the sma ll owls (Fig. 33), a nd the 
Triton shells (Fig. 34) show a great fidelity to nature, in spite of the 
necessarily imperfec t character of the clay impressions. 

Among the animated scenes represented, one of the most in teresting 
is the episode of the bull ri ng ( ro. 48) which curiously recalls the wall 
pa inting of the female toreador .1 A youth is here seen turning a back 

somersault over the neck of a bu ll behind which stands another figure wi tli. 

one a rm ra i ed. The close parallelism between the two designs shows 
in how near a rela tion the Minoan ge m-engraver's art stood to that of the 
painter. That the sa me close affinity ex isted between the glyptic a rt and 
that of the sculptor of sma ll reliefs as seen on the steatite vases is brought 
o ut in a conspicuous manner by the pugilistic sce ne presented by ro. so. 
T his impression (Fig. 35), though unfo rtunately the whole of the des ign 
has not been preserved, shows a highly athletic fi g ure of a boxer standing 
be fore a column, with a curious rec ta ng ular impost of a ki nd reproduced in 

a building exhibited by one of the miniature wall-pa intings, and again on 
a mall steatite relief to be descri bed below. The attitude of the pug ilist 
himself is practically identical with that seen on the sma ll steati te relief 

found in the North-Eas t Palace region.2 Thi comparison is now com
p leted by the a ppearance on the lower zone of the magnificent steatite 

dtyton discovered by the Ita lian Miss ion a t Hagia Triada, o f two helmeted 
'gladia tors' both advancing to the left with a similar column between them.3 

As in the scheme before us and the other K noss ia n de ign, they hold out 
the left arm for defence while the right is d rawn back as if about to deal 

a blow. These pug ilists wore a kind of box ing-g love a nd cestus, and a 

t race of this may be de tected on the right wrist of the fi gure in the present 
seal impress ion. 

Of triking novelty is another exciting scene (Fig. 36) in which a 
man, tanding in a light skiff, endeavours to repel the attack of a sea
monster. It is not clear whether the boatman uses a weapon or a n oar in 

his defence. The sea-monster's head ra ised from the waves is of that dog
like aspect§ associa ted from H omeric tim es onwards with Scylla. The 
..,c,f. 1 Compare, too,jthe seal impres ion found in 1902. Report, &c. , I C)02 , p. 78, Fig. 43· 

2 Report , &c., 190 ! , p. 95, Fig. 31. A seal impres ion with a fu lle r design of the same kind 
was found at I-Iagia Triada. 

3 R. Paribeni, 'Lavori eseguiti dalla l\'Iissione I taliana nel Palazzo e nella necropoli di 
Haghia T riada, 1903.' (Nendicontt: delta R . A ccademia dei Lincei, YOI. xi i. fa c. 70, p. 17). The 
remains of an upper zone of this rhyton exhibit a hunting scene of wild bulls closely resembling 
that of the Vapheio Cup. 
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monster here, it is true, ha only one head , but the canine jaws, the wat r 
boili ng a mid the rocks : 

t..€(3"'" wr; f.v 7rvp~ 7rof..)..rj) 

IIaCT' avEf-"OPf-"VPECTKE "v"wf-"ev'Y} -

the onslaught on the ve sel-the whole scene may be taken as an early 
illustrat ion of a fabled ea-monster, perhaps a ir ady localised in the 

ic ilian Straits-of which the Odyssey retained a living tradition. T he 
forepart of the monster, in fact, sin gularly recalls the pistrix which Gelon 
placed on th coinage of y racuse as the symbol of his sea victory OYer 

the E truscans that gave him the mastery of the t raits.1 

F IG. 36.-CLAY SEA L l\I PR ESS IO:-<: B o Ani AN AI'D EA- ~IoxsTER (it). 

It is clear that many of the above seal-types had a rel ig ious signifi 
cance. The accumulated evidences of the int imate association of the 
bull with Minoan Cult 2 sugges t the conclusion that the perform
a nces of the bull-rin g, such as that illustra ted by No. 47, were themseh-es 
connected with sacred ceremonies. Of the ritual usage of the Triton 
shell (No. 42) something has been already said. 3 The tri n ity of t rees 
(No. 22) and the fly ing dove (No. 37) are recognised objects of the cu lt. 
T he repet ition of the g roups of the cow and ca lf and wild goat a nd 

1 See I l ead, Coinage of !:>)'racuse, p. 10, and cf. llolm, Cesclzichte Siciliens, I. p. 572 and my 
' Contributions to Sicil ian 1umismatic ' N um. Chron. 1894 , p. 2 12 . The arti t ic trad ition of 
similar sea- monster goes back to the very beginning of a later clas£ical art: witne s an amygdaloid 
gem of the ' l\Ielian ' class in my own collect ion found at Epidauro Limera and exhibiti ng a 
' pistrix ' beneath the forepart of a war galley. This gem dates from about 700 B. C. 

~ For a frc h ill ustration, ·ee p. 114 below, F ig. 70. 
" See above, pp. 36, 37· 
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young on the farence reliefs of the shrine, bringing these subjects into 

natural connexion \~ ith the worship of a Mother Goddess,1 sufficiently 
ex plains the occu rrence of simil a r des ign on the seal impressions, Nos. 

28 and 29. The large horned sheep of ~os. 2 5 and 26 acquires, 
as will be shown below,2 a definite religious characte r from the wastika 
symbol in erted in the field abO\·e it. On the other hand the cross which 

s tands as the ole type on " o. 45 3 (see h g. 61, p. 90 bel w) connects it elf 
with what may well be regarded as the most important ritual object found 

in the R epo itory. O n the importance of these cruciform symbols in. 

connexion with the Palace cu lt more will be said below. 

~--

----- __..../ 
FIG. 37. - CLAY SEAL hi PRESSION: 

WARRIOR GODDESS AND LION (1) . 
FIG . 38.-CLAY EAL b1PRESSION : 

. \ R~IED GOD AND LIO:iESS (?) Ct). 

The warrior God and Goddess with their li on guard ian s, exhibited by 

Nos. 46 and 47, bring the present e ries into direct relation with the 
sealings depicting a warrior Goddess on her lion-guarded peak found in 
the recess imm ed iately East of the Repositories in 190 1.4 The seal from 
which the present des ign of the femal e divinity was taken 5 was in thi s. 
ea e smaller a nd has been s implified by the om ission of the rocky peak, 
the pillar temple, a nd the votary . But it clearly represents the same 

1 ·ee below, p. 86. 
2 ee p. 8. 
3 The cro type appears fi,·e times on the ide of clay disks; one with in cri bed character on. 

its face. On the same disk appears impre ion of a couched bovine animal on a ba e (1 o. 27) an<l 
a fac;ade with masonry (No. S). 

4 See Neport, &c., 1901 , p. 29, Fig. 9· 
6 There were ele\'en examples of th is type in the Repository . 
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Goddess, and alike the subject, the style of the engravtng, and the con
tiguous place of discovery show that both sealings belong to the same 
Sanctuary and to the same period of its history. The Goddess here (Fig. 37) 
wears a peaked cap and somewhat short skirt, she is holding a spear, 

a nd the lion looks back and up at her. On some seal impressions from 

Hagia Triada is seen apparently the same Goddess, wearing a similar 
peaked cap, between two attendants, each of whom holds aloft a double 
axe. 1 The God (Fig. 38) 2 wears a short tunic and a somewhat peaked 
head -piece which recalls those of some contemporary statuettes of bronze, 
such as that from the votive cave or rock-shelter of Patso near Sybrita 3 

in Crete, the prominent front of which, however, is curiously 'Hittite.' 
He holds a spear and a shield of exceptional form. The animal at 

his side is apparently a lioness.4 The e figures of lion-guarded divinities, 
well represented in the sealings of this deposi t, must be identified with 

the same divine pair of whose cult in the M inoan Palace of Knossos so 
many records have already come to light. 

§ I 2.- T EMPLE REPOSITORIES: THE IVORY AND BO 1 E 0BJE TS. 

Of inlays in ivory or bone not many have been preserved. The most 

elaborate were in the shape alternately of flowers and buds, apparently 
suggested by those of a pomegranate. The under-sides of these pieces 
showed incised marks in the shape of a broad H. accompanied by a varying 
number of dots. fragment of another piece for inlaying presented an 
incised T. An ivory inlay was also found of a crescent-shaped outline similar 

to others of farence and crystal that have occurred elsewhere in the Palace. 
The most elegant ivory object, obtai ned, li ke the other, from the 

Eastern Repository, w.as the delicately carved handle plate of some instru
ment, showing rivet-holes for fixing the blade, which ran at right angles to 

the end of the handle (F ig. 39).5 

1 In Halbherr, A'esti etc. Rapporto, 1902, p. 39, Fig. 33· This type is there reproduced fr m 
an imperfect example, the double axes, clear on some impressions of the eal ince discovered, not 
appearing. 

2 This type was represented by eight example . 
3 Jlfyc. Tree and Pillar Cult, p. 27, Fig. 15. 
4 This pard-like creature may howe,·er be intended for some kind of mastift. 
5 Length 6·78 centimetres. There had originally been a second handle plate of the same form , 

the blade being held between them. The upper and lower 'face of the plate and the side view are 
shown in Fig. 39· 
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Two bone relics are of considerable interest. They represent the 
notched end and plume of an arrow, the inci ed decoration of the shaft 

F H; . 39. - l'LATE 0 1' l\"OR Y li AX D LE OF l NSTRU)IE:\T (%). 

showing a red inlay (Fig. 40). Both specimens are smooth below, with rivet
holes, which point to the former existence of a middle plate of metal. The 

/ 
./ 

FIG. 40.-ARROW PLU)IE OF BONE, WITH RED INLAY_(t ). 

lower ends of these objects are sawn off, and had been probably applied)o a 
metal shaft, fixed on to or forming one piece with the metal plate between 
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the two bone pieces. Such an arrow could ha\·e sen ·ed no practical use, 

and the rel ic may therefore be regarded as of a YOtive nature. 'Ne recall 

the Mother Goddess as she appear on a Cretan lentoid,1 drawing a bow as 
s he runs; nor should it be forgotten that in later days the Cretan Dictynna, 
who combine the attribute of Rhea and Artemis, sits throned among 
the Cu retes, holding the infant Zeus on her left hand, and an arrow in 

her right.2 

§ I 3.- T HE T Ei\lPLE R EPO ITORIE. : DECORATIVE OBJECT ' OF 

FAi'E ·o :. 

The mo t characteristic element among the contents of this Temple 

Treasury-except for a few scattered pieces found in the other cist, confined 

to the Eastern Repository-are the abundant serie of objects made of a 
k ind of faience or native' porcelain .' 3 An isolated va e of this material , 

and numerou plaque for inlaying-among them those reproducing the 
small hou es- had already occurred at variou points of the excavation.4 

But t he re was nothing to prepare us for the extraordinary variety, the 
beauty and the technical perfection of the rel ic here brought to light. 
T hey con t itute a new revelation of Minoan art at the h ighest poin t of its 
development. vVe seem here to have a considerable part of the decorat ive 
fi t ti ng of a mall shrine, to the adornment of which the services of the 

mo t skilful craftsmen were devoted. 
The fabric at Knos o of an indigenous class of faience \\'as not new 

indeed at this period. The contents of a deposit to be desc ribed below 5 tend 
to how that not only beads of the same material, but possibly also plaq ues 

fo r inlay ing, were produced by the close of the Early Minoan p r iod. T he 
p revailing pale bluish t int of these, faintly tinged with green, corresponds 

with the cha racteristic faience hue of the Early Egyptian Dynasties, and the 
beads, with their larg perforations, suggest comparisons with thos of the 
Sixth Dynasty. In the ea e of the faien ce reli cs from the Temple Repos itory 
the paler tones arc supplemented by d epe r tints. The beads here, of 

I Berlin Cat. o. 2; Fun wangler, Antike C e lll/1/ l ll, Taf. rr. 2-f. 
2 On coin of Crete in genere struck under Trajan, B. l\[. Cat. l'l. I. 9· In a specimen in my 

o wn collection the ar row i 'ery clear. 
3 As shown below, it can only be called' porcelain· in a loose popular ense. 
4 o too in the excavations of the Italian ;\lis,ion at l'haestos and llagia Triacla. 
5 ee § r6. 
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which whole heaps were found, vary in colour from white to a bright 

g reeni h blue. Their types are seen in Fig. 41; but by far the most 
abundant of these is the globular form. This fact is interesting, sin ce 

this g lobular type of bead i very typical of the T welfth and Thirteenth 
Dynasties, where, too, a much brighter blue-green hue is affected than \\:as 

u ual in the cl ays of the Early Empire. Except for the fact that the per
forat ion of the Kno sian beads is a a rule smaller than that of the 
Egyptian examples, they are almost indistinguishable from them. The 

bugles a nd the more oval type shown in Fig. 4 r a lso find their counter
parts in the e Middle Empire Egyptian forms. 

That thi Minoan fabric of enamelled ware was introduced from 
E gypt there can be no manner of doubt. I ts g laze, as will be seen, 

FIG. 41. - FA I ":\Cl> BEADS FRO)! Tt; )J P I.E REPOS ITO RY (S I.! (; Ill L\' RED UCE D). 

resembles that of the so-ca lled ' E gyptian porcelain.' It is to be 

o b ·erved in this connexion tha t on ma ny plaques for inlaying there 
appear impres eel or re lieved signs on the lower side, presenting a close 
parallelism with those of E gyptian plaques 1 of the same material. These 

signs in turn correspond with oth ers belonging to still more numerous 

1 In this particular depos it the signs on the under-side o r some of the inlay were little mor<: 
than groups of notche . On the roundels from the Throne R oom and fa'ience plaques for 
in laying found elsewhere regular igns occurred analogous to those of the bone and ivory inlays 
from the Palace. 'ee Report, &c. , I 9<JI, pp. 11 9, 120, where the marks on the fa'ience inlays from 
T ell -e l- Yehfidiyeh, &c. , ore compared. Similar signs occur on the fa"ience plaque found hy the 
I ta lian. at Phaesto and ll agia Triada. 
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series 1 used by the Cretan inlayers in bone and ivory, which seem to 
have been, in part at least, literally taken over from the current stock of 

simil ar signs in use among Egyptian intarsia workers a nd jewellers from 
the earlier D ynast ic Period onwards. 

The vitreous g laze with wh ich th is Minoan faience is e namelled 

appears to be of the same largely siliceous composition as is that 

of the 1 E gyptian porcelain.'2 T he prevai li ng g round colour of this 
vi treous faci ng is usua lly a pale greenish or bl ui h-white, someti mes g iving 

place to a pure white, sometimes ta king a yellow or a lil ac tinge. 
Occa ionally the tone is deeper, such as an emera ld-green, or more rarely a 

t urquoise bl ue. The designs on this fie ld are laid on in a p urplish-brown 
or brown deepening into black-more rarely in a pure lilac colour. 
Exceptionally, the g round colour itself is brown. 

The 1 body' of this ware consists of a light porous paste of a white or 
yellowish-white hue mostly formed of a quartzite sand.3 I t would even 
appear that some curious and not easily explained objects found in the 
same deposit with the fini shed faience articles may possibly represent the 
fo rm in which the raw material of their interior paste was conveyed to the 
place of fabric. T hese objects are thick, more or less cyli ndrical cakes, 

with a shallow, cupped depression above.4 O f the local manufacture of 
the faien ce fabrics, a cu rious ind ica tion is moreover supplied by a teatite 
mould discovered in the orth-West dependance of the Palace. The 

1 Th~ notches, strokes, or dots of Yarying numbers which either accompany the e igns or 
appear in place of them eviden tly refer to the a rrangement of the inlay . H ere again Egyptian 
analogy is conclusive-witness the slanting lines, from one to nine in number, incised on the lower 
surface of the gold and turqu ise hawk from bracelets found in the tomb of King Zer a t Abydos
to mark their order in the series (Petr ie, Royal Tombs of the Earliest Dynasties, II. 15). 

2 P rofe or A. H. hurch ha ki nd ly examined some specimen of th is Palace fa·ience. lie 
wri te ' besides silica the glaze contained lime, a littl e magnesia, some soda, and a larger amount o f 
potash. The friable and rather porous ' body' or pa te of th is glazed material contains (in th e 
sla te in which it was analysed),-(a) moisture o.nd other matters-1·22 p. c. ; (b) matters so luble in 
strong hydrochl ric acid- 2 ·22 p.c. ; (c) quartzite sand with tmces of mica, fel pa r, and clay
g6·s6 p.c. ( = 100). (b) consio;ts chiefly of lime and the oxides of iron , a lum ina, and copper . 
(c ) consists of 97 ·01 p. c. of silica, 1'33 p.c. of alum ina, and o· 17 p.c. of lime, with t race of li me, 
magnesia, copper, and alkalies. T he paste when dry has received a coating of glaze, and has been 
fi xed at a moderate heat, just sufficient to fuse the latter "ithoul softening the body.' Profes m 
Church considers that the glaze owes its colouring main ly to copper and that it i probably nearly 
rela ted to 'Egyptian Blue.' T he dark browns and black however are referred by him to a fe rru
ginous origin. 

3 I n the case of other plaques such as tho e of the latest Palace Period found in the Throne 
Room it is of a brown colour. 

• Some of these were shown in Fig. 20 above, below the Libation Tables. 
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four sides of this exhibit deeply incised matrices for casting small decora
tive objects of the same kind a those of the present deposit. The cal ibre 
and high relief of some of these show that they could not have been
as were apparently the stone matrices found at Mycenae-used for em
bossed metal work or for the comparatively small objects in gla s paste 
' hich characterise the mature Mycenaean industry.1 There can be no 
reasonable doubt that they were made to mould the paste for inlays and 
reliefs in the native farence. 

The mould in question shows on one side (see Fig. 42) a group of small 
objec ts including a t rochus shell ,2 sections of jointed trumpet shells which 

FIG . 42. - :\I OU!. D FOR FA\E:> CE OBJECTS F RO)! NORT!!·\VEST BUILDI~G, W!Til 

PLASTER CAST [ABOUT ~). 

rather recall specimens from the oolite or cretaceous beds 3 than any recent 
species, a part of a sp iral bracelet, a sem ilunar plaque resembling a farence 

1 The lowermo ·t mat rix on the mould figured by chliemann (11/y ceuae, p. 107, No. 162) seems 
to haYe been made for a glass paste object of a kind representing a degeneration of the con ole 
shown below, Fig. 43· 

~ imi lar shells in gla~s paste have been found in tomb of the Lower T own at :\Iyccnae. 
3 E.g. Ptyc!LOceras gau/tinw, a cretaceous species. 

F 

\ 
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inlay from one of the Kaselles and an ivory example from the Repo itory wi th 
which we are dealing; and a rosette of a type of which more than one 
faYence reproduction h s been found within the Palace. The other sides of 
the mould exhibit respectively matrices of two very graceful con ole 1 (see 
Fig. 43) forming part of a cornice that ran perhaps along the upper border 
of an inlaid chest, and a clenched human hand, about half the natural size, 
with the little finger sticking out-possibly an amulet. The cornices when 
completed by the piecing together of sect ions such as those seen in the 

FRONT S lDE 

,o ,2. ,, ,of !5" 

~~,,~'"' ' 

PLA.N ON TOF 

FIG. 43 . -DE\"ELOP~!EXT OF FRIEZE BA ED ON COXSOLE FROM MOULD (ABOUT ~ SCALE). 

mould supply a new and extremely elegant architectonic feature which 
was no doubt carried out on a larger scale in Min6an build ings. 

A piece of a Sacral Knot and a plaque for inlaying of similar farence 
ware were found in the Fourth Shaft Gr<n·e at Mycenae,2 vases, from Gra,·e 
I I., and a fragment with a head of a warrior from Grave III. But, ,,·bile 
the e ~nd a few other isolated examples supply the only record of this 
fabric on mainland sites, we see from the abundance and variety of the farence 

1 A plain example of such a console in natiYe faience wa found in the Palace (near the outhern 
Terrace). Degeneration of similar consoles in glas pa te are not infreq uent in 'Late' ll'fyccnaean 
deposit . For the matrix of one such found at l\Iycenae, ee abo,·e, p. 6r. note r. 

2 Schliemann, Mycenae, I. 241, No. 350, 351. 
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objects found at Knossos that the art was here at home.1 It hardly ·needs the 
discovery of the actual moulds and apparently of the raw materials of manu
facture on this site to show that a farence manufactory exisfed in imme
d iate connexion with the Palace itself, and its Central Sanctuary. The 

Min6an Priest-Kings thus anticipated an usage followed by ·many modern 
European rulers of establishing fabrics of farence, porcelain, or majolica, in 
direct connexion with their palaces and ea tles. The faience manufacto ry 
in the Palace of Knos os is in this respect the remote predeces or 
of that of Vincen nes and Sevres, of Medicean Florence, of Urbino or 

Capodimonte, of Meissen, and of many other royal and princely fabrics 
of a similar kind. 

The dampness of the Cretan climate as compared with that of Egypt no 
doubt accounts for the decay of the vitreous surface of these objects in many 

ea es, and the inner paste where unprotected has a tendency to crumble 

FtG. 44·-FA1E:'>CE PE 'DAi'\T. 

away. A certain amount of the faience deposit was therefore found in a 

much perished condition and there had been a good deal of breakage of 
the larger objects, due probably to violent disturbance by the originan 
treasure hunters. H appily, however, in many cases, it was possible to 
reconstitute these, whi le other relics, especially some of the marine subjects. 
were brilliantly preserved. 

Of the minor objects such as the mosaic plaques and parts of borders of 

inlays, it is impossible here to speak in detail. Some decorative pieces 
took the form of lotus flowers and buds (Fig. 45) an interesting 
record of the Egyptian sources of the art. The same influence is 

1 In the 'Late' Mycenaean Period, answering to the 'Period of Partial Occupation' of the 
Palace at Knossos, Cyprus, as the excavation at Enkomi show, had become a great cent re of 
faience fabric. 

F 2 
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perceptible m the ve ry elegant pendant, perhaps of a necklace, shown 

in Fig. 44· 
Some of the flmv r , however, modelled in relief, reproduce rather th e 

native crocus or saffron, o dear to Minoan art. Still more remarkable is 

the naturalistic stem of a tree or plan t, the surface coloured brown 
e xecuted in relief, and leaves a nd flowers, apparently belonging to it, in the 

F I<; . 45 . -FLO\\' ER ·, FOLIAGE, A:'>ll F RU IT I :'> F A'i c: NC E (C. g). 

round, both repeatin g the same tints, a pale blue or bluish-g reen groun I 
colour with purplish vei ns 1 (see Fig. 45). T he fr uit with a g roove in its ·ide, 
.coloured above a pale brown, also shown in F ig. 45, appears to be a pl um. 

The mari ne subj ects reproduced are al so strik ingly natu ralist ic . They 

,,·ere found scattered, but the a nalogies o ffered by parallel scenes suggest 

1 T he calix o f Lhe nower as een in p rofil e is bell ·shaped, paLulous a l Lh e upper margin : he i ~h t 

4 cenLimeLres. 
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some such a grouping as that shown in F ig. 46. Materials for comparison 
a re suppl ied by such sea-pieces as that of the Melian painting representing 
the fly ing fi sh, the great design of fi sh, rocks, and spray from the Queen's 
Megaron, and the fish and polyp in a rocky pool seen on a gem impression. 
The rocks, according to these examples and the subjects of certain vase paint
ings, would naturally have formed part of the setting; they show a brown 
g round, a surface with shallow, cupped hollows, and a fantastic outline 
suggestive of J apanese art. The cockle-shell , very fa ithfully reproduced, 
a re of white or bluish-white tint with brown bands.1 Still more beauti ful 
a re the nauti luses, the smaller of which are very perfectly pre ervecl, with 
a brilliantly glazed surface of a sil very lilac tin t. The larger naut iluses 

.. 

FIG. 47 . -FLYING FISH IN FAIEiiCE (SLIGHTLY REDUCED). 

a re white or pale bl uish-green, with brown bands.2 The central objec ts 
of the group, which was originally doubtless much more extensive, are here 

1 Over a dozen of these were found. Thei r lower surface is flat. 
2 The nauti luses were of four sizes, 9 centimetres x 4'3, 6·6 x 3·5, and 4 x 2 ·5, and one inter· 

mediate between the two last. They were a ll modelled in the round. 
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taken to be the flying fish. Of these, sufficient remains were found to restore 

two specimens : the foremost of the two, as is shown in Fig. 47, has the body 
and most of the upper fin preserved. Of the second example only the 
tail and part of a ' wing' were forthcoming, but as it was from the same 
mould as the other it could be completed with certainty. The ground 
colour of these is buff with brown markings. The fish, which are flat 

below, were probably set in coloured plaster imitating the sea waves. We 
have here, in fact, an interesting parallel to the wall-painting found in the 
Pillar House of Phylakopi of the flying fish darting amidst the sea spray. 
The 'swallow-fish ' (xe"A£oovoyap£), as it is known to the modern Greeks, is 

also a favourite subject of Minoan gems. 
Exquisite as are these various productions of the Palace fabric of 

faience it will probably be admitted that, as regards the ideal presentment 

of natural forms, the art reaches its highest levels in certain small reliefs 
exhibiting groups of cows and goats suckling their young. These scenes 
are in each case repeated by a series of examples taken from a single 

mould, and their recurrence, as well as the parallelism of the two subjects, 
makes it natural to detect in them a direct reference to the cult of the 

Mother Goddess of Minoan Crete. 
Of these, the group of the cow and calf, in fact, presents essentially the 

same type as the Cow and Calf of Hathor and I sis. This was afterwards 
a favourite subject of Phoenician art, while in Classical Greece, as on the 
coins of Karystos, we see it attached to the service of Hera.1 The animals 

are here exhibited as standing on a low base, divided into rectangular com
partments alternately light and dark, which gives the whole an architectonic 
aspect. The grou nd colour of both cow and calf is a pale buff on which 

are sepia spots, and a curious feature of the plaques, repeated in the parallel 
type showing the wild goats, is that their upper margin follows the line of the 

animals' bodies. It seems probable, therefore, that they were applied to a 
backing of coloured plaster. \ i\T hat appear to have been the horns were in 

both cases executed in separate pieces in the round. The cow, which is of 
somewhat elongated proportions, turns back her head to lick the calf's hind
quarters. The suckl ing calf is itself delineated in a manner which reveals an 
extraordinary observation of nature. In beauty of modelling and in living 

1 It is also common on ~linoan gem , and it is possible (as seems certainly the case on some 
of the bovine design of the Eretrian dies) that these Karystian coin-type actually represent a 
revival of designs taken from '~Iycenaean ' gem engravings. 
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interest, Egyptian, Phoen ician, and, it must be added, Classical Greek 
renderings of this trad itional group are fa r surpas ed by the Minoan artist.1 

The other clas of animal reliefs exhibits a goat and young. The 
surface colour of the farence is here a pale green with the same dark epia 
markings. !though no perfect example of any single plaque was pre
sen·ed, the fact that there were remains of several from the same mould 
ha made it possible to complete p ractically the whole relief with absolute 

FH;. 49- - \Yl!JTE AND BROil":\' FA'iE:s'CE 

BOil'!., \YITJ-1 'HIELOS (~ )-

FIG . so.-FA'iE:s'CE B OII' L : \\" !liTE 

MARBLED II'ITJ-1 BROil":\' {ii). 

certainty. A careful drawing of the result by Mr. H ah·or Bagge is repro
duced in PI. II L 

The architectural base of the other series is here replaced by what, in 
vie\\- of other analogies, must be taken to be conventional representations 

1 The length of this plaque i 20 'S cent imetres, the height 12'4· Besides th is type, of which 
there 11·ere fragments belonging to several examples, there occurred parts of reliefs belonging to 
another similar se ries, the plaques of 11 hich were about ~rds of the dim en ions of the other. A calf 
belonging to this smaller series is fairly presen ·ecl. 
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of rocks. The scene is laid on a mountain crag of Dicta or of lda, and the 
animal here is the Cretan wild goat or Agri11li. The suckling kid is shown in 
almost identically the same po ture a the calf in the parallel design. In 
front, another kid looks up at its mother and bleats to her its desire, while 
the mother goat in an attitude of serene impartiality seems to chide the 
impatience of her offspring. This design, apart from its beauty and 
naturali m, is characterised by a certain ideal dignity and balance. 

Among the farence vessels, that shown in Fig. 48 as restored 
from its fragmentary remain recalls in its shape and spiraliform 
decoration the gold vase found in the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae. 

FIG. 5!. - T\\'O- l-IA:\DLED BOWL OF FAIENCE \\'l TH 

OCKLE SHELL R ELIEFS, RESTORED {1). 
FIG. 52. - TI\"0-HA:\DLED BOII'L OF FAIENCE \\'!TH T11 0 

LIPS (RE TORED). 

There were also se1·eral small vessels with decorated rims which had the 
appearance of miniature bowls, and perhaps possessed a specially votive 
character. One of these (Fig. 49) of a whitish colour with brown bands 
bears on its upper margin four of the 8-shaped shields otherwise associated 
with Minoan cult,! The somewhat analogous vessel, white marbled with 
brown, seen in profile in Fig. 50, also shows on its upper rim certain some
,,-hat sh ield-like bosses. nfortunately only part was recovered of the 
beautiful little bowl completed in Fig. 5 r, the upper margin of which is 
decorated 11·ith cockle-shells in relief Another elegant two-handled bowl 
.was apparently double-lipped (Fig. 52). 

1 See llf;'t'. Tree aud Pillar Cult, pp. 78, 79, 8 r, and e pecially p. 82 (where the Aucilia arc 
compared). 
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T wo very elegant, handled cups remain to be described . T hey are both 
of the same shape, and the pale green surface of their sides is in both cases 
relieved by fern-like sprays of a deep brown colour. But the va e shown 
in Fig. 53 a and b presents a further decoration of singular beauty and 
originality. In this case there springs from the top of the handle another 
spray in relief-apparently of rose leaves- which spreads over part of the 

FIG. 53 a . -FAIE!\CE CUP ~I!OIVING FERXL!KE 

PRAYS 0:-1 EXTERIOR (%) . 

FIG. 53 b.-FAI E:-ICE Cur FROM ABOVE, 

SII 0\\'1:-IG ROSE L EAYES IX R EL IEF 0 ). 

inner margin of the cup. I t may be suspected from their shape and the 
subjects of the des igns that these vessels were used to hold flowers for 

altar decoration. 
The most remarkable of all the farence objects d iscovered in the 

Repository, the images of a Goddess and her vo ta ries, are reserved for the 
succeeding Section. 

~ 14.-TI-IE S AKE G ODDESS, VOTARIES AND VOTIVE R OBES. 

The remaining farence relics of the T emple Repositories bear a sti ll 
more d irectly religious character. Of these the most remarkable are 
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FIG. 54 a AND b.-FAi.E:> CE FIGURE OF SNAK E GODDESS (ABOUT ~ SCALE). 
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F IG . S $ -- F AIE:-<CE F IGURE OF C\'AKE GODDES 

B ACK VI E\\" (ABOLT ~ SCALE ). 

fi gures of a Snake Goddess and 
an attendant or Votary, with part 
of anothe r. 

The fig ure of the Goddess, as 
reconsti tu ted, is 34·2 cer. timetres 

( 13! inche ) in height (F igs. 54 and 
55). S he wears a high t iara of a 
purplish-brown colour with a white 

border, a . necklace, and a dre s to 
be more fully described below, con
sisting of a richly embroide red 
jacket with a laced bodice, and a 
skir t " ·ith a kind of short double 
apron. H er hair, seen in a fr inge 
abO\·e her forehead, falls behind 
her neck and on to her shoulders ; 
her eye are black, as a! o her eye
bro\\·s, which are g iven in relief, 

and her ears are of abnormal siz , 
poss ibly with a religiou intention. 
H er breasts, which ar almost en
t irely bare, are of matronl y propor
tions. T he ground colour of the 
whole, includ ing the fl esh tin t, is 
generally a milky white, the \'a rious 
details being laid on in purple, pu r
pli h-brown, or black. 

About the Goddess are co iled 

three snakes with greeni h bod ie 
spotted with purple-brown. The 
head of one of these she holds out in 
her right hand , its body follows the 
arm up"·ards, then descends behi nd 
the shou lders, and ascends again 
to the left arm, which held the taiJ.l 

1 The I. fore-arm wi th the ta il is restored 
in the fi gure. 
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FIG. 56 a A:\D b.-FAiE:\CE FIGURE OF F E,! ALF. \'QTARY (SCALE t ). 
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Round the hips of the Goddess, below the waist, two other snakes are 
interlaced . One of these, whose head appears in the centre of this se r
pentine g irdle, is continued in a festoon down the front of the apron, and 
thence ascending along the edge of the jacket to the neck, coils its tail 
round the Goddess's right ear. Finally, a thi rd snake, whose tai l-end form s 
part of the plaitwork about the h ips, runs up along the left fringe of the 
jacket over the left ar and coils up round the t iara, from the summit of 
which its head (restored in the figure 1) originally projected . 

Parts of the apron with the lower curve of the snakes that ran over 
them, and the greater part of the skirt, were wanting. Happily, however, a 
skirt of similar pattern belonging to another figure was more fully preserved, 
and has rendered possible its complete restoration. 

The second fi g ure, which is rather that of an attendant or Votary, 

(Figs. 56 a, b and 57 ) had unfortu nately lost its head, and it is doubtful 
whether it was urmounted by a tiara like the Goddess. It is somewhat 
smaller than the other, the height to the neck being 20 centimetres. H ere 
we see the sa me short jacket with a rai ed cord-like border and a laced 
bodice, a gird le, (perhaps of metal ) in place of the coiling snakes that 
surround the Goddes 's hips, a double' apron,' also with a corded border, 
and a flounced skirt, parts of which are restored . The Votary's hair, which is 
longer than that of the other figure, falls dow.n behind her 2 to her hips. 
Though she is altogether slimmer than the Goddess, her breasts, which are 
bare, are prominent. She wears a bracelet round the wrist of her right arm 
which holds out a small snake, tail upwards.3 The left arm is wanting. 
The skin here is pure white, the jacket a dark orange with purplish-brown 
bands, and the rest of the dress shows designs of the same purplish-brown 
on a pale ground. 

There were also remains of a third fi gure, with skirt and apron exactly 
resembling those of the Goddess. Of the kirt enough remained to admit 
of its full res toration, and the parts above, incl uding the' apron,' metal g irdle, 
and a piece of the jacket and laced bodice were well preserved . The gi rdl e 
showed the same spiral decoration as the borders of the apron. As in the 
case of the last figure the hair fell down in long tresses to the hip . W e 
have here, too, to deal with a Votary or attendant rather than with an actua l 

Goddess. 

I A mall fragment of the top of the tiara at the back wa al o wanting. 
" Section are restored in Fig. 57· 3 The head part is restored in Fig. 57· 
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These figures, in spite of the mannerism of their fashionable attire, 
show considerable elegance of modelling and pose and the t echnical skill 
revealed in their fabric is little short of marvellous. The foreparts of the a rms 
are fitted on to the rest of the fi g ure by means of small circular rivet-holes 

FIG. 5 7. - FAIE:\C E FI GU RE OF FE)!~LE \ ' OTARY : BACK \ ' !Ell' (ABOUT ~ SCALE) . 

\·isible in their section. From the existence of some additional forearms of 
variant sizes and other fragments it is evident that there were originally 
more of these fi gures. The forepart of an arm belonging to one of these, 
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6 ·5 centimetres in length, has the tail section of another spotted snake 

curving along it. Th e nd of this is held in the clenched hand and a brace

let is visib le about the wrist. A smaller forearm, 5·3 centimetre in length, 

is also adorned with a bracelet: the hand here is clenched like the other 

bu t there is no snake. 
The following ote on the dress of the Goddess and of the Votary 

(F igs. 56, 57) has been k indly suppl ied me by Lady Evans : 

The Snake Goddess (Figs. 54, 55). 

This figure appears to be wearing :-

( r) A skirt, made without gathers, touching the ground evenly all round, 
decorated with horizontal lines representing either tucks or embroidery or woven 
stripes in the material. The skirt is bordered with a reti ulated pattern at the hem, 
enclosed within a double line of edging. 

( 2) A double apron or 'polonaise' made without fulnes , reaching to the knee 
at the back and front, and rising to the hips at the sides. It is not improbably cut 
as an oval, and the head inserted through a hole in the middle as in the modern 
' poncho.' 

It is decorated round its edge by a 'guilloche' pattern within plain bands. 
This decoration may be embroidery. The hem of th is garment has the appearance 
of being slightly wadded or stuffed to produce a rope-like edge. The material is 
covered with a spotted pattern in relief. 

(3) A tight-fitting jacket bodice of rich stuff, decorated, apparently, in 
embroidery, with a pattern form ed of 'volute .' The short sleeves cover the top of 
the shoulder and reach half-way to the elbow. 

In front the bodice is cut away in a V shape from the shoulders to a point at 
the waist, leaving the neck and both breasts absol utely bare. From just below the 
breasts the edges of the jacket seem to be braided in curved patterns, and laced 
across from this braiding by cords. These cords are tied in bow-like knots. 

The front of this jacket is edged all round by a spotted snake. 
(4) A high cap or tiara, perhaps of cloth, wound round in spiral fashion . 
The hair of the figure falls to the shoulders in long locks, and is arranged 

beneath the high cap in a 'fringe ' of regular strands of hair. 

Tlze Votary. Figs. 56, 57. 

The outline of this Votary's dress is simi lar in general character to that of the 
( ;oddess, but offers a few variations, viz. :-

(r) The skirt consists of seven flounces fastened apparently on a 'foundation,' 
. o that the hem of each flounce falls just over the head of the one below it. 
Vertical stripes of a darker colour, of irregular width, appear on hem. The topmost 
flounce shows two narrow horizontal lines on each hip, probably a 'heading' to 
finish off the flounces. 

(z) Over this skirt is worn a double apron or 'polonaise' similar to that of 
the Goddess, but not falling so deeply, and not so richly ornamentecl. 
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The main surface is covered with a reticulated pattern, each reticulation being 
fill ed with horizontal lines in its upper half. The general effect is that of a check 
or small plaid. A triple line of decoration edges this 'polonaise.' The hem of it 
is thickened, perhaps by 'wadding.' een from the back this thick edge seems to 
denote a fastening on each hip. The front and ide views of the right hip give this 
fastening (?) the appearance of a thick roll, suggestive of a snake. 

(3) The bodice seems to be made of a plain material, and is cut in similar 
fashion to that of the Goddess, with rather longer sleeves. From the top of the 
shoulder down the sleeve, and continued at right angles round the arm, runs a line 
of lighter coloured decoration, perhaps braiding. Instead of the snake edge to the 
jacket, seen on the other figure, a rope-like border runs round the bodice and also 
round the sleeves, which terminate just above the elbow. The bodice is cut away 
so as to expose both breasts, as with the Goddess, and is similarly laced, though the 
braiding, from which the lacing springs, is not, perhaps, quite so rich. 

(4) The snake girdle of the Goddess is replaced on this figure by a stiff belt. 
The whole costume of both figures seems to consist of garments carefully sewn 

and fitted to the shape without any trace of Bowing draperies. 
The bodies of the figures are closely confined within their bodices, except 

where they open in front. The lines adopted are those considered ideal by the 
modern corset maker rather than those of the sculptor. 

Of exceptional religious interest are certain miniature reproductions o f 

articles of apparel in the same fine faience. These in some cases were 

made for su pension and had certainly a voti\·e significance. 

Among them the votive robes claim the first place. The larger of 

those shown in Fig. 58 is, like the other, in two pieces superposed on one 

another at the junctiou of the two curves of the double girdle. Both 

halves show a small perforation going right down the centre, evidently for 

the wire or string by which the garment was suspended . The ground 

colour of the dress is a greenish white, the bands and other designs with 

which it is decorated being of a purplish brown. The upper part seems 

to represent a simplification of the jacket and bodice seen on the Goddess. 

and her attendant. The girdle is formed of a double roll which answers. 

in position to the two twined snakes that enc ircle the Goddess and which 

perhaps symbolise similar serpentine coils. The skirt shows below a 

kind of arched canopy containing a clump of flowers, apparently 

crocuses, a row of which is also seen along the fringe below. It must, 
however, be remarked that though the flowers themselves seem to be of 

this native Cretan species-which supplied a favourite motive to the con

temporary painters of decorative frescoes 1 and va es-the whole grouping 
1 The Crocus·gatherer fresco seems to belong to the First Period of the Later Palace. 

Crocuses are found on the vases of the same transitional period and \\ere also a favourite subj'!ct in 
l\1 elos. 

G 
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suggests the conventional lotus clumps of Egyptian 

have here a clear example of the translation of a 

indigenous Minoan terms. 

religious art. We 

ilotic subject into 

The height of the upper and lower robes together is in this case 
23 centimetres (about 9! in.). There was also found a part of a larger 
votive dress of the same character which when complete must have been 

about 30·5 centimetres in height. 
The smaller robes seen in Fig. 58 were, when complete,1 about 14 

centimetres in height. Their general features resemble those of the first 
described. The sk irt exhibits the same reserved decorative space analogous 
to the 'vVatteau panel' of much later fashions. The crocus tuft is here 
more elegant and the cinquefoil a rch above it wi th its four cusps presents a 

curiously Gothic aspect. 
It may safely be said that had it not been for the light thrown on the 

subject by the complete sets of vestments above described the remaining 
articles of votive apparel illustrated in Fig. 58 might have remained a 
lasting enigma. As it is, they are at once seen to represent the double 
girdle which divides the skirt from the body of the robe. One of these 
votive girdles is decorated with crocus flowers like those of the '\i\Tatteau 
panels' above mentioned, terminating in spi rals; the other displays a 
design consisting of asterisks and rosettes. A third, of which only a 
fragment is preserved, shows a vandyke pattern. 

The parallelism between these gi rdles in the shape of double rolls and 
the snakes encircling the hips of the Goddess has been already noticed. 
The fact that miniature reproductions of such girdles were used by them

selves as votive objects seems to invest them with a special ritual signi
ficance. They are not themselves made to represent serpents, but the 

suspicion arises that the original rolls from which these are copied may 
actually have contained some form of mummied snake. 

The cult of the Snake Goddess, with which we have here to deal, 
has been already illustrated, under a ruder aspect, indeed, on Cretan 
soil. In the Min6an Settlement at Gournia Miss Harriet Boyd found 
the remains of a small shrine containing some coarse images of a 
Goddess rising from a cylindrical base,2 about wh ich serpents were 

1 The upper part of the jacket is restored in Fig. 58. 
" Compare the Dove Goddes~ found in the shrine of the Double Axes at Kno o (Report, &c., 

1902, p. g8 seqq. ). 

G 2 
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co iled.1 A still later ,·ersion of the same half aniconic type of cyl indrical 
fi gure \\·ith snakes ' ·as found by Profe sor Halbherr in the cemetery of 

Prinias near Gortyna.2 

The snake'::s head risi ng above the summit of the tiara in the present 
fi g ure 3 natura lly recalls the urceus as seen abO\·e the heads of E gyptian 
divinities and royal personages. A winged serpent or asp by itself 
appears as the representative of Nekhebet, ident ified by the Greeks with 
Eileithy ia, the Goddess of Childbirth, and of her twin sister the ' I urse ' 
Uatchet or Buto. Its connexion with the E gyptian Mother Goddess 
H athor derives a special importance from the fac t that, as I have elsewhere 
shown ,4 the H athoric sta ff with t wo serpents coiled round its foot supp lies 
the prototype of the rayed pillars with similar snakes on Cypro-Mycena an 
signets, in assoc iation with a Goddess whose attribute are lions and d0\·es.5 

O f the influenc , a t least of the for mal creation , of E gyptian relig ious 

a rt on that of Min6an Crete the re can be no doubt. The griffi n and the 
sphin x, however transformed , " ·ere no t of in ular origin. T ha t the na tive 
beast-headed demon. were crossed by the Egyptian hippopotamus Goddess 
and other similar forms is now clear.6 T he auk!t itself " ·as adopted by 
Minoan symbolism. Neither can there be any hesitat ion in rega rding the 
Co"· and Ca lf reliefs found in the same T emple Repository with the Snake 
Goddes and her ,-otaries as taken over from the ervice of H athor. E\·en 
the clumps of nati,-e crocuses that here decora te the voti ve robes are, as 
has been already pointed out, simple adaptat ion of Egyptian lotus clum ps. 

That the cu lt imagery of one or othe r of the Egy ptian Mother 
Goddesses may ha,·e reacted on that of a parallel d i,·inity in Min6an Crete 
\\"Ould thus be qu ite in keeping ,,·ith other ascerta ined phenomena. But 
the argument can hardly be carried beyond this point. T aken as a whole 
neither the Snake Godde nor her , ·otaries present any specia l Egyptian 

I T his shrine i perhaps contemporary (a · most of the remains at Gournia ) with the First 
Period of the Later Pa lace at Knosso . (In my R eport , &c. , 1902, p. 105 it is refe rred to as 
later.) 

2 For an excellent account of the e ee S. W ide, .At h . Alitth . xx,·i. pp. 247- 257 and PI. :X U . 
3 The head of the nake , a seen in Fig. 54, is restored , bm there is no doubt whateYer as 

to its position. 
4 See Afyc. J i·ee and Pillar Cult, pp. 52, 53· 
5 ee below, p. 87. 
6 Compare the shell relief found by the I tal ian i\Li sion at Phaestos (JI.l on . Aut . ,·ol. xii . 

TaY. \' II I. r : J.H. S . xxii . p. 92, Fig. 33 , on \\h ich i\Lr. IIogarth justly remarks, 'A glance is 
enough to as ure any one familia r wi th Egyptian art that these fi gures are fi rst c:ousins of those 
Ni \otic di,·initie whost: one ann i · raised in exactly the same pose while the other holds the ankh. · 
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characteristics. As a matter of fact they are clad in the last fashions of 

the Knossian Court. 
The pronounced matronly forms of the Goddess seem to point to her 

as a Great Mother, and resemble those of the female member of the d ivine 
pai r whose cult is so well illustrated throughout the Palace, including the 
Repository in which the figure itself wa found. It may be added that the 
sacral val ue of the g irdle, emphasized here both by the plaited snakes tha t 

encompass the loins of the d ivinity a nd by the appearance of the girdle as a 

separate votive object, points to a Goddess of Maternity. The snake fo rm 
of N ekhebet, the Egyptian Eileithyia, has also a comparative value in this 
connexion. Nor must it be forgotten that some of t he oldest religious 
t raditions of the spot that su rvived to Classical times refer not only to 

the cult of the Mother Goddess Rhea, whose grove and the ruins of whose 
shrine were pointed out near the later Knossos, but to E ileithyia, who e 
cave sanctuary opened on the side of a rocky height above its ancien t 

haven, the mouth of the Am nisos.l 
O f the special cult a pect presen ted by the Snake Goddess and her 

votaries no other hint has as yet been supplied by the Palace remains. It 

is pos ible that we have here to deal with a specially chthonic aspect of 
the cult of the same Mother Goddess whose worship is otherwise so well 

illustrated here. O r, on the other hand, the S nake Goddess may represent 
an associated divinity, a (J"Vf.L/3Wf.LO'>, having a shrine of her own within the 

larger sanctuary. 
In either case the snakes must by all analogy be taken to show 

the chthonic character of the worship here represented. It is an obvious 

feature of primitive cult that, just a the bird descending on the sacred 
object or person is the outward and visible sign of its possession by a 

celestial spirit, so the serpent approaching from the crevices of the earth 
becomes, as at Delphi, the sign of its spiritual possession from the U nder
world. The two chief cult images as yet found in the Palace illustrate these 

alternative sources of inspiration in an interesting way. In the one case a 
clove is seen settled on the head of the image. In the case of the present 

figure the snake's head appears in the same position. The parallel, indeed, 
may be carried a step further if ,,.e compare the semi-aniconic image of 

Gournia and P rinias with the triple columns of the terracotta sanctuary 

found on the Ea t side of the Knossian Palace. In the case of the columns 
1 Od. ix, r 8, r8g. 
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the settled dove again witnesses the divi ne possession . In the case of the 
images the snakes are seen coiling up the cyl indrical base, which seems to 
represent the earlier columnar fo rm of the cult object. 

I t is hardly necessary to point out that a Mother Goddess has 
essent ially a chthonic side. Demeter, daughter of Rhea, whose early 
connexion with Crete comes out in the Homeric hymn,1 is herself, in her 
character of Erinys, a Snake Goddess. The Cretan Eileithyia is a 
cave divin ity. I t is, moreover, interesting to notice that the indigenous 

r ature Goddess of the island, who retained herE teocretan names Dictynna 
and Britomartis to Classical times, was also ident ified with Hekate . ~ 

This indigenous Goddess, of whom Rhea as well as rtemis may often 
be regarded as the Hellenised equivalent, belongs to the very ancien t class 
of V irgin Mothers. She presides over human births and foster the young 

both of land and sea. Like Artemis, she combines the a tt ributes of 
nurture and of the chase. On Cretan coins we see her in the place of 
Rhea, guarded by the Corybantes, with the infant Zeus at her bosom.3 

Various elements in the present deposit seem to ill ustrate different 
sides of a similar cult. The voti\·e arrow plumes 4 belong to the huntress. 
The sacred shield of the God and his Corybantes is repeated round the 
margin of the votive bowJ.5 The fruit and flowers, shel ls and fi shes, 
and notably the cows and goats suckling their young, illustrate the cult 
of a Nature Goddess; while the seal-type exhibiting the fl ying dove 
may be taken as an allusion to her more amorous side. O n the other 
hand, the repetitions on the seal impres ions of the fig ure of a \tVarrior 
Goddes attended by lions bring us very nea r to Rhea; and the 
companion piece, showing the Warrior God, can hardly be other than 
an early version of the Cretan 'Zeus.' 

The general associations in which the figure of the Snake Goddess 
and her vota ries were found, are thus seen to illustrate certain broad 
a pects of the ancient Cretan cult, of which a living tradition survived to 
historical times. T he last examples especial ly, the lion-guarded Goddess, 
namely, and her male satellite fit on to the typical cult of the Palace and 

1 In Cer. 123, 124. 
2 Tcvh oo (BpcT6t-tapnv) 'T~V a~TtJV Elvac 'Tfl 'E~ec:hp, ScltOl. ad Hymu. Orph. XXX\ '!. v. 1 2 . 

According to another account Britomartis was daughter of Hekate, Etymol. M. s.v. BpcT6t-tapns. 

Cf. Hoeck, Cnta ii. p. 175 . Britomarti-, according to a my tic tradition, was the granddaughter of 
Eubulos (Diod. , .. 76, 3). 

3 ee aboYe, p. 62 and note 2. ~ See above, p. 61, Fig. 40. 6 See above, p. 72, F ig. 49· 
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of Minoan rete as a whole. It may therefore be preferable to regard the 
Snake Goddess not as a separate relig ious entity but rather as a chthonic 
vers ion of the same matronly divinity otherwise so well represented 
on this and other Minoan sites. Accord ing to this view we have here the 
contents of a small separa te shrine, forming part of the larger Sanctuary, 
the evidence for which has been sketched in a former Section. But 
the Goddess hersel f seems to be essentially the same as she who is else
where shown in the seal impressions of a neighbouring chamber of this 

anctuary, standing on her sacred peak with her pi llar temple behind her. 
Sometimes we see a similar fi gure bearing a double axe, sometimes it is 
held aloft by her votaries, and on the great signet of Mycenae the same 
Mother Goddess is shown seated beneath her sacred fruit-tree, while the 

labrys emblem appears in the sky above. 
In this connexion it must further be observed that the female figures 

found elsewhere at Gournia with snakes ascending their cylindrical bases are 
the ruder counterparts of the semi-anthropomorphic Goddess of the small 
shrine of the Double xes found in the South-Eastern Quar ter, sa e that 
in this case she stands in association with the dove in place of the serpent. 

It would even appear that the lion-guarded Goddess is essentially the 
same as she whose emblem is the dove. The Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders, 
which supply an illuminat ing commentary on many religious types of 
Minoan Crete, are here specially valuable. On these the Goddess, guarded 
or adored by lions, is also seen at times holding a dove, while in many cases 
she is associated with the sacred rayed pillar-her alternative aniconic 
shape-round which two ser.pents twine. Thus the earliest records of the 

Lady of Paphos show that we have to do with essentially the same Nature 
Go.dcless that was worshipped in Min6an Knossos, while the Paphian temple 
itself, as traditionally figured, with the doves settled above its opening, 
seems to represent the survival of the pillar shrines of Knossos and Mycenae. 
Only at Knossos the records of this cult reach back far earlier than in 
Cyprus, and the evidence as it at present stands certainly tends to support 
the tradition preserved by Diodoros that it was from a Cretan source 
that the cult of Aphrodite spread alike to Paphos and to the Syrian 
coast ; to Kythera and to Eryx.l The Cretan Aphrodite Ariadne, as is 
well known, was worshipped at A mathus.2 

1 Diod. v. 77. 5· 
2 Paeon of Amathus, in Plut. Tltes. c. 20. Ariadne had there a sacred grm·e and gra,·e. 
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~ I 5.-TJIE T EMPLE REPO ' ITORl E. ; MARBLE CRO S AND CRUClFOIOl 

SYMBOLS. 

The two cruciform symbols found on the seal impressions from the 
present Jeposit have a high in terest. One of these, the ' was tika ' or 

Crux gammata, appears in the field of a ea! impression, Fig. 59, of which 
e ighteen examples occurred, including two va rie ties. It is there placed 

over a horned sheep exactly resembling the animal seen on a seal-type 
fo und in the Pictographic deposi t of the Palace, in that case performing 
t he fun ctions of the goat Amaltheia to an infant beneath it (see Fig. 6o). 
If this lat ter lesign covers, as may wel l be inferred, an allusion to an 
a lternative form of the legend of the nurture o f the infant Zeus, 1 the 

]~ !(;, 59.-CLA Y SEAL bii'RESSIOX FRO)! 

TD!PLE REPOSITORY. . \L\STI K A .\XD 

IIORXED SHEEP (n, 

FI G. 6o. - C J.. \Y EAT. hiPRESS IOX FRO)! 

P! CTOGRAI' HI C DEPOSIT. 1 :->F.\:'\T AXD 

IIO RXED SHEEP (} ). 

appearance of this religious symbol above the ame a nimal on the seal 
impressions from this Temple Treasu ry has a high significance. T.he 

an imal in any case may be naturally taken to stand in a close rel a tion 
to the primitive Mother Goddess, whose cult is otherwise so well illustrated 
by this deposit. 

The question naturally arises,-was the Swastika a special holy mark 
<> f the local Min6an cult? Such old rel igious emblems show great 
persistence. It is certain that the earl iest ' L abyrinth ' designs on 
the Knossian coins are little more than a slight development of this 
symbol. It may, moreover, be reasonably asked whether the recurring sign, 

1 ee Jf.yc. Tree and Pill m· Cult, pp. 31, 32 . 
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which on the Greco-Roman coins of l\1 in6an Gaza symbolises the cult of 

Zeus Kretagenes and his Consort a nd which sometimes forms the principal 
type,! is not rather a simplified Cru;t: gammata than a n abnormal form of 
the Semitic 71le1Jt.2 If we now turn from the Easternmost to the v estern
most trad itiona l arena of M inoan enterprise, a parallel phenomenon of 
g reat interest meets our view. In Western S icily, where :M inos himself 
met with his legendary fate, his tomb was significantly marked by a shrine 
of that A phrodite '3 whose chief sanctuary at Eryx represe;1 ted to a much · 

later time the essential fea tures of the worship of the Knossian Goddess in 
her character of Lady of the Dove. I t musl therefore be regarded as a 
highly suggestive fac t that on the coins of the Cities of E lymian icily the 

Swastika is se t beside the head of the Goddess or above her sacred hound 

as a special symbol of the cult:1 In Paphos it is the Crux ausata. 

A t Eryx the S\\·astika sym bol alternates in the same position with a 
star, that , -e ry uni\·ersal mark of divinity. But the star-sign in the picto

graphic systems of primitive peoples is very generally a plain cross 5 of 

which the Crux gammata itself is only a slight deYelopment. The simple 
'Greek' cross as a star symbol of religious import is found in Egypt as a 
mark of Hathor. 6 At t imes also we see it rep lacing the stars above the heads 
of the Dioskuri. 7 With a longer foot it is seen as a symbol of starte on 

coins of Sidon , Berytus, and Yarious Phoenician towns ; and in connex ion 
with Tanit th roughout Punic A frica where the sacred significance of this 
type was afterwards to be perpetuated by Latin Christianity, 

On a series of seal impressions from the present Reposi tory a cruciform 
design appears as the sole type (Fig. 6 r). It seems natu ral to regard th is 

1 Stark, Gaza, Plate, Fig. r. 
~ I nterpreted as an allusion to the Semitic epithet of the God: .llama, or the Lord. 
a Diod. i'·· 79, 3· 
• On the obols of Eryx elating from about 450 B.C. abo\"e the cl og . On the liclrachms of 

:VIotya and Panormo of about the same elate, hesitle the Goddess's head, anti, again, be ide the head, 
on the coins inscribed Zi:;, belonging to one or other of the Elymian cities. The hound, which here 
is the acrecl a nimal, appears from certain ::'11inoan seal-types to have been early connected with the 
cult. Another frequently recurring religiou emblem associated with the A phroclite of Eryx is the 
Triton shell (wrongly de cribed as a ' ::'llurex ') so sign ificant in the :\linoan ritual. 

5 See, for instance, Garri ck :\Jallery, 'Pictographs of the North .\merican Indians' (.-l1111ua/ 
R eport of Bureau of Ethnology, 1882-3, pp. 238, 239j. 

6 Thu the body of H athor, as the Night ky, is at t imes seen covered with crosse in place of 
stars (Budge, The Gods of tlze Egyptiam, i. 430). 

7 On coins of the yrian Tripolis. On the crucifonn types of the star symbol, ee especially 
L. Mliller, Religi~se Spnboler af Stieme-, Kors-, og Cirkel:form hos 0/dtidem Kultmjolk, 
p. 7 seqq. 
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as a religious sym bol of the same kind as the Swastika of the other seal
types, and to see in thi also an adaptation of an original star-sign.1 As an 
eight-rayed figure we find the tar symbol constantly recurring in con
nexion with Minoan religious types above or in place of the baetylic pillar. 

It has already been noticed 2 that a type of cross with a small base to 
each foot-the cross pattee-occurs as the distinguishing mark of a small 

FIG. 6r.-CLAY SEAL 
btPRESS!O:\ \\'ITI! 

CRUC!FOR.\1 SYMBOL, 
FRQ)I TE~!PLE 
REPOSITORY. 

series of Tagazines on the Southern border of the 
Palace section that seems to ha,-e contained its principal 
Sanctuary. On some blocks, apparently belonging to 
the Earlier Palace, a plain deep-cut cruciform sign with 
equal limbs and others x-shaped a re also found, and 
these types recur at Phaestos.3 

The Double Axe symbol cut on the Palace blocks 
finds it material counterpart in the feti h D ouble xes 
of the Palace shrines. But even this analogy could 
hardly prepare us to bring to light from this T emple 
Reposi tory, over and above the sealings with the cruci
form symbols, an actual cross of fin e veined marble 
and of orthodox Greek shape (Fig. 62). The colours 

of the marble are w ite and dark grey. The width of the cross is 
about 22 ·2 centimetres (8i inches), and its thickness is very slight, 
only r·2 centimetres, or somewhat less than half an inch. The face 
was finely polished, but the under side is less fini hed, and there are 
visible on it incised lines running parallel to the ends of the limbs at 
somewhat uneven distances from them.4 A part of one limb had been 
broken off, but there can be no reasonable doubt that it fini shed off as the 
others, and as it is restored in Fig. 62. It is evident from the compara
tiYely rough back that the cross was applied to some other object. 

Taken in connexion with the cruciform symbols with which it was 
a sociated on the seal impressions,-themseh·es probably originally attached 
to priestly documents,-it seems a possible conclu ion that, in the small 
shrine to which the various objects fo und here ex lzypothesz' belonged, the 

1 A similar cruciform figu re occurs as a character of the Linear Script. Compare, too, the 

Egyptian f , the earlr Dynastic form of which is an equal-limbed cross. 
~ ee above, p. 36. 
3 L. Pernier, Scavi, etc., a Phaestos (Roma, 1902), p. go. 
4 At a distance, respectiYelr, of 3 ·8, 3, and 2 centimetres from the edges of the th ree complete 

limbs. 
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marble cross stood in the same po ition as the central aniconic object of cult 

as, elsewhere, the Double Axe or the pillar idol. The character of the images 
found with it indeed suggests a curious parallelism with those of the Shrine 
of the Double Axes. On the raised base of tha t shrine, which was found 
with the original arrangement intact, the Dove Goddess stood on one side of 
the central object of cult,-there the Sacral Horns, whose sockets held the 

handles of the fetish axes,-while on the other side of the same objects a 
votary held out a doYe towards her. In the presen t case we ha,·e on the 

FlG. 62. -MARBLE CROSS F.ROM TEMPLE REPOSITORY. 

one hand a Snake Goddess, on the other a votary holding out a snake. 
vVhere, then, in this case, is the central cult object of aniconic 

character that, according to the exact analogy supplied, must have stood 
between them ? May we see it in the Marble Cross ? 

The parallelism seems so natural that, for illustrative purpo es, I have 
ventu red to group the objects as shown in Fig. 63 .1 The fetish Cross is 

1 The expo ition of the objects is necessarily very incomplete. I t was, for in tance, impossible 
to set up the faience reliefs and in lays that probably decorated the walls. 
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here placed in the centre. The Snake Goddess stands on one side of it and 
the. votaries on the other, while the votive robes are suspended above, and 
various articles of altar decoration are distributed about. In place f the 
rounded pebbles that paved the other base, a few of the artificially tinted 
sea-shells are here placed in the foreground. 

That the small Marble Cross, which, in this view, formed the central 
cult object in this particular shrine, was placed in an upright posit ion, 
though doubtless applied to some other material, appears probabl from 

FIG. 63.-SIIRI NE OF 5:-<AKE GODDESS WITH MARBLE CROS 

0RJ ECT. ONJECTURAL ARRANGE~IE:'<T. 

another interesting piece of evidence. A pair of schist moulds found at 
Karydi, near Palaikastro, in East Crete in 1899, 1 show a series of 
objects and figures illustrative of Minoan cult. There are here a fi g ure 
of a Goddess hold ing a Double Axe in either hand ; another similar fi g ure 
of a Goddess holding a kind of spray in ei ther hand and with another 

1 De cribed and illustrated by Dr. Stephanos A. Xanthudides in 'Etp. 'APX· 1900, p. 26, seqq., 
Plates 3 and 4· 

·, 
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rising from her head ; two small Doubl Axes and a miniature repre
·entation of the Sacral Horns, and two other objects which, by their 
association, evidently belong to the same cult. One of the e is a kind of 
rayed wheel, an obvious solar emblem. The other is a circular disk held 
up by another small female figure , whose conical base serves as its pedestal. 
Round the borders of this di k runs a dotted circle, within which below is 

a crescent sign-certainly of lunar significance. \Vithin the inner circle, 

and forming the central design of the whole, is a small cross with equal 

limbs. The associated emblems of the sun and moon show that here 
again \\·e have the cross as a star-sign, which in this case appears set up as a 
central feature of a cult object. The rayed 'wheel,' which in this relig ious 
group represents the solar aspect of the cult, is indeed itself better de cr i bed 

as a cross within a rayed circle. F o r the 
combination of the cross, the original star
sign, with the rayed circle as emblematic 

of the sun, goes back to the Yery begin

ning of pictography, and to a time when 
wheels in the modern sense were unknown. 
It may be added that a small gold object 
in the form of a Greek cross with a border FI G. 64.-CRo~s oF PuRPLE FAi'E 'C E. 

\\'as found in a chamber adjoini ng the 
Megaron 1 of the Palace of Mycenae and a somewhat larger object of 

purple farence was found in the Palace at Knossos in 1901 (Fig. 64). 
These would appear to haYe been amulets connected with the same cult. 

This converging eYidence pointing to the fact that a cross of orthodox 

Greek shape was not only a religious symbol of Minoan cult, 2 but an 

actual object of worship, cannot but have a profound interest in its relation 

to that later cult of the same emblem which stil l holds the Christian wor ld. 
The long sun·ival of the allied Cntz gammata symbol, which seems to be 
traceable in later offshoots of the Minoan religion from Gaza to Eryx, 
affo rd s some presumption that the s impler cruciform type may have also 

retained an abiding sanctity. The deep underlying influence of this 

1 T oun tas, ' E~. ·APX· 1897, PI. 13, Fig. 26, p. 170. 
2 The cro as a symbol or amulet was al o known among the B'l.bylonian and Assyrian . It 

appears on cylinders (according to Profe or ayce, of the Kassite l'eriod), in front of seated gods 
(cf. Cat. De Clercq , :i\'o. 254, 255, PI. XXV. ), apparently a a sign of di,-inity. As an amulet on 
A yrian necklaces it is seen associated as on the Palaikastro mould wi th a rayed ( olar) and a 
semi-lunar emblem- in other word it once more repre ents a star. 
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early Cretan culture in the East Mediterranean basin, the evidences of 
which are constantly accumulating, opens out possibil ities on which 
it is here unnecessary to insist. It must, moreover, be borne in mind that 
the equal-limbed Eastern Cross retains the symbolic form of the primitive 
star-sign, as we see it attached to the service of the Minoan divini ties. 

~ 16.-DEPOSIT WITH 'EARLY MINOAN' CERA~IIC TYPES. 

The platform on which almost the whole of the Western wing of the 
L ater Palace rests represents the planing off of earlier strata, including 
the top layers of the Neolithic deposit. The floor levels of ' the L ater 
Palace' thus rest directly on the eolithic clay, very little belonging to the 
earlier, intervening Minoan Age being traceable, except where such 
remains were found in pits or cists excavated, during that in termed iate 
time, in the original tone Age deposit. A small pit of this kind was 
fo und immed iately under the pavement of the entrance to the 'Room of 
the Stone Vats' that opens on the orth side of the East .Pillar Room, 
the contents of which proved to have an exceptional value in illustrating 
the cha racter of the Minoan culture that followed di rectly on the 
Neolithic. 

The bulk of the contents of the pit, which descends to the depth of 
about a metre, belonged to the actual period of trans ition and to the 
begin ning of the Cretan metal age, to which the name of 'Early Minoan • 
may conveniently be given. Superposed, however, on these earlier remains 
were a certain number of objects which come at least within the limits 
of the firs t part of t e succeed ing 'Middle Min6an' Age, when the 
Ceramic art was more fully developed and the fine 'egg-shell' ware was 
already coming into use. 

T o this later, Middle Minoan, element of the deposit unquestionably 

belonged: 

( 1) Some fragments of clay seal-impressions. One with part of a pictographic 
inscription (arrow sign alone clear : somewhat archaic form); another with ribbed 
circular border often found on 'signets' of the period; another with part of a 
pattern of the same class as others found in the Earlier Palace chamber beneath 
the Olive Press Room . 

(z) A cup (Fig. 6sf) of inverted conical shape with a flat base, very slightly 
concave below. The outer surface of the cup is covered with a black slip on which 
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are narrow bands, four white and two vermilion-red, running up spirally from the 
stem. The cup is of fine 'egg-shell' fabric. 

(3) Handled bowls (fragmentary remains of two or three of which are seen in 
F ig. 65), showing horizontal white lines on a dark brown and black slip. The 
white lines cross the handle diagonally. The walls of these bowls are extra
ordinarily thin ; about r millimetre in section. 

(4) A very fine fl at-bottomed cup, ro·z centimetres high, gradually expanding 
from the ba e. It shows the natural surface of the clay, red above and black 
towards the base. Of very fine fabric, the walls between 1 and ·2 millimetres in 
thickness. The occurrence of this type of cup is of interest, since it is identical in 
shape, fabric, and even in the character of its firing, with a series of cups found in a 
large jar under the floo r of the First Magazine. (See R eport, &c., for 190I, p. 48.) 

(s) A cover (Fig 65 m) with perforation and white cross lines on a brown sl ip 
( 9·4 centimetres in diameter). 

To thi later phase of the deposit also probably belong the remains of a 
mosaic of shell plaques and a petal-like plaque of fa"ience. It is al o possible 
that ome vases of coarse alabaster belong to the closing period of the deposit. 
A lid with a stud·like knob somewhat resembles a steatite example of Xllth 
dynasty date from Kahun. 
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Among the objects that seem to rep re·ent the most archaic elements 
of this deposit ('Early Minoan ') may be mentioned the fo llowing :-

(6) Black-faced pyxis (Fig. 65 b) with three short feet and triangular ornamen
tation of incised lines filled with a white chalky substance perhaps pounded 
gyp um . Four holes round rim to fasten lid. Diameter r8 centimetres, height 9·5. 

(7) Fragment of lid of another black-faced pyxis (Fig. 65 a), with punctuated 
a nd linear decoration showing similar white fil1ing. 

(8) Lid of black-faced pyx is (Fig 65 c), with incised chevrons and vandykings, 
·~ nclosing pu nctualions. T races of the same white filii ng. Diameter r 5 · 5 
centimetre . 

(9) '!\m-handled jar with round mouth, 31 centimetres high, reddish colour of 
the clay. On the front , incised rectangle with diagonal lines (Fig. 66 o) . 

( ro) Similar jar, 29 centimetres high ; a pale clay colour above black below, a 
red band round rim. The ame incised decoration on the front (Fig. 66 c) . 

(rr) Jar with four handles risi ng from shoulder, r5 ·5 centimetres high. It is 
covered with a pol ished reddish-brown slip with white bands and decoration. On 
the upper border, between two white bands, is a white design consisting of two 
obtuse triangles with interior hatching, the apices of which are un ited. This 
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design is the translation into colour of the incised pattern on os. 9 and 10 

(Fig. 66a). 

( 12) Upper part, apparently, of larger jar of the same class as the preceding 
except that two of the handles are at a higher level than the other pair. This va e 
is covered with polished brown slip with white designs, incluc.!ing the same pattern 
a the preceding. In addition to this are white circles with interior hatching. 
Inside, the jar . hows the plain pale buff colour of the clay (Fig. 6 sq). 

(13) A series of nine va es with high spouts cut off flat at the top, varying in 
height from about r 2 to 20 centimetres. The ground here is the pale buff colour 
of the clay on which are painted in dark brown slightly lustrous pigment, in 
addition to the usual bands, hatched 'butterfly' designs, the im mediate derivatives of 
the double-triangle seen on the preceding (Fig. 66b, d,j). 

These vases were in several case finished off to the required tapering form 
below the shoulders by means of paring, with a somewhat lateral motion. This 
paring process is also very characteristic of the cups of the same period.l 

(r4) Va e of the same type as the last, but with decoration in the form of two 
arches consisting of dark brown curving bands on the plain buff clay (Fig.66k). 

This seems to supply the prototype for the arched decoration of an advanced 
polychrome va e of 'Middle Minoan ' character found with XII th dynasty remains 
at Kahun. 2 

Certain cups and other small ve sels, showing the same paring of their lower 
circumference, must also be referred to the earlier period of this deposit. Other 
plain vases of somewhat rough execution are more difficult to place. 

Thepyxis and lids of this deposit, with their incised and punctuated 

decorations showing the wh ite filling, are of special inte rest a affording a link 

of connex ion with the earli est Metal Age of the Cyclades. imilar pyxides 

in Amorgos, Melos, Paros and elsewhere are the frequent concomitants of 

tomb g roup further characterised by the marble figures and vases of the 

regular Cyclad ic style. The inci ed and punctuated decorations here 

shown also agree very closely with those of ceramic fabrics of this more 

northerly JEgean g roup. The ornament of the complete lid, for in tance, 

~o. 8 above ( F ig. 65c), shows a dec ided parallelism with that on the back of 

a clay' mirror' from Syra.3 These correspondences point to an approxi

mate synchronism between the transitional Earl y Min6an Period and that 

phase of Cycladic culture which is marked by the first beginnings of metal. 

It is however noteworthy that on the Cretan ceramic types represented in 

the present deposit there is no trace of the spiral decorations found 

in the parallel Cyclad ic g roup, at least on its more advanced products. 

As illu trating the evolution of the prim itive geometrical painted 

1 Cf. i\Iackenzie, 'The Pottery of Kno so ,' .J.H. S., xxiii. , p. 166. 
' Petrie, 'Egyptian Bases of Greek History,' .f. H. S . , xi. , PI. XI V. , Fig. 6. 
3 Tsounta , KuK,\aotKcf II . , PI. 9, 4· 

H 
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des igns from the earlier incised patterns, th is deposit has a quite unique 
Yalue. The incised rec tangle with diagonal lines, fo rming an x within it , 

een on os. 9 and 10, is t ransformed before our eyes into the double tri ang le 
of the painted jars I os. I I and 12, and again in to the similar ' butterfly' pa t

tern of the va es g rouped under To. 13- T his pain ted double triang le or 
1 bu tterfly ' de ign recu rs on fragments of vases found low down in the 
early basement described in Section 3 : an interesting proo f, as already 
noted, that its construction goes back to the 1 Earl y Min6an Period.' 

Among t other objects found in th is depo it were some much oxid ized 
pieces of copper or bronze, an obsidian block, con ta ining nests of crys tals, 

obsidi an knives, a fragmentary crystal re lic, li ke a solid thimble,1 a 
small p iece of gold plate and a quantity of bead of faience or nat i,·e 

porcelain. The smallest of these are of a deep cobalt blue. The other 

FIG . 67 a A:'\0 b.-EARL\' DYXA.'TIC EGYI'TIAX \'A~E OF S\'E"'ITE, FRO~l I' A LA CE. 

bugle and g lobular beads with a ,·ery large perforation a re of a pale blu ish 

or g reenish hue resem bling the Egyptian faience of the Early Dy nastie . 

These beads are a bsolutely d istinct from tho e fo und in the T emple 
R epository, and the nearest Egyptian paral lels seem to date from the S ix th 

Dynasty. 
O f the earl y con nex ions of the Knoss ian si te with Egypt a nother 

s ign ificant proof has been made out th is season. I n the same Palace 

region, on the border of \\'hat was at firs t known as the 1 Central Clay 
A rea,' there had been found in 1900 a stone vessel (F ig. 67) which was at 
fir t set dO\m a one of the Cretan imitation of Egyptian forms. P rof. Petrie, 
ho\\'e\'er, who had an opportunity of in pect ing it last spring in the Museum 
at Cand ia, at once recogn ised that it was formed of Egyptian syenite and 

1 Diameter at top 1 ·8 centimetre. 
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that it rerresented an actual article of import belonging to the period of 
the first Four Dynasties. 

§ 17.-T!l£ STEPPED TIIEATJ,AL AREA. 

A little North of the l\'orth-We t angle of the Palace an irregular 

paved area had been brought to light in 190r. This area was traversed 
by a section of a paved path or eau eway running from We t to East 
toward· the Iorthern entrance of the Palace, and from which a branch 
causeway, somewhat narrower than the other, starts in a North-Easterly 
direction towards the Pillar Hall that immediately faces the orthern 
entra nce pas age. Near the point where the e two causeways bifurcate, 
at a distance of a bou t 14 metre North of the North-\iVest Palace angle, 

a corner of low walling had been exposed to view which was flanked by 

a part of the irregular pav d area above described, and at the same time 
very closely bordered by the broader causeway coming up from the \Nest. 

This low wal l of limestone blocks wi th its well preserved corner to the 

South-East invited inve tigation and proved to belong to an approx i
mately square construct ion about 5·2 metres by 5, which it was at first 
thought might represent the base of a large al tar. 

Trial pits sunk a little to the N orth of the first discovered angle of 
this construction produced only negative results. A pit dug about ro metres 

to the N9rth-West however exposed to view at a depth of 2·30 metres 
what appeared to be two st ri ps of paving. Further en la rgement of the 

pit proved that in fact we had here to do with line· of steps, entaiiing a 

comprehensive exploration, the final results of which were a new and 
surpri ing as any as yet produced by the Palace site. 

ection by section a large stepped area was brought to light, the plan 
of which is shown in Fig. 68. It will be seen that the general plan consists 
of a paved a rea bi ected by another causeway, and overlooked on two sides 
by tiers of stone steps, between which the sq uare block already mentioned, 

and which proved to have been paved above, stands as an intervening point 

of van tage. 
Of the two fli ghts of steps or seats that to the East was the higher, 

consist ing of eighteen tier . The Southern flight appears to have been 
originally broader but the greatest number of steps here is six, decreasing 
on the \iVestern side to three. The reason of this decrease is to be found 

li 2 
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in \the paved causeway first mentioned, which in its \Ve tward descent uts 

this fli ght of steps d iagonally. cen tral en trance way commun icating 

with a broad causeway running due South further breaks this outhern 
fli ght into two d ivision . The section East of this entrance for the g reater 

part o f its extent shows six tiers of low seats or steps; tha t to the vV st, 
so fa r as it is pre erved, on ly three. remarkable feature of the \ iV es tern 
section is a ba rr ie r along its top border, consi ting of low tiers with narrow 
openings between them eparating it from the upward course o f the cause

way beyoncl,l nother feature of this Easte~ section was the g radu al 
decrease of the depth of the tiers of tep or low eats as they ascended. 

The lowest was So centimetre , and the depth of the other fi ve foll ows in 

clecrea ing order, 70, 63, 56, and 45. T he top row may have been 
reserved for children. The mean height or tread of the steps is 18 cen ti

metres ; hi<> her by almost a thi rd than the steps of the Ea tern flight. 
A t the central entrance, in place of the two uppermost tiers of steps, 

there are substituted s lab of lime tone with a light incline, while four 
lower g radations a re pre erved. \Vest of th is entrance, as already noticed, 
o nly the three lowermo t tiers are continued. These were traceable in 
thi direct ion for a dis tance of nearly four met res, but beyond this point had 
been completely dest royed by later structures. 

Flow far d id they orig inally extend? A clue to the ans\\·er is g iven 
by the fact that the outside causeway in its \Ve tward descent would 

have cut into the uppermost of the three tiers at a point about 6 metres 
\iVest of the ent rance, a distance which approximately sq ua res wi th the 

width of the Eastern ection of the steps. At this point moreover the 
line which would have been reached by the \Vestern section thus pro
longed is cross d by a line of wall. That the upper part of the ll'all in its 

existing state is of somewhat !at r con truction is clear from the fact that 
it was carr ied over the paved causeway. But there is di tinct evidence 
that this wal l wa part ly built on a n older founda tion, and its orth end, in 
fact , terminates in a gypsum pier of good mason ry wh ich seems to have 

1 T he sy tem consists of block of limestone alt ernat ing high and low. The be t pre en •ed of 
the higher blocks is that aga inst the bastion, the other being much weathered and worn away. 
The thickness f the construct ion is only 36-40 centimetre . The first ' pier ' is 6o centimetres in 
length : then follows a lower block 67 centimet re long; then two higher block. 70 and 72 centi
metres in length re pectively with an interval of 45 between them which seems to have been 
original ly fi ll ed. Beyond thi , appa rently there wa. another lower in terval fo llowed by a 
similar longer ' pier. ' The higher blocks were at most 37 cent imetre high and the lower 12 
centimetres. 
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represented one pillar of a central entrance to the area itself on theW est id e. 
The paved path which leads to this a rea from the West and, as will be een, 
symmetrical ly divides it rectangle into two equal pa rts, enters it immedi

ate ly in front of this pier. 
The e combined indications make it reasonable to assume that the 

We tern section of the outh steps ended at this point and was sym
metrical in width with the section East of the Central en trance on that 
side. It would thus appear th.at the original breadth of the three lowest 

tier · 1 was about 16"50 metre ; that of the fourth step-which was con 
tinued to the Western limit of the entrance passage-about 9·50 metres; 

and that of the fifth and sixth, 6 metres. 
The square bastion which has been already mention cl as occupying 

the angle between t 1e outhern and Eastern fli ghts of steps i faced on its 

vVest ide by a lower ledge of ma onry which steps down I orthwards. 
The bast ion itself is built of good limestone masonr , four courses of which 

are preserved at its I\'orth-We tangle. I Upon blocks of it Southern side 
are cut two signs, the Double Axe and the branch, in the style of the 

first period of the Later I alace.2 The upper su rface of the bastion 
showed remains of good paving, on a level with the topmost step of the 
East fl ight, and near here were found some fragments of painted stucco. It 
looks as if this ra ised platform may have been urmountecl by a decorated 
canopy. From its co mmanding central po ition it was the point bes t 

adapted for surveying any shows that may have taken place in the area 
below, and we may perhaps regard it as having served as a kind of 

Royal Box. 
From the orth-Eastern corner of this ba tion, which corresponds 

with the sixteenth step of the Eastern flight, a stone runnel, altogether 
similar in construction to that of the Ea tern Bastion of the Palace,3 

follows the edge of the descending steps in a series of parabolas.4 At the 
1 Excepting a small strip cut out of the first step by the keying in of the lower teps of the 

E astern flight. 
2 They are somewhat fine ly cut, but of the usual calibre. The axe is 20 centimetres in width. 

I n the neighbouring Palace area were also found broken blocks belonging to earl ier con tructions 
with a Double Axe of archaic form, a deep-cut ' tar' sign 26 centimetre in diameter and a 
'zigzag' sign al o deeply cut, 26 centimetres by 3· 

3 See Report, &c., 1902, p. I I I seqq. and Figs. 67, 68. Another similar runnel was found 
this year by the remains of a stairca e in the South-Ea t quarter, below the 'Court of the 

anctuary.' 
4 Dr. i\Iackenzie ob erves that 'the highest point of the par<tuolic cu r\"c comes at the transi

tion from one step to another. ' 
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Jower corner of the ba tion, by the six th step, the runnel tak s a turn 
'South and is joined by a smaller tributary channel of the same kind whi ch 

Tuns be ide the W est face of the bastion, following the descent of the 

.Southern fli ght of steps. 
remarkable feature of the present structure is the manner in which 

t he lower steps of the E ast fl ight overlap the lower corner of the basti on 
.and a re keyed into those goi ng up South. Something analogous to this is 
v isible in the Palace at Phaes tos, where the two lowermost teps of the 

broad fli ght leading up to the great upper Megaron are brought forward 
beyond the an gle of the ide wall and intrude on the li ne of the fli ght o f 
s teps leading up Torth.l In the p re ent case it looks as if the archi tec t 
l1ad been fu mbling about for the idea of seats carried round in a con

t inuous semi-circle but had not hit upon it. In th is respect there is no 

approach to the later theatral p lan. 
Of the broad E as tern fli ght of steps only the lowermost- a good 

deal warped at its I orth end - has been pre erved to what appears 
to have been its original bread th of 10 metres. T he second and 

third reach nearl y to the same extent. But from this poin t,- formi ng a 
roughly d iagonal lin ,-the steps throughout the whole of the Iorth-Eas t 
section we r ei ther h pelessly d isintegrated or had been entirely denuded 
away. Th us as the leps ascend their extent was fou nd to be a continu al ly 
d imini shin g quantity till o f the topmost only a small p iece was left a t its 
S outhern end. 

1 or was the cause of this destru ction far to seek. I t obviou ly lay in 

the fact that orig in ally, as it does now, the g round here sloped away in a 

' ortherly direc tion. The result of th is was tha t, while a part of the 
outhern sec tion of the steps practica lly rested on the solid g round, a n 

a rtificial be 1, held up by a supporting wa ll on the North, had to be made 
for the const ruct ion of the remaining sect ion. I n proce of time th is 

made ea rth sank, the supporting wall gave ll'ay, and the stone labs of 
whi ch the steps were composed were either carried away or d i integrated 
by the natural p rocess of den udation, whi le others sank below their orig ina l 
level. I t was found that the present UJ·face level at the point where th 

uppermost ti er had orig inally rested a t its Northern extremity was a metre 
and a hal f below the le \·el of the r maini ng fragment of its ~outhern encl. 

Happily the evidence as to the origina l extension Northwards of the 
1 This is not adequate ly brought out in the plan , Jlion. A ut . xii . Tav. II. 
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Ea tern flight was of the most atisfactory nature. The extent preserved 
of the lowerm ost step was in fact found to correspond with a line of wall 
o f which the foundation courses were vi ·ible for a considerable extent, 
a nswerin g to the original supporting wall on the Iorth . From this it ap
peared that the di ta ce of 10 metres for wh ich the lowermost step was 

preserved rea lly answered to its original extent and gave the width of the 
whole fli ght. A con tinuation moreover of the lower courses of the sup

porting wall was found running \Vestward and form ing the orig inal bound

ary of the pa1·ed area on that ·ide1 It ran exactly where theoretically it 
should have been looked for, parallel to the paved path that traverses this 
area from \i\Test to Ea t, and at a distance to the orth of it equal to that 
which on the other side separate this path from the outhern fli ght of t p . 
The symmetry of the whole construction thus th roughly assert it elf and 
the paved path from the \Vest is seen to run to the very centre of the 
Eastern flight of steps. 

In the circumstances I did not hes itate to ecu re the remains of this 
unique monument of the 1in6an ,,·oriel from further collapse and disin
tegration by undertaking the considerable ta k of rebuilding the North 

supporting wall to what wa probably its orig inal height and by re toring 
the missing slabs of the orth-East section of the Southern fli ght of 
steps. Several of the sun ken slabs were also partially raised and the 

remaining parts were carefu lly pre erved in their orig in al context. The 
result as will be seen from Fig. 69 has been to a considerable extent to 
reproduce what may have been the original effec t of this part of the 
buildine-. 2 

.j ~ 

The eighteen steps of the Southern flight, as originally constituted, 
occu pi eel a rectangle I o metres broad by I I "40 deep. The depth of the 
step varies. In the fir -t eleven step it is 67 centimetres, but from the twelfth 

step onwards it is red uced to 57, the tread of the step being corre
spondingly lowered from 12 centimetres to I O. That these steps were 
not simply the approach to some large JJ1egaron is shown not only by the 
absence, beyon I, of any remains of such, but by the fac t that the branch 

line of paved path which start from the other near the South-East corner 
of the bastion, proceeding in the d irection of t he I orth Pillar Hall, 

1 T he Eastern ~ection of the part presen ·ed of this supporting wall is 6 metre in length ; 
there is then a gap of about 10 metre , after which from a point under the fourth step it is continued 
for another 13 metres. 

2 The re tored parts are indicated by dolled line in Mr. Fyfe' plan (Fig. 68). 
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would, :lt the d istance of between e igh t and nine metres from the top tep, 
hav cut off the corner of any such hall. T he most that can have existed 

must have been a paved pla tform analogous to that above the long steps 
at Phaestos, backed p rhap by a sh allow Stoa. That some such platform 
existed is indeed rendered probabl e by the fact tha t the lower courses o f 
the North supporting wall are contin ued about four metres to the East o f 
the edge of the topmost step. T he upper face of th is step together with 
the presumptive platform on which it abu ts is on a level with the stone 
pav ing on the top of the bastion. I t is remarka ble that there exi t 

remains of a n earlier pavement (see p lan) about a metre below the level 
of th top st p, and with a slope towards th e \Vest, which seems to have 
run beneath the 'outhern ection of the uppermo t t iers of this fli ght. 

T he clear ing of t he rectangular area enclo eel by the East and 'outh 
fli ghts of steps and the cont inuation o f the orth supporting " ·all was a 
work of ext raordinary d ifficulty. It has been a remarkable phenomenon 

that through ut the whole area of the Palace hardly any remains were 
brought to light la ter than at most the decadent 'Mycenaean ' Period. It 
was only beyond the 01· thern E ntrance passage and the orth-West 

Palace angl that appreciable t races of more recent occupation began to 

a ppear. I n th is region occurred a litt le ' geometrical ' pottery and some 
H ellenic a nd R oma n remain . The most olid record however of late r 
settlement yet encountered was in th is theatra l a rea where, in some places 

a t a depth of onl y 20 centi metres below the surface, a huge flooring of 
R oman cement was struck, 65 centimetres in thickness and intruding on 
the area to be excavated to the ex tent of some sixty square metres. It 
could only be removed by a long process of blasti ng, a nd the existence of 
this pavement as well as of substructions in con nex ion with it acco unted 
fo r the total disappeara nce of a sect ion of the North supporting wall. It 
may a lso expla in the fact that no remains of a \V st enclos ing wall were 
found in the North sec tion of the area, a nswering to that which seems to 
have sh ut in the South section on this side.1 

As to the orig inal d imensions f th is a rea there can however be li t tle 
doubt. I t formed a rec tangle a bout 10 metre from orth to outh, by 

13 from East to Vve t. It was, as a lready noticed, divided into two equal 
sec tions by a centra l paved path runn ing to the middle of the lowermost 

1 Traces of an earl ier wall line were found (a shown in the plan) a little West of this, which 
was cut through when the paved path was made. 
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step of the East fli ght. This path was r ·so metre wide at its -East end, 

slight ly d iminishing (to r·3o) in width in its Westward cour e, which could 
be traced for 20 metres. It is evident that further on it joined th other 
paved causeway that runs W est from above the 'outh steps. 

At the point where this rai ed pathway reaches the !owe t tep of the 
Eastern fli ght a section of another similar path with good paving follows 
the step Northwards. It may originally have communicated with a small 
passage way going out of the area in thi direction, but all traces of such 

a pathway running further orth have di sappea red. 
T he enclosed area itself on either side of the central path shows 

remains of rough paving and there can be littl e doubt that in this as in other 
similar cases this paving was covered with coloured cement or hard plas ter. 
The whole area at present slopes con iderably to the Iorth-\IVe t and there 
may have been a slight original incline that way, partly for purposes of 

drainage. It i p robable however that the fal l is now a good deal greater 
owing to the subsidence of made earth on that side. The walls that eem 
originally to have shut in this area on the W est must haYe been of con

siderable height in order to secure protection from the sun. 
An examination of the deposit immedi ately beneath an intact part of 

the pavement, near the centre of the area, es tab lished the fact that it con
tained sherds belonging to the period of the earlier Palace. Both this fact 
and the occurrence on blocks of the ba tion of signs of a type usual in the 
earlier constructions of the Later Palace are in themselves distinct indications 

that this tepped Area dates from the ame time as these latter. 
But the evidence goes much further than this. This Stepped Area is 

in fact a n integral part of the L ater Palace system. It i brought into 
direct connexion with the two main ent rances of the building by lines of 
paved way. That lead ing Westward from the orthern Entrance with the \ 
tributary line from the Pill a r House has been already mentioned. But the I 
principal aven ue of approach was the broader causeway, run ning d irectly 
South from the centre of the Southern fli ght of steps, which was evidently the 

main entrance of th is Theatral Area. This paved causeway, which just by 

the ent.rance is crossed diagonally by the other, is 3'7 5 metres in width and 
ascends the ri se immediately to the South, partly by means of low steps, o f 
which two are preserved1 Its further progress is broken off above the upper 

of these, but its direct course would have taken it above the large foundat ion 
1 T he lower of these is '74 centimetre deep, the other ·.Ss ; the tread i '1 2 centimetres. 
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boulders of the orth-v e t Palace angle and o to the W est Court. H ere 

the traces again become clear, but in p lace of the single broad ca useway there 
a re now ~wo narrower bra nches. One of these leads d iagonally ac ro the 
'vVe t Court in a outh-\Vest di rection. But the other, which represents the 

unbroken prolongation of the orig inal line, goe traight to the W e tern 
Pa lace Porti co. In other words this approach to the Stepped A rea 
is a direct line of access from the State Entrance of the Pal ace. 
Practically the ' Corridor of the Procession ' is it elf a continuation 
of th is causeway. 

T hus, incl udin g the paved pathway from the \Vest, this Stepped A rea 
was the converg ing point of five differen t eau eways, bri nging it in to 

inti mate relation with the most importan t points of the Palace and it 
ur roundin gs. Bu t, as has been shown, it was itself in no sense a thorough

fare. The Southern ight of steps on the East side of the entra nce 
pa age is ac tually backed by a barrier and was probably blocked in the 
same way also in it \ Vestern section, though the evidence is there deficient. 
W e have al ready seen that the Eastern fli gh t could in no case have been 
the approach to a nythi ng more than a comparat ively narrow platform . 
. ,o lit tle is it an approach that the causeway leadi ng to the orthern 

entra nce from the W est is somewhat d iverted from its course and pa ses 
out ide the S tepped Area, while its bra nch lead ing toward the P illa r H ouse 
is still more defl ec ted from a straight Western course. 

It follows that the Stepped A rea itself ful fi lled an i olated and 
independent function in connexion with the Palace. Its low gradations 
were not steps up to\ arcls ome outside object but were t ier to supply 
sit ting or poss ibly stand ing room for specta tors or hearers. The paved a rea 
was devised for show or ceremony. W e have here in fact a primitive T heatre, 
and the d irect rela tion into which it was brought with the state entrance of the 

Palace lends weight to the suggestion that the central bastion supported the 
canopy of a 'Roya l Box.' Includ ing the ' Ga llery ' or plat form above the 

outhern flight there may have bee n accommodation in this Minoan Court 
Theatre for between four a nd fi \·e hundred spectators. 

T he Pa lace of Phaesto to a certain extent supplies a parallel. In 
that case, facing the orig inal West Court, rises a broad fligh t of nine steps 

approached diagonally by a causeway, (one of two converging line ), in 
connex ion with an early West Port ico. The steps in th is ea e a re sur

moun ted by a long paved platform, origin ally backed by a massive wall 
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supporting a n upper terrace.1 Backed a they were in this way, the steps 

could not have been an a pproach to a ny hall beyond, and , as was justly 
observed by the Ita lian explorer , they no doubt served as sea ts fo r 
numerous specta tors, who could thence look on at sports or rel ig ious 

functions in the area below.2 The long steps of Phaes tos, indeed, together 
with the causeway a nd the a rea in frunt of them, seem to be of somewha t 

earlier date than the Theatral Area ofK nossos. good deal of the pottery 
foun d immed iately above the surface of the Court, in fact, goes well back into 
the earl y part of the' Middle Minoan Age ' and th rows back the date of 

these constructions to a peri od covered by the Earlier Palace at Knossos.3 

The steps th emselves are higher, the causeways more massive, and the 
whole has no d irect relation to the steps leadin g to the g reat pper Megaron 
a nd neighbourin g fli ght ascend ing orth which belong to a la ter date.4 ·what 

we ee a t Phaesto is simpler a nd more rud imentary, as befi ts an earlier age. 
The Stepped A rea on the other hand, now brought to light at Knossos, 
shows a g reater systematisation. It is already a specialised form of 
bui lding devoted to a defin ite purpose. suggestion, doubtless taken from 

the great stairs a nd stepped approaches of the Min6an Pa lace , has here 
developed into a· structure which itself is no kind of approach, bu t the 
earlies t existing example of a verita ble theatre. 

It m ust a t the same time be observed that it was constru cted on quite 
d ifferent lines from the Greek Theat re, just as its orienta tion is al so 
reversed. The orchestra is here squa re, a nd there is no evidence either of 

tage or Buf-1-e"A.:IJ , unless, indeed, the centra l bas tion served as the base for 

such an altar. The BeaTpov proper fill s two sides of a rectangle. It is 
indeed rema rkable that, in an age which prod uced such admirable round 
buildings of ston as some of the g reat tlwlos tombs, the idea of circular 
construction should never have been reached for a purpose li ke the presen t. 

I Remains or the original ' Middle :\ Iinoan' wa ll ha ve been lately round behind a wail belonging 
to the later Period or the Phaestian Palace, now re tored by the Ita lian :\l ission (L . Pernier, Lavori 
eseguiti uel Palazzo di P haestos : i\l arzo-Lug iio, 1903. ) 

2 Luigi Pern ier, 'Scavi della i\fi ione I taiiana a I'haestos' (llfon . .Ant. xii ., 1902, pp. 33, 34). 
3 As noticed above, p. 21, note, the later Palace at Knos os itself probably goe back to the 

close of the Midd le Iinoan Period. But many fragments of polychrome pottery found above the 
level or the vVest court at l'haesto and in the neigh bouring house (the so-called ' Altar"}- uch as 
some of tho e imitating metal work and others with plain geometrical designs-corre pond wi th 
ware actually found below the earl y fl oor levels of the later Palace at K nossos. 

• One feature of the Phae ti ao arrangement not observable in the T heatrai Area at Knossos is 
the continuation of the eau eway in a line of steps ascending the long stone s~at in the man ner of 
a diazoma. 
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T he only example of round masonry in the Palace itself is afforded by the 

great blocks 1 formi ng the corner of the passage way outside the Anticha m

ber to the T hrone R oom. 
\Vhat performan ces, it may be asked, are likely to have been given in 

the pa\·ed a rea? T he favo urite Minoan sport is ruled out, since the enclosure 
was in no wise adapted for a bull ring. Shows of pug il ists, on the other 
hand, of \\·hich we have both at Knos ·os and a t H agia Triad a several il lus
t rations on steati te rel iefs and the im press ions of seals 2 may well have 
taken place here. In spite of its recta ngul ar hape, when more level than at 
present and coated with cement, the a rea wou ld have been also well ada pted 

fo r dances, poss ibly of a ceremonial kind like t hose of the original T heatre 

in classical Greece. 
Of the performa nce of religious dances in con nexion with the great 

Minoan Goddess several records have come to light. On the ' Royal S ig
ne t,' of which the forged clay matrix was found,3 a female fi gure is seen on 

a terrace of masonry, before the Seated Goddess a nd her attendan t, engaged 
in a n org ia t ic dance, ami in glypti c scenes one person often stand s for 
many. So too a sing le fi gure of a dancing g irl appears on one of the 
V apheio Gems,4 while on a seal-impres ion from H agia Triada the Goddess 
hersel f a ppears to be dancing between two vota ries each of whom holds 

above her a Double Axe.5 Still full er evidence however is afforded 

by the remains of the Miniature Frescoes found in th neighbouring North 
\ Vest Palace Q uarter. A mong the scenes depicted on these fragments, 
the central des ign of which seems to have been the Pillar Shri ne of the 
Goddess, a group of brilliantly at t ired \\·omen are seen in two rows, 
e :-.:: ecuting an animated dance in what looks like a walled enclosure, thronged 

with male specta tors. 
But, as has already been poin ted out,0 the g reat Goddes of the spot 

- in many of her aspects a Lady of the D ove-was, on one side at least of 

her mythical being, perpetuated in the Greek phrod ite. And it is 
im portant to remember that to this Goddess in Crete was attached the 

1 Recent investigations point to the fact that the wall above these may ha Ye enclo eel a ro1mded 
bit of stairca e. 

2 ee abo,·e, p. 57· 
3 ee Report, ~c., rgoz. • 'E4J. ' Apx . , r889, P I. X. 12. 
5 IIalbhe rr, Resti , &c., scopcrti ad H as·hia Triada (11/on . Ant. , ,·ol. xiii ., Roma, 1903) , 

p. 39, Fig. 33 · T he heads of the double axes a re ,·isihlc on a more recent ly discO\·ercd impression 
from the ame seal. 

6 'ee abO\·e, p. 87. 
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nat i,·e d ialectic epithet of ' the E xceeding H oly One '- A riadnc 1-under 
which she has become t he heroine of sepa rate roma nce. 

\Ve. see then here a theatral bui ld ing- a cent ral point of interes t, 
as the converg ing li nes of causeway show, of the whole Palace and its 
surroundings,-conta ini ng what seems to have been a n orchestra. O n the 
other hand we possess independen t evidence of ceremon ial dances in 

honour of the great nati ve Goddess of whom Aphrod ite A riadne is a la ter 

tra nsformation . In view of these facts it is d iffi cult to refu se the 
concl usion that thi s first of theatres, the tepped A rea with its dancing 
g round, supplies a mate ria l foundation for the H omeric tradition of the 
famous ' choros' : 

oiov 7TOT, €v£ KvwCT~ evpet?7 

t:.atoaA.o <> ~ CTK7JCTW KaA.A.mA.oJCafL\IJ ' A pu1ov77 . 2 

It is symptomatic of the in crea eel importance attached to male 
d ivinities in the la ter re lig ion of Greece that' choros' and theatre hould 

pass from the Goddess to the God. In the more recent cult the ' choros' 
of A riad nc is super eded by that of her Consort Dionysos. 

O f the painted stucco,-perhaps the most strik ing feature of the 

D aedalean art,-that would have decorated the background a nd canopy of 
thi s Theatral rea, only small fragments were recovered, owing to the g reat 
a mount of surface denuda tion . The surface of the orcltestm it elf, once 
probably coated wi th hard plaster display ing the brillia nt red and white 

decoration of the Knossian pa,·ements, i now comparatively rough and 
uneYen. But, as has been shown above, the shell o f the whole monumen t 
remains; the area itse lf, the stepped tiers for the spectator , the cen tral 

bastion, an ind ication of a gallery behind. The a nnu al visit of Dr. 

D orpfeld and his party .on the ' Insel rei e ' seemed moreover a fi t ting 

occasion for once more t rying the capabil ities of the an cient orchestra 
before an ap precia tive ' house.' A dance of our Cretan workmen a nd 
their womanfolk was accord ingly here organised-a dance, may be, as 

ancient in its orig in as the buil d ing in which it took place. This was 

the 7T7]0£JCT(J<; xopo<;, so called from the salta tions performed. by its 

leaders; and, altern ati ng " ·ith it, the quieter CTt'Yavo <;,-both forms being 
pre,·alent throughout Central and Eas tern Crete.3 T he sin uous, maeander-

l The close conncxion of the great Kno ian Godde with Ariadne, as to which I had been 
independently impre sed, has been rightly insisted on by F. Noack , H omerische Palt1stc, p. 86 seqq. 

" 11. xYiii. 591 seqq. 3 \\'e t of l da the '11' EVTo(a~11s prc\'ails and in Sphakia the O'o6uTa. 
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ing course of the dancers, as they were led hand in hand by the chief 
performers in each set, was curiously appropriate to the a ncient trad itions 

of the spot. O f such a kind, we are told ,! was the geranos dance, 
mimickin g the mazy turns of the L abyr inth, by T heseus instituted a t D elos 
before the image of phrodite ' that he had received from A riadne,' and 

which was in fact A riaclne her elf in her cult aspect. 

§ 18.-TilE NORTH-WEST BU ILDING. 

Already in 190 1 t here had been brought to light part of a build ing 
borderin g on the I orth-East of the vVe t Court, and only about four 
metres distant from th Western Palace Wall, where the g reat foundation 
buttress juts out from it. Except, therefore, ~ r the small interval thus 

left- through which, a we now know, ran the Cau eway leading from the 
\Vest En t ra nce to the Theatral Area-thi bui ld ing lay as a block between 
the \iVest Court and the paved area to the 'orth-Wcst of the Palace. 

This' North-\ est House,'-a it was called a t the ti me of its first fin d ing, 

- revealed in its basemen t ca\·ities remains of earlier wall s, belonging in part 

at least to a different y tern, together with abu ndant fragments of the fin e t 
polychrome a nd 'egg-shell ' ware of the Midd le Minoan Period. On the 
other hand, above what remains of the upper floor-levels, nothing \\'as 
fo und of earlier date than decadent 'Mycenaean ' wares belonging to the 
Period of Partial Occupation. I t therefore appeared probable that duri ng 
the intervenin g period, which would include the whole du ration of the L ater 
Palace, the site had been left bare ; and, so far as the three chamber con 
stituting the' North- \\'est H ouse' are concerned, this conclu sion may still , 

perhaps, be valid. 
Tria l pits d ug a t t he end of the season of 1902 in the area imm diately 

to the vVest of this, followed by methodical excavat ions du ring the pres nt 
season, have, however, been concl usi,·e in how in g- that the la ter construc
tions known as the' North-vVest House' were built up against the East face 

of a building, or pos ibly a conglomeration of bu ildi ngs, that must have 

1 Plut. Thesem, xxi. (on the au thority of Dicaearchus) (077<Teos) &vaOels T h 'Atppooluw>', & rrapO. 
"TqS lAptO.Sv., s lAa /3 Ev, fx&peuuE IJ.f"Ta. 7 c;J:/ .qrolwv xopelav, ~~~ tTt vil v brtTEAE'iv .6."fJAlous AE -youa t, p.l!J.TJJ.La 

Tw' tv Ttf l\af3v;>lv8'P " 'P'&o»v Kal O·•~~o"'v tv Ttv< puOI'if ?rapa}..}..ci ~ F<s Kal &vE}..(~" s ~xovn 'Y '"f"O!' {v71v. 
The Ke paTd. v altar about which the dance took place has been aptly brought into relation with the 
'sacJal horns' of the ~linoan altars by F. Noack (Eiomerische Paliiste, p. 87). 
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been existent throughout the Later Palace Period. These extremely com
plex constructions find an as ye t ind efinite extension Westwa rds.! It 
thu s a ppears that the Palace throughout its exi tence was fl anked at a 
distance of about ten metres from th e orthern section of its Western 
\ Vall , if not nearer, by a block of buildings intervenin g between its 
V\le tern Court and the paved a rea a nd p rimitive Theatre to the Iorth. 

Such a block of constructions, a llowed to persist in immediate con

t iguity to the Palace wall s and wedged in between it Court, was neces
sarily of the nature of a dependency. But of what kind ? Carefu l as have 
been the recent ex rlorations in this area, the solution of the problem till 
presents elements of uncertainty . The whole mass of buildings is a medley of 
sma ll walled spaces a fford in g none of the architectural clues as to their 

object and interrelation supplied by the other structures on the Palace site. 

There are none of the usual stone door-jambs; there are not even door-open
ings : there are no visible corridors, or light-well , or windows. T here are no 

stair , at leas t belonging to the Pa lace Period. Only in one s ing le chamber 
appears a column ba e. A diagonal wall line cross ing part of the centre 
of the block sugges t some kind of division, perhaps of la ter construction, 
but, wherea the Min oan houses found in the neighbourhood of the 
P alace always how some free space, however narrow, around them, it is 
impo · ible here to extract any separate entity. The whole is one 
s tructural conglomeration. 

The question naturally arises-why when the Later Palace was la id 
out, hould such a buildi ng as this, sta nd ing in immed iate contiguity to 
it and almost blocking the access from one Court to a nother, 
have been allowed to persist ? That a g reat remodelli ng here took place 
d uring the la ter period of the Palace is clear, but it was largely on older 

lines. The earlier maze of con tru ctions on this a rea was much pulled 

a bout, but they were not, as throughout so large a part o f the Western 
P alace Wing, completely levell ed away. One building succeeded another, 
a nd the obstructive bloc k was allowed to remain. 

It looks as if ome re lig ious considerations m ust have underlain this 
apparent anomaly. Did the site, perhaps, belong to a local anctuary? 

It is certa in that not on ly the extraordina ry. fi nene of some of the 
relics found in the cells and small cha mbers of the build ing, but other 
more direct evidence supplied by the fin ds points to such a conclu wn. A 

1 It has been traced uninterruptedly in this direction o,·er 40 metre . 

I 
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D ouble Axe of a rchaic form appears pain ted on the bottom of a frag
mentary vase belongi ng to the Middle Minoan Per iod foun d in one of the 

lowermost depos its of the building. P ieces of large painted A mphoras of 
the later 'Palace Style' show more ad1·anc cl delineations of the same 
sacred object,1 and an agate intaglio of the same date, of which the essen

tial part is p r~se rved, presents the fuller religious type of the r labrys' 

risin g from the hull's head (Fig. 70). This design, though already known,2 

derives peculiar suggesti1·eness from its occurring 
thu in a Minoan depos it by the legendary si te of 
the Labyrinth. A pair o f miniature ' Horns of 

onsecration' of bronze plate found in the sam e 
'Late Palace' stratum is a lso of religious sig

nificance. 
The Double Axe, moreover, ri sing betwee n 

the Sacral Horns an I with a leafy shaft, recalling 

those of the Hagia Triada cult scene, appear. 
here on vase fragments of the more decadent 

FIG. 70.-AGATE 1:->TAGLIO . 1 I 'Mycenaean' style derived from a superfi cia ayer 
(CO~l i'LETEO) U). 

of this ame depo it. In the example g iven in 

Fig. 7 r, 1re see it fl anked in other compartments by a fi sh and by a scroll 
d erived from a g roup of three Triton shel ls. F rom the occu rrence thu s 
of the sa me sacred symbol in the upper levels of this building and in a 
stratum belonging to the Re-occupation Period , it is evident that the 

rel igious tradition of the spot was of a very persi tent nature. 
These repeated references to the prevail ing Palace Cult make it 

rea onable to suppose that the orth· \Ve t Building if not itself a sanr.
tuary must at least be regarded as a dependency of uch. What we haye 
to deal with seems to be a series of small basement chambers belong ing to 
some kind of st rehouse in connexion with the Cen tral Palace shrine. 

Reasons have indeed al ready been given in a preced ing Section (§ 8) for 
believing that at lea t a co:1siderable section of the \Vestern \tV ing of the 

J Compare the examples given, R eport, &c. , 1901, p. 53, Fig. 15, a nd by D. Mackenzie, 'The 
Pottery of Knosso '(J.!I.S., xxiii . 1903, p. 204). Dr. Mackenzie rightly insi t on the fact that 
th Double Axe is foreign to the ordinary decorative repertory of the i\Iinoan m e painters, and 
that its introduction must be due to a special religiou moti ,·e. 

~ Compare the g Id figure from i\ lycenae, ch liemann, !llycenae, p. 21 , 'o . 329, 330, and 
the lentoid gem from the lleraeum at "\ rgos, Schliemann, Llfycenae, p. 362, No. 541 ; Furl wangler, 
.·lnt. Gemmen, PI. I I. 42. The design also occur on a vase from Old a lami (see !1/yt. Tree and 
.Pillar Cult, p. 9 seqq. ). 
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Palace, extending to the borders of the vVestern Court, stood in a special 
relation to an important shrin e the face of which overlooked the Central 
Cou rt. It looks as if the orth-West Building had served as a fur ther 
dependency of this, and it may be noted in corroboration of this view 

FI G. 71. - I'AINTEU VASE FRAG:UEXT SHOII' IX G D OU BLE AXES (§). 

that an a lta r-ba e stands in close proximity to this building at the North 
end of the \ Vestern Cou rt. 

There were throughout the remains of these constructions traces of 
a regular stra tification . In the superfici al layer were fou nd vase-fragments 

o f the decadent styl e characteristic of the p~riod of Partial Occupation . 

I 2 
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Below this, at a dep th of about 2 metres below the surface, was pre
served a certain amount of clay flooring belonging to the latest Palace 
Period a nd upon which stood vases such as the A mphoras referred to 

above. The pen ultimate Palace Period wa represented by a much 
disturbed deposi t, but, at a depth of abou t a metre below the last 
mentioned floor-level, the re were t races of an earlier clay floo r with vases 
of the fi nest Middle Minoan style. This wa especially the case in the 

more \Vesterly ch ambers where the slope of the g round had diminished 
the e ffec ts of later levell ing away. Here too was a pit, going down 6 
met res, fill ed with plain pottery of that period including a number of 
elegant red-coloured cups. T he 'Middle Minoan ' remain a nd floor-levels 

were immed iately superposed on the 

here of that t ran itional Early Metal 

' E arly Minoan' has b en appl ied. 

Jeolithic. There was no stratum 

ge type to which the na me of 

A mong the ceramic relics here found illustrating the L ate t Palace 

Period are remains of ve ry fine Amphoras in the noble ' rchitectonic ' 
styl e then in vogue. One of these, the whole of which was preserved, 
though it came to light in a collapsed cond ition, exhibits an exceptionally 
fine decorative design in which the uggestion f the E gyptian par yrus 
can be clearly traced. It is 75· 5 centimetres in height, by no means of the 
large t calibre he re represented . Anoth r A mphora shows a n octopus, the 
naturalistic rendering of which o ffers a strong contrast to the conventiona l 
polyps that repeat themseh·es wi thout end on the pottery of the succeeding 

age of decadence- the period of Partial Occupation . The naturalistic 
element of the Late t Palace Style was also illustrated by many ex amples 

including a cup wreathed with flowering prays of olives. Very remarkable 
in this con nexion are the fragmentary remains of a huge thick-walled 

vessel , the form of which unfortunately cannot be completed . It displays 
zones decorated with peas or large vetches, a favo urite subject with the 
ceramic arti sts of th is period. Some idea of the beauty of this des ig n 
may be gained from the completed drawing of a g roup of the e fragment 

g iven in F ig. 72.1 

The magnificent hoard of bronze yessels found in th is b uilding, also 

belonging to the Late t Palace Period, will be described in the succeed ing 
Section. nother find, made in a superficial deposit of a chamber in the 

1 The drawing is by i\1 r. Ilah·or Bagge. T he use of white in the decoration of the original 
may be noted as a sun·ival of the earlier style. 
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extreme orth-East of these constructions and in the immediate neigh
bourhood of the Theatral A rea, points to a more fin ished style of interior 

FIG. 72.-FRAG~!E:\T OF LARGE PAINTED VESSEL \YITH PEA DESIGN. 

decoration than is elsewhere traceable in this bui ld ing. It is a piece of 
a wall-painting, exhibiting in the foreground a p lant which seems a t fi rst 
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sight intended to be of the natural ize, while in the background are seen, 
on a comparatively small scale, the forelegs of a hoofed animal, apparently 
a bull in the act of galloping. Above are suspended portions of what seem 
to be locks of human ha ir, so that the whole probably formed part of a bull

hunting scene like that of the Vapheio Vases. The apparent difference of 
scale between the plant and the animal provokes the question-is there really 

to be found here an attempt at per pective? The plan t itself in its general 

g ro\\"th, the appearance of lanceolate leaves and the ruddy tem merg in g 
into green, at once suggests an oleander. But, on look ing more closely 

into the design, it is seen that the apparent ve ining of the leaves, which 

FI G. 73.-PLAIN l\1!1)0LE 1\II~OA:'< \"ESSELS, 

doe not in any way correspond with that of the oleander, is really the 
rendering of small foliage. In other words, according to an Egyptian 
convention, borrowed in other cases by the Minoan artist , a mass of 

foliage, though separately delineated, is contained with in a single out li ne 
the whole interior of which is covered ' ith a g reen body colour. In this 
case the lanceolate outline of the branches g ives them a misleading appear

ance of single leaves. 
If it is allowable to believe that this piece of wall-painting, out of place 

a1-1parently where it actually lay, had found it \\'ay hither from a back 
wall of the neighbouring 'Theatre '-the Choros of Ariaclne,-its interes t 

would be greatly enhanced. 
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A small room, about r ·6o metre square, with a clay fl ooring, on the 
\Vest side of the excavated part of the constructions wi th which we are deal

ing, contained the most perfect collective g r up of vases belonging to the 

c 

Middle Minoan Period yet discovered, including the mo t elaborately 

decorative example. 
Of the plainer forms here found Fig. 7 3 a shows a pitcher with brown 

bands and spiral flourishes on the clay surface, the mouth of which is of oval 

shape. In Fig. 73 c we have an imperfect but interesting example of the 
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peculia rl y Min a n type of vessel with irregular vertical t rea ks of brown 
g laze on the pla in cl ay urface, whi ch resemble the t ri cklings down the 
body of a pot of pi tch or g lue. This 'streaked' ware, as it may be called , 
continued through the pen ultimate Palace Period but the st reaks are more 

sparse in the later examples. In its earl ier and more thickly streaked form 
it is seen on some p itltOi from the newly d i covered Magazines below the 
Uppe r Megaron a t Phae to , belong ing like the jar before us to the Middle 

FI G. 75. -POLY ' II RO ~Jn: V ASE (MI DDLE M IN OAN), N ORT II · \V EST B UILD I NG . 

Minoan Period . T he P haestos jars in ques tion are surrounded on thei r 

shoulders by six looped handles. It i therefore ex tremely interesti ng to 
notice th at among the 'foreign' ves els d iscovered by P rofessor Petrie in 
a proto-dy nastic tom at Abydos 1 is a smalle r . treaked jar of the same 

1 Now in the Ashmolean iu eum at Oxford. T he great apparent chronological gap be tween 
this and the Middle l\Iinoan types in que tion has yet to be explained. 
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genera l type though with the handles lower down the body and of some
what more archaic aspec t. 

A mongst the other vessels are the usual cups (Fig. 74 e,j') with a 
black ground and wh ite and vermil ion bands. A g raceful two-handled 
vase (c) is also shown in Fig. 74, with a whi te continuous spiral on a dark 
ground. 

A much more magnificent object is a vase with a spout and two 
handles like the last but of higher build. A back view of this vessel which 
was found in a practically intact condition is g iven in Fig. 75 .1 The 
black and white drawing, indeed, though it shows the design can give but a 
faint idea of the brilliant effect of the polychrome decoration, in which 
creamy white, orange and crimson are variously d istributed on a lustrous 
black ground. The fro nt design is the same as the back, and the sides 

show in each ea e beneath the handle a graceful fleur-de-li pattern. 
Both this and part of the scroll-work on the other faces present a di tinct 
affinity to the decorative motives of some of the fin est contemporary 
signets, at times associated with pictographic inscriptions. 

§ r g .-l-IOARD OF BRONZE VES ' ELS A D KEFTIA r OFFERTORY 

SeE E. 

About the centre of the area at present exposed of the .:'-Jorth-West 
Building a group of small walled spaces wa brought to light. In one of 
the e, not more than 2 metres by r t in dimensions, some loose earth fell 
away in the course of the excavation and disclosed what at first sight 

appeared to be a set of bronze cups on their sides, ranged one above the 

other. On further clearing however it turned out that the supposed cups 
were the handles of a p ile of four large bron ze basins, while in an upright 
position bes ide them, stood a fine single-handled ewer, or oenoclto! , of the 
same metal. 

The discovery was the more interesting since,- owing no doubt to the 
careful search for portable treasure at the time of the great catastrophe 
of the Palace,-no large metal vessels had hitherto been found on the site. 
The bronze vessels lay at a depth of only about a metre below the surface 

of the g round, higher that is by the same distance than the usual level of 

1 It is 22 centimetres in height and its body the same in diameter. 
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the floors of the Later Palace Period, to which, as appears from the 
ch~racteri stic style of decoration, the hoard itself belonged. It is therefore 
probable that the vase had reached their present position by the sinkin g 

of an upper floor level. 

F tG. 76a .- BRO:-\ZE E1n.R. 

1\ group showing the ewer, two of the basins, anc! the detached handle . 

of another, is given in Fig. 77· The ewer, as will be seen, is a good 
deal crushed, but its original ou tline is re tored in Figs. 76 a and 76 b. It is 
34·5 centimetres in h ight and 27 in diameter. The body is formed of two 
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pieces, joined by a double row of ri vets, and the neck is soldered on. The 

handle is a ttached by three nai ls. The a lternating curves of the repousse 
lecoration reca ll a pattern tha·t a lso appears on some of the painted vases 

of the Latest Pa lace Period.1 

The magnificent basin which occupie the background of Fig. 77 i the 
larges t of the eries, being 39 centimetres in d ia meter. 2 Its rim is 

fi G. 76b.-HR01\ZE EII'ER SEE:\' FROM ABO\ E. 

ha mmered over outwards, the exterior margin being fashioned to represent 
the rounded end of lea ve , a nd above this is a ttached, by means of soldering 
or weld ing, an upper rim with a beaded a nd fol iated ornamen t chased in 
high relief. The whole marg in presents the aspect of three bands of 
decorati ve foliage superposed on one another. The handle, attached by 

four ri vets, shows a beaded ste m from which on e ither side ram ifies the 

same embossed leaf ornament F ig. 78. It may be observed that th is fol ia te 

1 An example of ~his form of decoration will be seen in the va e from a l "no ian house 
excavated by Mr. Hogarth, B.S.rl. Yi. (I 99- 1900), p. 76, F ig. 2 1. 

2 T he height of the basin, apart from the handle, is 8 centimetres. 
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decoration starting from a central tem is very characteristic of Min6an 
A rt. W e see it al ready in the beautiful Middle Min6an polychrome vase 
reproduced in P I. II, Fig. I , where the des ign is evidently taken from metal
work, and, in a differen t technique, it pers ists as a ceramic ornament to the 
latest Per iod of the Palace, being especially characteristic of the large 
amphoras. A carbonised fragment of a chest found with the 'Chariot 

FIG. 77.-GROUP OF BRONZE VESSELS. 

Tablet ' shows a carv d rel ief of similar design in wood-work, and the same 
mot ive recurs as a frieze on painted plaster.1 But as a motive of metal 
technique it seems mo t at home.2 On the bronze basin from the present 
deposit this decoration is carried out with boldne s and simplicity combined 

1 An example of this, apparently of ' :\Iiclclle Minoan' late, was also found at I hae to (L. 
Pernier, Scavi, .St. , a Phaestos, rgoo-Igor, p. 83, F ig. 22). 

2 A smaller bronze bowl with a border howing a imilar de ign was found in one of the tomb 
near Phaestos. 
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wi th consummate fini h, surpass ing a ny exa mples of the kind that have 
hitherto come to light either in Min6an Crete or at Mycenae. O ne exquisite 

:-\ 
I I 

FI G. 78. -HANDLE Al\0 ECTI ON OF BORDER OF llRO 'Z E BA I:\". 

touch is the tapering aspect g iven to the hand le, wh ich as it rolls back 
from the rim of the basin, g radually diminishes in width, li ke a leaf d rawing 

near to its stem. 

FI G. 79a.- ECTI Oii OF BRO:s'ZE B AS I:"\. FI G. 79b.- ECTION 0 1' 

RIM OF BRONZE BA I:"\. 

The smaller basin, which stands in front of the other in Fig. 77, is 

plain and in this case both the handle and the rim are in one piece with 

the re t of the ves el. Another larger basin,1 the section of which i given in 
1 \Yiclth o f the La in (without the hand le) 33 centimetres. 

• 
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F ig. 79 a, shows the ame un ity as regards the handle, but a decorative 
border is in this case superimpos_d in a nother p iece round the rim (F ig. 79 b) . 

This was unfortunately much oxid ized, 
but the handle itself presents a beautiful 

cha ed des ign, representing an i\·y spray, 

of which the development will be seen 
in F ig. So. 

A st ill more elaborate ys tem of 
ornament is presented by the ba in 
shown in F igs. Sr, 82.1 Its handle i 
attached, like the first described, by four 
ri vets, but in this case the richly chased 

rim is simr ly the marg in of the bowl 

hammered out apd in one piece with it. 
T he decorat ive desig n on th is, though 
much ox id ised in places, is visible 
throughou t. It consists- as will be 
better een from the small section of it 
g iven in Fig. 83-of an inner bord er o f 
finely rel ie\'ed beading from which a t a 

somewhat obl ique a ngle (like the pen
dan ts of a necklace) spring conventiona l 
lilies, terminati ng abo\·e in fl amboyant 
prays that st ream behind them in un

dulating lines, like the fl ames of o 
many torches. The ha nd le shows two 
si milar borders d iv ided by a centra l 

band adorned with a series of round 
bead- li ke bosses in fin e relie f. 

The cha rm and orig ina lity of th is 

design is undoubted, as also its bri lli ant 

execut ion. What, however, is perhaps 
FI G. 8o. - D EVELOPME:"T OF liA:"DLE OF 

BRONZE BAs i. . still more striki ng is the intuitive know-
ledge it d isplays of the principles of 

ba lance and d ist ri but ion of detai l controlled by unity, as shown in the 
treatment of the decorative motive. T he bold ly relieved bead ing, which 

t The width of the basin, without the hand le, is 32 centimetres. 
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forms the inner border and at the same time supplies the links of con
nex ion for the lily chain, find s its more subdued counterpart on the outer 
marg in in the suggestion of continuous bordering g iven by the flowing 

lines of the flam e-like sprays. 

,...--
/ 

/. 
f 
I 
li 
it 

FIG. 8 1. -BRO:<:ZE BASIN \\'ITI! LILY B ORDER . 

The conventional lilies themselves, like the bead ing, belong to jewellery. 
They recall, in fact the fl eur-de-lis collar of the gesso dzwo relief from the 
Palace, as well as the lily crown found with it. Gold pendants of similar 
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form though lightl y decaden t in style have been found in tombs of the 

L ower T own at Mycenae.1 That the lily po ses ed a special sanctity in 
the Mi n6an religion is hown by its appearance on the head of the seated 

Mother Gocldes and in the hand of one of her votaries, on the great 

FIG. 82.- ECT!ON F BASIN WITH LILY 

BORDER. 

Fie. SJ. - SEcTIO • OF R IM or 
BRONZE BAS I N (t). 

ignet from Mycenae, as well as by its a socia tion with the Prie~t-Kin gs of 

Knossos. 
It is a noteworthy fact that on the remaining part of a clay inventory 

from the 'Room of the Chariot Tablets,' undoubted ly referrin g to the 
R oyal Treasures, an ewer of the same general outl ine as F ig. 82 is seen 

FIG. 84.-PAKT OF IXSf"RIBEn CLAY TABLET. 

placed in a basin with a rounded handle pr senting the characte rist ic 

con tour of those of the present hoard (Fig. 84). 
An ewer, or oenodwc, of the same type as F ig. 76, with the charac ter

i ti c rai eel ring round the base of the neck, appears amongst the offerings 

of the Keftian hiefs on the tomb of en-m ut 2 at T hebes, together with 
vases of the Vapheio type, of which we also fi nd a record on the clay 
itwentorie of Knosso . In the magnificent group of bronze vessels before 

us "·e now ee for the first time in situ, and in what may be legiti mately 

I Good example of the e are in the Ashmolean l\Iu eum. For a bone ;)endant of a similar kind 
from a room near the !en's l\Iegaron at i\I) cenae see Tsuntas, ' Ecp. "Apx. PI. XII I. 15. 

2 Thi Yase is illustrated by J 1r. 1-I. R. llall in his article 'Kefl iu and the Peoples of the ea,' 
B.S.rl . I902- 1903, p. 173, Fig. 7· 
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regarded as the chief centre of their · fabric and diffusion, the original of 
the vases offered by the chiefs of the ' Isles of the Sea' to the officers of 

FIG. 85. - P ART OF S TEATITE VESSEL WITH R ELIEF SHOWI NG OFFERTORY 'CE:-IE 

(ENLARGED). 

Queen H atshepsut and of Thothmes Ill, in the first half of the Sixteenth 
Cen tury B. C. T he extraordinary artistic ski ll of the Min&an metal 

K 
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worker --of which p rhaps we fi nd a later echo 111 t he fabled cra ft of the 

Idaean Dactyls-suffic iently explains the value set on such o ff< rings by 

contemporary Pharaoh . 
An analogy has !ready been pointed out between the cup-bearer and 

the vase-hold ing youths of the P rocession F resco and the t ribute-beari ng 

K eft of the T heban tomb painting . A part of a steatite vessd presen ting a 
small relie f was found this year during the work of road-mak ing on the 
further ide of the stream, immed iately South of the Palace, which supplies 

a new and interest ing parallel. 
As will be seen from Fig. 85 the subject consists of two youths-part, 

no doubt, of a larger procession,-walking to the left in front of a building, 
each of whom holcls out a bowl in h is left hand. The parts of the fi gures 

preserved d isplay the sinewy bu il d so characterist ic of Minoan art. L ong 

tresses of hair hang down below their shou lders, and they wear a sim ple 
loin cloth and gird le. The bui lding behind is constructed partl y of iso
domic ma onry and partly, it may be inferred, of wood . A mong the 
wooden constructions are posts with the curious rectangula r imposts or 

capitals already referred to above,! which recur in the ea e of some 
buildings seen in the miniature frescoes. T he posts a re continued upwards, 
and, between them, r sting on a ledge in two hori zontal pieces, are the Sacral 

H orns. This featu r which was probably repeated, as hown in the restored 
drawing in the adjoining ections, seems to ' imply a rel ig ious inten tion in 

the offertory scene below. 

~ 20.-TJ I E ROL\L V I LLA A 'D PR IMITI\'E ' B AS I I. I CA .' 

I mmed iately beneath the Palace site to the East and ski rting the edge 

of the riv r-flat, shaded he re with secu lar ol ive trees, figs, and mulberries, is 
a steep bank, te rraced about the midd le of its slope by the mule path run 
ning North to the \·illage of Makryteichos. H ere, a t a poin t abou t 120 

m tre Ea t of the Northern Entrance of the Palace, four gypsum door
jamb had been obsen·ed in 1902, partly project ing from the foot of 
the decl ivity. The further inve tigation of these had however been, 

perforce, postponed. 

I See above, p. s6, Fig. 35 and P· 57· 
~ According to the anal gy of the remains f,mnd in the Palace the upper part here would l1c a 

gypsum slab and the lo" er a wooden I eam. 
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On now clearing these jambs, we also uncovered remains of their 
gypsum lintels, and the full evidence was brought to light of three doorways 
of Minoan character, opening Wes twards into some chamber covered 
by the steep bank, and which had been themselves con trolled from that 
side. 

The somewhat serious nature of an excavation in thi d irection was 
obvious. I t involved not only the diversion of the roadway but a cutting into 

the declivity to the height of some seven or eight metre . In order there
fo re to gain some preliminary assurance as to the value of the remains with 
which we had to deal, it was decided first to tunnel in at the foo t of the 
steep where the door-jambs had made their appearan ce. 

By a happy chance the start ing-point chosen for this subterranean 

exploration -na mely the orthernmost door openin g - proved to be 
the be t that coul d possibly have been chosen had we had the full 

plan of the construct ions before us. A wall of solid limestone masonry a t 

once appeared on the right, which a fforded good support for the tunnel 
on that s ide, and, a t three metres' d i tance, there sta rted a second 

wall line parallel vvith the first a nd separated from it by an interva l 

of a metre. 
VIe had in fac t exactly struck the line of a corridor, ( l in plan), 

paved below wi th good gypsum slabs. A t every step inwards the preserva
tion of the walls improved, a nd that on the right was found to be cased 

with the remains of gypsu m slabs. A t 5"70 metres from the opening of 
the tunnel a double door opening with the u ua l gypsum jambs appeared 
in the North Wall , an d pre ently a mall clo e t on the oppo ite side. At 

about 9·8o metres from the start ing-point the further course of the 
corridor was cut short by a back wall of fine gypsum blocks and the lower 
steps of a staircase became visible, running up to the left. 

T he tunnel was now excavated upwards in th i Southerly direct ion 

a nd ten steps of the sta ircase, consisting of gypsum slabs, were la id bare, 

leading to what was evidently a landi ng. Moreover, various fragments of 
pai nted pottery, dating from the latest Palace Period, brought out in the 

course of the tun neling gave a chronological terminus ad quem to the 

habita tion of this part o f the build in g. 
The results atta ined hy this prelimina ry exploration were a lready 

sufficient to show that we had here to deal with an important construction 
which in fa bric and material, notably in its fine gypsum masonry, rivalled 

K 2 
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or even excelled the best preserved part of the Palace. otwithstanding the 
labour and expense involved, and other attendant difficulties, it had clearly 

become nece sary to excavate the whole area from above. A considerable 

cutting was accordingly made in the side of the steep, the three faces of 
which had eventually to be built up behind the ancient building with 

solid masonry, somewhat battered, rising to a height in some places of 
over eight metres. Along the upper level of this, moreover, a new course 
had to be made for the diverted roadway, which was further protected by a 

parapet on the side towards the stone escarpment. 
The result of the complete excavation from above was to lay bare 

the walls and chambers of the building, the plans and ele\'ation of 
which are shown in PI. l. and Fig. 9r. Tt is unquestionably by far 
the finest specimen of Minoan domestic arch itecture that has yet come 

to light. 
In certain fundamental features connected with its construction and 

arrangement this house shows a decided parallelism with the Domestic 

Quarter of the Palace ancl the South-East House described above.1 Here. 

too, as in these other cases the main entrance seems to have been by 
means of a staircase from an upper terrace level. Here, too, the lower part. 

of the building itself is constructed in a rectangular cutting in the natural 
rock forming the side of the hill-in this case soft decayed limeston • 
known as lwuslwuras, and conglomerate. Here, too, moreover, the com
pact support thus given to the lower walls on three sides ha had a 
favourable influence on the preservation of the fabric. As the walls. 
approach the side of the hill more and more of them is presen·ed and 

those against the roe!· reach a height of 3·6o metres. 
Here, as in the case of the Domestic Quarter, it has thus been 

possible to gai n an almost complete idea of the construction of an up[ et

storey. 
The fact that access from the lower corridor (A I) already described 

to the rooms beyond it to the East was controlled from within the corridor 
may itself be regarded as an indication that at any rate the main entrance 
to the house was not from the river-flat to the East. Direct access from 
the Palace was that which all a priori considerations would lead us to 

suppose was the principal aim of its occupant, and that could be obtained 
in the mo t expeditious manner by an entrance at an upper level on the 

1 ee especially p. 4· 
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West or hill side. The paved causeway already described as lead ing 
towards the orthern Pillar Hall from the Theatral A rea, if prolonged 
beyond that point, mi ght have reached the tc.rrace above the lower 
ection of the present building. The b~st indication of the level of 

t his original upper entrance can be gained, however, by following upwards 
the cour e of the staircase which had fir t been reached by means of the 

tunnelling. 
Of the ten steps of this fli ght, all are of limestone except the top-

most which is of gypsum. They a re 8 5 centimetres wide,-about half the 
wid th of those of the Quadruple taircase in its lowest flight,-with a 
depth of 3 5 centimetres and a tread of I 5· The gypsum wall to the right

1 

is one of the finest pieces of masonry yet brought to light in Knossos and 
q preserved to a height of nine courses.2 A remarkable feature of this 

wall is the traces along its lower margin of a thin coating of red stucco 
d irectly appl ied to the masonry. This red stucco was also found adhering 

to the walls of the land ing above. 
This first flight of stairs leads to a landing of elon gated form (3·8 

metres East to West by 1:55 metre North to South), its great comparative 
length being explained by the fact that at this point the stairs branch into 
two heads. F or this reason too there are t wo landing-blocks, with 

dowel-holes for wood construction, one on either side of the top of 
t he first flight, instead of a single block of the kind as is usually 

t he case. 
An indication of the manner in which the lane-ling and the flights of 

tairs de cending and ascending from it were lighted is supplied by the 
wall which faces the heads of the stairs on the South side of the landing. 
This wall shows a low interval in the middle, z·38 metres wide, flanked by 
mzta-like wallings of limestone and gypsum rising to a g reater height.3 
S uch an opening seems naturally designed for a window. The borders of 
a window frame fi xed in this opening would in fact correspond with the 
outer lines of the landing-blocks on either side of the descending staircase. 
That this was the case is further confirmed by the analogy of a si milar 
broad window on a stairca e landing of the small Palace excavated by the 

1 The wall to the left was of rougher construction, originally concealed by plaster. 

2 T here are two narrow courses at bottom and top (the topmost 20 centimetre high) and seven 
between, ranging from 57 centimetres in height (the course next to bottom) to 40. 

3 The edges of these are bevelled off and thi interval between the tone piers and the wood-

work of the window frame mu t have been filled with plaster. 
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Ita lian Mission at Hagia T r iada.1 A window of this width would have 

served to light the fli ghts to right a nd left as well a t he centra l ta ircase. 

Of the two heads of thi flight, which both run up orth , tha t on the 

East side had largely collapsed, on ly the first a nd the last t hree steps out 
of the orig ina l nine remaining in their places . The remaining fragments 

F..ntrance to Pillar R. Door-jambs of Upper Hall. 

,j, ,j, ,j, ,j, ,j, 

Landing-Blocks wi th V owel-H oles. 

FI G. 86.- TAIR ' AS" \\'I I'll TWO HEADS; ROYA L VILLA. 

were as fa r as possible recovered from the debris into wh ich they had 

s ubsided a nd the whole fl ight restored in it orig inal pos ition .2 A pecu liar 
1 

Dr. :\lackenzic to whom thi ob ervation is due obsen ·es : 'the sides of the I f. Triada 
window are o well pre erved that it is quite clear that the window was as wide as the stai r and the 
stai r antae taken together. The window in that case had to light not only the lai r hut a corridor 
on either side.' 

2 
The dimen ions of these steps are the ame a the other , except that the tread w as slightly 

higher to make nine steps (including the threshold) correspond with ten in the companion Aight t() 
the \Ve l. 

<E- { T.ower 
Corridor. 

{ 

J~oom 
~ with 

1 Stirrup
Va..,es.' 
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feat ure of this staircase is the appearance, where the ordinary eighth step 

should be, of the jamb and threshold of a small doorway. This doorway 
led to an upper corr idor ( 2), correspond ing with that below (A r), an l 

was controlled from it (see Fig. 86). 
The ascending branch of the stairs on the West side of the fir t fli ght 

was, like it, in a practically intact condition, owing to the fact that neith~r of 

these,-a was the case with the Eastern branch,-was laid over ub

structures, but both rested on the solid ground. There were here ten 
steps as in the lowermost flight and their dimensions were the same.

1 

This stairway has to its ri ght the rough back of the fine gy psum wall that 
follow the lower stairs ; the rubble plaster and stucco, which once covered 

it on this side, having fall en away. The opposi te wall on the left or 
W estern side of this ascending flight is of solid construction, mainly of 

gypsum block . Se,·en cou rses of this a re in part preserved, the upper

most bein g a kind of fl at coping, on ly 10 centimetres high. In this ,,·all 

again are traces of what seems to have been another window opening.
2 

The top of this fli ght emerges, like the other to tl?e Ea t of it, on the 

end of the pper Corridor (A 2). The W est end of this Corridor a lso 

probably communicated with a terrace pa sage leading to the North wing 
of the house. V hat is extremely remarkable about this arrangemen t is 
that there seems to be no practical reason for this Upper Corridor to be thus 

approached by two fli ghts of steps (which are in fact branches of the same 

staircase), e mergin g on it within a few feet of one another. It is difficult to 
avoid the conclusion that this a rrangemen t of a sta ircase with a dou ble 
head was adopted by the architect imply with an eye to symmetry a nd 

grandiose effect. 
There is mor oYer every reason to believe that this arrangement of a 

night of stairs with a double head was again repeated in a storey above this. 
To the right of the fli ght last de crib d, at the point where it reaches 

the U pper Corridor (A 2), is one of the usual limestone landing-blocks (x in 
Section PI. I ). On the oppo ite or Eastern side of thi s block is visible a 

triangular ledge such as usually occurs on such landing-blocks 
3 

for the 

1 Of the c steps, 'os. 1, 2 , 3 are of gyp um, 4, 5, 6, 7, of limestone, 9 of gyp um and 10 of 

limestone. 
'! This is Dr. )fackenzie's opinion. The actual in ter\'al in the wall here is broader {2'53 metres). 

The sill seem to ha \'e been about 1 '30 above the landing floor. 
" Compare especially the landing-block of the frmnh night of the Quadruple 't aircas~ 

{Ne ports, 1902, p. 103 ; I 903, PP· 32, 33). 
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support of the fi rs t steps of a stairway when such a stairway run s above a 

hollow space below_! We have here then clear evid nee of another flight 
of ta irs ascending outh, immed iately O\'er the first flight that leads 
upwards from the ground-fl oor Corridor. A further t race of its upward 
course is supplied by a slanting groove cut in a second block (T in Section 
PI. I). At a somewhat higher level in the same wall , the cont inued line of 
the ascend ing steps is found to pas immediately over the corner of the fl a t 
<> lab, x in ec tion, which would have afforded addi tional support. 

This upper outhward fl ight would thus have reached a rectangular 
land ing correspond ing with that below, and half way up to the next storey. 
T hat this econd storey was itse lf reached by a doubl e head of stairs 
running North, and corresponding with those below, eems to be demanded 
by considerations of sy mmetry and is be t in accord with the structural 
indications below. Here, however, owing to the denudation caused by the 
slope o f the hill, the direct evidence has been swept away. 

The ex i tence of an orig inal cli ff-face bordering the narrow terrace 
ledge reached by the first torey shows that the main line of approach from 
the Palace must have reached this Vi lla at a higher level. The analogy of 
the Quadruple Staircase would lead u to sup pose that the chie f entrance 
was at the level of the second storey. From t his level a path with a very 
easy g radient would have brought the Villa into di rect connex ion with the 

orthe rn Palace entrance, the Pi llar Hall, or the Theatral area beyond. It 
is impo sible to say for certai n whether there was yet another storey above 
this upper terrace level, g iving the house fou r floors in all ; but the analogy 
of the buildings surround ing the Central Court of the Palace seems to 
point that way. 

In any case there are good grounds for supposing that from the main 
entrance of the Villa on this upper terrace level two double and two single 
fl ights of stairs, making six flights in a ll, led down to the g round-floor 
rooms and the principal hall. 

The stateli ness of this arrangement is self-eviden t, and some ceramic 
relics belong ing to the upper storey have happily been preserved which 
show that the house itsel f was furnished and adorned in a princely sty le. 
A little above the floor of the lower landing, at its North-West angle, and 

1 
Dr. Mackenzie makes the ju t ob cn ·ation that the e ledges are only cut in land ing-blocks 

where there is such a hollow interval below. 'Where the step re led on a solid foundati n there 
was no such necessity. Thus in the present ea e no ledge ha; been cut in the opposite or We tern 
side of the same landing-block, since the steps there rested on the solid ground . 
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FIG. 87b.-PAI NT ED 'ST I RRUP- V AS !>. ' 
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a bove the lowermost steps of the stairca e thence asc nding T orth , lay the 
remains of two extraor lin aril y fi ne painted vessels,-a st irru p-\·ase a nd a 
ta ll , hand led jar, both in the la ter Palace S tyle, tha t had evid ntly 
reached t he 1 osition in which they were found by fa lling from an upper 
level. 

The stirru p- \·a e or 'B li gelkan ne,' which it was possible to put com
pletely together is shown in Fig . 87 a and b. T he decoration i la id on 
in a lustrou orange br wn on a paler lu tree! g round. The upper surface 

(Fig. 87 a) shows four ro ette , a featu re taken from the faience inlays and 
their pa inted plaster im itations of the Palace S tyle. O ver the body f the 
vase is a reticula ted pattern a nd _conven tionalised fl owers with dotted 
frin ge, perhaps representing pistil s and stamens. This des ign is of interes t 

from its recurrence as the decoration of a man's robe on a fresco frao·ment 
from th D omestic Q uarte r of the Palace.1 

Thus both the archi tec tonic feature supplied by the rosettes and the 
choice of a des ign taken from the embroidery of Court attire bring the 
present vase in to the near st relat ion with the a rtistic fa hion. of the 

la tes t period of the Palace. T his evidence of contemporaneity has a 
special a rchaeological value fro m the fact that al tho ugh ' Stirru p-Vases' 

are fi g ured on one of t e clay inventories, h itherto no sing le exam ple of 
such a ves el had been brought to light in the Palace itse lf. S uch vesse ls, 
indeed, had occurred in uffic ient abundance on the s ite, but always 
of a decadent style and often e xhibi ting coarse octopus des igns-dating 
fro m the subseq uent p ri d of Partial H abi tati n. 

On the other hand we know from pecimen fou nd at Gournia a nd 

H agia Triada that the fo rm of ve se! itself goes back to the age corre

sponding with the earlie t period of the later Pa lace. Moreover, a rough 
spouted vase with two handles on each ide of an open mouth fo und in the 

Palace at Knossos in 1 gor, and which seems to belong to the Middle Minoan 
Period, affords an indicat ion that the typica l titTUJ -Vase itself, with its 
closed mouth , sprang from an early Cretan prototy pe. 

Still more magnifi cent was the tall painted ja r found with this . 
. !though part of the ba e and of one side\ a wanti ng it was po ible to 

restore the e mi s ing fragments with certainty and to build up the whole 
va e as hown in F ig. 8. It is about 1'20 metre in height and reprc-

1 R eport, &c., 1902 : Fyfe, ' Painte l Plaster Decoration of K nossos,' J ouru. N. f. H. A. , I <:JOZ, 

p. 128, Fig . 6g. (T he figure has heen placed there in a reversed p si lion.) 
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sents a wholl y new style of Late Minoan ceramic technique 1 in which 
t he principal featu res of the design are rendered in relief. The plant 
here portrayed, wi th its t riple sprays and bud , is a dec01·a ti e adaptation 
-of the papyrus. T he wavy line between the sta lks may be a reminiscence 
·of the zigzagging double lines ind icating water, which in the Nilotic proto
types appear before or beside such clumps. In the intervals between the 
papyru heads are ra ised circles enclosing ro ette and a ter patterns in 
relief and the broadest of these circles is itself impressed with simila r 
stellate figures. T he ro ettes with raised ring borders, of which the largest 
and best examples appear on the side of the vase not shown in Fig. 88 
resemble those depicte I in the flat on the upper part of the companion 
vessel (Fig. 87). · 

'vVe have here exemplified the most characteristic elements of the late 
'Palace S tyle '-with its conventionalised and often exot ic plants and 
a rchitectonic motives. I n this case, however, the reinforcement of colour by 
relief renders this highly stylised system of ceram ic decorat ion doubly 
jmpressive. Certai nly no known vase of the late r period of the Palace can 
compare with this in magnificence of effect. It represents indeed the acme 
·of the g rand ' Palace tyle' which-as we know from the Aegean painted 
pottery associated with Egyp tian remains of the time of Amenhotep I ll 
and IV and Queen T y i at T ell-e l-A marna and elsewhere- was already in 
·Complete decadence by the latter half of the fifteenth century B.C. The 
last days of the presen t Vil la, as of the Palace itself, fall within an earlier 
t ime-limit. It will be seen below, however, that a part of the ground floor 
rooms at it South-East angle were inhabited by later ' quatters' durin g 
t he period of decadence. 

I t is obvious that a painted jar of such calibre as the above, with its 
·quas i-architectonic decorat ion, was well adapted to fill a prominent posit ion 
in the building. From the situat ion in which its remains were found it 
seem li kely that it had originally stood together with the ' sti rrup-vase ' on 
the second landing of the staircase. 

This staircase, as ha been shown, like the Q uadruple Staircase of the 
Domestic Q uarter of tlie Palace, was the natural line of access to the lower 
as well as the upper rooms, the main approach to the principal halls being 
in both cases from above. 

1 An indication of thi style however apptars in a pithos of Magazine 9 which shows ro et tes 
;painted on slighlly convex d isks enclo eel by raised circles. 

_____ .J 
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The lowest flight of stairs, as already mentioned, debauches on the 
ground floor Corridor A I, which passes immediately on the left a small stair 
closet 2·2o metres deep and '7 5 centimetre wide, with a doorway opening 
inwards, and at its further end a ledge of masonry '30 centimetre high and 
·85 deep. It was formed by the utilisation of the space beneath the upper 
flight of stairs to the East, and answers to the closet of which the 
evidence was found beneath the Wooden Stairs of the Domestic 

Quarter. 
The Corridor, A I, which was apparently lined on both sides with 

gypsum plaques showing traces of red plaster decoration, after passing the· 
double doorway on the left, communicating as will be seen with the principal 
Megaron, emerges at its East end on a kind of Hall with seven doorways. 
The three door-openings to the East of this are those which from the partial 
uncovering of their jambs led to the discovery of the house itself. They led to· 
a further enclosed space the Eastern boundary line of which has disappeared 
owing to the slope of the ground, though, as will be shown, its position can be 
determined with sufficient certainty from other considerations. On this 
side we may safely assume that there existed one or more door 
open ings leading to the gardens and running waters of this favoured 

spot. 
On its South side the Hall shows two doorways opening into two 

small chambers separated by a thin partition consisting of gypsum slabs 
with a clay filling between them. That to the East (F I) is a mere 
closet. The small room 1 to the West of this (G I ) had a panelling or 
similar gypsum slabs on all its walls. Its paving was partly of gypsum,. 

partly of grey schist, and seems to have been originally coated with hard 

coloured plaster or cement. 
The remaining South-West doorway of the Hall leads to a larger 

room H I (3·8o metres by 2'50), the door of which was controlled from 
within. Its flooring is mostly of plain clay with a str ip of gypsum paving 
r·25 metre wide along its South wall. Owing to the fact that it is enclosed 
on the West and South by exceptionally solid walls of gypsum and lime
stone blocks, one supporting the staircase, the other forming part of the 
outer walling of the house and resting itself against the soft rock, this 
room seems to have remained practically intact at a time when the greater 
part of the building must have been in ruins, and it thus offered facilities for· 

1 Ils dimension a re 2 metres East to \Vest, by r '70 North to South. 
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later ' sq uatters.' O n its clay floor (itself sy mptomatic of th is age of 
d ecline) were found , in fac t, a series of 'stirru p-vases ' with degraded 

octopus pattern . In this quarter of the build ing there were al o found 
numerous fragments of pottery of the same late character (Fig. 92, p. r 53) 
including the upper part of a pain ted clay ' idol ' (Fig. 92 c) . Others show 
a somewhat nearer relation to the ' Palace Style,' as if thi corner of the 

building had been re-occupied rather soon after the catastrophe. 
The ' H all of the even Doorways ' itself (E r) has every character

istic of a public ancl pa sage room. It is, in fact, a kind of ex pa nsion of 
t he Corridor. The only doors cont rolled from it were those leading out

wards to the E ast. The rooms opening South and \iVes t had command 
o f the doors lead ing from the H a ll a nd were private in relation to it. 

The door from the Corridor was a! o cont rolled from that side. 
The pavement of thi small atrium shows a square border round 
a central rectangle, point ing to an origina l decoration of coloured 

plaster. 
R e-entering the 01-ridor from this ' Hall of the even D oorways· we 

reach once more the double door-opening al ready mentioned, which 
proved to lead to what for many reasons mus t be regarded as the principa l 

' Megaron ' of the build ing. 
Thi Megaron is divided into two ma in sect ions by a line of four 

gypsum door-j ambs with double reveals, by means of which one sec tion 
could if necessary be i olated from the other. \Ne have he re another 
example of the elastic d i posit ion of the Minoan halls, uch as is illu tt·a ted 
on a large r scale by the Hall of the Double A xe . When the doubl 

doors were thrown back they fi tted into the jamb and piers so that the e 
became ·imple pill ars admitting free in tercourse between one ection and 
the other and making the whole in fact a sing le hall. 'vVhen they were 
closed the sections became two separate room , each in this case with a 

light-well of its own. 
That part of the Eastern section of the hall, which immed ia tely 

borders on the cross- line of door-openings, con i ted of a rectang ula r 

paved a rea (4·55 metres Torth to South by 2'52 E ast to W e t) the fin ely 
cut gypsum slabs of which however have disappeared in the I\' orth and 

orth-East parts of the room.1 The outh Wall of this sec tion of the 

1 Along the South wall of the room runs a strip of ~;ypsum pa,·ing 25 centi1net res wide, raised 
slightly abo\'e the level of the rest of the pa,·em ent. 
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hall is covered by a lining f gyp um labs,1 which 111 the ea e of the 
Iorth Wall 2 have been lost . 

The Eastern limit of this sub-section of the hall is formed by a lime
stone stylobate, the line of which runs a little W est of that followed by 
the door-openings of the sma ller hall immed iately South of it. Two grey 
a nd white column bases, of a stone resembling g ranite, ri e from this 

stylobate which is cut out so as to collar round them. The stylobate it e lf 

terminates in two flat bases in the rubble wall lines on ei ther side, these 
being grooved out for the reception of gypsum blocks, of which that belong
ing to the Southern Wall has alone been preserved.3 

Beyond this portico we should by all a nalogy expect one of the usual 
rec tangular light areas with cement flooring. Owing to the fallin g away of 
the g round the actual wall lines are only traceable for a very short dis

tance beyond the stylobate, but fortunately the existence of a diagonal 
outer wall belonging to a tria ng ular enclosure immed iately North of this 
sub-section of the hall supplies a sati factory bas is for delimitation on this 

s ide. A terminus ad quem is g iven by the point at which this converg ing 
wall line would meet that of the 01·thern Wall o f the ha ll itself if pro
duced. That there was here in fact a rectangular light-well of the usual 

kind is further shown by the existence, a little East of the sty lobate, of the 
remains of a paved foundation for the cement floorin g that characterises 
such areas,-consisting of small pieces of limestone and gyps um slabs. 

Returning now from the portico and light-well to the interior section 
of the 'Megaron ' we notice in the gypsum thresholds of the three door
open ings that g ive access to it distinct traces of the rubbing caused by the 
opening and shutting of the doors. These a re especially visible in the 
ea e of the midd le doorway, and show that the doors, which were in each 

case double, opened vVes tward towards the inner p<>.rt of the chamber, a nd 
wer therefore con trolled from that side. 

On this inner side, again, open a fin ely paved rectangular area,-in 
this case, 4 metres East to West by 4·55 orth to South. The gyp urn 

sla bs, in places a good deal crushed by the falling in of upper chambers, 
here shO\v a very neat arrangement. In the centre is a rectangular panel 

1 The e labs do not go down to the le,·el of the pavement hut lea\"e an interml of 12 cemi
metres. Both 1orth and outh walls are of rubble construction. 

0 The Nnrth Wall was found to rest on a broader foundation wall which project 20 centimet res 
beyond the line of it South face. 

3 I ts height is 71 centimetre and breadth 47 cent imetres. 
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(I"I7 by o·86 metre) surrounded at a sma,Jl interval by a nearly square 
border of slabbing, which in turn is framed, with another small interval 
between, by a similar border of slabs, following the boundaries of this part 
of the hall. The intervals between these different sections of pavement 
contained a hard plaster or cement filling, wh ich had been coloured red. 
vVe have here an indication that the whole pavement was varied with 
successive zones of colouring as in the case of the Throne Room. 

The gypsum wainscoting is preserved on the walls of this part of the 
hall to a height of I ·30 metre. But the most interesting feature of this 

section is the system of constructions that occupy its Western end. 
The square paved area above described was found to be borde·red on this 

side by a double balustrade with three steps ascend ing between them. ccess 
was thus g iven to an area of elongated rectangular form, backed by a wall 
of fin e gypsum masonry. But the most remarkable feature was a square 
niche in the middle of this wall containing the remains of a gypsum chair 

or throne (see Fig 89, the section in PI. 1.). 
The balustrades, as will be seen from Fig. 89, run out from autae in 

the two side walls,1 and on each side of the steps they show a pilaster-li ke 
projection. Their construction is of the kind u ual in such ea es, with an 
interval to be filled with woodwork (at present replaced), between the 
upper and lower slab . The pilaster-like parts arc formed of solid gypsum 
blocks : the rest of the lower section is constructed of masonry faced with 
gypsum slabs. The wooden casing was backed by rubble and plaster. 
The upper parts of the balustrades consisted of flat gypsum slabs, 13·5 
centimetres high, near the ends of which, facing the steps, was in each ea e 
a raised square base.2 Of these the m·thern base still showed the round 
mark left by one of the two wooden columns that had stood here on 
either side. The arrangement here recalls that of the Palace baths and 

of the Queen's Megaron. 
The steps are of gypsum, just wide enough to admit the comfortable 

passage of a single person.3 On the second step a tall lamp of lilac gypsum 
with a finely modell d pedestal 4 stood in position, apparently as it had 
been left at the time when the Villa was deserted. The part of the gypsum 

1 T hese are shown restored. They project 20 centimetres from the wall. The length of each. 
balustrade is I ·70 metre; the breadth o·7o, and the height o·8o. 

' 34 centimetres square. 
3 They are 62 centimetres broad, 32 deep, and have a tread of 12 centimetres. 
4 The lamp is 52 centimetres high, and its receptacle above is 22 centimetres in diameter. 
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step covered by its base had been better preserved than the rest of the 
surface of the step, and in consequence of this stood out from it as a ra ised 

d isk. 
The long narrow platform thus approached which lies between the 

balustrades and the back wall is paved with good gypsum slabs. It is 4'45 
metre long-answering to the width of the res t of the hall- but only 6o 
centimetres deep, thus affording no more than standi ng room. 

This paved platform is backed by a fine gyp urn wall ri ing on each 
side of the central niche to a height of 2· r 5 metres. The e walls are 
built against the cut face of the rock and the uppermost course on either 
side is a coping of fla t slabs. T hese as well as the rubble walls at each 
end of the platform were lined wi th gypsum panel . 

The square niche was constructed in an interva l 1 in the back wall of 
this platfo rm. It is 62 centimetres wide and 43 deep, and its slab lining 
was r·67 metre high,2 the back slabs resting against the cut face of the soft 
sandy rock. W ooden posts wi th a stucco backing had stood at the outer 
angles of the niche, and for purposes of conservation this framing has been 
restored. 

T he gypsum chair or throne, the remains of which were found in this 
small square apse was unfortunately too much broken and decomposed to 
admit of restoration . [t was clear however from the di~en s ions of some of 
the pieces that it had xactly fitted the niche. The remain ing pieces were 
plain in character and seem to have formed the in ner skeleton of the 
seat the construction of which was probably supplemented by wood 
work and decorative plaster. F rom the appearance of a vacant space 
above, it looks as if the niche itself had been covered by a wooden impost 
forming a canopy and also probably embellished with painted plaster. 

The analogy of similar constructions in the Palace leaves little doubt 
that the elongated space enclosed by the balustrade and columns on one 
side and the back wall with the niche on the other was some form of 
light-well. A n interesting featu re about the back wall,- the massi\·e 
gypsum masonry of which is well shown where its panelling of the same 
material has broken away-is a top course of flat slabs such as are generally 
associated with parapets in Minoan buildings. It seems in fact as if the 

1 T his interval itse lf is 1 '30 metre wide. 
2 ll was found necessary to replace the upper parts of thes~ slabs which were in a much 

decomposed condition. On the outh side of the niche only the lower slab was preserved. 
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wall had here stepped back like that above the Southern light-well of the 
Queen's Megaron-the Area of the Bird F1:esco-to faci litate the incidence 
o f light. Here the steep rise of the rock behind made this device the more 
necessary. 

But, while there can be no reasonable doubt that we have here to do 
with a light-well, certain differences in construction show that it could not 
have been one of those- like that to the East of the portico above 
described,-directly open to the sky above. 

The regular rule with r.egard to such exposed spaces is that the facing 
o f the walls is of limestone, while the area itself has a cement surface and is 
p rovided with a drain. In the present case both the masonry and its facing 
are of gypsum, there are paving slabs of the same material in place of 
cement, and so far from there being any trace of a drain it is evident that 
water fallin g into the area would pour down the steps into the hall 
below. 

· We must therefore conclude that the present light area was roofed 
over at a hi gher level and received its light by means of a clerestory look
ing \Nest. The room above the Megaron must naturally have been lit by 
the same covered opening.1 

\Ne have here then a long hall , 4'55 metres in width and with a total 
length of 1 1'50 metres,2 divided into four component parts- the raised light 
area with its niche, the paved space within the door openings, that con
tained within the portico beyond, and the originally cement-coated light
well followin g on to it to the East. And when we come to consider the com
p leted plan in connexion with its most striking features,-the raised dais 
flanked by the balustrades and pillars and the throne in the square niche 
behind, commanding the whole length of the hall-it is impossible not to 
be struck with the parallel thus presented to the later Basilica. 

aturally the comparison can only be made on general lines, but we 
have here, overlooking the pillar-hall, a raised tribunal with its cancelli and 
exedra, in the central niche of which is the seat of honour, answering to the 
place of the episcopal throne in the early Christian building of the same 
name . . The pillar hall itself contains moreover the elements of a triple 
division marked by the two columns of the balustrade, the central piers in 

I T he same evidence tends to show that the 'tank' of the Throne Room, and the orthern 
a nd South·Ea t bath with thei r gypsum parapets and fac ings were lit in a simi lar manner. 

2 Tot including the .depth of the niche. 

L 2 
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line wi th them and the two columns bordering the light-well to the 

East. The clerestory seems to have been confined to its West end . 
But th is comparison gains an extraordinary interest wh n we recall 

the historic origin of the basil£ca itsel f, Chri stian and Roman, from the 
/3a(nA..uu) or CTTotl fJadA.Eto<;, of the A rchon Basileus a t Athens, who tood 

forth as the sacral representative of an earl ier King. That the pillar-hall of 
the A rchon Basi leus must eventually be sought in the l\1egaron of a 
prehistoric Palace had already been recognised,! but at a time when 
compari ons were, perforce, confined to theoretic re-constructions of 
Homeric halls by the light of later Greek houses. 

Th materials for comparison now sur plied by thi s Knossian 
' Megaron' are of a ve ry different order. It does not seem indeed an 
unwarrantable conclusion that we have here actually an example of a type 
0f royal hall such as may have existed in the Cretan Palaces themseh·es on 
a more spacious scale. The pre ent Villa m ust in any case be recognised 

as a dependency of the Palace, and has itself every claim to be regarded 
as a Princely abode. The exceptional scale on which it is built, with its 

successive storeys, distinguishes, it from the other dwelling houses about. 

In the solidity and stateliness of its construction, with its fine gyp urn 
walls and fli ghts of stone stairs with their louble heads, as well as in its 
magnificent furniture-as evidenced by the jar with papyrus reliefs-it 
rivals a nd in some respect excels a ny part of the Palace itself. Lying as 
it does almost within a stone's throw of the Northern Entrance, on the 
cool side of the hill and within easy access to the stream and the garden 
watered by it, the house and its surroundings seem naturally marked out 

as a summer pleasance. \Ve have here a Royal Villa, and it i allowable 
to believe that the th rone within the niche, com manding the whole length 

of its principal hall, \\'as act ually occupied by a K ing or princely scion of 
Minoan stock. Ther has here, in short, been brought to lig ht the true 
histo ric analogue of the 'Royal pill ar-hall' of later t imes. 

The tendency of uch an arrangement to surv ive would be all the 

g reater if, as seems to result from the great religious element in the Palace 
finds, we have here to do with rulers who performed priestly as wel l as 
religious function s. It wa indeed this side of the old Athenian kingship 
that survived in the later office of the rchon Basileus. 

1 ee especially K. Langc, Haus und Ha/le, Studien ~ur Ceschichtc des autif.oeu JVohuhauses 
uud der Basilil·a (Leipzig, I885), p. 6o seqq. 
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In this connexion it is interesting to notice that the chamber (see 
Fig. 90) with which th is basilican hall immediately communicate to the 

1orth is an extraordinarily fine example of a Pillar Room such a those 
of the Palace, and which seem to have formed a principal feature of the 
Minoan domestic sanctuaries.1 

The doorway leading to this Pillar Room opens in the Iorth Wall of 
the Megaron just outside that end of the balustrade. The plan of this 
doorway and threshold is of special inter st not only from the door marks 
but frorh the presence of a socket for the bolt as well as for each of the 
hinges.2 The doors, which were double, opened inwards towards the Pillar 
Room and were therefore controlled from that side. 

The room itself (D I in plan) is nearly square,-4· r 5 metres 1 orth to 
South by 4 metres East to West. The central pillar, composed of two 
gypsum blocks, is r·8z metre high and 52 centimetres square. The paved 
flooring of the room, which is 20 centimetres above the level of that of the 
neighbouring hall, is of finely cut gypsum slabs. Immediately surround ing 
the pillar is a square fram ework of slab , and another similar bordering 
follows the walls of the room. Between the inner panel of pavement and 
this outer border is a quare channel, 47 centimetres wide and 6 deep, paved 
with gypsum slabs like the re t of the floor. In this channel, East and 
West of the pillar on either side, is a small oblong receptacle.3 We have 
here a feature analogous on a smaller scale to the vats in a similar position 
in the East Pillar Room of the Palace. 

Another curious feature of the room is a group of small dowel-holes 
in the South-East corner of the room, which may have stood in connexion 

with some fixed article of furniture. 4 As to the original contents or decOI·a
tion of the rooms there was however no clue. The soil within it had all 
the appearance of later filling, and there can be little doubt that at some 
past period this Pillar Room had been methodically overhauled in search 
o f treasure. 

1 See abo,·e, p. 9· 
2 The Jlan is given in Fig. 6, p. 15. Seep. 14, No. r. It is there call ed 'North door of 

North-East hou e.' 
3 That to the West is hollowed out of a single block or gypsum, that to the East has its West 

s ide formed of a separate piece. The \\"est '\"at' i 44 centimet res North to South by 37 Ea t to 
VVe t and 12 centimetres deep. The East '\"at' is 46 centimetre 1orth to South by 35 East to 
\ 'Vest and r6 deep. The latter receptacle had been p lugged by a small block. 

4 There i a similar dowel· hole in the North border ancl another in the outh-We t corner of 
the room . 
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The room itsel f is of extremely solid construction. It is built of large 
gypsum blocks with good faces in wards, the other side being left rough or 
splayed away. This rough side was, however, rendered invi ible by a 

coating of rubble and plaster, and, on the side of the Megaron, in addition 
to this, by the gypsum wainscoting. 

From their solid ity of construction the walls of this room are in 
singularly good preservation (see Fig. go). Of the Ea t Wall, owing to 

the slope of the hill, only three courses are preserved, but the ou th Wall 

F1 c . 90.- l'JLLAR Roo~1; RoYAL VII .LA. 

shows fi ve, the North six, and the West Wall seven : both of the two 
latter ri sing to a heigh t of 2'43 metres. There is no evidence of any means 
of lighting this room e. cept through the door. 

The topmost cou rse of the North and West 'vValls presents a most 
interesting feature. In the North ·wall, just opposi te the p illar and on 
a le\·el with its summit, an open ing has been left for a large quare bea m 
which rested on the pilla r and formed the principa l support for the roo f of 

the room. At a somewhat higher level than this the blocks of the upper-
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most course of the \Vest Wall are cut out in a sem icircular fashion to 

receive the round cross beams that rested on the square main beam al ready 

described (see Section, Pl. I). One of these crossed halfway between the 
pi llar and the North Wall, the second directly over the pillar, and the third, 
o f which on ly a segment of the socket is p reserved, halfway again between 
the pillar and the South Wall. It is thus for the fir t time possible to 
reconst ruct the whole arrangement of the roofing of a Minoan chamber. 

The timber employed for roofing this small area was certainly of 
extraordinary d imensions. The main beam was So centimetres in breadth 

and about 6o high, the cross beam had a diameter of 44 centimetres. It 
wo uld be d ifficult to find the materials for beams like these in modern Crete. 

Once more we are struck with the careful precautions taken against 
damp in the const ruction of the wal ls nearest to the rock face of the hill . 

The North Wall, instead of being built directly agai nst the cutting in the 
rock, is separated from it by an interval with short cross walls erving as 
its support. On the other ha nd, in accordance with a favourite device of the 
Minoan architects, the West Wall is kept back from the face of the soft 
rock by the interposition of a passage way- in this case a narrow stairca e. 

This taircase is en tered from the South-West corner of the Pillar 

Room and has a width of 7 I centimetres. There a re ten steps, found in a 
considerably weathered condi tion, going up ~o rth. 1 The \iVest \V all of the 
stairs is constructed of good gypsum blocks with limestone here and there: 
it is built up against the virgin rock and has eight courses preserved, ri sing 
to a height of 3·05 metres . The opposite or right wall is formed by the back 
of the West wall of the Pi llar Room. At the top of the stair is a square 
land ing, beyond which two further steps 2 a re seen going up We t, the 

upper of which forms another landing. On the 1 orth side of this appear 

the gypsum jambs of a doorway g iving access to a gallery running 
East, in which some paving was vis ible. 

A door-jamb found on this level shows that there was an entrance from 
this gallery to a room above the Pillar R oom. Two jambs found in position 
on the opposite side of this chamber show that on the South it opened, in 
turn, into a room above the lower Megaron. Of this upper chamber two 
jambs with double reveals came to light above the two Southernmost of 

the line of piers below. A double doorway of this upper hall was found 

1 The steps are 30 centimetres deep and have a tread of 18 centimetres. 
" The lower of the e is of gyp um, the upper of lime tone. 
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immediately above that of the Megaron below, lead ing into the upper 

Corridor, r\ 2 . These upper storey-jambs, together with parts of the adjoin

ing pavement, have been preserved in position with the help of brick piers. 
I t will be seen from F ig. 91 that it has been possible, as in the case 

o f the D omestic Quarter of the Palace, to recover pract ically the whole 
plan of the first upper storey. I t appears moreover that, just as the 
evidence has been pre en·ed of a large chamber with piers and columns 
a bo1·e the Hall o f the Double A xe , so here too there see ms to have ex isted 
a n upper hall divided into two sections by a similar line of door-jambs 
a bove the principal Megaron or 'Basilica' of the Royal Villa. 

A negative phenomenon noticed throughout this building deserves 
mention . nl ike the generality of the Palace rooms, the remain here con

tained hardly a vestige of burnt wood. There is no obviou sign of 
destruction by fire, and the door-posts and beams which el ewhere have 

been pre erved in consequence of their carbonisation had here left no trace 
beyond their empty sockets. It looks as if the Villa had been plundered 
a nd perhaps partially ruined a t the time of the great catastrophe and was 

a fterward left to g radual decay, doubtless accelerated by flood waters and 
landslips from the declivity a bove. 

RTI-I UR J. EVANS. 
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THE PALACE OF KNOSSOS. 

§ r.-THE CAMPAIGN OF 1904. 

THE fifth campaign on the Palace Site of Knossos had a twofold 

objective :-(1) The continued exploration of the Palace itself, with the 

special object of ascertaining its original elements, on which the Cists and 

Repositories found in 1903 had already thrown so much light; (2) the 

further investigation of dependencies lying beyond what may be called 
the inner enceinte. In addition to tnis, the discovery of an extensive 

Minoan Cemetery and of a Royal Tomb went greatly to swell the volume 

of the year's excavation . 
( 1) Tlte Palace.-The researches in the Palace area have been very 

extensive, and a variety of new data have been acquired for distingui hing 

the first and second period of the Later Palace. In the West wing of the 
Later Palace the original plan can now be clearly distinguished from the 

existing scheme, which is shown to be the result of subsequent remodelling. 

Fresh stone R epositories belonging to its first period-like those found in 

1903 containing the faience figures of the Snake Goddess and her Votaries, 

but less rich in relics-were found to extend orth of the others beneath 

the later stepped Portico which here descends to the Cen tral Court. A 

whole line of earlier gypsum walling facing this Court could finally be made 

out, a little within the later wall (§ 6). This orig inal fa<fade was seen to 

have been partly in corporated in the later constructions and partly to have 
been broken through by them. The West wall of the Palace itself and 

the adjoining Magazines belonged to the original work, but the en trances 
B 
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to the Magazines were found to have been altered (§ 7). T hey seem to 
have been originally wide, but were afterwards provided with comparatively 
narrow doors appropriate to the valuable contents of the cists along their 
floors. L ater, the entrances were again widened, the cists reduced to 
mere shallow cavities, and the whole fitted out for the reception of huge 
oil jars. F rom the superficial deposit of some of these cists belonging to 
the second period of the Later Palace were brought out a variety of 
painted stucco fragments which had fa llen here from a North-W est Hall 
above (§ 8). Among these were illu trations of the bull ring, together with 
o ther frescoes, sl ightly larger than the 'Miniature' paintings found in 
1900, showing part of the fa~ade of another shrine, wi th the ' feti sh ' 
Double-Axes stuck into its columns. 

Thanks to the invaluable help of M. Gillieron, it was further possible 
to carry out an elaborate scheme that I had long had in view for grouping 
together the earl ier discovered 'Miniature' frescoes into connected designs. 
Two panels were thus reproduced, one bowing a small temple and halls 
on either side, with ladies seated or standing in the fo reground and throng 
of men behind. The other depicted walled enclosures with trees and with 
similar spectato rs overlooking a court where gai ly d ressed women were 
engaged in a mazy dance. F resh interesting fragments were also detected 
of the painted reliefs exhibi ting parts of a male fi gure with a fleur-de-lis 
crown, and these permi tted the restoration of the entire fi gure of what was 
not improbably one of the Priest-Kings of Kno sos. T he centre of the 
crown was found to be adorned with peacocks' plu mes. 

In the West Court of the Palace a section was cut, which has the 
highest importance in its bearing on the strati fi cation and comparati ve 
chronology of the characteristic s tages of Minoan culture that preceded the 
construction of the Later Palace (§§ 3, 4, 5). T he fou ndation of the L ater 
Palace was shown to have been posterior to the great age of polychrome pot
tery(' Middle Minoan II.'). Its second period, as appears from its E gyptian 
associations, did not come down later than about r 500 B.C., but there were 
now traceable fi ve distinct phases of culture that separated the initial stage 
of the Later Palace from the latest eolithic deposit. Below this again 
the Neolithic stratum, which was itself superimposed on the virgin rock, 
attained a depth of from six to eight metres. On the Western borders of 
the Palace the total depth of the human deposi t was from twelve to 
fourteen metres. 
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I n the North-East part of the site some of the great pz'thoi belonging 

to a very early Magazine have been built up. These are larger than any 
vessels of the kind yet d iscovered, attaining a height of over two metres. 
The Magazines have been roofed over for their preservation. The roofing 
of the Throne-Room had also to be carried ou t in a more permanent and 
efficient way. 

(2) Outlying Remains.-A Minoan roadway paved with fine slabs has 
been traced running Westwards from the Theat ral Area for a distance of 
over 230 metres(§ ro). The work here was very severe, as the pavement 
lay at a depth of nearly twenty feet below the surface, and involved the 
clearing away of a mass of later structures of no account. Pits sunk to the 
, orth of this line, moreover, revealed the existence of important Minoan 
buildings, and in order to make a preliminary exploration of these a 
wide cutting had to be carried out in this direction (§ I r). The structural 
remains thus brought to light derive extraordinary interest from their 
associatiOns. A rich deposi t of inscribed clay tablets was here found 
referring to the royal chariots and weapons. Near one of these, mention
ing a store of 8640 arrows, were found the remains of t wo officially sealed 
chests containing a large number of carbonised arrows with small bronze 
heads. It is possible, therefore, that the structures form part of the Royal 
A rsenal. A t this point, owing to the difficulty and expense of the work 
and the advance of the season, the excavation had to be broken off. It is 
most necessary, however, that this promising area, extending along the 
newly discovered roadway, should be fully explored. 

During the greater part of the time I had the expert assistance of 
Dr. Duncan Mackenzie in directing the works, and in the present as in 

preceding Reports I have had the advantage of consulting his Day-Books. 
Mr. Theodore Fyfe was also able to devote some weeks to the architectural 
plans and drawings. I am also much indebted for the valuable assistance 
afforded by M. Gillieron and by Mr. Halvor Bagge in the delicate task of 
delineating and reconstituting the works of a rt d iscovered. It must also 
be mentioned that, thanks to a new law passed by the Cretan Assembly, a 
series of duplicate specimens have been presented to the excavator. 

The work began on February IS and was contin ued to the beginning 

of July, as many as 200 workmen bei ng employed d uring the height of the 
season. 

B 2 
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§ 2.-THE MINOAN CEMETERY AND R OYAL TOMB. 

Already by the end of February the skilful sou ndings of Gregori had 
made clear the existence of a Minoan Cemetery on a hill about half a mile 

orth of the Palace, a little beyond the remains of the Roman City Wall 
that has given the name of Makryteichos to the neighbouring vi llage. 
This is in fact a Northern extension of the h il l of Kephala on which the 
Palace stands, and it was on a Northern prolongation of the same range 
that, la ter in the season, a Royal Tomb was discovered. 

As my previous Reports have been confined to the Palace and its imme
diate surroundings, and an adequate description of the T ombs required very 
copious illustration, I have thought it best to issue the account of these 
in a separate form. The excavation of the Cemetery and Royal Tomb has 

formed the subject of a communication by me to the Society of Antiquaries 
and will be published in Arclzaeologia.l 

The hill orth of the Palace where the Cemetery was discovered is 
locally known as Zafer Papoura (Tau Zacp€p 1) Ila1rovpa). One hundred 
tombs were here opened, the contents of which showed that the bulk of 
them belonged to the period immediately succeeding the fall of the Palace. 
The civilisation was, however, still high, and the character of the art 
displayed by the relics found showed the unbroken tradition of the Later 
Palace Style. Among the objects brought to light were a number of 
bronze vessels, implements, and arms, including swords, some of them 
nearly a metre in length. One of the shorter swords has a gold-plated 
handle engraved with a masterly design of lions hunt ing wild goats. The 
jewellery and gems discovered were of the typical' matu re Mycenaean' class, 
and a scarab found in one of the graves is of a Late Eighteenth Dynasty 
type. Among the painted ware 'stirrup vases' were specially abu ndant 
some with magnificent decorative designs. It was interesting to observe 
that if some graves belonged to warriors, others were certainly occupied 
by artisans. Thus in one interment the saw and other carpenter's tools were 
laid be ide the skeleton. 

The tombs were of three main classes: (a) Cltamber-tombs cut in the 
soft rock and approached in each case by a dromos; in many cases these 

1 It wi ll also be published (B. Quaritch) in a separate form as ' The Minoan Tombs of 
Knossos.' 
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contained clay coffins, in which the dead had been deposited in cists, their 
knees drawn towards the chin. (b) S!taft grm,es, each with a lesser cavity 
below, containing the extended skeleton, and with a roofing of stone slabs. 
(c) Pit-caves, or pits giving access to a walled cavity in the side below ; 
these also contained extended skeletons. Unfortunately, owing to the 
character of the soil the bones were much decayed, and only in a few 
cases has it been possible to secu re specimens for examination. A certain 
number of skulls have been sent to England. 

On a high-level called Sopata (Ta ' ICTC:mam), about two miles orth 
of this Cemetery, a more important sepulchral monument was discovered. 
This consisted of a square chamber, about eight by six metre in dimen
sions, constructed of limestone blocks, and with the side walls arching in 
• Cyclopean' fashion towards a high gable, though unfortunately the upper 
part had been quarried away. T he back wall was provided with a central 
cell opposite the blocked entrance. Thi portal, arched on the same 
horizontal principle, communicated with a lofty entrance hall of similar 
construction, in the side walls of which, facing each other, were two cells 
that had been used for sepulchral purpo es. A second blocked archway 
led from this hall to the imposing rock-cut dromos. In the floor of the 
main chamber was a pit-grave covered with slabs. Its contents had been 
rifled for metal objects in antiquity, but a gold hairpin, parts of two silver 
vases, and a large bronze mirror remained to attest the former wealth of 
s uch. A large number of other relics were found scattered about, includ
ing repeated clay impressions of what may have been a royal seal. 
Specially remarkable among the stone vessels is a porphyry bowl of Minoan 
work manship, but recalling in material and execution those of the Early 
Egyptian D ynasties. Many imported Egyptian alabastm were also found, 
showing the survival of Middle Empire forms besides other of Early 

Eighteenth D ynasty type. Beads of lapis lazuli also occurred, and 
pendants of the same material, closely imitating Egyptian models. Four 
large painted jars with three handles illustrate the fine 'architectonic' 
s tyl e of the Later Palace of Knossos, in connexion with which the great 
sepulchral monument must 'itself be brought. 

The fo rm of this mausoleum with its square chamber is unique, and 
contrasts with that of the tholos tombs of mainland Greece. The p0sition 
in which it lies commands the \\·hole South Aegean to Melos and Santorin, 
and Central Crete from Dicta to Ida. It wa tempting to recognise in 
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it the trad itional tomb of Idomeneus; but though further researches in 

its immediate vicinity led to the d iscovery of a rock-cut chamber-tomb
containing con temporary relics, it was hardly considerable enough to be 
taken for that of Meriones, which tradition placed beside the other. 

§ 3.-SECTION BE EATH WEST COURT: STRATUM BELONG! G T O 

THE T HI RD 'MIDDLE MI ' OAN' PERIOD AN D ITS R ELATION 

T O THE EARLIEST R EMAI OF THE LATER P ALACE ( S ee 

F ig. 7). 

A lready since the first year's excavation the stumps of wall s had 
been visible in the pavement of the Torthern part of the W est Court 
about 6·5 metres West of the neighbouring Altar Base. Successive 
winters' rains had made these remains clearer, and, as it seemed probable 
that important evidence of early stratigraphy might here be obta ined, it 
was resolved to undertake thei r methodical exploration. 

The excavation itself was carried out with minute care, every frag
ment of pottery being set aside according to its level. The fir t result 
was to expose below the pavement of this part of the West Court two 
contiguous rooms of a house, each of which had a doorway on the East 
side. At 92 centimetres down were traces of a floor level, and, above 
this, pottery characteristic of a particular phase in Minoan ceramic 
development. 

D r. Mackenzie, who carefu lly examined the ceramic remains found' 
above this floor level, notes that none of this was polychrome in the true 
sense such as other ware subsequently found beneath the floor of this 
house. White and sometimes red designs on a lustrous dark g laze 
ground survived in to the period to which these remains belonged, ' but 
yellow, orange and crimson have practically if not quite disappeared.' 

' The tendency of the decoration is distinctly in a monochrome 
direction-simple light design on a dark, or a dark on a light, g round. 
The proportions of these two classes, as in the earlier Minoan wares, are 
fairly equal. ' 

This deposit was found, in fact, to coincide in character with a stratum 
a lready 1 shown to represent a somewhat later phase of Middle Minoan 

1 J.H.S. xxiii. (1903), pp. 179 sqq. 
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F IG. !.-VASE WI T H L ILLY D ES!Gl\' (' i\I JDDI.E i\IJ l\'OAN Ill. ') FRO)! SOUTH -EA " f i\IAGAZ INES. 
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ceramic art than that distinguished by the true polychrome style. The 

deposit in question, which lay immediately beneath the floor of the 
Room of the Olive P ress, was, as in the presen t case, superimposed on 
a stratum containing the finest polychrome or so-called 'Kamares ' 

ware. 
The present peposit, as that immediately beneath the Olive Room 

floor, is a lready marked by an abundance of the small unpainted cups so 
characteristic of the later 'Mycenaean' remains of Crete and other Aegean 
sites, and of which the Cave Sa nctuary of Dicta a fforded such plentiful 
hoards. With these moreover occurred somewhat similar cups of a la rger 
and fla tter type more resembling saucers. Dr. Mackenzie notes that these 

flat saucer-like cups are also found in the earlier polychrome deposits 'with 

and without a lustrous black-brown glaze. In the la ter period the g laze 

tend s to be omitted altogether.' 
Among other typical forms here represented was a jar of truncated 

pyriform shape with a pointed knob on either side of the rim and covered 
with an almost lustreless purple-tinted slip. T his type of ves el belongs 
to the same class as a series of jars from the early Magazines with the 

'Plaster Closet ' 1 beneath the South-East wing of the Palace, some of 
them being ornamented with beau t iful designs of lilies in white on a 
similar pale purplish or terracotta coloured ground. A complete rep re

sentation of one of these is given fo r the first time in Fig. r. 
Moreover the pa rallel thus e tabli hed between the pottery from the 

house-floor under discussion, and the contents of these South-East Magazines, 
enables us to assign to the same period a whole series of vessels, includ ing 
a class of tall t wo-handled store ja rs with a rud imentary spout at times 

degenerating into a mere knob. 
T hese jars, which were left standing in the early South-East Maga

zines, had a t first been regarded as merely covered with a monochrome 

purplish sli p. A season's rain, however, brought out upon one of them ( ee 
F ig. z) some remarkable designs in white, the principal feature of which is a 
crucifor m pattern with grass-like sprays between each limb. This orna
mental motive stands in direct derivative relation to certain kind red 
patterns on vases of the preced ing polychrome style. The design 

moreover has a special interest from the fact that a closely parallel 

1 .f._"nossos : Report, rgoz (B.S.A . viii. p. 87 seqq. and p. 90, F ig. 51 ). 
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motive is common to the decorative repertory of Middle Empire 
Egypt. 

It is clear that in all the above deposits we have to do with a 
dis tinct archaeological t ratum which may now be definitely classi fi ed as 
' Middle Minoan II I.' The exi tence of a similar stratum was moreover 
ascertained by means of test-pits at various other spots im mediately 
beneath the pavement of the West Court, and it was also found to underl ie 
that of the adjoining ' Corridor of the Procession Fresco.' 

In the latter locality there occurred in the same deposit certain fragments 
of a peculiar class of large jars possessing a special comparat ive. value. 
T he fragments in question belonged to ' K nobbed Pithoi ' like those found 
in the Early Magazines of the North-E ast Quarter 1 (Fig. 3), and again 
beneath the later Palace floor above the Walled Pi t No. V.2 T hese 
' K nobbed Pithoi,' as was also the case in the frag m nts from the P rocession 
Corridor, are characterised by what may be termed 'trickle' ornament
brown glaze pigment being dabbed on near the rim and allowed to t rickle 
down the p lain clay sides, so that the effect is rather that of the outside of 
a pail of pitch or a jar of glue. This simple form 'of decoration indeed 
was doubtless suggested by the actual appearance of jars used for coloured 
liquids. 

' Trickle' ornament already appears on K nos ian vessels belonging to 
the fines t polychrome period.3 Knobbed P ithoi moreover, similarly 
decorated, have lately been found in the Palace of Phaestos, in early 
Magazines near the West Court, associated with good polychrome pottery, 
and the origin at least of this class of vessel must therefore go back to the 
Second Middle Minoan Period. 

1 t appears, however, from other evidence that t he K nobbed Pithoi, the 
remains of which have been found on the site of the Knossian Palace, 
belong rather to the T hird or L atest Middle Minoan stage. In the case of 
the deposit found on the floor above the W alled Pit o. V., attention has 
already been called 4 to the association of the remains of a K nobbed Pithos 
with part of a rim of a large jar showing white spi rals on a black and 

1 .l!.nossos: R eport , 1902 (B.S.A . viii. pp. 10, II). 
2 K1lossos: R eport, 1903 (B.S.A . i.x. pp. 26, 27 ). 
3 Ktumos : Report, 1903 (B .S .A . ix. p. n8, Fig. 73 c; pp. Il 91 120). The 'foreign ' vessel 

found by Professor Petrie in an Early Dynastic tomb at Abydo>, takes the history of tbjs ' t rickle' 
ornament still further back (see op. d t. p. 120). 

4 Knossos : R eport , 1903 (B .S.A . ix. p. 27 ). 
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reddish- brown ground and resembling those from the Early Magazines of 
the South-East Palace area which now turn out to belong to this Third 
Middle Minoan Age. 

The ' Magazines of the Knobbed Pithoi ' on the Eastern slope of the 
Palace, where this particular class of jars first occurred, afford similar indi
cations as to their comparative date. These Magazines are built in a 
cutting immediately South of those containing the very finest polychrome 
pottery of the 'egg-shell' class, and, it would seem, partly at the expense 
of the e earlier store-rooms. The floors on which the Knobbed Pithoi stand 
are at a lower level than these, and no trace of the finest Middle Minoan 
ware was here found. On the other hand, the rope ornament seen on some 
of the jars of these Magazines is a realistic reproduction of the actual ropes 
used in the transport of such great vessels, and shows an earlier stage of 
evolution than that visible on the Pithoi of the later periods. 

We are thus again led to an intermediate Period between the acme of 
the great polychrome style (Middle Minoan 11.) and the Late Minoan 
Period. This result moreover is borne out by the special character of the 
sig n cut on the blocks of the entrance pillars of the ' Magazines of the 
Knobbed Pithoi.' These signs are at once somewhat more compact than 
those of the earlier class but are more broadly and deeply cut than 
the generality of those belonging to the Later Palace. 

The Knobbed Pithoi of this set of Magazines on the Eastern slope had 
been found in a much broken condition and the rains of two seasons had 
further served to disintegrate them. One of the tasks of the present 
campaign was to build these up as far as possible and to secure their 
future conservation by roofing over the Early Magazines in which they 
stood. An example of one of these as thus reconstituted and with its rim 
restored is given in Fig. 3· Its height is about z·4 metres or nearly 
seven feet-which considerably exceeds that of the largest store-jars of 
the latest Palace Period. 

The occurrence immediately beneath the pavement of the West 
Court and adjoining Corridor of the Procession of ceramic fabrics such as 
those described, illustrating a Third and concluding Middle Minoan phase, 
suggests very difficult questions in relation to the earliest remains of the 
Later Palace. 

Unquestionably a great deal both in the style of the vase decoration 
and in the forms of the vessels shows strong affinities with the earliest 
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F!G. 3.-KNOBBED PITHOS, RE TORED (MIDDLE MIIWAN III.), FRO~! EARLY 1AGAZINE 

OF NORTH -EA T PALACE QUARTER. 
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ceramic relics from the Cists of the Long Gallery and adjoining Western 
Magazines as well as those of the Temple Repositories discovered last 
year. Yet there can be little doubt that these Cists belong to the original 
plan of the Later Palace and are representative, indeed, of its First Period. 
In this case the foundation of the Later Palace must be held to go back to 
within the confines at least of this Third Middle Minoan Period. 

At the same time, in considering these earliest remains of the Later 
Palace we are struck with the following phenomena:-

r. The signs on the associated blocks, as on the jambs of the West 
Magazines, are of what appears to be a later style than those of East 
Magazines containing the Knobbed Pithoi. 

2. The floral decoration, consisting of crocuses and scrolls, on the 
votive robes of faience found in the Tern ple Repositories is identical with 
designs-dark brown on a buff ground-very characteristic of some of the 
earliest vases of a distinctly Late Minoan character. 

3· The pictographic style of writing prevalent throughout the mo. t 
flourishing ages of the Middle Minoan Period occurred indeed in what may 

now be regarded as one of the earliest Magazines of the Later Palace. 
By the time however when the Temple Repositorie were clo ed we find it 
superseded by a form of linear script. 

4· The particular form of linear script (type A) found in the 
Temple Repositories occurs at Palaikastro in a well-defined stratum 
with vases of the Earliest 'Late Minoan ' class. 

The general conclusion to which we are led, therefo~e, is that the 
Later Palace was founded at a time when the Third Period Middle Minoan 
style was already fully developed, but that, at the date when the Great 

Repositories and Early Cists were closed, this phase of culture showed 
signs of a transition towards that which has been here described as Late 
Minoan I. and which finds its best illustration in the beautiful Zakro vases.l 

It seems probable that both the West Court pavement and that of 
the Corridor of the Procession date in their present state from some 
Period later tha n the actual foundation of the existing Palace. 

1 The note in my last Report ( p. 21) on the character of the earliest culture revealed by tlie 
Later Palace contains a erious printer' error. In lines 5 and 6, for 'immediately below' read 
'immediately above the original floors of the First Palace.' The terminology used in the final 
paragraph also requi res revi ion in view of the more elaborate stratification now before us. For 
Midd le Minoan I. and II. read Iidd le Minoan II. and III. 
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§ 4.-SECTION BENEATH THE WEST COURT: THE' MIDDLE MINOAN' 

STh.ATUM (See Fig. 7). 

It has been shown in the preceding Section that the building immedi
ately beneath the floor of the West Court belongs to the Third or concluding 
Period of Middle Minoan culture. The walls of this construction went 
down r metre, and at a depth of 75 centimetres below this, or 1"75 metre 
below the level of the West Court, there came to light a floor belonging to 
an altogether different building. This floor in fact pas es beneath the 
d ividing wall of the two upper rooms and has no systematic connexion 
with the later arrangement (see Section, Fig. 7).1 

Upon this lower floor-level and partly below the later walls lay 
a quantity of vases of the finest polychrome period, many of them in a 
quite perfect condition. From the fact that many vessels of the same 
form were piled in regular nests, it seems clear that we have to do with a 
kind of store. The cups with carinated contour, derived from metal
work, were specially abundant, and many of these were covered with a 
lustrous black metallic glaze. Again and again in surveying the ceramic 
fabrics of this great Middle Minoan Age we are struck by the parallelism 
presented by the Fourth Century wares of Magna Graecia and Sicily, 
with their lustrous imitations of silver-plate. The wealth of the Priest
Kings of Knossos in such treasure during this period-contemporary with 
Twelfth Dynasty Egypt- is not less clearly reflected in these imitative 
wares of common use than is the luxury of Imperial Syracuse in the 
later fabrics of 'Great Greece.' 

Further representations of characteristic vessel from the same floor
level, for the most part with polychrome decoration, are given in Fig. 4-

Among these the lower part of a pyriform vase marked a is of interest 
as presenting the horizontal bands of semilunar designs which characterised 
the large polychrome vessels found under the Room of the Olive Press, and 
some Middle Minoan wall-decoration from the same region. Of the other 
types the globular bowls g and p are distinguished by their very fine thin 
texture recall ing that of the egg-shell ware from the North-East Palace 

1 About 25 centimetres above this floor-level and between it and that of the rooms above 
(Middle Minoan III. } were remains of some intermediate walls of no importance. 



FIG. 4.-POTTERY (MIDDLE l\1INOAN I!. ), MOSTLY POLYCIIROME, FROM CHAMBER BENEATH WEST COURT. 
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region. The bowl g with its elaborate pattern is reproduced on a la rger 
scale in Fig. 5, (2). 

The occurrence of large groups of vessels belongi ng to the period of 
this fin e polychrome fabric, lying in situ and pract ically intact on a Middle 
Minoan floor, has now repeated itself in various parts of the Palace site 1 

and of the surrounding Town. T his recurring phenomenon best explains 
itself by a general catastrophe that must have overwhelmed the T own and 
E arlier Palace at Knos os during t he mature polychrome period. 

F IG. 5. -POLYCHRO~IE ESSELS (MIDDLE MIN AN ll. ). 

(1 ) F rom orth-West Pit; (2) from Chamber below West Court. 

That this catastrophe was separated by a certain interval of time from 
the Latest Middle Minoan Age represented by the rooms immediately 
beneath the W est Court pavement is fu rther shown by the existence 
of two intervening stages of. habitation visible in the section here 
explored.2 

W e have here then the evidence of a period of bloom, destruction, and 
gradual recovery lead ing upwards to a new pha e of culture-the Middle 

otably in the ea e of the earlier room· beneath that of the Olive Press and of the 
' Kamares' Magazines of the outh-East Palace Quarter. 

2 Traces occurred of a omewhat higher Aoor, still of the same polychrome period, 25 centi
metres aboYe that with the well-preserYed vases. Independent again of this and immediately 
superimposed on it was a wall-sy tern consisting of a room with a doorway. Both these wall s, the 
foundations of which lay at a depth of I'SO metre below the pavement of the West Court, and the 
intervening Aoor were alike anterior to the rooms of the Third fiddle Minoan Period de cribed 
in the preced ing section . The Aoors of the e latter lay 50 centimetres higher up and had no 
relation to any part of the lower systems. 
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Minoan Ill. of the preceding Section-which m turn was the immediate 
forerunner of the L ate Minoan and affiliated Mycenaean styles. 

It is to be observed that in the Section beneath the West Court 
pavement with which we are dealing there are no relics representing the 
beginnings of the polychrome style or the F irst Middle Minoan Period to 
which these belong. This, however, does not exclude the possibility that 
the present floor-level may have gone back to that Period, since what is 
found on a house-floor naturally belongs to the latest days of its occupation. 

A floor-level with well-preserved polychrome vases analogous to the 
present had been discovered in 1903 in the contiguous orth-West Build
ing. It was here indeed that was found the most elaborate vase of the 
polychrome style as yet discovered. In the neighbourhood of this there 
had already come to light part of what appeared to be a rubbish pit con
taining more fragmentary remains of vessels of the same Period. The 
exploration of this was continued during the present season, with the result 
that a mass of polychrome pottery of the fi nest quality, mostly frag
mentary, though in some cases allowing of more or less complete recon
stitution, was brought to light. A few typical specimens from this pit, of 
the polychrome class, are shown in Fig. 6.1 

§ 5.-SECTIO BE EATH THE WE T COURT: ' EARLY MINOAN' 

AND NEOLITHIC STRATA ( ee Fig. 7). 

Beneath the Earliest' Midd le Minoan' floor-level of the West Court 
Section there came to light lower parts of three walls belonging to a 
pre-existing building. It was to be observed, moreov~r, that while the 
various Middle Minoan wall-lines had followed an orientation exactly 
corresponding with that of the Later Palace, these earlier walls followed a 
somewhat divergent course and belonged to a quite different system. 

These earlier structures belonged to what seems to have been an 

I p shows designs like double axes. The 'a terisks' on 1 are typical o. some of the I ust rous 
' egg-shell ' cups from the orth-East quarter. 1: is shown on a larger scale in Fig. 5· It i a 
fine example of the 'egg-shell 0 fabric. b with the crocus-like designs seems to belong to the 
Third Middle 1inoan Period : a small proportion of later elements was included in this depo it. 
Mix<!d in almost equal proportions with the pottery from this pit representing the mature polychrome 
decoration on a dark ground, there was brought out- as from the contemporary floor-level of the 
West Court-an abundance of fragments with dark de igns, generally of a simpler style on a buff 
ground. Together with the~e , moreover, was another well-marked class displaying, on the same 
buff ground, white or white-bordered patterns. 
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enclosure with a South side 9·8 metres in length from which short 
sections of two other walls run North at right angles. The longer wall, 
o f which two sections were traced, terminates in an anta showing that 
t here was a doorway in the orth-East corner of the enclosure. The 
Easternmost of these walls had been partly used as a foundation for a 
Middle Minoan wall running at a somewhat different angle. The longer 
wall, of wh ich most remains, is of good ord inary masonry better built 
than the walls of the system above it. It is preserved to a height of 

70 centimetres. 
A plaster floor-level was traceable m connexion with these early 

walls, layers of it, several times renewed, being perceptible in and on both 

ides of the doorway.1 

Unfortunately the mall extent of this floor hitherto excavated and 
the paucity of the rel ics found on it only permit us in a general way to 
refer it to the Latest Early Minoan Period (Ill. ). For a fuller notion of 
this stage of culture the best evidence i still suppl ied by the relics found 
in the cavity below the floor of the Room of the Stone Vats,2 by the 
hoards of vases from the Well near the oil-spout on the East slope, 
and by the earliest elements unearthed in the basement room with the 

Stone P illars at the South-East Palace angle.3 

At a depth of 56 centimetres below the last-mentioned stratum 
occurred another floor-level with which, however, within the limits of the 
area laid bare, it was impossible to correlate any lines of walling. The 
remains above this floor-level were of a fragmentary nature, no vases being 
found intact upon it as in the case of the Middle Minoan floor with the 
fine polychrome pottery. The character of the sherds from this layer must 

therefore be regarded as a whole. 
This deposit, from the position that it holds in the general stratifica

tion of the section, may provisionally be regarded as representing the 
Second Early Minoan Period. Among the sherds here found a fair 
proportion attested t he survival of the eolithic cl ass of fabrics with 
hand-polished surfaces either dark or light. The more limited use of this 
early process went on indeed to a much late r time. 

1 Dr. Mackenzie notes as an interesting feature of this floor that ' it is seen in section to a cend 
in a step up 1orth.' The N orth connexion , however, as yet remain unexcavated. 

2 K11ossos : R eport , 1903 (B. S . A. ix. pp. 94-98). 
3 K11ossos: R epoJrt, 1903 (B.S.A. ix. pp. 17- 19). 
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At the same time the art of covering the face of vessels with a 
lustrous black slip as a substitute for the dark eolithic hand-polished 
face was fully matured during this Second' Early Minoan' ge. 

As a result of a careful examination of the pottery in this stratum 
Dr. Mackenzie writes: 

'Leaving out of account the coarser sherds it was found that fragments with a 
dark ground, though slightly in a majority, were in fairly equal proportions with 
those showing a light ground. Again t 35 with a dark glaze slip there were 34 with a 
buff clay surface. Of those with a dark glaze slip ro had geometrical or band 
decorations in a dull cream-white pigment. Of those with buff clay surface r8 
had band or geometric decoration in slightly lustrous or lack-lustre brown-to-black 
glaze on this light ground. Regarding the finer fragments with the dark decoration 
on the light ground it has to be noted as important from the point of view of 
development-( r) That the kinds of vessel with a dark ground are the same as 
those with a light ground. These are two-handled or one-handled spouted jugs, 
cans, cups, bowls and plates. ( 2) That the decoration is of essentially the same 
geometric character whether light or dark.' 

Dr. Mackenzie rightly insists on the importance of thi paralleli m in view of 
the later developments of Minoan ceramic art. Both classes pass through the 
same geometrical and curvilinear stages of decoration. The monochrome decora
tion, dark on a light ground, which finally triumphs in the Late Minoan Age, and of 
which we see the outcome in the so-called ' viycenaean ' class, ' is marked by an 
unity of character which was previously common to all Cretan painted pottery 
whether with a light or a dark ground.' 

Two vase fragments from the above deposit showed a curious transitional 
technique midway between that of the pure eolithic and the later painted ware. 
Here 'a broad band was left below the rim unpolished and then narrow parallel 
horizontal bands were drawn along this dull surface by means of a blunt instru
ment, probably bone. The result was that the dull part looked like lighter bands 
on the lustrous dark ground, and indeed, when looked at carelessly, the surface 
appeared as if the dull parts were produced by means of a white colour that had 
partly faded away.' 

Underneath the above floor-level, here qualified as Early Minoan I I., was 

another layer only 32 centimetres in thickness, z·Sz metres below the level 
of the West Court pavement, and superimposed on a floor or clay platform 
immed iately overlying the pure eolithic deposit. The character of this 
stratum resembled that immediately above it in that it contained simply 
fragments dispersed throughout it. The fragmentary remains contained 
by it presented, however, a homogeneous aspect. There was no sign of 
disturbance involving the intrusion of later elements, and the deposit 
therefore, as in the case of that of the floor-level immediately above it, 

could be judged as a whole and a generally representing the fabric of a 

given Period. 
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T his stratum, to which the name ' Early Minoan I.' may be con

venient ly applied, shows natura lly a g reater survival of I eol it hic elements 

than t he preceding. I n its general com plexion indeed it may be described 
as ' S ub- eolithic.' No wall-system was found in connexion with the 

parts of this floor-level that were uncovered. 

A series of fragments fro m t h is level has been thus analysed by 

Dr. Mackenzie : 

'Of the sherds examined (apart from 186 coarse and uncharacteristi c speci
mens), so fragments, or about two-thirds of the total, r sembled the Late eolith ic. 
Of the remaining 18 a slight majori ty had a light buff ground, while 8 had a dark 
glaze slip ground.' I n some instances there was visible the Neolithic " rippling" 
of the surface, 1 the tradi tion of which survives in its painted imitations right down 
through the Middle and Late Minoan ceramic series.' 

As in the case of the Late eolithic strata of Knossos the wares here found, 
including the black hand-polished class, showed a reddish core when broken, imply
ing that during this and the preceding period an improvement had taken place in the 
fi ring as compared with the Earlier eolithic fabrics . On the other hand, as in the 
immediately preceding eolithic class, there is a falling off in the finer kind of 
incised and punctuated decoration with its white gypsum inlaying. There were 
only three incised fragments, and their incisions were ' of an inferior or uncertain 
narrow or fl at and superficial character.' The same falling off was noticeable in 
the case of an inci ed hand-polished fragment from the immediately overlying 
stratum. T he incisions here were very faint and narrow and, as in the other 
examples, without white fi ll ing. 

The imperfect fixing of white painted decoration on a hand-polished surface, 
and its consequent disappearance in many cases, made it difficult to determine 
whether any fragments from this deposi t might be taken to illustrate the beginnings 
of this class of painted ware. T he indications however were in favo ur of that 
view. One fragment moreover showed 'parallel bands consisting of closely placed 
vertical scratchings which seemed to be the reminiscence of dull-white bands on 
the dark grey-black hand-polished surface. What we have here is not the imita
tion of the eolithic incised ware, but of dull-white painted bands on a dark 
ground.' 

T he full development of the incised decoration with its white gypsum 

filli ng marks what may be called the ' Midd le N eolithic ' stra ta of the 

Knossian series. T he d ecad ence and g rad ual disappe~rance of this 

decorative method observable in the succeeding d eposits of the Latest 

Neolith ic a nd Earl iest 'Minoan' periods was in part at least the effect of 

the increased proportion of walls with a light ground due to the better 
fi r ing of the clay. This decline was also dou btle s hastened by the gradual 

n e of coloured ornament. 

T he fact, however, t hat this decadence should thus characterise the 

1 See Mackenzie, ' T he Pottery of Knossos' (J.H.S. xxii . p. 160 and PI. IV. Figs. 6-14). 
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Latest Neolithic and Earliest' Minoan' strata on the site is of considerable 
importance in view of a phenomenon that meets us among the fabrics of a 
somewhat later date, namely, the Third Early Minoan Period. This stage, 
as already noticed, is well represented in the deposit found in 1903 beneath 
the floor of the Room of the Stone Vats, but among the vases there 
discovered the incised and punctuated ware with white inlaying is repre
sented by a well-preserved clay ' pyxis ' and the lid of another. When it 
is remembered that the type of vessel with which this technique is here 
associated is of constant occurrence in Cycladic graves such as those of 
Amorgos belonging to the contemporary Early Metal Age of the North 
Aegean, and that this practice of incising and inlaying pottery, which had 
practically died out in Crete, was still in full vogue in that quarter, it seems 
probable that the incised clay boxe from the deposit referred to were 
either actually articles of import or due to the operation of a strong 
Cycladic influence. 

The surface and texture, and even to a certain extent the form, of 
the vases of the dark-faced hand-polished class belonging to the Sub
Neolithic stratum (Early Minoan 1.) with which we are dealing, as well of 
those of the immediately underlying Late • reolithic deposit, suggest 
interest ing comparison on another side. Among the First Dynasty 
remains excavated by Professor Petrie at Abydos 1 were certain vessels 
with a black surface, in some cases hand-polished and with burnished 
vertical striations, which were quite un-Egyptian in character. Professor 
Petrie, who during a recent visit to Knossos was able to place the 
fragments side by side, justly observes that a piece of the neck of the 
largest of the Abydos vessels which he had taken with him for com
parison was 'indistinguishable in colour, burnish, and general appearance' 
from L ate Neolithic or Sub-Neolithic Cretan specimens (see Fig. 8) 
One of the shapes represented by the Abydos vases with a hollow sub
conical base supporting a bowl-shaped recipient is very characteristic of 
the Cretan series. 

The fragmentary character of the Late eolithic and Earliest 
Minoan pottery from Knossos prevents as yet the establishment of 
anything like complete comparisons, but the parallelism is at least of such 
a nature as to warrant the conclusion that these non-E gyptian vessels found 
at Abydos are contemporary with the Cretan types, and that they stand in 

1 W. 1. I• linders Petrie, A b)'<ios , Part I I. p. 38, and PI. XLII. Fig . 20- 36. 
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direct relation to them. The red-ochreous colouring material found 

in some of the Abydos bowls corresponds with the pigment so largely used 
in Crete in the succeeding Period for ceramic decoration, and if this was 

an early article of export from the island the presence of ves els of 
transitional Neolithic type on Egyptian soil wou ld be eas ily ex plicable. 

That there was already a d irect intercourse between Crete and Egypt d uring 
the time of the first four Dynasties has been already demonstrated, not 

A 

B c 

FIG 8. 

(a) VE SEL OF FIRST DY!\A TY DI~PO' IT, AllYDOS; PARTLY RE TORED. 

(b, c) VESSELS FRO~! SUB· EOLIT!li C TRATA (EARLYJ\1JNOAN I. ), KNOSSOS; PARTLY RESTORED. 

only by the imitation of Egyptian stone vessels of that period by the nat ive 
Minoan lapidaries, but by the actual imp01 tation of such.1 

In these ceramic parallels we have another important li nk of con
nexion between the very beginning of what may be termed the Minoan. 

1 Sec J.'epou: Xnossos, 1903 (R.S.A. ix. p. 9 , Fig. 67). 
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Age proper and the First Egyptian Dynasty,-an indication of great 
comparative chronological value. 

Immediately beneath the clay platform or floor-level with the transi
tional ceramic relics described above as ' Early Minoan I.,' begins the pure 

eolithic deposit, which at this point was found to attain a thickness of 
6·43 metres, a against 5'33 for all the 'Minoan' and superficial strata put 
together. The oft virgin rock was here reached at a depth of 1 1'73 
metres from the surface of the ground. 

There is every reason for supposing that the more primitive deposit 

was at least as slow in accumulation as those above it. The probability 
indeed lies in the other direction-namely, that the accumulation was 
more gradual. But even assuming an equal rate of deposit for the eo

lithic strata, the evidence presented by the West Court Section (Fig. 7) 
points to a vast antiquity for the earliest human settlement on the hill of 
Knossos. The rough equation established between the beginning of the 
' Early Minoan ' Age and the First Egyptian Dynasty would, if we take the 
very moderate computation of Lepsius, carry back this stratum, which is 

5'33 metres below the surface of the ground, some s8oo years-giving a 

rate of deposit of somewhat under a metre for a millennium. If we assume 
an equal rate of deposit for the underlying eolithic strata, which have a 
thickness of 6·43 metres, it is evident that we must go back about 12,000 

years for the beginn ing of the Stone Age Settlement. It must moreover 
be remembered that in some neighbouring test pits the Neolithic stratum 
attained a thickness of over 8 metres, which at a moderate estimate would 

imply an antiquity of some 14,000 years. 
This deep Neolithic deposit forms a vast mound on which all the 

later structures and deposits of the Palace Hill of Knossos are superposed, 
and of which the hill itself-analogous to an Egyptian or Babylonian 
' Tell '-is largely made up. The various strata of this deposit are not, as 
in the case of the overlying 'Minoan ' remains, separated by definite floors; 
but a distinct success ion of progressive stages of primitive culture, marked 
by more or less constant metre levels from the bottom of the deposit, can 

be clearly made out.1 

It is impossible now to enter on a detailed consideration of these 

success ive stages, which need a very broad survey of the comparati ve 

1 For a general summary of re ults, as regards the Neolithic pottery, see Dr. l\Iackenzie's 
a rticle in].H S. xxiii. pp. 158-162. 
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material for their adequate study. The West Court Section, :however, 
derives a special importance from the clear upper line of delimitation afforded 
by the Early Minoan floor level. The context thus supplied enables us 
to trace the gradual evolution of the higher out of the lower elements of 
the local culture under specially favourable conditions. From this point 
of view the characteristics presented by the pottery of the uppermost 

eolithic stratum, immediately below the 'Early Minoan' floor, are 
extremely instructive. 

The results of an examination of the pottery contained in the upper
most metre of the eolithic deposit of this Section are summarised as 
follows by Dr. Mackenzie : 

'The pottery was found to have unmistakable marks of lateness. (1) Where 
incision occurs it is superficial and scratchy, with no trace of the earlier white fill
ing. ( z) The hand-polished surface tends to lose the con istency of its brown-to
black lustre, and this result may have been due to the introduction of the potter's 
oven. The use of the potter's oven tends itself to bring out a terracotta or buff 
surface, even when it was meant to secure the traditional brown-to-black hand
polish. (3) The outcome of this becomes visible in the indications of a further 
stage, in which the buff surfaces, whether hand-polished or unpolished, are sought 
out on their own account.' Henceforward, as Dr. Mackenzie points out, 'the buff 
surfaces have a differentiated existence of their own, which from this time onward 
has a continuous history through all the successive Minoan periods. The light 
surface invited the dark geometric glaze decoration of the next Age. In fact it 
preceded the light decoration on the dark ground. The long tradition of the 
hand-polished N eolithic dark surface had first to be overcome before light design on 
a dark ground could be carried out.' 

It will be seen that at Knossos there is no real break of continuity 
between the Stone and Early Metal Ages, nor indeed between the latter 
and the more elaborate civilisation of the Middle and Late Minoan 
Periods. 

§ 6.-THE EARLIER WEST FA<;ADE OF THE CENTRAL COURT: AND 

DISCOVERY OF FURTHER CISTS BELONGING TO THE FIRST 
PERIOD OF THE LATER PALACE (See PI. I.). 

The principal discovery within the Palace walls of 1903 had been 
the great Stone Cists or Repositories containing what appear to have 
been the fittings of a small shrine of a Snake Goddess. The position of 
these below a later paved floor, provided with cists of much smaller 
dimensions, as well as the ceramic and other contents, showed that we had 
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here to do with remains belonging to an earlier stage of the Palace history, 
separated from the later by a considerable remodelling. The closed 
cists beneath the Magazines, and the further discovery of the cists below 
the floor of the Long Gallery, supplied further indications of the same 
early phase of the building. The fa'ience and other inlays, and the early 
pottery with white design on a dark ground found in some of the e cists, 
showed moreover that their construction must be referred to the same 
early period of the building as the Temple Repositories. 

The investigations of the present season within the West Palace 
quarter have thrown fresh and unexpected light on the original arrange
ment of this part of the building, and on the extensive character of the 
remodelling which it subsequently underwent. 

In considering the plan of this quarter ot the Palace where it borders 
the Central Court, a curious phenomenon had already arrested attention. 
This was the appearance at interval along this front of an interior as well 
as an exterior line of gypsum walling separated from the other by an 
interspace of a little over a metre's width. The fact that, as a rule, such 
gypsum construction was reserved for outside walls had already given rise 
to a suspicion that this inner line, in fact, represented an earlier fac;ade, 

a fterwards incorporated in an enlarged structure. 
The results of this year's investigations leave no remaining doubt 

that an inner and earlier frontage line existed immediately West of the 
later border of the Central Court (see Plans A and B, PI. I.). It is clear, 
moreover, that like the West wall of the Palace, and that of the Palace 
of Phaestos, this early fac;ade was not carried out in a straight line, but 
showed a series of shallow bays and sl ight returns throughout a large part 

of its cour e. 
The first traces of this inner wall line are visible immediately Ea t of 

the Court of the Altar (see Plan A, P I. 1.). At a point nearly answering 
to the Northern limits of this Court the old fac;ade took a short turn 
Eastward. Here, by the ' Room of the Chariot Tablets,' the earlier and 
later wall-lines are very clearly visible, and in this case the interspace 
between them seems to have been used as a kind of inner magazine 
or repository at the back of what has the appearance of an official 
bureau.1 A narrow doorway wa for this purpose broken through the 
earlier line of wall, which thus gave access to a small elongated chamber 

1 See Report, 1900, pp. 30, 31. 
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between the original and the later walls of the fac;ade. Shut in between 
two walls, both of which were provided with gypsum faces and intended 
as outside structures, this inner chamber must have had something of the 
character of a strong room. 

The interspace in question was also very noteworthy immediately 
East of the chamber containing the two early Repositories. The East 
wall of this chamber itself represents a section of the original fac;ade. 
Here, outside the gypsum face of this wall, and between it and the later 
wall-line bordering the Central Court, is a small elongated compartment, 
with a floor about 8 centimetres above the level of the Court. On this 
floor, which consisted of burnt clay, were founrl some of the clay seal
impressions showing an armed Goddess on a lion-guarded peak, which 
already in 190 1 had led me to the conclusion that this compartment had 
formed ·part of the front of a hrine.1 We have here indeed an indication 

of the continued dedication of this part of the bui lding to a religious 
usage, but it is now clear that the floor-level on which the seal-impressions 

lay belongs to the time that succeeded the great remodelling, and has to be 
brought into connexion with the new line of frontage on the side of the 
West Court. 

Further exploration, however, has now revealed, about 23 centimetres 
beneath this floor-l evel, an earl ier floor paved with small limes tone slabs, 

which were found to go under the later wall -line facing the Central Court. 
We have here, therefore, a pavement standing in relation to the inner or 
original fa~ade on this side. 

A noteworthy feature about the gyp urn blocks of this section of the 
original fac;ade is that they exhibit, on their outer sides, certain incised signs 

answering to those found elsewhere on blocks belonging to the earliest 
structures of the West Palace wing including the jambs of the Magazines 
along the Long Gallery. A special characteristic of the signs of this 
period-which may be defined as' Middle Minoan III.'-is the occasional 
recurrence of compound igns, such as the combination of a Double xe 

with a Trident or Branch, or of the 'Window' sign with a Star or Cross Pate. 
similar phenomenon-which has an obvious chronological value-recurs 

on one of the gypsum blocks of this section-the sign here represen ted 
being a combination of a Double Axe and a Star. The separate associ
ation of these two signs on a block is seen in one of the early galleries of 

1 Knossos : R eport, 1901 (B.S . .-1. vii. , p. 28 seq .). 
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the South Front. The eight-rayed ' Star,' of a type frequent on the jambs 
of the West Magazines, also occurs, by itself, on a block of the old fa<;ade 

at this point. These parallels derive additional importance from the 
evidence adduced in Section 7 below as to the great antiquity of the 
jambs of the Western Magazines-which seem to have been in existence 
at the time of construction of the earliest Cists in that quarter. 

By the orth-East Corner of the room containing the Temple 
R epositories, and at the forth end of the last mentioned interspace, the 
old inner fa<;ade breaks off abruptly in a gypsum block, the outer end ot 
which is splayed back. The point where it breaks off corresponds with 
the line of the Southern boundary wall of the Vestibule and stepped 
approach of the Hall of the Jewel Fresco, belonging, as we now know, to 
the latest period of the Palace. At this point there is a real breach in the 
original frontage wall, filled by two principal creations of the final scheme 
of remodelling- by the Vestibule, namely, of this upper Hall and by the 
Antechamber of the Throne R oom that lies immediately to the orth of 
it. The lines of steps that lead up to the former of these constructions 
and down to the latter follow the later frontage-line of the Central 

Court. 
T hat the older fa<;ade wall, however, originally continued across this 

gap 1 is shown, as will be more fully pointed out below, by the occur
rence of a rounded corner of the same gypsum walling beyond the 
Antechamber of the Throne Room and in line with the last-mentioned 
section. 

In order to ascertain whether any traces of the earlier arrangement 
existed in the area occupied by these later buildings it became necessary 
to proceed to a thorough inve tigation of certain obscure constructions 
underlying the Vestibule of the Hall of the J ewe! Fresco. 

A first result of these inve tigations was to bring to light eight upright 
lining slabs of gypsum, followin g a line parallel to that ex !typothes£ 
followed by the old fa<;ade, and a little within it. 

West of these lining slabs, and separated from them by a space of 
r ·25 metre, remains of another similar series of slabs became visible, parallel 
with the others, an d between the two a well compacted pavement of lime-

1 Dr. Mackenzie i of opinion that certain remai n of wall foundat ion, extending orth in a 
direct li ne from the puint where the old fa9ade breaks off, are to be regarded as supplying a defini te 
trace of it further continuat ion for a di taoc~ of 2 '75 metres. 
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stone slabs.1 We had here, therefore, a narrow Corridor or Magazine running 
just inside this section of the old fa<;ade wall. 

The paving slabs of this were at first taken by us for sol id blocks of 
gypsum belonging to a massive wall. Further examination, however, 
showed that we had here to do wi th a pavement of the usual kind, and, on 
pursuing the investigat ion below, it was found that, as in the case of the 
L ong Gallery, the pavement masked the origina l existence of a series of 
Cists. 

Three large limestone Cists or Repositories were here brought to 
light (see P I. I. B), the Eastern border line of which nearly corresponded 
with that of the gypsu m lining slabs on that side. Of these Cists that to 
the South was the largest, its wid th exactly answering to that of the 
pavement above, so that the slab forming its Western wall coincided 
with the line of the gypsum facing slabs of the Corridor on that side. 

(See F ig. 9.) 
It was observable that, as in the case of the early Cists underly ing 

the Southern end of the L ong Gallery, a small interval-in this case 6 
centimetres-fil led with a well-defined clayey stratum separated the top of 
the walling slabs of the Cists from the pavement and lining slabs above. 
At the same time the correspondence of the exterior lines of the upper 
and lower structures indicates a systematic connexion between the two. 
The existing lines were consciously followed, and neither here nor 111 the 
case of the L ong Gallery was there any real break in continuity. 

The Cists are embedded in the Neolithic deposit which, owing to the 
planing off of the intervening strata in this quarter, everywhere underlies 
the Later Palace constructions. The southern most Repository is the 
largest of the three, being I· I 7 metre in width, with a length of I ·6o metre 
and a depth of 83 centimetres. The other two were sl ightly narrower
I'0 4-0'98 metre-but otherwise showed the same dimensions. The Cists 
were contiguous, the same divid ing slab serving for those on either side of 
it like the orthern series in the L ong Gallery. T heir plan and section, 
with the method of con truction, are sufficiently shown in F igs. 9 and 10 

and PI. I. B. 
H ere, then, in an immediately contiguous area, had come to light an 

extension of the same system of early stone Repositories as had already, 

1 These lining slabs were at fi rst mistakenly rega rded by us as the outside lining of a thick 
wall, represented by the later filling in between them, necessitated by the structures above. 
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m 1903, afforded the splendid discovery of the Sanctuary relics. The 
exploration of the present series of Cis ts was unproductive of any finds 
comparable with these, but at the same time the ceramic and other 
remains found in them were sufficient to show that the contents had 
originally been of a similar kind and that they had been closed at the 
same time as the neighbouring Temple Repositories. 

These remains were principally contained in the Southern and Middle 
Cists. Among them were fragments of gold leaf and the leg of a 

FIG . 9.-SKETCH SH OWING E . IDE SLABS OF CISTS AND L1 ' I "G SLABS OF CORRIDOR 

BELOW LATER VESTIBULE. 

miniature figure of an ox or bull executed in the round m the same fine 
faience as the figures of the other Repositories. Fragments of similar vases 
with white design on a dark ground also came to light, and others with 
figures of birds of a reddish-brown hue on a pale buff ground which 
answered to the imported, apparently Melian, class found in 1903. Besides 
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these there were remains of three large stone lamps that may haye 
belonged to the Sanctuary fittings. 

In the paved Corridor 8.bove, which must be referred to t~e close of 
the Period during which the Cists below were in use, were found frag
ments of a clay pithos of an earlier type than those of the Latest Palace 
Period as seen in the West Magazines and el ewhere. A further indica
tion of the approximate elate of this early Corridor or Magazine had been 
supplied by a discovery made in the first year's excavations. In a rect
angular space immediately West of it, possibly answering to another 
parallel Magazine, there were then found a high pyriform vase and other 
fragments of pottery with white design on a dark ground. These 

FLOOR 

SECTI ON oN LIN E. x-x ·. LOOK ING NORTH 

( S EE. P LANS) 

FIG. !D.-SECTION BENEATH VE TIBULE OF HALL OF JEWEL FRESCO SHOWING EARLIER 

ISTS, CORRIDOR, AND FLOOR LEVELS. 

occurred above a clay floor-level 2'20 metres below the surface-in other 
words, almost exactly corresponding with the top of the newly discovered 
Cists. The ceramic types there exhibited practically correspond with those 
deposited in the Cists and Temple Repository. 

The Corridor or Magazine to wh ich these three Cists belonged was 
closed at its South end anq had been therefore approached from the r orth. 
The northernmost Cist was found to partly underlie the South wall of 
the Anteroom of the Room of the Throne, and traces of the pavement above 
it going still further into the thickness of the wall showed that the 
Corridor had continued beyond so as to traverse at least a part of the area 
later occupied by this Antechamber. 
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T he E aste rn facing-slabs o f this Corridor were, as already noted, the 
inner coating of a wall. On the outer side of this wall a succession o f 
floor-levels, perhaps belong ing to quite small cist- like compartmen ts, 
was brought out. (See Section ; Fig. IO.) These show tha t a considerable 
interval of time must have e lapsed between the period when this wall 
was cons tructed and the later period to wh ich the ex isting remains of the 
V estibule of the H all o f the J ewel Fresco are to be referred. limestone 
block j utting o ut East from the earlier line belongs to this inte rmed ia te 
system. 

Dr. Mackenzie notes about this block that 'it is I'I5 metre long East-West, 
o·55 wide, and o·3 2 high. Its best face is South and it rests on a sub
structure of smaller masonry, with faces South and West, but rough to East. T he 
top of the block is about o·8o from the surface. The South face shows red stucco 
and then white stucco going down to a fl oor-level with white cement at I'5 0 

metres from the surface and ·7o from the top of the block. Below this floor is 
white wall stucco and yellowish floor cement at a depth of r7o from the surface 
or o ·go from the top of the block. T his fl oor-level is itself 45 centimetres above 
the level of the adjacent outh Cist.' 

'On the West face of the same construction again is whi te wall stucco going 
down to a floo r 2 · 5 metres below the surface of the ground or I· 2 5 below the top 
of the block. T his floor in turn is I 2 centimetres above the top of the Cists, so 
that it in turn must be of later date than they. The floor has underlying it a pale 
clayey earth similar to that which covered the tops of the Cists.' 

A t th is point, then, we have the evidence of at leas t t hree 
successive stages of construction inte rmed ia te between the newly d is
covered Cists and the fina l remodelling to which the V estibule above 
was d ue. 

It has been a lready noticed tha t t he northernmost of the three new 

Cists together with a continuation of the Corridor pavement runs partly 
under the wall which separa ted the H all of the J ewe! Fresco from the 

A ntechamber of the Room of the Throne. A t this point the orig inal 
line of the old fa9ade wall was en tirely b roken throug h by the excava
t ion necessitated by the construction of the A ntecha mber. Beyond this 
room, however, the orig inal existence of this ou ter line of wall enables us 
to place in their proper relation the rounded corner of fin e gypsum blocks 
excavated already d uring the season of 1900.1 This construction now 
reveals itself as a rounded turning-point of the earl ier fa~ade, adapted 

1 See Report, rgoo, p. 35, Fig. 7· 

D 
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as part of an inner corridor in the remodelled building and thus 
exceptionally well preserved.1 

'Branch' signs appear on the face of these corner blocks closely 
resembling those on the door jambs of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
Magazines. 

The rounded corner of the old fa<;ade line visible at this point, whatever 
its exact significance, cannot be taken as evidence that the L ater Palace in 
its original form did not extend orth of this point. There is, on the 
contrary, abundant evidence of the great comparative antiquity of the 
quarter of the building that lies to the North-West of the Central Court. 

§ J.-EARLIER ARRA GEME T OF DOORWAYS IN THE \VEST 

MAGAZI L . 

It will be remembered that during the previous season a long line of 
Cists were brought to light beneath · the later pavement of the Long 
Gallery. This discovery, coupled with the evidence of closing or 
shallowing of similar Cists at more than one period in the adjoining 
West Magazines, suggested further investigations into the successive 
changes carried out in this great storage department of the Later Palace 
during the various phases of its history. 

In several of the Magazines narrow slabs of gypsum were visible in the 
pavement on either side of the entrance which had at first been taken to 
represent the side walls of Cists. On examination, however, these proved 
to be old door jambs which had gone into disuse at the time when the· 
later pavement was laid down. 

The most perfectly preserved remains of this earl ier arrangement were 
brought out at the entrance of the eighth Magazine (see plan, Fig. II ). 
On each side of this, gypsum door jambs of the usual type with a ledge for 
supporting the paving of the threshold had been set within the massive stone 
jambs of the original construction so as somewhat to narrow the doorway. 
The door jambs in this case were made in two pieces fitting on to each 

1 This curved wall rests on a rough limestone pl inth which seems to have been originally 
intended to be invisible. Owing to the lowering of the pavement of the inner 'Corridor of the 

tone Basin' this plinth came into view, and, as it presented an incongruous appearance, wa , as Dr. 
Mackenzie observes, cut back to the same plane as the gypsum blocks and masked with a stucco. 
coating which also extended over the original gypsum fac ing. 
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other and having the inner ledge continuous. A noteworthy feature about 
them was that they slightly projected beyond the face of the origina l jambs 

or antae of the Magazine. T his phenomenon was, however, explained by 
the discovery of the remains of gypsum lini ng slabs which had origina lly 
been applied to the face of the antae, and the thickness of which corres
ponded to the sl ight projec tion of the inner door jambs beyond this line. 

-. 
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F I G. IJ.-PLAN OF EARLIER DOORWAY 01' E IGHTH MAGAZINE. 

Traces of a similar modification of the orig inal entrance were fo und in 
a ll the Magazines from the sixth to the thirteen th. 

It will be seen that in their orig in al shape these store chambers had 
been p rovided with massive antae having reveals which point to doorways 
of the full breadth of the Magazines. We~do not here find the thresho ld 
ledge that characterises the la ter door jambs, and the whole framework 
within the reveals was proba bly of wood. 

D 2 
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ext follows the period, illustrated by the present discoveries, when 
the door-openings were narrowed by the inse rtion of the new gypsum door
jambs. The dimensions in the various Magazines slightly vary, but in the 
E ighth the breadth of the doorway was now reduced to I· I 5 metre in place 
of the original breadth of about I'JO metre. The new doorways, of more 
elaborate construction and smaller dimens ions, were obviously less well 
adapted for the in t roduction of large storage vessels such as the great clay 
p ithoi, and point to the need of securing more valuable possessions. It was 
.doubtless during th is period that the Cists or ' K aselles' within were la rgely 
used for the deposit of real treasure in precious metals, and may have 
conta ined the plate and ingots referred to in some of the clay arch ives. 
The simultaneous coating of the antae of the Magazines along the side of 
the L ong Gallery with gypsum lining slabs also evidences a high level of 

material prosperity. 
I n the next period, which answers to the latest period of the ex isting 

Palace, these narrow door-openings were removed and the en trances to the 
Magazines restored to their full width. I t would even appear that there 
were no doors during this period, since the s ides of the entrances, where the 
door-posts should ha e been, were plastered over with painted stucco. This 
stucco shows the white ground and red dado bands characteristic of the lates t 
decoration of this part of the Palace basement. It was doubtless at this time 
that the fi nal change in the floor of the Magazines took place, the earl ier 
Cists being either covered over with the new pavement as in the E ighth 
Magazine or, as was more usually the case, reduced to mere shallow recipi
ents, probably intended to hold the oil that might escape from broken or 
overturned jars. T his is par excellence the age of oil storage. 

It must at the same time be observed that, apparently during the 
latter part of the period covered by this last phase, the entrances to some 
of the Magazines were again straitened, and that in a most effective manner. 
In the Fourth, F ifth, and Thirteenth Magazines a pier of gypsum or lime
stone with new door jambs attached was set against one or other of the 
entrance wall , the doorway being thus reduced to about hal f its original 
breadth. It is possible that in addition to the liquid contents other objects 
o f value continued to be deposited in these Magazines. 

Further remains brought out this season near the South end of the 
L ong Gallery show that during what may be called the second period in 
the history of the West Magazines the avenue of approach was carefully 
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secured on this side. Traces of a cross-wall with a central doorway,1 partly 

J ,qp.ft1AGI/ZIIY£. 

L O.~G=-- uALLERY' 

F IG. 12. - P LA OF EARLY SOUTH ENTRANCE TO LONG GALLERY. 

1 The wal l itse!I was 35 cent.imetres thick, and the gypsum door-jambs that appear in the middle 
of it were 98 centimetre apart. T he door was controlled from the outhern side. 

I t will be een that this barrier shut off the greater part of the Long Gallery and the Magazines 
from the Fourth onwards from the southemmost section of the Gallery and the three first Magazines. 
That the wall was later than the Magazines in their earli est form is shown by the fact that it was 
built over the Southern reveal of the a1lta between Magazine 3 and 4, against which it is set. 
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lost in the later pavement, were here brought to light, running across 

the Long Gallery from the gypsum pier that separates the Third and 
Fou rth Magazines to that which lies immediately South of the entrance to 

the Corridor of the Granary Tablets. (See plan, Fig. I 2. ) 

8 .-FRE._COES DERIVED FROM A NORTH-WEST HALL SHOWING 

PILLAR SHRINE. 

A glance at this section of Pal?-ce plan (see Fig. r 3) shows that the 

series of Magazines from the eleventh to the sixteenth inclusive are. longer 
than the others, and that the fa<;ade wall accordingly juts out an additional 

five metres i1_1to the West Co~rt along this section. 
It further appears that the dividing w·ans between the Tenth and 

Eleventh, and, again, between the Sixteenth and · Seventeenth, Magazines 
attain an exceptional thickness, evidently to support the outer walls of 
a· large hall superposed on the area in question, the Eastern boundary line 

of which is supplied by the orthern section of the Long Gallery. 
According to the above indications this North-West . Hall would 

have formed an almost perfect square in its exterior measurements

l,lamely, 21 metres orth-South by 20 East-West. It is further observable 
that two of its inner supporting walls-that between the Twelfth and 
Thirteenth Magazine and that between the Fourteenth and Fifteenth-are 
somewhat thicker than the others, suggesting that pillars or columns ran 
along these lines, thus dividing the hall into three equal sections, like 

the 'Basilica ' of the Royal Villa.1 

A series of discoveries made during the excavations of 1901 within 

the orth-Western angle of this area and JUSt outside the adjoining part 
of the Palace wall had already led to the conclusion that some important 
upper structure once existed on this side.2 Among these finds were part 
of a frieze, composed of a porphyry-like limestone, showing triglyph-like 

bands of spirals between half-rosettes and recalling that of the Pillar 
Shrine in the Miniature Fresco. There were also parts of wall-paintings 
executed on various scales which were evidently derived from the same 
Upper Hall. Among these may be mentioned the bust of a girl that has 
struck so many Parisian observers as a type faubourien, and male figures on 

a smaller scale, some of them holding vases in precious metals. 

J Report : Knossos, 1903, PI. I. 2 -Report: Kuossos, rgor, p. 54 seqq. 
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A kind of plat form of massive blocks has been built against that part 
of the Palace wall which originally supported the North-West an gle of the 
upper structure to which the above remains belonged . In my Report of 

the E xcavations of 1901 1 I was inclined to regard this platform as having 
prin cipally served the purpose of a buttress. But the Northward exten

s ion of the platfo rm has now gained a new s ignificance from the fact 
that it poi nts d irec tly to the broad Southern en trance of the recen tly 
discovered Theatral Area, only some twenty metres off. It looks, rather, 
as if we had here the su bstructure of a ramp g iving direct access to this 
stepped enclosure from the Upper Hall with which we are dealing. 

A d iscovery made during the present season has now thrown a new 
light on the decoration and character of th is orth-West H all. 

The Cists or ' K aselles' in the floor of the Thirteenth Magazine which 
unde rl ay the central sect ion of th is area were found to contain fragments 
of exceptional in terest. As in t he generali ty of cases, the Cists of this 
Magazine had been partly filled up and reduced to less than half their 
orig inal dep th by means of new bottom slabs duri ng the concluding period 

of the Palace. s fi rs t constructed, the Cists in this Magazine had a dep th of 
r ·30 metre. The subsequent superficial receptacles were only 55 cent imetres 
deep, and seem to have served as vats to contain the overflow of oil from 
the occas iona l breaking or leakage of the large tore jars-such shallow 
receptacles being often provided in the oil stores of modern Greece. 

On removi ng the bottom slabs of these la ter vats, the lower 
compartments were found filled wi th a mass of plaster and other dibrz's 

evidently swept into these receptacles d uring some extensive repairs in 
this Palace area execut d about the ame tim e as the altera tion in the 

Cists themselves. mongst this rubble were quantiti s of fragments of 
painted stucco which may reasonably be suppos d to have been derived 
from the H all immediately above the Magazine. 

Fragmentary as were mos t of these remains, they supplied some 
valuable indicat ions as to the decoration of the Iorth-vVest H all d uring 
the flourishing period of the Later Palace, a nd thus supplemen ted the 
evidence afforded by the pieces of fresco already foun d on the \iVestern 
border of th is area. 

One of our best workmen, a Moslem named H assan, was much 
excited by the discovery in the second Cist of this Magazine of what he 

P. SS· 
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supposed to be a portrait of the Devil. It proved to be a fresco fragment 

shewing part of the head of a swarthy bull with very woolly hair and a 
red-rimmed truculent eye. The horns were pain ted blue and the head 
was evidently that of a charging animal. The subject was further 

explained by th app arance, a~ain t the yellow background of the design, 
of straggling corkscrew locks" evi~ntly belonging to some cow-boy 
performer who had either been oss~ by tl1e bull or was performing some 
kind of acrobatic evolution similar to that of the bull-ring fresco found on 
the Eastern borders of the Olive Press area. \Ve have here, then, a scene 
of the taurokat/zapsia. The drawing of the bull's head is spirited and 
about a quarter natural size. 

Other fragments how parts of a crowd of men, only the heads and, 

at most, the bust being visible. Their eyes are indicated by 'small white 
marks, and the ir ha ir is curled above the top of the head and falls in long 
locks down the back . The background is formed of two curving bands of 
yel low and sky-blue. The summary method here adopted of indicating 
multitudes of men is ident ical with that of the miniature fre coes found in 
1900, though the scale here is somewhat larger. Below the groups, more

over, are t races of a white band with horizontal lines which eems to 
answer to the walls seen in the parallel serie . Here, too, we must 

recognise spectators looking on at sports or dances, perhaps of a religious 

nature, in the courts of a building. 
Nor was the distinct religious note, supplied in the case of the 

miniature frescoes by the central Shrine, wanting among the pre ent 
remains. The most remarkable of the fragments of wall painting found in 
these 'Kaselles' are of an architectural character, in some ea es showing 

portions of a columnar sanctuary. part of a triglyph band with red, 
black, and blue panels, and of a half rosette of the typical kind-white and 

yellow wi th red and black outl ines-suggests a similar application to that 

of the pi llar shrine of the miniature frescoes. 
Several other fragments serve to make the religious parallelism still 

more definite. We see here parts of an extensive architectu ral compo ition 

with contiguous open chambers, divided by what appear to be ' ooden 
posts, and with entablatures above showing the round ends of beams and 
on top the usual 'horns of consecration.' In some cases there is seen 
below the openings of these structures a timber framework enclosing what 

is intended to copy variegated stone-work, or, more probably, the imitation 
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of such in painted plaster. Among the panels depicted, some with black, 

green, and white spots seem to be copied from slabs of porphyry or of 
Spartan basalt. (See Fig. 14.) 

The section of building, in the lower part of which these panels 

/ 

FIG. 14.-F.RESCO SHOW I NG PART OF A ANCTUARY, FRO~! NORTH-vVE 1' liALL. 

appear, shows in an opening above, against a black ground, a part of a capital 

C!f a wooden column, painted orange, brown, and red, with a white object 

projectit:g from the top of its ecltinus. This curious feature receives 
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fuller illustration from the section reproduced in PI. II. Thl:'re are here 

seen three wooden columns of a similar type-characterised by two 

white excrescences, of the same kind as the preceding, on either side of the 

capital that has been preserved. The entablature, which was also doubtless 
of the same composition as that shown in Fig. 14, is here wanting; but 
on either side of each column-emphasising its sacred character-the usual 
horned cult object is se t on the stylobate. Below is a frieze or border with 
rosettes of a decorative rather than purely architectural character. 

The white objects that appear on either . ide of the capital have the 
appearance of being partly embedded in its substance. A comparison, 
moreover, of the various examples on these fragments leaves little doubt a 
to what they ai·e intended to represent. They are, in fact, the fetish 

Double xes of Minoan cult, stuck into tile woodwork of the sacr~d 

pillar;;. On the Palaikastro 'Jarnax' we see the Double Axe planted on 
the top of a column,1 while on the painted Sarcophagus of Hagia Triada 
the shafts of the twin Axes themselves take a pillar-like form.- The 
combination of the Minoan fetish with the local cult of 'baetylic' pillar 
and pillar shrines is thus illustrated on all hands. The actual insertion, in 
the instance befor~ us, of an axe blade iu the shaft of the column recalls, 

moreover, a curious cult practice noted in the Cave Sanctuary of Dicta. In 
the inmost shrine, represented by the spacious vaults of the lower part 

of the Cavern, . explored by Mr. Hogarth,2 the sacred colum11s were 
supplied by the natural pillars of stalagmite, and in the chinks of these
sometimes entirely covered in the lapse of ages by the drop-stone film

had been · stuck various small bronze implements and weapons, con

spicuous among which were votive Double Axes. 
The religious element here perceptible in the wall decoration of the 

orth-West Hall -is closely paralleled by th,at revealed in the Miniature 
Frescoes fallen from what seems to have been another important Hall 
immediately \Nest of the Northern Entrance passage, and tends to bring 
this whole North-Western quarter of th€ Palace, like so much else of its 
Western wing, into a specially sacred connexion. The direct relation, of which 
the indications have been noted above, betwe€n the Jorth-West Hall and 
the Theatral Area, enhances this impression. The more -sacerdotal 

functions of the Minoan Priest-Kings seem to have found their field of 
activity on this side. 

1 B .S.A. viii (1901- 2) , p. 299, PI. X\·iii. 2 B.S.A. vi. p. roo. 
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The special sanctity of this quarter was al ready suggested by a series of 
discoveries-some of them illustrating the earliest period of the existing 
Palace. Among such may be enumerated the stone pillars with their 
constant repetition of the sacred Double Axe, the T emple Reposi tories 
wi th the Snake Goddess and her votaries, the li nes of treasure Cists, the 
Room of the Stone Vases-many of them apparently in tended for cult 
usages-the area containing the seals with the lion-guarded Mother 
Goddess, the neighbouring Throne Room itself with the painted griffins,
guardian , as we know from other source , alike of the Goddess and of the 
fet ish Axes-keeping watch and ward on either side of the Throne and of 
the inner doorway. 

The religious character of the orth-West Hall is further borne out 
by the discovery in th is basement area, and also derived from the upper floor, 
of fragmen ts of more than one vase in the' Palace Style,' bearing representa
tions of Double xe .1 Other simi la r pieces were found in the adjoining 

orth-\rVe t Building,2 which seems to have been a kind of dependency of 
this part of the Palace, and to have contained supplementary deposits of 
valuables belonging to the Sanctuary. nother signifi can t fact is the 
appearance of an al tar ba c;: in the West Court immediately opposite the 
Central Section of this 'orth-West Hall. 

§ 9.-FURTHER UPPER HALL ABOVE THE WEST MAGAZI ES : 

THE 'MEGARON OF TIIE SPOTTED BULL.' 

The traces of the existence of a orth-West Hall above Magazines 
r r - 16 are supplemen ted by ind ications pre ented by the neighbouring 
Magazines of at least two other upper Megara immediately South of th is. 

It will be seen from the plan (Fig. 13, above) that Magazines 6 to ro 
inclusive make up together a square block, the sides of which in either 
di rection are almost exactly sixteen and a half metres in length. The 
beginning and end of the front of this block, looking on the West Court, 
are marked off by two angles of the fa<;ade wall of the Palace on this side, 
and there can be little doubt that this quadrangular basement area origin
ally supported a Hall or Megm-on of somewhat smaller dimensions than 

1 One of thee is given in K110ssos: Report, 1901, p. 53· Other fragments from this area are 
given by Dr. Mackenzie, 'The Pottery of Knosso ,' J.H.S. xxiii. p. 204. A miniature hrine is 
seen at the foot of one of these Axe . 

2 Xuossos: Report, 1903, pp. 114, J15. 
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that immediately to the Torth of it. The substructures here, indeed, afford 
an interesting clue to the interior arrangement of this upper chamber, at 
least in the latest Palace period. In Magazines 7 and 9 limestone 
buttresses had been added to the original walls,1 which are seen to occupy 
central and symmetric position in relation to the area with which we are 
dealing. It is clear that the e pier had supported two large central pillars 
or columns in the Hall above. 

The Kaselles of Magazine Io. 9, explored this season, have now 
afforded evidence as to the wall decoration of thi pper Megaron, very 
simi lar to that obtained in the case of the orth-West Hall. In the lower 
part of these Cists were found quantities of the same rubble sweepings 
derived from some remodelling of the upper fabric, which probably took 
place at the time when the limestone piers were constructed. The amount 
of painted stucco here was not o large, but a fragment of wall painting 
was found representing a part of an animal, apparently a large bull, with 
brown spots on a white ground. Some foliate decoration, including an 
olive spray, also occurred here, and a small section of a chequer border 
resembling the frame of the panels with the scenes from the bull ring 
discovered in 1902. From the most important piece of fresco found here, it 
may be convenient to designate the Upper Hall, thus conjecturally recovered, 

as the 'Megaron of the Spotted Bull.' 
Immediately South of this block is another smaller rectangular area 

occupied by Magazines 4, 5 and 6, which has also the appearance of having 
supported an upper chamber. It looks as if this series of Upper Halls, 
increasing in their succe sion orthwards, had all opened on some upper 
Corridor answering to the Long Gallery below. 

§ ro.-MINOAN PAVED WAY, WEST OF TI-IE THEATRAL AREA. 

It will be remembered that the Theatral Area brought to light in 1903 

at the North-\~est angle of the Palace was approached from the West by a 
paved Causeway which traversed its quadrangular floor, dividing it into two 
equal parts, and stopped at the foot of its Eastern flight of steps. Another 
slightly narrower Causeway of the same kind, ascending gradually from the 

orth-West, cut the South-West corner of the Theatral Area and, passing 

1 See Knossos: R eport, 1903, p. 29. 

I 
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above the Southern tier of steps, bifurcated into two branches, one pointing 
towards the 01·thern entrance of the Palace, the other· to the P·illar House 

somewhat orth of it. (See Plan, Fig. I 3). 
Both of these Causeways broke off a little to the West of the 

Theatral Area, and, though considerable excavations were made in the 
space immediately beyond, later constructions had here, for a space of over 
20 metres, destroyed all traces of their continuation. · 

It was evident, however, that the two Causeways must originally have 
converged at a point some 24 metres distant from the places where they 
break off. To discover this meeting-point and, if possible~ to trace the 
further continuation of the united line of way was one of the tasks of the 

present season. 
1 t was reasonably assumed that, the Causeway bisecting . the Theatra~ 

Area being the broader and therefore the more important of the two, 
their joint continuation \vould be found to maintain the direction-almost 
due West-in which it pointed, the narrower Causeway being merely a 
divergent branch. A calculation on this basis made it probable that the 
meeting point of the two lines would take place about 38 metres due West 
of the foot of the Eastern steps. of the Theatral Area which formed the 

terminus of the larger Causeway. 
A carefully measured test pit running from East to West was accord

ingly sunk at this point. The surface deposit here proved to be Late 
Roman. Below this was a floor of limestone paving, between 20 and 40 

cen timetres beneath the surface, with the bases of three plain and very 
bulging pithoi in a row. Finally, the pavement of the Minoan Roadway of 
which we were in search was struck at a depth of 2'IO metres. It 
appeared that at this point the convergence of the two lines had already 

taken place. 
From this point the Causeway was traced without a break for a 

distance of 40 metres, continuing the same Westerly course as that followed 
by the section that bisects the Theatral Area (Fig. I 5 ). The pavement was 
brought out for the most part in a well-preserved condition, though here 
and there the slabs had been crushed and broken up. The stone 
Causeway was about I ·40 metre wide along this section-divided as 
before into two rows of slabs, each 70 centimetres wide, et lengthwise 
(Fig. 16). The thickness of the flags was about I 2 centimetres. 

This slabbed path, however, was foul'ld to be only the central part of 
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the roadway itsel f. O n ei ther side of it there came to lig ht a further 
strip consisting of a compact layer formed of a mixture of pebbles, 
clay, and pounded potsherds with a hard, rammed urface-a kind of 
pavement also used for Minoan hou e floors. This tough layer extended 
about I' IO metre on either side of the paving, g ivi ng the road way a total 
breadth of 3·6o metres. 

Sections cut in the course of the roadway showed that its centra l 
paving rested on a compact layer identical with the hard stratum a lready 
referred to as stretching on either side of it. Beneath thi whole layer 
again , including the two 'wings ' of the road, was a foundation of rough 
stones 20 to 25 centimetres in thickness. For the reception of this bed
ding a regular cutting the wid th of t he roadway above had been fir t 
made, with sl ightly inward-sloping s ide , in the natural surface of tJ1e 

sloe.--;=.-::.::.:::.::: -- ---- ---rr, --.- -rro--- - - --:.--==~ ----
~ING, , I 

-. -_ 7·-nA \ ~ L W:.~ _-_-= = ~-t-"7r----l\C_ ::_.-_-_-
L I~ J } I J~L!<:..~.:.. -- t 1 ___ j . 

. J!Oe 
WII'ICi . ------------ - ----- --------- - ----------------

FIG. r 6.-PLA ' OF PART OF PAVIN G OF IINOAN W AY. 

ground . The section thus presented is shown in Fig. 18, and it may be 
safely said that we have here the first European example of road-making 
on scien tific principles. 

T he pottery of th is bedding was of a mixed charac te r, includ ing 
Neolithic and ' Early Minoan' fragments, and, together with these, others 
with a lustrous black g laze slip, which in Dr. Mackenzie's opinion may 
well have belonged to the late Polychrome Period, though in the section 
specially examined no actual polychrome sherds occurred. The cutting 
itself had been made in an Early Minoan deposit. 

Here and there in the course of the roadway the original fi ne lime
stone paving slabs had been broken away in ancient t imes, and their place 
supplied by stamped mate rial like that described , or by smaller ironstone 
slabs. These changes clearly mark an age of decadence. 
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At 40 metres' distance from the point where the course of the roadway 

was recovered, the pavement was broken off for a distance of 23 
metres, probably having been used for later constructions. The stamped 
earth borders, however, continued to be intermittently traceable, and 
after the interval above noted the pavement itself reappeared and was 
visible for another 14· ro metres-representing a total course of about 

I 18 metres. 
The slight downward inclination of the roadway a lready perceptible 

from its first start at the foot of the steps of the 'Theatral Area' was 
progressively continued to a point about 100 metres from the steps. At 
this point the bottom of the slight valley had been reached and the gradual 
ascent of the hillside beyond begins. The average fall is about I 

in r8 and the average rise from this point about r in 19. A slight 
depression is visible in the present surface of the ground, but it will be 
seen that at the time when the road was made the inclination was more 
considerable. 

At the I 18th metre a short interruption occurs in the visible traces of 
the Minoan paved way due to the preservation of a section of a Roman road 

running at a higher level. (See Fig. 17.) Beyond this interval of 9·2o metres, 
however, the Minoan pavement reapl?ea rs at a depth of 3·30 metres. The 
further ·section of the road here uncovered e4tends West for another 
42·70 metres with a sl ight continued' rise. The pavement here visible is 
mostly later repair of the S. section of the road the . section of which is 
here st ill uncovered. The materials here are of a miscellaneous character, 
and in one place a part of a 'Iinoan drain had been worked in apparently 

to serve as mere pavement. 
On the side of the hill above the modern road to Candia, about 

6o metres beyond the end of this latter section, a test-pit dug in a line 
representing its exact prolongation brought to light similar paving.1 

We have thus the evidence of the existence of the Minoan Roadway 
for a total course of over 230 metres due West from the foot of the 

Theatral steps. 
Whither did it lead? That an important quarter of the City existed 

on this side is sufficiently clear from the considerable remains of houses 
brought to light by numerous test-pits in this region. The cutting made 

1 The depth of th is paving was 4·55 from the surface. Owing to the rise of the bill, however, 
it was at a higher level than the last part of the paving of the preceding section. 
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FI G. 17. -VIEW LOOKING WEST SH0\1'1!\'G l\riNOAN WAY AND SECTION OF ROMAN ROAD 

ABO I' E. 
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in order to uncover the roadway itself showed traces of some of these 
aligned along its course as well as of a more important building to be 
described below. That it was a means of communication with this quarter 
of the City and with certain actual dependencies of the Palace is self
evident. But the careful planning of the roadway in conformity with the 
general orientation of the Palace lines and abutting at right-angles on the 
Theatral Area tends to show that it was principally planned as an avenue 
of approach to some monumental structure on the opposite hillside. 

Further exploration of its traces in that direction is extremely 
desirable. 

The overlying strata, removed in the course of bringing into view 
the successive sections of the Minoan Way, presented a very different 
character from those that covered the greater part of the Palace area. In 
that area we are confronted with the curious phenomenon that in the 
superficial earth, above the actual remains of the building, hardly a trace 
occurs of later occupation. Even the potsherds found are almost 
exclusively Minoan. By Greek and Roman alike this field of ruins had 
been left severely alone, and it seems to have been only at a time when the 
earthy deposit above had attained something like its present thickness 
that the area was again partially used for cultivation. It almost looks as 
if some surviving tradition of the religious aspect of the Minoan building 
in its function of Sanctuary as well as Palace may have served to protect 
the site. It may well, indeed, have been included in some later temenos like 
that of the Grove and Temple of Rhea. 

It was only sporadically, towards the Iorth-East, as in the case of the 
later kiln, and beyond the orthern entrance near the Pillar House where 
there was a ' Geometrical ' well, that later remains began to appear. From 
about this point a zone can be traced, running Westward and including the 
greater part of the Theatral Area, where Geometrical, Classical Greek, and 
Roman remains occur in normal proportions. The Southern boundary of 
this zone, which skirts the orth-West building, can be made out almost 
to a few feet, and the course of the Minoan paved way ran well within it. 

One result of these altered conditions of excavation was the necessity 
-which in the Palace area proper had not presented itself-of constantly 
removing later structures, though these proved to be of no importance in 
themselves. 

The earliest of these post-Minoan remains-the Greek, namely, of the 
E2 
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Geometrical period--often went down to within a few centimetres of the 
paving of the road itself. A very interesting result brought out by the 
occurrence of these Geometrical remains was that during the period 
represented by them the roadway was no longer in use. This is neatly 
illustrated by the fact that at a point about 20 metres West of the first 
test-pit, showing the beginning of the newly discovered section of the road, 
the pavement had been cut through by a well of the Geometrical Period. 
It appears that the road-which, though in places patched up in an 
inferior style, seems to have been at least kept open through the most 
decadent Minoan Age-had by this time been covered over and completely 
forgotten. This is one of the many indication of the real break in 
historic continuity involved by the coming in of the bearers of this 

Geometrical culture. 
No trace of any roadway of H ellen ic construction, either early or late, 

was encountered on the line of the Minoan Way. On the other hand, at 
about the I 18th metre of its Westward cou rse, were found the well
preserved remains, referred to above, of a paved Roman road runnit1g in 
almost the same direction . The identity in direction did not, however, in 
thi ea e imply any real continu ity of tradition, since the Roman paving 
was separated from the Minoan by a gradually formed deposit somewhat 

over 2 metres in thickness. 
The hi toric coincidence itself, as well as the contrasts offered by it, 

were, however, of sufficient intere t to induce us to preserve the Roman 
pavement for a length of St metres. The appearance presented by the 
two pavements is shown in Fig. 17, and a diagrammatic view of the 
Section appears in Fig. 18. The Roman pavement lay at a depth of 
2 metres from the surface. In contrast with the well masoned labs of the 
Minoan paving, with the solid bedding below, th is was composed of mere 
cobbles et on the surface of the ground. T he orthern boundary of the 
R oman road was formed by a wall going down to the level of the paving, 
the angle between the base of the wall and the road-level being fill ed with 
cement, so as to preserve the foundations from damp. On the South 
side of the roadway run three conduits or water-p ipes. T wo of these, 
formed of a k ind of cement mixed with potsherds, are square in section 
and laid on a mortar bedding. The other is round, and consists of sections 
of terra-cotta piping fitted into one another, and with their necks pointing 
East, showing that the flow of water was in this di rection. These water-

• 
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can be ascertained, seem rather to have served the purpo e of taking off 
the rain-water and flushing the drains. The wells found on the East 
slope belong to an earlier period, and there are none of the great 
bottle-shaped cisterns such as occur in the Palace at Phaestos. On 
the other hand, the water of the stream that runs along the valley 
below is, at present at least, too impregnated with decayed gypsum 
rock to be good for drinking. That a conduit existed, which brought 
down fresh water from the hill to the West, must almost be a sumed, 
and the marvellously constructed sections of terra-cotta piping, found 
1 orth of the Olive Press area, as well as another pipe of impler con
struction near the Northern entrance, may be reasonably connected with 
the supply of spring water through some high-lying conduit. 

§ II.-PALACE MAGAZI ES NEAR THE MINOAN PAVED WAY WITH 

STORES AND AR HIVES. 

One object sought by the thorough investigation of the course of the 
Minoan paved way was the possible clue it might give to the position of 
important buildings, perhaps even of actual dependencies of the Palace. 
This was especially the case in the region immediately West of the 
Theatral Area. 

The length of the cutting, and the amount of later structures and 
deposit to be removed above the level of the road-paving themselves, 
involved too serious an expenditure of labour to allow of much to be done 
during the present season in the way of side exploration. At one spot, 
however, just Torth of the point where the road attains its maximum of 
descent, an a lmost imperceptible rise in the urface of the ground 
suggested the possible existence of some important structure below. 

A test-pit was accordingly sunk at this point, but it was not till a 
depth of 4'50 metres had been reached-lower, that is, by about half a 
metre than the neighbouring part of the road-that any Minoan depos it 
was reached. This deposit was at once distinguished from the duller 
and darker aspect of the over-lying Greek and Roman strata by its 
tawny and almost golden hue. 

Part of an interior wall of a buildrng was struck in this stratum, show
ing a mixture of limestone and gypsum blocks--a very usual feature of 
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Minoan masonry. As the top of the wall was already below the level of the 

neighbouring road pavement, it was evident that we had to do wi th 

basements. 
These remains tended to confirm the view that the sl ight swelling of 

the surface of the ground some sixteen feet above might eventually find its 
explanat ion in the ex istence of a considerable building of Minoan date. 
The full importance of the discovery, however, was only ascertained on 
reaching the deposit immed iately above the floor level. This deposit, which 
was largely mixed with carbonised fragments, proved to contain inscribed 
clay tablets and seal impress ions, evidently belonging to an importan t 

hoard or series of hoards. 
In view of this discovery, it became obvious that the whole surroundi ng 

area must be fully explored to the same level. The great depth at which 

these Minoan structures lay made the task thus set before us a heavy one, 
and considering the lateness of the season it was evident that in any case 
only a sect ion of the area could be completely dug out. In order to 
exped ite matters, it was therefore decided to resort to a method of excavation 
wh ich had already been found effective, in the cutting for the roadway, 
though on the Palace site proper it had not been feasible. 

In that reg ion, as already noted, true Minoan remains were found from 
the surface downwards, a circumstance which entai led compa ratively slow 
and tentative excavation. In the presen t area, however, where later and 
almost wholly unimportant deposit ex tended for so many metres depth, it was 
found convenient to work by a system of wager clown at least to the level 
where more important finds might be expected. According to this method 

the area to be excavated was partitioned out into squares, in the present 
case of four metres, an equal number of men-not less than three-being 

assigned to each lot. A prize was g iven to the group of diggers who first 
reached the level, here four metres down, to which this competitive kind of 
excavat ion might be considered sa fe. The work of clearing the ground was 
fu rther accele rated by contracting with parties of villagers to remove the 
earth thrown up in the native manner by putting it into sacks, which were 
carried off by donkeys to the nearest dumping ground. 

This method of excavation marvellously expedited matters, . two or 
three times the amount of earth being excavated and removed in a given 
time than would have been possible under other cond itions. 

In this way it was possible before the close of the season to clear an 
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a rea about a dozen metres square to a depth of four metres, and over part 
of this area to explore the Minoan stratum immediately underly in g this 
level. The basement structures were now found to extend on every s ide 

FIG. 19.-CLAY SEALI N G SHOW I NG ' VATER F OWL. 

from the foot of the first wall discovered, and further remains of the deposit 
of inscribed tablets were at the same t ime brought to light. From the position 
of these at somewhat variant levels, in some cases above fallen cement floor
ing, it was clear that they had been originally stored on the floor above the 
basement, as seems to have been often the case in the Palace. A reason fo r 
this may be sought in the fact that the in cribecl clay tablets were merely 
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sun-dried or subjected to a very slight degree of heat in the first instance, so 

that they were very liable to deterioration by damp. The ultimate 
preservation of the clay archives was undoubtedly due to the destruction of 
the building itself by fire. In the present case-like those, fallen from an 
upper storey, found in the East-West Corridor of the Palace-the tablets 
were exceptionally charred, and some of them had been reduced to a cindery 
state, indicative of a very intense conflagration . 

Together with the inscribed tablets were found, as in other cases, clay 
sealings which had either secured the chests in which the tablets were 
stored, or had been attached to documents of more perishable materials, 
such as parchment. Among the sealings were impressions of an excep
tionally large signet of the lentoid kind, showing water-fowl and flowering 
plants executed in the finest style of the Later Palace (Fig. rg). Another 

FIG. 20.-CLAY S EAL! 'G SHOWING SKI NS OF AND!ALS. 

much smaller seal (Fig. 20) presents a more enigmatic device. It may be 
taken to represent two skins of animals seen sideways. 

Eighty inscribed tablets, including important frag ments, were found 
in the area excavated. These tablets, with the exception of a few 
s tragglers, lay within the opening of what seems to have been a basement 
Magazine, into which the wooden chests containing them had sunk when 
the floor above collapsed. Of these about fifty referred to chariots. Here, 
however, as in the case of a parallel series of tablets found in the 
~ orthern entrance passage, no complete chariot was represented in 
connexion with the inscription, the frames, with or without the poles and 
yokes, appearing on one set (See Fig. 21), and the wheels by themselves on 
another. The large expenditure on the last item entailed by the 
character of the country may be gathered from the fact that one tablet 
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concerns a total amount of 478 wheels. It must be observed, however, 
that some of the tablets refer to as many as So or 90 chariot frames. 
In the form ulas preceding these representations the throne-and-sceptre 
ign plays an important part. 

a 

h 

FIG. 21 a, b, c. - IN SC RIBED TABLETS WITH FRAME OF CHARI OT (a) AND HORNS OF CRETAN 

WILD GOATS (b, c). 

The pictorial designs on some of the tablets remain unexplained. One 
apparently relates to spears or javelins. Still more interesting are a series 
of tablets (Fig. 2 I, band c) showing two curved objects, the explanation of 
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which can present no difficulty to any one familiar with Minoan designs. 
\Ne have here represented the long curving horns of the Cretan gnm1 
or Wild-Goat, the characteristic ' rings' of the horn s being indicated 
by small curved lines near the base of each, a device for which an exact 
parallel may be found on contemporary figures of the same animal 
on ome contemporary gems. 

To what purpose were these pairs of horns applied? There can be 
little doubt that we have here the raw material for horn bows, such as that 
of Menelaos.1 It is true that the more usual form of the bow in Minoan 
Crete, to judge from the small steatite relief found in the orth-East 
Palace quarter 2 and from various de igns on gems, was of the simpler 
African and usual European type, indicating a wooden material. But the 
horn or composite type, so distinctive of sia, can claim a very high 
antiquity in the island, since a weapon of this form appears in the hands 
of a hunter pursuing a Wild Goat on a seal belonging to the beginning of 
the Middle Minoan Period, from Central Crete. At a later date the use of 
the horn bow in the island is well authenticated by the open-work bronze 
relief from Crete of very early Greek work, first described by Milchhoefer,3 

showing a bowman grasping the arm of a youth who holds an Agrimi on 
his shoulders. Certainly, for such hunting, this form of bow had a peculiar 
appropriateness. 

That the Agrimi horns on these tablets formed the raw material for 
bows receives striking confirmation from two associated discoveries. 
·with the above tablets was found the latter part of one referring to a large 
amount of arrows. The subject of this clay document was made clear 

by the repetition of a pictographic figure of an arrow. The tablets 
contained a record of two large lots of arrows, one 6o 10 in number, the 

. other 2630, or 8640 in all. The first part of this tablet remains, 
unfortunately, to seek. 

But what adds an extraordinary interest to the occurrence of this 
inscription is the discovery in its immediate neighbourhood of the 
remains of t wo actual depots of arrows, at a distance of about 3 metres 
from one another. 

The depots had in each case been contained in wooden boxes 
wi th bronze loop handles, and together with the charred fragments of 

1 l liadiv. 105, seqq. 2 Knossos : R~ort, I 9Q I , p. 44 , Fig. 13 (B .S .A. vii.). 
3 Aunali, x88o, p. 213, seqq. Tav. d'Agg. T.: Anfiinge der Kumf, p. 168, 169, Fig. 65. 
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these were found t he clay seals wi th which their string binding had been 

secured. These sea li ngs were three-sided, the string passing through 
their major axis. Both chests had been sealed in an identical manner, 

and together affo rded a more perfect illustra tion of the Minoan 
method of controlling and safeguarding deposits o f valuables than had 
as yet been supplied by similar remains from Knossos or elsewhere. I n 

FI G. 22.-CLAY S EA LING WITH COUNTER)JARKS AND SIGNATU RES FROM C HESTS 

CONTA I N ! ' G ARROWS. 

no other case had such chests and sealings been found in direc t associa
tion with the objects that they secured and the documents relat ing to them. 

T he sealings thus d uplicated were of three types, which may be 

desc ribed as A, B and C (See Fig. 22). The signet used had for its 
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device a couchant lion, in a careless style of engravin g, the impression 
of which, owing to the subsequent coun termarking and countersigning 
of the clay whi le it was still wet, was much effaced. In type , however, 
where it stands alone on the sealing, some of the details are visible. 

In A I we see this device cancelled by the arrow sign, which is a 
somewhat simplified form of. that seen on the tablet referring to these 
deposits. A 2 and 3 show the method of counters igning,- the first 

characters on A I being the significant throne-and-sceptre, here shown in 
a cursory manner. In B r the lion device can also be traced, but the 
arrow sign is wanting. B 2 shows the only side of this sealing with 
in scribed characters ; the remaining side is p lain. In type C, as already 
noticed, both of the smaller sides (where the clay nodule was pinched in) are 
plain, the lion device alone appearing on the principal face, without the 

countermark. 
Embedded in the debris of the chests, once so elaborately sealed and 

registered, were the carbonised remains of the shafts and, partly attaching 

to them, the bronze heads of hundreds of arrows. The arrowheads were 
of small size and of two principal types, namely with and without a stem. 
Together with the bronze arrowheads which formed the mass of the two 
deposits were three of bone and one broken specimen of flint, all these of 
the stemless kind. The types of the bronze arrowheads are identical with 
those of the arrowheads found by Tsountas in a chamber-tomb of the 
Lower Town of Mycenae, where they had been laid in two bundles of ten 
each.1 In spite of the diminutive size of those from the present deposits, 
there does not seem to be sufficient reason for seeing in them objects of 
votive usage. Strengthened as their thin blades would have been by the 
pointed ends of the wooden shafts in which they were hafted, they may 
have been quite effective for shooting small animals, including the Cretan 
wild-goats. We must in fact recognise in them arrows of the chase. 

The depots of arrows lay within a narrow Corridor running from 
South to orth, into which opened two Magazines of somewhat unequal 
width. The inscriptions lay within the opening of the first of these 
Magazines. The above mentioned Corridor communicates at its 
Southern end with another narrow passage, and to the North leads to 
a larger Chamber or Maga zine, the limits of which are as yet imperfectly 

1 Tsountas and i\Ianatt, The JJ1'ycenaean .rlge, p. 2o6, Figs. 92, 93· 
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ascertained. Throughout this area a good deal of exceptionally fin e 
cement flooring 1 belonging to one or more upper chambers was visible, 
some of the inscribed tablets being above the level of this. The floor level 
of the basement Corridors and Magazines lay at 5'45 metres below the 
surface, and the walls had been in most cases levelled away to about half 
a metre from this, the North wall of the Second Magazine alone ris ing to 
a height of I ·zo metre. A furthe r indication of date was supplied by the 
fact that immediately West of the larger Magazine were found fragments 
of painted pottery,· including the frequent grass design, characteristic 
of the latest Palace Period (Late Minoan 11.). 

The extent and general arrangement of the building to which these 
structures belong can only be determined by further excavation on a 
serious scale. In the meantime, we must conclude from the character of 
the inscriptions, and the depos it of arrows with their official sealings, that 
we have to do with an important dependency of the Palace. It _ ems 
possible that we may be able to locate here the Royal Armoury and 
S tables. 

ARTHUR J. EVAN . 

1 Dr. Mackenzie notes of this cement flooring that its foundation was of clay and sand. Above 
this was laid a layer of grey tough earth such as is now used in Crete for roofs. T hen came a layer 
of potter's red earth, over which was laid the floor layer of fine white ' stucco ' cement, im pregnated 
with very small river pebbles, and smoothed away to a fine surface. 
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FRESCO OF SHRINE WITH DOUBLE AXES STUCK IN COLUMNS . 

N .W. HALL OF PALACE , KNOSSOS, 1904. 



THE PALACE OF KNOSSOS AND ITS 
DEPENDENCIES. 

Provisional R eport for the Year 1905. 

(PLATE I.) 

(TI-IE report of last Season's work must necessarily be of a somewhat 

summary character. The fuller description and elaborate plans and 
sections required for the due illustration of the results of the complete 
excavation of the Grand Staircase will find a more fitting place in the 
forthcoming general work on the Palace. On the other hand as it was 
only possible to lay bare a section of the large building on_the hill to the 
West of the Palace, it has seemed undesirable at present to publish any
thing beyond a very brief account of tl1e portion as yet explored, except 
so fa r as relates to the hrine of the Fetish Idols. I have only to add that 
throughout the recent explorations I had, as before, the valued cooperation 

of my assistant Dr. Mackenzie.) 

§ r. - THE MAGAZI ES ALO 1G THE MI OAN ROADWAY. 

It will be remembered that one of the principal results of the Cam

paign of 1905 was the opening out of a paved Minoan way, running due 
West from the 'Theatral Area,' and forming, indeed, the continuation of 
the paved Causeway that bisected this. Facing this on the I orth side 

has been further brought to light an important Magazine, containing clay 
documents in the linear script (B) referring to the Royal chariots, spears, 

B 
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bows and a rrows, together with the remains of two sealed cof{ers which. 
had been used as repos itories fo r the actua l a rrows. Durin g the present 
season the work of excavating this Magazine was completed, and addi
tiona l tablets and b ronze arrows were brought out. F rom the rela tion of 
these find s to the remains of falle n pavement it was clear that the deposits 

o f tablets and arrows had originally la in on the fl oor of a room above the 

basement Magazines. The work of. delim itation that it was now possible 
to carry out showed that the Magazines themselves were not a n integral 
part of a la rger structure but formed a buil ding by themselves. This 
was of oblong shape, in outside measurement r81 o metres .-S. by rr·ss 
E.- W., the narrower side S. faci ng the roadway. T he basement consisted 
of a corridor wi th four Magazines openi ng on it, that to the South bei ng 
larger than the others. Separated from this build ing, at a mean distance
of about a metre and a hal f, was a nother para llel structure with a slightly 

divergent orientation : for the ti me being, however, only the Eastern 
border of th is could be excavated. 

On the opposite or Sou thern s ide of the Minoan way the faces of 
other buildings were traceable, and it looks as if the whole course of the 
road had been li ned with Palace dependencies, ve ry probably magazines 
like that excavated. Owing to the mass of superin cumbent earth , the over
lyin g Graeco-Roman structures, a nd the considerable area involved, the· 

task of excavating these buildi ngs could not be a t present pursued further. 
Their eventual explorat ion may greatly enrich the stock of inscribed tablets. 

§ 2.-THE HOUSE OF THE FETI H S HRINE. 

In my preced ing Report I had already expressed the conviction tha t 
the careful plann ing of the Minoan roadway in conform ity with the genera l 
orientation of the Palace lines and abutt ing a t righ t ang les on the ' Theatral 

Area ' tended to show 'that it was p rinc ipally planned as an avenue of 
approach to some mon umental structure on the opposite h ill side.' F or 

this reason all our efforts were now concentrated on the full er clearin g 
out of the roadway th roughout its sl ightly uphill course in the d irec tion of 
the modern road to Candia. To make the evidence clearer the section of 
a Roman road ~above, provisionally left in 190-1-, was now removed, and a 
further well preserved double line of Minoan pavement thus exposed .. 
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Beyond this point it was found that we had been somewhat misled by 
some rough paving, representing a rough patching of the left wing of the 
roadway, and that the central lines of the Minoan slabbing really took a 
more Northerly bend than we had hitherto realized. This tendency 
increased at the point at which the paving passed under the modern road. 

Deep and extensive excavations were now undertaken in the area 
immediately beyond the modern road, in the course of which two wells, 
one of Roman date, the other at any rate post-Minoan, were brought to 
light. The great accumulation of soil from the steep above made this 
work extremely difficult, and after the narrow escape of three of our 

workmen from the falling in of the side of a pit it was thought advisable 
to relinquish it. 

The hillside above this, to which the last explored section of the 
Minoan vVay pointed, is to a great extent covered by an olive-wood. 
Hitherto our trial-pits in search of the important building which, according to 
the indications supplied, ought to exist hereabouts had been made near the 

outhern borders of this plantation. The tendency however exhibited by 
the last section of the Minoan pavement led us now to look in a more 

orth-'vVe terly direction. On a clear space which opened on this side of the 
olive-wood I now decided to dig an exploratory trench twenty-four metres 
in length by two and a half in width. 

This work speedily led to a successful result. Al ready, about a metre 
from the surface at the south end of the trench, a stratum of terracotta
coloured earth was encountered which is the usual concomitant of Minoan 
remains. This tawny red earth is very clearly distinguishable from the 
pale grey earth of the Hellenic and Roman strata. It seems in the main 

to have been the effect produced by conflagration on the sun -dried clay 

bricks of which a large part of the upper storey walls of houses seems to 
have been composed . A good deal of this brick construction was in fact 
found this year in the upper part of the walls of the orth-East Magazines 
(see Fig. r) and remains of it were subsequently brought to light on the 
present site (see below, Fig. 2). In this tawny earth was presently found part 

of an inscribed clay tablet-the first instance of such a discovery at Knossos 
outside the Palace and its immediate dependencies. For this reason the new 
tablet seemed to be the presage of the existence of some important building 
on this side, and, later in the day, in addition to rubble walls, part of the 
pavement of a Court was brought to light, presenting three column bases. 

B 2 
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The building thus struck p roved to be of considerable exten t, and 
there is every reason for supposing that it was a principal objective of the 
Minoan Paved Way. Of this building it was poss ible to explore the 
E astern section for a length of about thir ty-one metres .-S.-the extreme 

width of the part that we were able to excavate E.- W . being twenty-one 
metres. F urther excavation westward into the slope of the hill had to 
be abandoned for the present season owing to the increasing depth of the 

I .E. QUARTE R 

B RI CK COURSES ABOVE R UBBLE MASONRY. 

superincumbent earth and to the olive-grove above. That some extension on 
this side is to be ex pected however may be judged from the fact that at 
the South end of the build ing a sect ion of a finely constructed outer wall , 
faced with gypsum slabs a nd provided with a plin th, was found, running 
straight in to the hill-side. 

This wall recalled on a smaller scale the \ Vest wall of the Palace, and 
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was probabiy bordered to the South by a Court answering to the West 
Court of the Palace. It eems probable that a little East of the point 

where the gypsum wall breaks off there had been a principal entrance to 
what were eviden tly the reception rooms of the house. A little I orth of 
this, a line of doorways, remains of three of which were exposed, with a 
dQuble step up between each, leads to a small paved Court surrounded by 
a portico, originally of nine columns. This in turn led to a line of five 
door jambs leading to a Megaron of the usual Minoan type with 
sim ilar jambs, which could serve either for doors or light openings, fronting 
its inner section. On the East side of this again were further jambs 
opening on a portico with column bases beyond. The whole thus formed a 
stately system, in several respects recalling the arrangement of the' Hall of 
the Double Axes.' The covered part of this Megaron, as distinct from the 

peristyle and portico, represented an area of about 103 square metres as 
against 147 square metres in the case of the covered part of the ' Hall of 
the Double Axes.' 

To the West of this system were the inner and more private rooms, of 

which only a part i as yet excavated. Many traces of upper-stories were 
here visible, one of the walls presenting very visible remains of its sun
dried brick construction (Fig. 2). The bricks were about 45 centimetres 
square and 12 high. On this side, flanking the Col umn ar Court, was a 
stone staircase, o f which two flights and remains of a third were preserved, 
though they had sunk considerably beneath their original level. 

From what has been already said it will be seen that the building on 
the West Hill reproduces on a reduced scale the leading features of the 

Palace of Knossos as finally remodelled about the beg inning of the Late 
Minoan Period. It is indeed to that period that the earliest relics found 
within it belong. In other respects its hi tory reflects the various phases 
of the Later Palace. Here too, as there, were abundant traces of later 

occupation during the more decadent period of Minoan civilization and of 
the breaking up of the seignorial halls into the dwellings of humbler 
denizens. We do not here indeed find traces of such a cataclysmic break 

between the two periods of habitation as is vis ible in some parts of the 
Palace area. Rather the change that here took place was similar to what 
seems to have taken place in parts of the D omestic Q uarter of the Palace,
rooms not wholly destroyed and with their posts and beams substantially 
intact, having been simply parcelled out and reoccupied. Thus the two 
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sections of the g reat Hall were made into separate dwellings by blocking 
up the lines of doorways with rubble masonry, which abutted on the massive 
original door-posts. It is clear moreover that the wood, long since 
carbonized by the conflagration of the fina l catastrophe, was at that time 
unconsumecl . This blocking process has thus had the effect of preserving to a 
greater extent than would otherwise have been the case the shape of the 

2.-PART 01' UPPER W ALL I liOUSE 01' FETISH SIIRINE, SHOWING BRICK 

Co 'STRucno:-~. 

original woodwork which has left its impress on the later rubble and 

plaster, and to this fact is due the most interesting architectural revelation 
of the building. 

Separated from the hall of the many door-ways by a passage-way, was 
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a small balustraded space, recalling those which in the Cretan Palaces may at 
times have served as bath-rooms, but which fulfilled as well the architec

t ural functions of light-wells and £mpluvia. During the period of 
reoccupation, the openings between three of the wooden columns which 
had originally stood on the round stone bases of the balustrade on the 
side facing the small corridor had been blocked and half of their diameter 
had been embedded in a clay and rubble walling, which must effectually 
have shut out the light from the passage-way. So it came about that, 
when later the wooden shafts themselves were destroyed by fire, they left in 
the plaster .of the wall behind them almost perfect casts of their embedded 

halves. 
A careful examination of the back wall thus brought out sufficient 

remains of these moulds of columns to illustrate what, so far as Minoan 

architecture is concerned, must be regarded as a new type. Columns of 

this period with the ordinary incave fluting-the prototype of the Doric
were already known, but in this case the flutin g was in relief, a moulding 
obviously taken over irom Egyptian columns imitating clustered papyrus 
s tems or sheafs of reeds. An analogy for such an architectural borrowing 
had indeed already been forthcom ing, in the shape of a pedestal of a lamp • o f purple gypsum, found in the Palace in 1900, presenting a quatrefoil 
section and term inating above in a capital forming the basin of the lamp, 

the decoration of which combined lotus buds and papyrus leaves. In the 
present case the wall has not been sufficiently preserved above to supply 
impressions of the capitals, but the relieved flut ings were apparently twenty in 
number.1 This, it will be observed, answers to the usual number of the 

o rdina ry incave flutin gs according to the Doric canon. 
Further balustrades, in each case with a single column base, ran along 

the North and South sides of this small enclosed space. but here the 
wooden columns, of which the charred remains were found, had not been 
-emb edded in any subsequent structure. An entra,nce passage opened in 
the balustrade to the Iorth , approached in the same manner as the light
well or impluvium of the Throne Room, by a descending flight of much 

decayed gypsum steps (apparently six in number). The floor of the 
inner area, however, d id not, as had been the rule in similar cases, show any 

traces of a stone pavement. 

1 At half a metre from the base the diameter of the columns was 30 centimetres, and the width 
<>f the Autings was as nearly as possible 5 centimetre . 
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It must be said at once that any theory involving the assu mption that 
these stepped balustraded spaces, o f which so many examples have now 

accumulated a t Knossos, Phaestos, a nd elsewhere, were exclusive ly des igned 
to perform the architectural fu nction of light-wells or impluvz"a is not by 
itself sufficient. In th is case, indeed, the tricolumnar open ing of the 
balustrade could only have supplied light to a narrow passage-way, whi le 
the rooms to South and West which might have been expected to profit by 
this space as a source of light were completely walled off. That to the 
rorth could at most have derived a very indirect light fro m it throu gh t wo 

narrow doorways (see plan : Fig. 3). It rather looks moreover as if the 
W estern section of the inner area may have been fro m the first roofed over. 

As to the later use of this small ba lustraded enclosure, when the 
openings betwee n the colu mns on its East side had been blocked and the 

whole of the a rea probably roofed over, in teresting a nd conclusive evidence 
was forthcoming. Previous to its excavation there had already come to light 
(see Fig. 3. G) in the neighbouring room to thP. South, at some height above 
its floor-level , a curious natural block which, a later became apparent, 
had made its way to the position in which it was fo und from the other 
side of the adjoining wall. F rom the quasi-human aspect of this block, 
itself a limesrone concret ion, I a t once expressed the opinion that we had 
to do with a fetish image, which indeed from its characterist ic conformation 
might well be that of a Mother Goddess. 

The presumption that this g rotesque concretion was a n obj ect of 
feti sh cult received stri k ing corroboration when the small adjoin ing space to 

the orth came to be d ug out. T he relics there found supplied in fact the 
clearest evidence that, during the concluding period of its occupation, this 
balustraded area had served the purpose of a domestic chapel. 

Great havoc and destruction had fallen on the little shrine at the 
t ime of the fina l destruction of the build ing. Its finely carved columns had 
been burnt to ashes, its contents cast h ither and thither. On th e gypsum 

ledge at the South end, however, in the space be tween the pillar-base 
on this side and the inner wall, there still rested-with traces of the usua r 

layer of pebbles round-' horns of Consecration,' the unfailing concomitant 
of Minoan sanctuaries. The horns were of p laster, resem bling those 
placed on the ledge of the Palace Shrine of the D ouble A x es a nd associa ted 
with the clay fig ures of the Dove Goddess and her Votaries. But in 
this case, beside them, in place of such images ' made wi th hands,' were the 
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fetish idols of a much more archaic cult. One st ill in position by the ritual 
horns, others dispersed about the inner area, another, the large t of a ll, which 

OF l\'A'l URAL F OR )! AT ION 

AN D Ai'E. 

had already a rrested our at tention, t umbled over the wall into the adjoining 
chamber,- evidently by violators of the shrine,-wcre a se ries of grotesque 
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concretions of quasi-human appearance, like the first described (see Fig. 4). 
Some were quite small,-one of ape-l ike aspect recalling the bizarre flint 
forms-survivals of a similar religious stage-found by Professor Petrie 
in t he T emple of Abydos.1 The largest and principal figure was evidently 
chosen from its resemblance to a woman of ample and matronly contours, 
Another smaller nodule curiously suggested an infant. This latter 2 was 
still in position by the sacral horns a nd near it was a rude fi gure of a 
Cretan wild goat or agrimi of painted clay together wi th fragments of 

others (see plan, Fig. 3). 
It is difficult not to conclude in view of the contents of this shrine 

that we have here to do in its most primitive guise with the traditional 
Cretan cult of Mother Rhea and the infant Zeus,-the divine offspring 
actually appearing in the form of his sacred stone or (3aiTuA.or;. or 
1s urse Amaltheia wanting to complete the group. In the matronly 

fetish of natural stone we must certainly recognize the same ature God
dess that we find so constantly recurring in Minoan religious art with her 
male satellite, her sacred Double Axes a nd lion guardians, and the doves 
or snakes that alternately present her in a celestial or a chthonic aspect. 

It would appear from the blockin g of the colonnade in front that 

during the last period of the building this inner area had been entirely 
covered in and reduced to a dark closet . We have here then a domest ic 
shrine analogous to that fitted up during the re-occupation period in a 

s mall back room of the South-East H ouse.3 

vVas this dedication of the balustradeel area to religious uses an 
entire innovation, or was it rather the re-adaptation of what had been 
designed from the first as a domestic shrine ? The triple arrangement of 
the balustrade, showing a fa~ade with three columns a nd two wings, each 
containing a single column, is certainly suggestive of the Minoan pillar
shrines. The architectu ral functions of light-well and impluvium are quite 

reconcila ble with that of a small hypaethral sanctuary, and it is more

·Over possible that according to the orig inal plan the back part of the 
inner area was covered over. It is at any rate certain that in excavating 
.the space inside the bal ustrade certain fragmentary relics came to light 

1 Petrie, Abydos, Pt. ii. PI. , .I. 
2 The 'infant' i shown to the left of the 'i\rother ' fetish in Fig. 4· T he ape· like figu re is 

:Seen to the right. 
3 Report: Knossos, B .S.A. 1903, p . 12. 
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which might well have belonged to the fi ttings of an earlier shrine. These 
relics included convex crystal disks l ike those of the R oyal Gaming Board, 
part of a n exquisite faience vase with nautilus reliefs, and two or three 
corkscrew curls of bronze, of larger si ze but otherwise resembling those 

inserted in the heads of the an imated ivory fi gures found in the Palace, 
and probably belonging to the treasury of a sanctuary. 

Amon g the fragmentary clay sealings belonging to the earlier part of 
the building brought to light in the same area or the im mediate vicinity, we re 
everal of religious import, two of these indeed exhibit ing parts of fa~ades of 

shrines. The fragment reproduced in Fig. 5 shows the raised arm of an adorant 

FIGS. 5 A ND 6 .-SEAL I MPRESSIONS, SH OW! !\G PARTS OF SA NCTUARIES (1). 

before a small columnar tem ple with wings, and with the sacral horns 

placed on the entabla ture. In F ig. 6 we see an architrave supporting 
what seems to be intended for a group of sculpture in the round repre
senting a lion-guarded peak like that on which a series of seal-impressions 
from the Palace shows the armed Goddess standing. In the present case it 
is uncertain whether the rocky pyramid was surmounted by any other 
object; but there could hardly, in any case, have been room for a divi ne 
fi gure. 

Another seal-impress ion found here, a lso of a good period (apparently 
Late Minoan II.), imperfect as it is, shows the essent ial parts of a design 

of exceptional interest (F ig. 7). We see here a one-masted vessel with 
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rowers beneath an awning, upon which, not represented as in the hold but 

superposed on the whole design, stands the greater part of the figure of a 
noble horse. The superposition must be here taken to be a graphic way 

of indicating the cargo, and, if so, we have a contemporary record 

.of the first importation of horses into Crete. As a matter of fact, it is 
during this, the earlier part of the Late Minoan period, synchronizing with 
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FIG. 7.-SEAL IM PRESSION WITH DESIG COMPLETED, SHOW!. G J-!ORSE ABOVE SHIP ({). 

the early part of the Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt, that the horse first 
makes its appearance on Minoan monuments. It is represented together 
with the Royal chariots on the clay documents of the Palace, just as 
<luring the same age it appears on the tombstones and the somewhat later 
.frescoes of Mycenae. A noteworthy feature in the present example, 
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as on the horses of the tablets and the frescoes, is the binding up 
of the mane in a series of tufts. We have here the coming of the 
thoroughbred horse. 

The exact correspondence between the dressing of the mane here shown 
and that of the horses on the fragmentary frescoes found in the Megaron of 
the Palace at l\Iycenae 1 may be taken as a fair indication that we have 
to do with the same stock. It is therefore interesting to observe that the 
colour of the horses on the Mycenae frescoes, where the surface tint has not 

been destroyed by burning, is a deep bay. In conform ity, as Professor 
Ridgeway has shown, with Libyan custom, but contrary to the usual Asiatic 
and European practice,2 they had nose-bands in place of bits. It would 
seem then that the owner of the present seal was engaged in the transport 
of the first horses into Minoan Crete across the Libyan Sea.3 

The uncouth natural fetishes of the domestic chapel compare trangely 
wi th the beautiful faience images of the Snake Goddess and her votaries 

found in the Temple Repository of the Palace itself. Yet these latter a re 
of much earlier date than the contents of the present shrine, which belong 

to the latest period during which the house was inhabited . It looks as if 
the rustic recrudescence of the cult that we see here may have been due to 
the coming up to the surface of more plebeian elements in the whirligig of 

Minoan history. The kings are less, the people more, and the princely 
building now partially explored, like the great Palace opposite and the 
' Royal Villa' beyond, is broken up into smaller habitations. The Royal 
Tomb at Isopata itself became a common epulchre.4 But the evidence 

supplied by the later contents of this House of the Fetish Shrine, as by those 
of the great bulk of the tombs, explored in 1904,5 belonging to the same age, 
forbids us to believe that the close of the Palace period at Knossos should 
be connected with a successful foreign invasion. Rather it points to some 
internal revolution. The standard of wealth and the standard of art fell. 

t Knossos itself clay largely replaced metal for domestic utf!nsils. In 
every direction we begin to perceive decadence, but the decadence itself is 

1 'E<f>. ' Apx. 1887, PI. !I. 
2 See \V. Ridgeway, Tile Origin and Influence of tile Thoroughbred H orse, p. 4 o, etc. 
3 The fre coes of the Megaron at ;\Iycenae had escaped Professor Ridgeway's att ention, other· 

wise they might haYe supplied him with an u efu l C(lrroboration of hi theory as to the Libyan 
origin of the first horses introduced into Greece. 

4 See A. J. E vans, Tile Prelu'storic Tombs of K~tossos (London, Quaritch, 19o6), p. 170. 
5 Op. cit. p. 133. 
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imply the gradual falling away from the models of the la test Pa lace sty le. 
There is no real break in continuity. 

In nothing is th is more perceptible, so far as regards the present 
building, than in the heaps of more or less fragmentary clay sealings, found 

on the later floors, attesti ng the survival of simila r usages as regards 
securing documents and possessions, and presen ting in a somewhat 

d egraded sty le the same artistic types as those of the preceding age. But 
what is still more interesting is the evidence, now for the first time 
supplied by some fragmen tary clay tablets found in connexion with the e 
sealings, that the fully developed linea r scrip t o f Minoan Crete cont inued 
to be at least partially in use during the later period. It th us appears that 
the fall of the Palace did not bring with it the absolu te extinct ion of letters, 
a nd the true dark ages of Crete were not yet. 

3 .-FLOOR DEPOSIT OF THE FIR T MIDDLE MINOAN PER I OD 

BE EATH WEST COURT. 

Investigations into the earlier stratification in the West Court of the 
Palace were continued with interesting results. It will be remem bered t hat 

in the Section described in the preceding R eport a gap occu rred in the 
strata below the pavement. A floor-level was found containing clay vessels of 
the Second Middle Minoan period representing the full development of the 
polychrome style of decorat ion. A view of this as seen when first uncovered l 
is given here in Fig. 8. Immed iately below th is floor a n Earl y Minoan 

deposit occurred as it were per saltum, and there were no rema ins of t he 
Fi rst Midd le Minoan P.eriod, illustra ting the beginn ing of the polychrome 
technique. T his, however, as I then observed, 'does not exclude the possi
bility that the floor-level in ques tion may have gone back to that Period, 
s ince what is found as a house-floor naturally belongs to the latest date of 

its occupation.' 2 

The excavat ion of the adjoin ing area to the South has now conclusively 
shown that floors existed at this level, immediately, that is, superimposed on 
the la test Early Minoan stratum, belonging to this First Middle Minoan 

stage. In the former case therefore the use of the room mus t have either 
gone on continuously to the Second Middle Minoan Period or some 

From a sketch by 1r. H. Bagge. 2 Report : Knossos, 1904, p. 18. 
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build ing operati ons carried out at that time must have removed the vestiges 
of the {mmediately preceding Age. In the ne ighbouring room now 
uncovered to this level 1 a very characteristic series of vases belonging to the 
F irst Midd le Minoan Period was found resting on the floor (see F ig. 9). 
Besides the usual cups, bowls, etc. was an interesting pedes tailed basin ( r 2) 

FIG. 10.-CORNEL!AN BEA D- EAL WIT H M AN - TA G A~D l\IA:'i -BOAR, 

FRm! " ' · E I'ITRA:-ICE OF P AL ACE. 

with dark brown decorat ion on buff, a small spouted vessel (3) with white 
geometrical stri pi ng on a purplish brown ground, and the typical beakers 
with square-cut upright mouths (2, 4, 5, 19). \ Vith these was a remarkable 

1 In this, as in the neighbouring area North , the Third Middle l\1inoan st ratum went down 
a metre beneath the paYement of the Court. In this section there was no trace of a ~[. ~1. II . 
layer. 
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jug of a somewhat different type ( r) with a dull brown ground, decorated 
with white, vermilion and madder-red, and presenting the finest specimen 
yet discovered of the early polychrome style (PI. I). The principal motive 
consists of double axe- li ke figures in slanting positions, with their edges 

involYed in the curves of a vermilion band. \Ve see here a rudimentary 
anticipation of the elaborate spiraliform designs of the developed poly

chrome style. 

§ 4. - SUPPLEMENTARY J 1VESTIGATIO 1 ABO UT THE WE TERN 

ENTRANCE OF THE PALACE. 

Various supplementary excavations were carried out about the West 
Porch and Entrance of the Palace. One result of these was the discovery 
o f an interesting relic, apparent ly belonging to the period immediately 
preceding the final catastrophe of this part of the building. This was 
a lentoid bead-seal of carnelian ,,·hich had worked down beside the thres
hold of the doorway leading from the Corridor of the Procession to the 
<Porter's Lodge.' The engraving, of bold but somewhat sum mary 
execution, such as ofte n characterizes the work of the Second Late Minoan 

Age, exhibits two compound monsters, one of them a man-stag, the other 
a man-boar (Fig. ro). We have not here a MwC:navpor;, but a Mw€A.aifJor; 

and MwwKa-rrpor; . The gem illustrates the fact that the Minotaur was only 
o ne of several simllar monstrous creations of Minoan Art tha t were rife at 
this period, and of which the man-stag and the man-lion as well as the 
eagle-lady afford further illustrations. The man-boar is new to the series. It 

is to be noted that in the Zakro sealings 1 representing the transitional period 
between the latest Middle Minoan and the Earliest Late Minoan phases, 

these compound fi gures are seen under less stereotyped and more 
fantastic aspects. 

T he main object of the investigations about the \Vestern Entrance 
o f the Palace, however, was, by raising various portions of the pavement, 
t o secure from the con tents of the immediately underlying stratum a 
terminus a quo for the original construction of this part of the building. The 
results obtained entirely corresponded \vith previous indications and with 

the evidence acquired from the stratum immediately underlying the pave
ment of the West Court. Several fragments of rough ja rs occurred-one 

1 1-Ioga rth in J.H.S. xx ii. pp . 76 seqq. 

c 2 
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with 'trickle' ornament-of the same class as those of the North-East 
Magazines and belonging to the Third Middle Minoan Period . Under the 
threshold of the Entrance on the East side of the Porch, as generally under 
the vVestern wall, the intervenina strata had been cut away by a later 
levelling proces and the Upper Neolithic stratum directly appeared. 

5.-INVE TIGATION OF THE I TERIOR OF THE WEST VVALL A D 

THEIR CHRONOLOGICAL RESULTS. 

The certainty had thus been acquired that throughout the region 
embraced by the West Court and Entrance and the Corridor of the 
Procession no later elements occurred beneath the pavements than those 
belonging to the last stage of the Middle Minoan culture. The West wall 
and C0urt of the Palace at Knossos, and the Porch, with its single column 
and approaching causeways, presents an obvious parallel with that of the 
earlier Palace at Phaestos, and in that case the fine polychrome remains 

found above the pavement levels belonged to the acme of the Second 
Middle Minoan Peri od. These comparisons, which had been familiar to us 

since the results of Dr. Fernier's excavations in 1901, had long led 
Dr. Mackenzie and myself to face the possibility that the West wall of the 
Palace at Knossos and the adjacent system went back to the same 
approximate period. It was at any rate clear that we had here to deal 
with the survival of Middle Minoan architectu ral traditions. 

On the other hand the further investigation of the section of the 
nossian Palace adjoining the Central Court to the West had shown that 

here parts of the original building, including a gypsum wall like that facing 

the West Court, had been incorporated in later structures belonging to the 
Late Minoan Age. The contents of the Temple Repositories led to the 
conclusion that this original bui ldin g underwent a considerable destruction 
and remodelling about the close of the Third Middle Minoan Period. The 
early Cists and jambs of the West Magazines illustrated the same 
phenomenon. It thus became evident that the original structures of the 
Vestern Palace wing went back at least to the concluding epoch of the 

Middle Minoan age. 
Were they, indeed, in their origin still more ancient ?-perhaps 

altogether coeval with the early part of the Phaestian Palace? Was it 
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possible, in other words, that the original elements of the Palace at Knossos 
as at present existing, went back to the great age of polychrome ceramic 

a rt, namely the Second Middle Minoan Period, or even beyond it? 
The absence of ceramic remains of the fine polychrome class in these 

early cists and repositories was not by itself conclusive. More conclusive, 
however, was the fact of which now there was such ample proof, that the 
stratum immediately underlying the West Court system did not represent 
an ~earlier stage than the Third Middle Minoan, when the great days 
of ceramic polychromy were already over. It thus appeared that the 
West front of the Palace and with it the original elements of the whole 
Western wing-though they still maintained the same architectural 

tradition as that visible in the earlier Palace at Phaestos, were the work of 
a somewhat later age,-in all probability of the concluding part of the 

Third Middle Minoan Period. 
In order to clench the matter I resolved on a crucial experiment 

as to the date of the construction of the West wall itself. This wall, as has 
been already shown,1 consists of an outer and inner face of massive gypsum 
slabs with a core of rubble masonry between them. I resolved therefore to 
make excavations, at certain points where it was still intact, in the intervening 

core of rubble masonry, which unquestionably belonged, equally with 
the gypsum casing, to the original structure. The sherds contained 
in this, especially in its lowest level, would certainly give a terminus 

IJost quem for the date of the construction of the West wall. 
These explorations of the interior of the wall were made at four points 

opposite the ends of Magazines 2, 3, 5, and 10, and in all cases identical 

results were obtained. The upper part of the wall above the gypsum 
casing had been partly at least remodelled, and here some Late Minoan 

fragments occurred, including a seal impression showing one of the usual 
beast-headed 'daemons.' In the undi turbed area below, sherds were found 
of the polychrome class (Middle Minoan I I) together with other character

istic fragments of the succeeding Third Middle Minoan Period. This 
evidence it will be seen entirely agrees with that collected in the adjoining 
West Court region and shows that the construction of the West wall belongs 

to the close of the Middle Minoan Age. 
These explorations of the interioc of the \Nest wall brought out some 

further results of interest. The massive gypsum slabs forming its inner 
1 See Report B.S.A. 1903, p. 3· 
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and outer face were connected, as was already known, by cross-pieces of 
wood. In the wall -section, however, where th is was first observed 1 the 
mortise holes, into which the ends of these cross-pieces fi tted, were 
not suffi ciently well preserved to show their exact original form. The 
present excavation revealed the fact that they were of a dove-tail plan, so 
that the ends of the wooden struts were keyed into them and the 
outer and inner fac ing of the wall thus locked together (see F ig. I 1) . It 
furthe r appeared that on both of the rough inside surfaces of the gyp urn 

ECTION OF INTERIOR OF \VEST WALL OF PALACE, SilO \VI NG 

li!ORTISES FOR CROSS-PIECES OF WOOD . 

. 
slabs signs were cut answering to those vis ible on the outside of the casing 
s labs a t the back of the Magazines. I t was thus demonstrated that the 'double 
ax e ' sign was repeated on the back of both the inner a nd outer gypsum 
slabs throughout the section of the West wall that extends from the second 

1 See Report, B.S.A. rgor, p. 3, Fig. r. 
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to the fifth Magazine,-this being thus the regular mark both within 
and without. In the excavation made at the back of the tenth Magazine 

the star-sign made its appearance, which also occurs on the door-jamb 

between that and the eleventh Magazine. 

§ 6.-REFERENCE MUSEUM IN TilE PALACE. 

In order to protect' the Room of the Throne' from damp it had been 

found desirable to roof both it and the adjoining corridor and small 
chambers. The loft and covered galleries thus provided have now been 
fitted up with wooden shelves for the baskets of minor fragments of pottery 
taken from the various Palace rooms and from different · metre-depths of 
the exploratory sections. In this way it has been possible to organize on 
the spot a kind of reference museum for the whole excavation, the baskets 
from the various floors and levels being carefully arranged and labelled by 

Dr. Mackenzie. 

§ 7.-THE RESTORATION OF THE GRA D STAIRCA E. 

By far the greatest work undertaken on the Palace site during the 

past season was the result of an accident, which threatened to become a 

disaster. 
An exceptionally rainy winter led to the falling in of the second landing 

of the Grand Staircase in the Domestic Quarter. The wooden props 
inserted at the time of the excavation to support this had partially rotted 

and proved insufficient for their task The breach caused by the partial 
collapse of the landing threatened the equilibrium of the upper flight of 

the staircase and its balustrade, as well as the adjoining part of the Upper 
East-vVest Corridor. To avert the ruin thus threatened demanded nothing 

less than heroic measures. 
It will be remembered that at the time of the excavation of the 

Grand Stairca e this upper flight of stone stairs with its stepped bal us
trade had been found practically in position, resting as by a miracle on a 
mass of induratecl debris, though the supports which had originally held 
it up above the flight beneath it had themselves disappeared. Through 

this indurated mass, which seems to have been formed by the remains of the 
original sunburnt clay bricks of the upper stories of the building, a passage 



FIG. 12.-LOWI':R BALUSTRADI': OF GRAND STAIRCASE, AS SEEN FROM BENEATH COVERED PART OF liALL 
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way had been literally tunnelled down the underlying first flight of stairs. 
The descending gall ery thus excavated had been supported like that of a 
-mine with wooden props and frames, but a considerable thickness of fallen 
-material had been left on the outer side of the stairs in order to ensure the 
adequate support of the upper flight and ba lustrade. But the whole upper 
.structure having become insecure on account of the breach in the la nding, I 

.decided on the drastic expedient of removing provisionally the whole of the 
upper flight of stairs, with the intention of replacing it, properly supported, 
.at its original level when the mass of debris below had been cleared 
.away. 

The upper structures having been carefully removed stone by stone 
and placed toge ther on a neighbouring terrace in such a way as would 

facilitate their exact reconstitution, the hard deposit below ;eould be cleared 
.away,-an operation which resulted in a most illuminating discovery. 
Below the stepped balustrade that accompanied the upper flight of stairs, 
.and separated from it by an interval of fallen and carbonized materials, 

there came to light on the outer border of the lower flight another similar 
.ascending balustrade with sockets for columns like those above and even 
the charred remains of the actual wooden shafts. 

It being in any case necessary to obtain strong and durable supports 
for the upper structures, the minimum of incongruity seemed to be secured 
b y restoring the columns themselves in their original form-but in stone 
with a plaster facing in place of wood. For this work, which involved most 
-difficult structural problems and a large use of iron girders in place of the 
{)rig inal architraves and cross-beams, I was happy in securing the services 

{)f Mr. C. C. T. Doll , architectural student of the British School at Athens 
who has carried out his task with great success. The basis of this re
-construction must in any case be held to be secure. The new columns 
with thei r capitals reproduce both in shape and colouring examples seen 
{)n some recently discovered frescoes from a hall of the West Palace wing. 
The actual size of the architraves and beams could be ascertained from 
some large charred sections actually preserved. The stones, moreover, of 
t he upper fl ight of stairs and of their balustrades had· been carefully marked 

.and numbered so that they could be re- et in their original positions. In 
the same way the massive limestone stair-block at the landing leading from 
the third to the original fourth flight, was also temporarily removed and 
:re-set above its supporting colu mn. In the course of our investigations a 
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further stair-block came to light substantiating the existence of an original 
fifth flight of stairs. 

It was found necessary to carry out the same reconstitution under the 
adjoining Upper Corridor and across the Hall of the Colonnades, which the 
Grand Staircase overlooks-the partially collapsed masonry above the 

window on the south side of the Hall being at the same time raised, the 
window itself opened out and its original wooden framing replaced. 

Some idea of the result of this restoration as regards the lowermost 
flight of stairs may be gathered from the photograph, reproduced in Fig. I 2, 

taken from the covered part of the ' Hall of the Colonnades.' As a whole 
the effect of this legitimate process of reconstitution is such that it must 
appeal to the historic sense of the most unimaginative. To a height of over 
twenty fee t there r ise before us the grand stai rcase and columnar hall of 
approach, practically unchanged since they were traversed, some three and 
a half millenniums back, by Kings and Queens of Minas' stock, on their 
way from the _scenes of their public and sacerdotal functions in the 
\Nest \Ning of the Palace, to the more private quarters of the Royal 
household. 

ARTHUR}. £VANS. 
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POLYCJIROME VASE OF EARLY TYPE FROM FLOOR DENEATll WET COURT ; 

OF THE FIR T ~liDDLE :JlTNOAN PERIOD. 


